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Foreword

Rural America is at the proverbial crossroads. Many rural couununities ahow signs mat
raise concern for their future: loss of economic vitality, a relative decline in income, high
unemployment, low workforce participation, and an exodus of talent Advances in
communication and information technologies, however, hold promise for rural America, by
reducing the barriers of distance and space that have disadvantaged rural areas. Rural
businesses can now link to other businesses or access major markets, even in other countries,
just as readily as those in urbanareas, while still enjoying the many distincuve benefits of rural
living.

This study explores the role that communication technologies can play in securing rural
AMeTiCals future. It develops seve al policy strategies and options to encourage such
development. The study was requested by the Joint Economic Committee of Congress and
Senators Charles E. Grassley and Orrin G. Hatch.

OTA gratefully acknowledges the contribution of the advisory panel, workshop
participants, coatractors, reviewers, and many others who provided information, advice, ant:
assistance. However, OTA bears sole responsibility for the contents of this report.

JOHN R GIBBONS
Director
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Chapter 1

Summary and Policy Conclusions
-1M11=111111111111=1111.PIIIPPIIIIIMIMr-

Introduction
Rural communities have played a central role in

American life Politically, they have served as the
centerpiece of American democratic thought. Eco-
notecally, they have provided the labor, food, and
other natural resources that fueled and sustained the
industrial revolution. Now comprising 24 percent of
the Nation's population and 28 percent of its labor
force, rural areas continue to be a source of
inspiration and sustenance. In the minds of many,
these communities reflect and reinforce the tradi-
tional American values of community and individu-
alism. Increasingly, they are viewed as a haven from
the intractable problems caused by u *Jan develop-
ment.

Notwithstanding their basic strengths, many rural
areas today show signs and symptoms that raise
concern for their futures. These include a loss of
economic vitality, a relative decline in income, high

.1.11111MIWIMEN

Rural areas are showing a loss of eco-
nomic vitality, a relative decline in in-
come, high unemployment, low work-
force participation, and a high level of
outmigration.

unemployment, low workforce participation, and a
high level of migration out of rural areas. Thus we
find that per-capita ir.come in rural areas is much
lower than in urban areas, and that the communities
considered to be the most rural are the worst off.
Rural poverty rates, having been on an upswing
since the early 1970s, are also higher than urban
poverty rates (see figures 1-1 and 1-2).

A number of forces underlie the problems that
now beset rural communities. These forces are
structural in nature, so they ate unlikely to be easily
reversed. One of the most important forces is the
dramatic shift in the economy away from the
production of primary resources and manufactured
goods towards the provision of services. Since rural
areas we more dependent on these declining sectors,

Figure 1-1--Poverty Rates by Residence*

25 Percent poverty
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1
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'Metre and norle mem for 198f based on the C40,44 of 1980, tor 1969 and
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1984 data.

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey. as dted
U.S. Department of Agriariture. Rural Economic Development

U. 1980* Avaptativ fee S'w RAN. (lNatiNngton. DC: U.S.
Department at Agriculture. 1988). p. 12.
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Figure 1-2Nonmetrepoliten Not Migration'

Migration in tholisends
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Year

For 198043, nonmetropolltan counties are as defined In 1970; 1984
deaNdon le tam; thereafter (noninialtulionallzed population).

SOURCE: U.S. BMW of the Canoe, se died In U.S. Dapor..aent of
Agriculture, Rini Eartentle Dookontott ko SW191POIr: Pros-
p** Ay Ift flare (Werliktglan, DO: U.S. Depertnent of
Agilaulture, p. ix; U.S. Department of Conenerter,
Geogreplic Il4ty. Mach 19118 b Abaft 1967(Washinglon,
DC: U.S. Bureau of the Come. MS). aeries P-20. No. 480.
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4 Rural America at the Crossroads: Networking for the Future

Advances in communication and infor-
mation technologies coincide with a shift
toward a more service-oriented econ-
omy.

11111Mai

they are especially vulnerable to this shift (see figure
1-3). With the emergence nf a global economy, and
the rise of the newly industrialized countries, rural
areas are facing intense competition in resources and
primary manufacturing from abroad.

Not all trends are necessarily negative. Tremen-
dous advances in communication and information
technologies, and radical changes in the way these
technologies can provide services have occurred
along with the shift to ward a more service-oriented
economy. Many people believe that these develop-
ments hold promise for rural America, because

Figure 1-3Employment of Rural Residents, 1988

Percent of rural jobs in dach industry - 1988

18.3% .5%

20.9%

7.4%

4.2%

11,piS
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An uninhabited shack In a =Milo community In
rural Colorado.

communication technologies reduce the importance
of distance and spacetwo factors that disadvan-
tage rural areas. Rural communities with modem
communication technologies can more easily dell
with their problems. Using advanced communica-
tion technologies, for example, a rural business can
link to other businesses, or access major markets,
just as easily as a business in an urban area.

Other observers are less ranguine about the
impact of technological developments on rural
America, because communication networks work in
two directionsthey conld undermine rural econo-
mies rather than bolster them. Skeptics warn against
being too fixated on technology, because technol-
ogy, by itself, cannot bring about development.

Economic development requires the coming) together of a wide array of people, 3M1s, and
resources. How, and the extent to which, new

57.7% conimunication technologies can be used to improve
the prospects for success depend on a number of
factors. This study defines the role of communica-
tion in the development process and develops
several criteria for policy stiategies and options that
encourage such development. Policy options that
meet these criteria are outlined and discussed.

Ej Service
ra Public Administratiun

Manufacturing
Agriculture

111111

us
BE Construction
1111 Mining, Forestry, Fishing

SOURCE: U.S. Department el Commerce, Rural and MTh Finn Papule-
Now 19INI( Naohingion, OC: U.S. Bureau of the Census. tine).

Request for the Study
This study was requested by the Joint &mimic

Committee of Congress and by Senators Charles E.
Grassley and Orrin G. Hatch. Noting that the
widespread deployment of communication and in-
fommtion technologies will inevitably bring major
changes in the way all Americans live and work, the

1 4



Chapter 1Sununary and Policy Conclusions 5

Economic development requires the com,
ing together of a wide array of people,
skills, and resources.

committee asked OTA to examine how these devel-
opments might affect economic conditions in rural
America. The questions that the committee asked
OTA to address are:

Will technological advances be available in a
timely manner to rural America?
Does information-age technology involve econ-
omies of scale and scope that will enable rural
businesses and communities to adopt these
technologies?
What are the expected economic effects of
information-age technologies in rural areas,
particularly on employment (including job
creation, training needs, and job displacement)
and investment (including capital requirements
and public infrastructure)?
Which rural areas are likely to have the greatest
ability to make use of these new technologies?
What roles can the various levels of govern-
ment play in fostering information-age technol-
ogy?
Can rural America expect to be competitive in
serving national and international r-arkets for
the goods and services of this new era?

What Are the Stakes?
The Stakes for Rural America

Although often isclated and remote, America's
rural communities do not exist in a vacuum. They
will inevitably change as the world around them
changes. As communicatien technologies extend
rural ties and expand rural markets, these conmmni-
ties will become increasingly vulnerable to national
and global trends and events. For rural America, the
most critical of these developments will be the
adjustment to a highly competitive, service-based,
global economy and the emergence of major,
worldwide environmental concerns that will compel
them to reorient their economies. Since many rural
communities lack essential financial and human
resourtes, and often depend on a single industry for
the lion's sham of their wealth and vitality, their
ability to adapt to these changes is limited. Without

',V,M0E40

!. NA
.

Pholo a** Madr a limp

A study In contrast a new house %Nth a satellite dish abuts
an abandoned adobe hut in Garda, Colorado.

If these technologies are to enhance the
economic prospects of rural areas, then
policymakers must develop policies to
create the most favorable conditions for
their use to go along with policies that
promote technology deployment.

some form of intervention, these communities are
headed for decline.

Advanced communication and information tech-
nologies are certainly not "the" solution to the
many problems confronting rural America. In fart,
one needs only to look historically to see examples
where the deployment of thew technologies has left
rural conununities 'worse off. However, in the
current economic environment, in whidr businesses
am using these technologies strategically to gain a
competitive advantage, communities and businesses
that have limited access to them are unlikely to
survive. While not a panacea, in a global, infonnation-
based economy, these technologies could help rural
communities overcome a number of the barriers that
have limited their economic well-being in the past.

Precisely because communication technology is a
mixed blessing and often functions as a double-
edged sword, it is essential that decisionmakers
clearly understand, and take into account, not only
the benefits and costs associated with this technol-
ogy, but alsoand perhaps more importantlythe
socioeconomic conditions under which the benefits

15



6 Rural America at the Crossroads: Networking for the Future

Box 1-ATeleconintunkations for Business

Each of Edward D. Jones & Co. 's offices is a far cry from Wall Streetfrom the hustle and bustle, maybe,
but not from the stocks and bonds. Jones & Co. is a full-service brokerage house specializing in low-risk securities
serving mainly rural communities and towns with fewer than 20,000 people The company uses advanced
telecommunications to deliver big-city financial services to smaller towns and rural communities.

When Jones & Co. initially branched out from its main office in Maryland Heights, MO in 1955, it relied on
teletype machines to connect its separate one-person offices to the heady:tamers. By 1980, when the company had
completely switched over to computers, it had grown to some 300 retail branches. 1P the 10 years since, Jones &
Co. has mushroomed to nearly 1,600 offices in 44 States, and has upgraded the computer hardware and software
as growing demand has outpaced the capacity of the successive systems. With more retail offices than any other
fmancial services company in the United States, Edward D. Jones & Co. earned $249 million in revenues in 1989.

More recently, Jones & Co. invested $30 million in 1988 to install a private two-way satellite network to link
its dispersed and numentus offices that went online in 1990. With rising costs of local and long-distance
communications services, which can be a particular problem in rural areas, the very small aperture terminal (VSAT)
satellite system gives the company greater control of its telecommtmications and stabilizes these costs. Jones &
Co. 's computer network has links to banks to expedite credking clients' accounts, insurance companies, mutual fund
firms, and information services such as Standard & Poor's MarketScope service. With VSAT's video capacity.
Jones & Co. is able to broadcast live product presentations or training sessions between sites. The VSAT technology
also permits the company, which plans to expand to 3,000 offices by 1991, flexibility in adding or moving bntnch
locations.

SOURCES: Robert Cullen, **Thal by Pim," Edward D. Jones & Co. press package: Edward D. Jones & Co., "Satellite lbelmology Brings Wall
Street to Main Street," press release, undated; Edward D. Joon & Co.. "Edward D. Jones & Co. Sees'arclinobgy As Key to Rapid
Growth," press release, undated; as cited in 1113SA Comulting, "lbleconununications and Rural Economic Development."
prepared for United States Iblepbone Association. October 1990.

are most likely to be realized. If these technologies
are to enhance the economic prospects of rural areas,
then policymakers must develop policies to create
the most favorable conditions for their use to go
along with policies that promote technology deploy-
ment.

Market as well as government decisions deter-
mine how communication technologies will be
deployed in the future. Rural America clearly has
tremendous stakes in the outcomes of these deci-
sions. Certain courses of action can provide rural
communities an opportunity to gain greater control
over, and perhaps reverse, the direction in which
they are headed. Other actions are likely to foreclose
this possibility.

The National Stakes

Whether rural communities experience develop-
ment or decline is not merely a local concern. All
Americans have a stake in how well rural cominuni-
ties cope with, and take advantage of, the rapidly

changing environment in which they find them-
selves. The kinds of economic activity that occur in
rural America can have a significant impact on the
Nation's overall prosperity.

Long-term economic development requires the
continual flowering of new centers of innovation. As
we increasingly realize, such innovation takes place
primarily in relatively small local enterprises.1 Most
rural areas, however, have been forced to play a
supportive role in this process. With their long
distance from commercial centers, and their sparse
populations, the small communities in these areas
have generally been unable to assemble the skills,
information, and capital required for development to
take place. These barriers of distance and space are
likely to be much less formidable in the future. By
taldng advantage of advanced communication and
information technologies, rural communities may
find it easier to access and assemble the ream=
that foster innovation and growth in city regions.
Equipped with communication and information
technology and the wherewithal to take advantage of

1See for dIscussicas. Jane Jacobs, Cities and the Wealth of Midst= (New Yak, NY: The Viking Pmts. 1985) hOokaol J. Nam and Milks P. Ssbni,
The Second Industrial Divide: Possibilities for Prosperity (New York NY: Basle Book& 1954): and David Osborne, Labe/marksof Dithseroey
%Moo. MA: Kerma Buda= School Poles, 19118).

1 6



Chapter IStuntnaty and Policy Conclusions 7

Economic development in rural areas
will not only affect national economic
performance, it will also help determine
how well the United States fares in ail
increasingly competitive, global econ-
omy.

.111M1111111

it, rural communities can be viewed not as potential
problem. but rather as untapped national resources
(see box 1-A).

Economic development in rural areas will not
only affect national economic performance, it will
also help determine how well the United States fares
in an increasingly competitive, global economy.
Since 1970, the U.S. trade position has steadily
worsened, while those of our major competitors
continue to improve. Much of the increased trade
competition is in the area of primary goods and
low-technology industriesthe industries in which
rural areas have traditionally specialized. Rural
areas can contribute to an improvement in the U.S.
trade balance if economic development in these
areas leads to greater economic diversification
and/or a shift to those industriessuch as services
and high-tech manufacturingthat are growing in
demand worldwide.

Rural economic development can contribute not
only to the national economy, it can enhance the
overall quality of national life. If rural communities
use new technologies to diversify their economies,
becoming less dependent on the production of
primary resources, they may make less of a claimon
the Nation's environmental resourzes. Communica-
tion technologies can also be used to substitute for
travel, thereby conserving energy and reducing air
pollution.

The economic viability of rural communities will
determine the extent to which these areas can
provide an amenable lifestyle and a counterbalance
to the pull of urban implosion. Many urban regions
suffer from problems of overdevelopment: conges-
tion, pollution, crime, high costs of living, etc. Rural
areas might provide a means of escape if there were
sufficient amenities, such as good schools, adequate

health care, and cultural activities. Many elderly are
tea Icing advantage of the benefits of rural living by
moving to retirement communities established in
these areas.

Key Findings

The Diversity of Rural Areas

Although rural communities share a number of
common problems, many of their individual charac-
teristics, and the local resources they can draw on to
address their problems, are very different (see
appendix).2 One community's strength may be
another's weakness. Communities are often en-
dowed differently with respect to their locations,
landscapes, arid natural and human resources, as
well as access to communication and information
technologies. For example, Kentucky's location in
the center of the United States makes it attractive to
foreign capital; New Mexico's Native American and
Hispanic populations lend support to a prospering
tourist trade; while the forests of Washington State
:lad Maine supply raw materials for the Nation's
timber industry. Because of such differences, rural
communities will need to pursue a variety of
development approaches.

New Ways of Thinking About
Communicafions in Rural Areas

Ironically, at the moment when communication
and information technologies are beginning to play
a critical role in business, the regulatory structure
that once provided rural areas equal access to these
technologies is coming unraveled. Divestiture of the
Bell System and the shift towards deregulated
services, together with the emergence of large

Divestiture of the Bell System and the
shift towards deregulated services, to-
gether with the emergence of large pri-
vate networks, are undermining the
traditional system of rate averaging and
subsidies for local telephone service.

rib capstan this diversity. and to bwier understand its implications for Parietal policy, OTA andel:sad Geld studies in four Statesismacity, New
Maico Wathiplitclo. and Maine.
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8 Rural America at the Crossroads: Networking for the Future
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private networks, are undermining the traditional
system of rate averaging and subsidies for local
telephone service. These developments have oc-
curred at a time when rural economies are them-
selves becoming more fragile, and whengiven the
trend towards a service-based global eclnomy
their information and communication needs are now
more important than they have ever been.

If mral aress are not to experience further decline,
measures must be taken to assure that they have
access to the needed infrastructure. However, the
previous means for providing infrastructure to rural
areas is no longer sustainable, because of rapid
technological change and a more competitive indus-
try environment. Thus, it is time to devise new ways
of designing communication systems and delivering
communication services to rural areas.

A Rural Area Network would link up as
many users within a community as
possibleincluding among them busi-
nesses, educational institutions, health
providers, and local government offices.

The divestiture of the Bell System and recent
technological advances irovide a number of new
opportunities to do this. Most important is the
unbundling of the communication infrastructure,3
and the subsequent development of new network
architectures and new technologies and technologi-
cal applications.

With unbundling, users no longer must buy
services as a single unit. Now they can purchase
services separately, on a piece-by-piece basis, con-
figuring them to meet their own particular needs.
Many businesses are taking advantage of this
capability to develop their own private communica-
tion networks.' Increasingly they are connecting
their various departments through local area net-
works (LANs) and their offices through metro-
politan area networks (MANs) or wide area net-
works (WANs) (see box 1-B). As the information
and communication needs of these businesses be-
come more specialized, so too are their communi-
cations systems. For example, banks and other
fmancial institutions have developed specialized
communication services, such as the Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial iblecommunica-
tions (swurr), and manufacturers have developed
their own communications protocols, such as the
Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP). Even
system integrators are beginning to specialize in
providing networking services.3

Just as businesses are taking advantages of these
developments to create their own customized com-
munication networks, so too might rural communi-

3Volotandlin1 th appemed in telecommunications with the FCC's Certorfeee decision of 1968, which allowed comma add.aquipment to their
telephones as long es they did not advenely affect the quad= o( the tidephono system or its mehlams to edam. The developmme of open network
nthitomme (ONA) wil/ Iced to the further unbundling of the talepheme name& If penned far enough, open architecture would allow independent
providers endothelia to pordisse the mom elemeend functions. They mkt also acme their own predicts. emenagming end customicing three gthictIons
to mem their own needs.

41n the pest, one teleconmiunicetion nem* mimed to provide universal service to all mars. This anangamem was quite nimble, as men' mods
were ray shallot and the earviees the meld he offend ware relatively limited. Ilusinesass used the telephone for voice eocummicetion is moth the
$ome way dost households did. ibday, this is no logger doe came. Diffment binds of hosinesem increirsingly have diffident kinds el heathen needs.

*or a discussion, see Eli M. Noon, "The Faure of the Public Netwolic Frm Star to the Moth," Iklecomminicadont, Mach 1988, pp. 38-59,
63, and 90.
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Box 1-8LANs, WANs, and MANs
Local Area Networks (LANs): LANs are data communication networks that are relatively limited in their reach.

They generally cover the premises of a building or a campus. Like all networking technologies, LANs facilitate
communication and sharing of information and computer tesources by the members ofa grcup. Within the business
community, the number of LANs deployed has recently grown by leaps and bounds. Predictions am that in 1992
the number of LANs deployed will surpass 5 million, andmore than one-half of all PCs will be connected by LANs.

Wide Area Networks (WANs): Wide area networks are data communication networks that provide long-haul
connectivity among separate networks located in different geographic areas. Many businesses are using WAlsis to
extend and restructure their operations on a national or worldwide basis, while at the same time gaining the
economies of scale and scope that can be achieved by large-scale, shared networks.

WANs make use of a variety of transmission media, which can be provided on a leased or dial-up basis. WANs
can also !,;e privately owned. Recently, many businesses have chosen satellite networks, taking advantage of the
recent development of relatively low-cost small aperture terminals to link their various offices to a headquarters
facility. General Motors is planning to build the largest network of this ldnd. Scheduled for operation in 1992, it
will consist of 9,700 very small aperture terminals that will connect GM locations nationwide.

Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs): Still in the field-testing stage, metropolitan area networks provide
switched data networking services at very high speeds (45 to 50 megabits per second) within a geographic area of
at least 50 miles. MANs connect LANs to LANs, as well as LANs to WANs. As designed by Bellcore, MANs will
provide Switched Multixnegabit Data Services (SMMDS), which will allow users to set up a virtual (or logical)
private network, and give them access to individual services on demand. These networks arc designed for shared
usage.

SOURCE: Office of lechnology Assessment. 1991.

ties. However, whereas many business networks are
established along functional lines, Ruzal Area Net-
works (RANs) would be configured, instead, around
the geographic boundaries and needs of an entire
community. Designed on the basis of a ring (cs
campus-type) architecture, a RAN would link up as
many users within a community as possible
including among them businesses, educational insti-
tutions, health providers, and local goveznment
offices (see figure 1-4). Rural Area Networks could
be linked statewide, perhaps by piggybacking on the
State government and/or the State educational net-
works.

Rwal Area Networks have a number of potendal
benefits:

RANs could foster the deployment of advanced
technology to rural areas in an economically
viable manner. By pooling diverse users, they
would provide considerable economies of scale
and scope.

Built to meet shared needs, they could fostt r
cooperation and community ties.

RANs would overcome the limitations of
technological expertise in rural areas since they
could be designed by one systems integrator.

RANs would induce communication providers
to be more responsive to the communication
needs of rural communities. By joining forces,
rural users will be able to exert greater leverage
in the marketplace.

Wider Technological Choice

In creating such networks, rural communities can
choose from a variety of technologies, particularly
new technologies such as digital radio and advanced
satellites as well as nide markets for old technolo-
gies, each of which have special applications for
remote, rural areas. Many of these technologies are
radio-based so their cost depends more on total
demand than on population density.

With digital radio, for example, cable is not
required beyond the Radio Carrier Station; each
subscriber has a radio transceiver that provides a
standard phone service drop. Whereas it can cost on
average about $10,000 per subscriber to provide
access lines via copper wire, the average cost today
with digital radio is about $3,000 per subscriber.
Digital radio systems capable of carrying four DS-3
(each transmitting at 45 megabits per second) lines
are expected to be available in the early 1990s.

1 9
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Figure 1-4Rural Area Network
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A Rural kaa Netwarkwould be designed to foster ths deployment of advanced technology to nisi areas in an economically viable manner
by pooling the communication needs of &community's many usersespecially the businesses, educational imititutions, health providers,
and local government offices.
SOURCE Office ol Technology Aseesement, 1591.
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If rural communities are to make use of
at, assortment of technologies to create
Rt-ral Area Networks, they must de-
velop strategies to optimize the advan-
tages of each and make them work
together.

eill11111IMI11,

Advances in satellite technology also hold consid-
erable promise for rural areas. Because satellite-
based signals are broadcast over a wide area,
virtually any user within the satellite's "footprint"
can easily access the network at the same cost. The
mobile satellites being designed now for launch in
the early 1990s will have sufficient power to enable
the use of a large number of small, mobile teiminals
on the ground. Portable units will be self-contained
and lightweight, capable of fitting on a company or
family car. These terminals will allow the user to
connect with private networks or the public tele-
phone network for a variety of services, including
voice, data, facsimile transmission, and computer-to-
computer communications. Most recently, Motorola
is developing a global, satellite-based cellular net-
work technology, called Iridium, that, once opera-
tional. could greatly reduce the cost of delivering
communication services to rural areas.

lechnological advances have also reduced the
cost of deploying wireline communication services
to rural areas. For example, the development of
remote digital switching modules now permits
carriers to use fewer expensive host switches to
provide advanced intelligent services such as access
to 800-number databases. The cost savings can be
substantial. One host switch, such as the AT&T
5SEE, costs approximately $510 million, whereas a
remote switching module will cost between $600,000
and $700,000.

The Need for Greater Technological Expertise

If rural communities are to make use of au
assomnent of technologies to create Rural Area
Networks, they must develop strategies to optimize
the advantages of each and make them work
together. These are by no means easy tasks. Nor does
the average rural businessman or woman have the
experience, skills, and resources to do this.

Under the old Bell System, few subscribers were
required, or even inclined, to explore their service
options. Thus, today, many are unprepared to sort
out the many options available to them in an industry
environment driven by rapid technological change.
'Ming the time out from normal business operations
to come to terms with information-age technologies
is also difficult. Most rural businesses are small; job
responsibilities are not specialized enough so that
any one person could devote much time to become
a communication expert. As one rural businessman
said: "I run my business on a shoestring. I supervise
operations; keep the books; and even sweep the
floor. When would I ever have time to learn about
how to use communication strategically?"

Nor are there many people to whom rural busi-
nesses can turn for help. In a competitive environ-
ment, many communication vendors are focusing
their energies on the needs of the much more
lucrative large business users. Among those who
have supported small rural businesses in the past
such as agricultural extension agents, economic
development officials, or the local chambers of
commercefew recognize or understand the eco-
nomic development opportunities that new technol-
ogies offer. It is not surprising that when a rural
business, or a rural community, has been successful
in deploying new technology effectively, there has
generally been a knowledgeable. energetic. and
visionary individual involved.

Enhanced Technology Requirements

In taking advantage of the new technological
capabilities, businesses are changing the way they
conduct business. More and more, they are using
technology to gain a competitive strategic advan-
tage. For example, as in the case of electronic data
interexchange (EDI), communication technologies
are being used to gain competitive advantage over
competitors (see box 1-C). Within companies they
are being used to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of business operations. In addition,
they are being used as a basis for creating new
products and services. For this reason, it is impera-
tive that rural communities not be left behind
technologically.

It is not clear, however, just what level of
technological deployment is needed for rural areas to
keep pace. Many of the services that will likely be
required by an individual rural business could be
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Box 1-CElectronk Data Interexchange
Electronic data interexchange (EDI) is a notable example of how information and communication technologies

are emerging as important strategic tools for efficient and effective business operations. EDI is essentially the
modem, computer-based method by hich companies order, invoice, and bill their products and services. Such
common transatnion functions as invoices, shipping notices, and bills, which traditionally have entailed the transfer
and processing cf papa documents, are replaced by electronic transfers between the businesses' computers.

Electrmic data interexchange improves the efficiency and effectiveness of operations by empowering
businesses to purchase supplies and to produce and distribute products precisely when and where they am needed.
The company's computer system, for example, will initiate a purchase order and execute the purchasing transaction
when an item is requested and removed from the inventory. The price, tenns, and conditions of the contract are all
stored in the computer. In addition to the considerable savings gained as inventory costs are reduced. EDI also
minimizes human clerical error and the considerable processing costs involved with paper transactions. By reducing
or eliminating the prolonged and often enor-plagued paper trail, large retailers and manufacturers are able to gain
a competitive advantage by streamlining transactions witt 'heir suppliers and buyers.

SOURCE: Office of llxboology Assessment, 1991.
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provided with narrowband (64 kilobits per second to
1.5 megabits per second) capacity (see figure 1-5).
However, if rural businesses pool their communica-
tion needs, they can benefit from the same kind of
efficiencies that large businesses enjoy by using
broadband technology (1.5 to 45 megabits per
second).

In evaluating a rural community's tech-
nological requirements, one must not
only consider a community's own eco-
nomic activities, but alsoand increas-
inglythe activities of its competitors.

In an information-based economy, communica-
tion needs are relative. In evaluating a rural commu-
nity's technological requirements, one must not only
consider a community's own economic activities,
but alsoand increasinglythe activities of its
competitors, whether they be businesses in urban
areas or in other countries. Estimating rural needs in
relationship to its competitors is, however, a very

High

Low

High tech/
aerospace

complicated and uncertain task. There is currently
not a consensus about the capabilities large business
users need, and within what time frame. Nonethe-
less, it is clear that the deployment of advanced
techuology in rural commanities is likely to lag well
behind that in urban areas. With few exceptions,
communication vendors are focusing their develop-
ment and marketing efforts on the large, lucrative
business customer, instead of bringing advanced
technology to remote areas (see ch. 3).

Regulatory policy reinforces this situation. Regu-
lators generally do not focus on promoting economic
development, so they do not view rural needs in
relative terms. Instead, they tend to consider needs
for the present, evaluating them on an individual
user, service-by-service basis. Accordingly, they
contend that the needs of most rural businesses can
be met by deploying narrowband capabilities rang-
ing from 64 kilobits to 1.5 megabits, which later can
be upgraded to broadband capabilities of 45 mega-
bits. From the regulators' point of view, infrasmic-
ture modernization should focus on inunediate
problems such as assuring that all subscribers have
single-party lines, digital switching facilities, and
touch-tone dialing.

Figure 1-5Bandwidth Requiramenis in Industry
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Cannunbuienil Rate* April 1900, p. 11. Reprinted with permission of publisher, Business Communica-
tions.
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An example of the Importance of Information technologies
In weal areas: fax service in Espanola, New Mexico.

This approach is inappropriate for the develop-
ment of community-based Rural Area Networks.
Networks that seek to pool business needs or that use
communication technologies to address social needs
as well as business concerns will require broadband
capacity. The State of Maine's education network
already uses three DS-3 lines, and this capacity will
likely not suffice for long. The State of Michigan
also plans to deploy a statewide broadband network.

In such situations, an evolutionary approach to
network modernization would be unwise. Broad-
band technology is optimally designed for sharing.
It provides new ways of organizing communication
networks, and is not a mere extension of narrowband
technology. Upgrading can be costly. The amount of
capital available for network modernization is par-
ticularly limited in rural areas, so care must be taken
to assure that investments made now do not preclude
the timely installation of more advanced technolo-
gies in the future.

Joining Technology Policy to Economic
Development Policy

Notwithstanding dr- many opportunities that new
technologies afford, technology, in and of itself,
cannot level the playing field for rural areas and their
urban and global competitors. The lark of effective

Many benefits can be lost when technol-
ogy deployment takes place in response
to market demand rather than as part of
a comprehensive economic development
program.

communication links is only one of a number of
barriers to economic development. Other bathers
which in many cases are more crucial and immediate
include social problems such as low educational
attainment, extreme poverty, and poor health condi-
tions, as well as inadequate physical infrastructure
and a shortage of capital. If economic development
in rural communities is to be self-sustaining, these
problems must be addressed as well. What is
required is a holistic approach to economic develop-
ment that incorporates the idea of comprehensive
community development. In most cases, communi-
cation technologies can foster and support such an
approach; they can be used to provide education,
deliver health care, and strengthen local government
(see box 1-D). However, to make the most of new
technologies, technology deployment and economic
development policy need to be joined.

Failure to link the deployment of communication
technology to a prop-am for comprehensive eco-
nomic development could actually harm mral com-
munities. By all measures, whether they be poverty
rates, income levels, or levels of educational attain-
ment, rural areas begin from a disadvantaged posi-
tion vis-d-vis urban areas. As the history of commu-
nication technology shows, under such circumstances,
the mere deployment of technology may expose
rural economies to urban competition and hence
widen the economic gap rather than nanow it (see
box 1-E).

It is only by pooling public and private
demand that advanced communication
systems can be economically deployed to
rural areas.

The impact of mass media on rural businesses
provides a good example. The explosive growth of
popular =wines intensified competition for ad-
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Box I-DTechnology and Health

The health care crisis in America is an especially acute problem for rural communities. The closing of hospitals
and medical facilities and the rising costs of medical insurance pose a serious threat to rural communities and their
economies. In Thxas, for example, 73 hospitals have been forced to close since 1984; the majority of these served
rural communities. lb overcome this potentially disastrous trend, lbxas lhch University is designing and
implementing several telecommunications-based programs to help deliver medical services to rural hospitals,
clinics, and practitioners. The University's 4 campuses serve 108 counties and 135,000 square miles in western
lbxas with a population of 2.5 million people.

The University's Health Services Center launched the Kellogg-Affiliated Remote Environments Network
(KARENET) in 1985 to afford doctors in rural west lbxas access to vital support mechanisms. KARENET is an
online computer network that rural physicians and medical professionals can access by telephone and modem for
such programs as recording and monitoring patient care information, consulting with up-to-date treatment
procedures and protocols, health-care research, and continuing medical instruction. With $2.4 million funding from
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and with computer support from AT&T, KARENET creates a "medical
telecomrnunity" that benefits the rural hospitals by retaining morn patients and benefits the patients by reducing
the costs and problems associated with travel.

The Health Services Center also operates MEDNET, a 3-year project "to demonstrate the use of interactive
telecommunications systems to link rural hospitals, clinics, and practitioners, with the purpose of improving rural
health care by using technology to overcome professional isolation." Funded by a $1.9 million grant from the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, MEDNET involves several technologies that provide an array of
important medical services:

Two-way interactive videoalong with voice, graphics and datacanied over digal TI telephone lines
enables " [t)he primary care physician in the rural hospital [to] communicate with physicians in larger
hospitals or medical centers for consultation and diagno"
Personal computers donated by AT&T and special modems (codecs) are used to transfer x-ray images and
pathology slides as well as for other office functions such as word processing, spreadsheets, billing,
appointments, and record keeping.
A satellite-delivered continuing education curriculum gives physicians, nurses, and health-care profession-
als programs that are specially tailored to address mral health concems. The satellite broadcasts the video
program to the 22 participatinz rural hospitals while a telephone connection completes the two-way audio
portion.
A telefacsimile network that supports 19 hospitals has been particularly useful in requesting and receiving
materials from the Health Service Center Libraries and for consulting.

Twelve sites were originally chosen to receive the satellite downlink and display equipment to take part in the
continuing education program under the initial grant funding. Others have joined subsequently, and the satellite
education project can, according to Jeffrey Cowan, become self-sufficient. For other of MEDNET's program, the
expense of the equipment is often a considerable burden for rural facilities, so that seed money and outside funding
will be an important detenninate to success.

SOURCES: John M. Holden. -Acton the Phone Lines.- American Medical News, Jan 27, 1989, p. 13. Executive summary. the Ihitas Tech
MEDNET demonstration Project. Thus Tech University Health Services Ceram. School of Medicine. Lubbock, 1X KARENET
Pamphlet. Personal correspoodet Jeffrey Cowan, Satellite Communication Specialist for the MEDNET project. ha 10. 1991.

vertising among segments of the publishing indus-
try, and the winners in this competition matched the
shifts in the Nation's marketing system. The small,
local retailers, who had once served their commu-
nities with little competition, suddenly faced a
succession of new challengersdepartment stores,
mail-order firms, and chain stores. The metropolitan
press increasingly tied its fortunes to department
stores and chains; and magazines were well-

positioned to run advertisements for nationally
marketed consumer goods that were sold through all
kinds of outlets.

Many benefits can be lost when technology
deployment takes place in response to market
demand rather than as part of a comprehensive
t:COHOlfliC development program. It is only by
pooling public and private demand that advanced
communication systems can be economically de-
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Box 1-ETechnology and Culture

The Zuni Indian Reservation, some 150 miles due west of Albuquerque, lies in New Mexico's dramatically
stark and strikingly wild country on the border of Arizona. It is a short way down the road from Gallup, the principal
trading center for the huge Navajo Indian Reservation. As on other reservations, unemployment and attendant social
problems are severe. The primary source of commerce in Zuni is trade in traditional hand-crafted jewelry.

There is very little about the Zuni Midtile School that sets it off from other rural schools. It is housed in a modest
and modem one-story, red-brick building. The school children at the middle school wear name-brand sotaLers and
T-shirts emblazoned with the names of popular music starsevidence, we are told, of the profound effect of Home
Box Office (HBO, the subscription movie broadcaster) and Music iblevisice (MTV, the popular music video
channel). However, while the students are exposed to mainstream popular American culture through TV and
satellites, the middle school's Language Literacy Center is creating a computer program to help teach the native
language to the students, many of whom are only familiar with the language in spoken form and are unable to read
or write it. The project is an example of the application of technology to preserve and reinfoire culture.

Education is something of a mixed blessing: because the Reservation does not have the resources to satisfy
those students who become interested in further education, they are thus inclined to leave and often relocate where
the opportunities are commensurate with their ambition and ability. Yet the middle school's Language Literacy
Center, with the support of Apple Computers, is entering the Zuni language on HyperCard, a user-friendly
applicatice that enables the student to quickly and easily switch between menus and topics as a way of
cross-referencing material. The user learns to associate the pronunciations of words and sounds with the spelling.
Several lessons, for example, are taught through short stories, and the student can look up an unfamiliar word by
switching to the program's dictionary or alphabet.

SOURCE: Office of 'Thchoology Assessmesa site visit, 1990.

Zuni Intro
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Zuni Numbers Milo and Dindi
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A sample menu from the literacy Center's computer program.
SOURCE: Language Literacy Center. Zuni Middle School.
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Federal telecommunications policy is
often at odds with States' economic
development goals.

111111111111

ployed to rural areas. Moreover, there are a number
of positive synergisms to be gained from linking
technology deployment to development policy. Com-
munication vendors will learn more about economic
development, while community leaders will gain a
greater understanding of the technology. With such
cross-fertilization, new development approaches
and innovative technological appl:aticns could
emerge. In addition, with the benefits of sharing
communication resources, key individuals and
groups that have previously operated independently
will find opportunities to cooperate on behalf of their
community's development.

The Role of Telecommunications Policy

Successful rural economic development strate-
gies require that communication regulatory policy
have parallelif not consistentgoals and ap-
proaches. For example, if economic development
goals include the provision of education and health
services, then regulatory cost/benefit analysis must
include the social benefits of these services in their
calculations. This currently is not the case. In most
States, those responsible for development and those
responsible for regulatory policies have little con-
tact.

Federal telecommunications policy is often at
odds with StPt.' economic developr goals.
lbnsion between regulatory and economh. Jevelop-
meat goals was less apparent in the past because
communications was not considered a key compo-
nent of economic development. This tension will
become more serious as the intensity of interstate
and global economic competition increases and as
communication is used even more for competitive
advantage. It is therefore necessary to reevaluate
consmunkation regulatcry policies in light of broader
economic development goals, and to establish mech-
anisms for collaboration among players and poli-
cymakers in both of these governmental functions.

Orchestrating Change: The Role of
the Federal Government

To capitalize on the potential of communication
and information technologies for rural America,
coordinated action is needed by many different
persons, organizations, and institutions. The more
broadly economic development is defined, the more
varied and numerous are tbe participants needed for
successful rural economic development. Revitaliz-
ing rural communities through communication tech-
nologies requires the cooperation and commitment
of:

1. rural institutions such as schools, libraries, and
medical and health provideis. and the local and
regional development agencies;

2. the communication providers such as the Bell
operating companies, independent telephone
companies, cable television and satellite com-
panies; and

3. catalysts for change, coming, for example,
from colleges or universities serving rural
areas, local educational or community leaders,
Fedaal, State, or local government, and pri-
vate entrepreneurs.

4101111111=

If the celperation needed for economic
development is to take place, govern-
ment must provide incentives for coop-
eration, while making it costly for play-
ers who fail to work together.

OTA field studies6 suggest that competition for
turf and economic rewards binders the cooperation
needed for economic development and limits the
efficient use of communication technologies in rural
areas. Many stakeholders have never dealt with one
another before, and economic and political incen-
tives are such that they are not inclined to do so now.

With the growing role of communication and
information in society and their enhanced market
value, the stakes involved in providing these serv-
ices are higher than ever before. Since only one
network may be economically feasible for a particu-
lar rural area, stakeholders will be tempted to take

ftee appendix.
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the lead in configuring and coitrolling the commu-
nication infrastructure for their own benefit. If the
cooperation needed for economic development is to
take place, government must provide incentives for
cooperation, while making it costly for players who
n41 to work together.

Criteria for Making Policy Choices
OTA has identified a number of criteria that an

economic development strategy must meet to in-
crease its chance of success. Experience shows that
whether communication technologies will he suc-
cessful in promoting rural economic development
depends not just on their availability to rural
communities, but also on the social and economic
context in which they are deployed and used. The
criteria discussed below are the set of conditions
thattaken togetherincrease the chance for suc-
cess. These criteria are an interdependent, total
package. To the extent that policy. measures fail to
address all of these criteria, the chance for success
and the likelihood that technology will be deployed
to the benefit of rural Lucas will be diminished.

A Vision, Together With Entrepreneurial
Leadership

The notion of employing communication technol-
ogies to foster rural development is unconventional

and relatively untried. To make it work requires
vision, imagination, ingenuity, and enlightened lead-
ership.

A Multidimensional, Integrated Notion of
Economic Development

Experience suggests that if sustainable economic
development is to occur, economic development
policies and progxams must be conceived in a
holistic fashion. Broad-based policies are especially
useful when integrating communication technolo-
gies into the devekpment process, because these
kinds of policies offer new ways for rural COMMUDI-
ties to achieve economies of scale and scope, and
hence economically justify the deployment of tech-
nology.

Minimum Cost and the Effective Use of
Existing Resources

With current national budget concerns, it is
unlikely that there will be substantial additional
resources available for promoting rural economic
development, unless the value of technology deploy-
ment can be convincingly demonstrated. Develop-
ment strategies, therefore, must make efficient and
effective use of existing funds and institutional
resources.

Flexibility To Deal With the Variety of
Situations and Settings To Be Found in

Rural America

Rural communities are extremely diverse; hence
development policies must address the individual
needs and appeal to the unique strengths of each
community. Any State or Federal programs must be
flexible enough to allow this.

Flexible and Creative Thinking With Respect
to Rural Network Architectures

It generally takes longer to deploy technology in
mral than in urban areas, so technological advances
that affect rural and urban settings alike could make
rural areas worse off. Tb improve their competitive
positions, rural areas need technologies or technical
capabilities that can reduce the urban advantage.
Increasingly they must think about their communi-
cation systems less in terms of past urban models
and more in terms of the conditions found in rund
communities today.
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Policies That Incorporate a Technology
Transfer and Educational Component

Many rural communities are unaware of the
potential of communication technologies to meet
their needs and aspirations. Moreover, they are often
stymied in using technology by the higher transac-
tion costssuch as the costs of putting systems
togethercaused by divestiture and the unbundling
of the national communication infrastructure. Na-
tional development policies, therefore, must provide
technical assistance and education to users to
familiarize them with communication technology
and assist them in planning and devising communic ation-
based development strategies.

Reconciliation of Telecommunication
Regulatory Policies and Economic

Development Goals

There are a number of instances where economic
development goals and telecommunication policy
goals are in conflict. Ways must be foiwd to
reconcile these differences if comminication tech-
nologies are to play a maim role in future develop-
ment programs.

Cooperation Among All Key Players

Political turf battles and intense economic compe-
tition have doomed many economic development
programs in the past. If such programs are to be
successful in the future, they must include all of the
players and sg!-,-1 solutions. Incentives for such
cooperation must be built into economic develop-
ment strategies.

Economic Viability

e previous means of supporting rural communi-
cation systems are becoming increasingly less suita-
ble. New ways of achieving economies of scale and
scope in rural areas are needed for the future.

Allowance for Choke

Not all communiti are interested in economic
development. Levelopment programs must allow
communities the choice to adopt them or to opt out
in accordance to their wishes.

Public Policies To Meet
Development Criteria

Providing Vision and National Leadership

If Federal policymakers are to provide the vision
and leadership needed to promote the effective use
of communication technologies for rural economic
development, they must state this objective as a
major policy goal. Establishing a formal goal will
signal a commitment and provide a benchmark for
weighing policy choices and evaluating policy
actions. A statement of goals would also provide a
basis for assigning and coordinating institutional
responsibilities, and for determining the efficiency
and effectiveness of each program.

Failure to emphasize the potential that communi-
cation and information technologies have to im-
prove the prospects of rural development may result
in inadequate funding and a lack of institutional and
human support. The Federal budget crisis makes this
even more likely today. With the shrinking pie,
beneficiaries of cement Federal programs will lobby
intensely against efforts to rethink or redirect
program piorities. Opposition will be less effective
if there is a clear vision of the role that telecommuni-
cation can play in promoting economic develop-
ment.

Establishing formal goals is difficult. Goals focus
on the question of how scarce resources should be
distributed among competing groups and organiza-
tions. By not questioning goals, cc by referring to
them in broad terms, decisionmakers can avoid
accountability to stakeholders who are losers in the
goal-setting process.

It will likely be difficult to set a goal for making
communication a priority in the economic develop-
ment process. A consensus has not developed in the
United States to support the notion of communica-
tion as infrasmicture. There is an unawareness of the
potential role of new communication technologies in
the development process, and skepticism about its
effectiveness. A few years ago, former Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) ambition Fowles.
equated television sets with toasters, a comparison,
he said, implying that communication services
21ould be treated like any other commodity to be
bought and sold in the marketplace. This narrow
view is shared by many consumers, regulators, and
economists.
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Being too cautious is a serious draw-
back. Most successful programs that
have had a decidedly positive impact on
rural Americasuch as the land-grant
college system and agricultural exten-
sion, or the Rural Electrification Admin-
istrationhave all been major national
efforts, inspired by a larger vision.

Although the Federal rural economic develop-
ment legislation enacted by the 101st Congress
acknowledges the importance of and provides a
specific role for communications in the development
process, the bill takes a cautious approach. The
Rural Economic Development Act of 1990 se: to
assure that modern communication technologies are
available in rural areas by making it easier for rural
telephone providers to borrow money from the Rural
Electification Administration (REA) and th.: Rural
Iblephone Bank to modernize their networks. It also
calls for these borrowers to play a more active role
in rural economic development The Act further
envisions the use of communication technology to
achieve other economic development goals, such as
improving educational and medical resources.7 How-
ever, the Act does not provide a clear picture of the
role of technology as a central force in the develop-
ment process.

Being too cautious is a serious drawback. Most
successful programs that have had a decidedly
positive impact on rural Americasuch as the
land-grant college system and agricultural exten-
sion, or the Rural Electrification Administration
have all been major national efforts, inspired by a
larger vision.

An overly conservative approach to communica-
tion technologies could undermine the chance to
make a real difference. Where communication
technologies have been effective, it has often been
because they waved not only as more efficient means
of providing basic services, but also as catalysts for
innovationfor actually changing the way that

things get done. People in rural areas, however, are
limited in their ability to creatively apply new
technologies ta problems of development. They lack
an adequate, low-cost communication infrastructure
and the skills and experience required to optimally
use it. This situation contrasts with urban areas
where there is a "critical mass" of both technology
and sophisticated users, which stimulates new appli-
cations and additional use. lb create a "critical
mass" in rural America will require a significant
commitment and the willingness to take substantial
risk.

Ways To Achieve Flexibility and
Encourage Creativity

Policies designed to allow flexibility and encour-
age creativity are needed to accommodate rural
America's diversity and limited experience using
communication technologies to promote economic
development. If communication technologies are to
benefit rural communities, the 10 criteria listed
above must be met. Fulfilling these criteria will
require strong national leadership. The challenge for
policymakers is to strike a balance between flexibil-
ity and forceful national leadership.

'lb achieve this balance, two different approaches
have been used in the past: 1) providing block grants
to the States with programmatic strings attached;
and 2) establishing agencies at the State and local
levels charged with administering a federally based
program. The second of these two approaches is the
preferred as it applies to the goal of promoting
information-age technology for rural economic de-
velopment. Unless the Federal Government estab-
lishes the guidelines for a technology-based pro-
gram, many of the criteria needed for successful
development are unlikely to be met.

The Block-Grant Approach

Block grants have been used to distribute Federal
funds for health, education, and human services.
This approach Is increasingly being used for other
funding, including rural economic development
programs. For example, the Rural Economic Devel-
opment Act authorizes pilot testing of an institu-
tional framework for distributing rural economic

110t example, Subtitle B, Enhancing Hannan Resources, provides "theentived for local tekpliono mange ceders, nnal coonnunity facilities and
rand residents to *wove the quality of phone service, to provide access to advanced telecommunications services and composer intsmin, and to
improve roral moron:dna."
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It is at the State level that many develop-
ment programs are coordinated and
priorities set. 11!1

development funding through State govenunents in
up to five States. It e.stablishes a new process to
deliver grants and loans by creating State Rural
&anomie Development Review Panels8 and/or
Rural Investment PartnersLips.9 These panels would
rank applications for assistance according to State
needs, and allow flexibility to transfer certain rural
development funds from one program to another.

Although the Secretaty of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture need not accept the recommendations of
the State Review Panels, the Secretary would have
to notify the Review Panel and the Chairmen of the
Senate and House Agriculture Committee if funding
decisions differed from those recommended.

State and local governments strongly favor a
decentralized approach that would give them con-
siderable control over the allocation of Federal
funds. Grants and loans to the States and localities
provide flexibility, allowing programs to be tailored
to the specific needs of a State or local area. They
also ponnit diversity, and the learning that comes
from experimenting with different approaches. In-
volving State governments in the process also helps
assure their commitment to Federal programs. It is
at the State level that many development programs
are coordinated and priorities set. State support and
leadership will be essential to promote unconven-
tional and untried development programs that rely
heavily on communication technologies. Moreover,
State public utility commissions set most of the
regulatory policies affecting rural economic devel-
opment. Therefore, it will be the State governments
that must reconcile economic deveopment and
regulatory policies and goals.

Although favorable to the States, block-grant
programs may not allow room for sufficient Federal
leadership. As more responsibility is shifted to the

States, the Federal Government will fmd it more
difficult to assert leadership, guide programs, or
meet national priorities. Without strong Federal
leadership, many prerequisites for successful devel-
opment will not be met.

For example, with a block-grant program, it
would be difficult to assure that States pursue
development approaches based on the use of com-
munication technologies. Established interests are
well-positioned at the State level to vie for Federal
funds. But there are few constituent groups to speak
on behalf of using communication technologies as a
development tool. Nor are many State officials
either well vet sed in the use of technology or aware
of the development oppornmities and choices that it
offers. In general, States will fmd it difficult to
provide the entrepreneurship or vision required to
overcome entrenched interests and the traditional
ways of doing things.

Block grants are unlikely to provide
either sufficient incentives to encourage
holistic approaches to development or
sanctions to discourage States from sim-
ply "writing off" their most depressed
communities.

Block grants are also unlikely to provide either
sufficient incentives to encourage holistic approaches
to development or sanctions to discourage States
from simply "writing off" their most depressed
communities. Many States focus their development
efforts exclusively on the business sector, and they
favor those regions ir their States that offer the most
commercial promise. This tendency is likely to be
more prevalent in the future as States cempete even
more intensely to attract new businesses and jobs.
Communication technologies will be underutilized,
serving only a narrow set of business interests, while
other important aspects of community development
founder.

'The partnerships would povide local revolving funds for noel development, with Federal seed money available to Sate and local government and
nosprollt pub& or prime rural eccoomic development agencies.

one "Rmal Patearship !overman Board" *mid he composed of the Administrators of the Rural Blectrincalion Administatioo. Rural
Development Adminisizalon. and Botaision Service pins two other mambas appohned by the President. The Board would provide Federal lines of
credit local agarcina adainistering the funds would nuke the invesussent decisions.
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If the Federal Government is to pursue a develop-
ment program based on block grants, it must assure
that States have the technical capacity to make
educated decisions about the use of technology.
Moreover, funding would need to be made condi-
tional on its use for specific purpcses.

A Federal Program Administered at
the State Level

One way to provide both Federal leadership and
flexibility at the local level is to build on the
successful model of the Cooperative Extension
Service. Through this program the Federal Govern-
ment played a major role in transferring industrial
technology to agriculture. Cooperative Extension
was successful because it relied on participative.
self-help programsfarmers working together with
experts and officials to solve problems.

An equivalent program today would be a Rural
Development" Service, whose basic mission would
be to encourage the use of communication technolo-
gies fot development purposes. As in the case of its
agricultural model, administrative units would be
established at the Federal, State, and local levels, but
program activities would vat), from State to State
and within States. Decisions would be worked out
locally and flow upward through the system to the
State level. Subject matter specialists, who might be
employed by land-grant institutions, would help
local development officials incorporate communica-
tions into their programs. Supervisors and State
leaders would assist in program planning, budget-
ing, and public relations. The Federal Government's
role would be largely one of consultation and
leadership, rather than of direct management or
control.

This option would signal a true commiunent to
promoting rural development through information-
age technologies. It is also a proven method for
technology transfer, a major need for a successful
program. The previous success of this kind of a
program suggests it is likely to have a considerable
payoff.

States, however, may not favor this approach,
especially if it is seen as an alternative to receiving
block grants. Many State leaders may not view
telecommunications as a major priority. Others may
simply want to control funds spent within their
jurisdictions. One way to overcome such resistance
would be to separate out Federal funding for

Mob comfit Malt a. Mang

The farm bureau and cooperative In Page, VA.

telecommunications programs from other grants and
to link these funds to State support and commitment.

This approach may be difficult to execute through
existing organizations. Even within Federal agen-
cies, there is little understanding of communication
technologies and their potential. Success will de-
pend on how willing and able agency employees are
to improve their technical knowledge or to hire those
knowledgeable in this area. If new organizational
arrangements are required, the cost of pursuing this
option will be greater.

Taking Advantage of Existing Organizations

A national prowam to encourage the use of
information technology for rural economic develop-
ment will be less costly if existing organizations are
given charge of its direction and implementation.
There are a number of organizational candidrwes for
this task, including a wide variety of agencies and
instimtions involved in development activities at the
Federal, State, and local levels. Each, however, is
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generally responsible for only one piece of the
development puzzle. Thus, the problem for poli-
cymakers is not to establish new institutional
arrangements. but to assign agencies tasks that
match their existing strengths and to assure that
cooperation and coordination among these agencies
provides a holistic development approach.

There are at least three organizations that could be
considered for major rural development roles (see
figure 1-6). These include the United States Depart-
ment of Agiculture, the Rural Electrification Ad-
ministration, and the State land-grant colleges and
university systems.

The United States Department of Agriculture

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) is re-
sponsible for coordinating rural policy, and chairs
the interagency committee on rural development
that operates under the auspices of the White House
Economic Policy Council. Over the last few years.
it has made a comerted effort to expand its focus
beyond agriculture-related issues to include more
general economic development issues affecting rural
areas. Several USDA agencies now have important
rural development responsibilitiesprincipally the
Farmers Home Administration, the Rural Electrifi-
cation Administration, and the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service, andto a lesser extentthe Forest
Service, Soil Conservation Service, Economic Re-
search Service, and the National Agricultural Li-
brary.

If USDA is to play a commanding role in rural
development, even greater leadership and coordina-
tion is needed. Title XXIII of the Rural Economic
Development Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-624)
reorganizes the Department of Agriculture to do this
by creating the Rural Development Administration
alongside the Farmers Home Administration to be
vested with primary responsibility for ruzal eco-
nomic development policy.

Within USDA, the Economic Research Service
conducts research on rural areas, and its work has
identified and explained the underlying causes of
rural America's recent decline. Further research,
monitoring, and examining the role of conununica-
tion in the development process at the local level

If the Cooperative Extension Service is
to play an expanded role in introducing
information-age technology to rural areas,
it must be reenergized and develop
greater technical expertise, especially at
the grassroots level

could also be fruitful. Section 2349 of the Rural
Economic Development Act provides research
grants for the purpose of further studying rural
development. In addition, it directs the National
Rural Information Center Clearinghouse operated
by the National Agriculture Library to maintain and
disseminate information on various leadership train-
ing programs, as well as information on participants
involved in rural development. The listing is to
include information about rural electric coopeo-
fives; nonprofit business development companies;
economic development districts serving rural areas;
small business development centers; regional devel-
opment organizations; vocational or technical
schools; and Federal. State, and local agency pro-
grams.

The Cooperative Extension Service is part of the
Department of Agriculture. This program is uniquely
suited to help introduce information-age technolo-
gies to rural areas where unfamiliarity and lack of
experience with communication technology is a
major barrier to its use. Knowledge is rarely
transferred passively. Moving innovations from
development to production is not a one-way process.
The experience and understanding of potential users
is as important to the process as is expert knowledge.
Thus, effective technology transfer requires out-
:each programs based on mutual trust and respect,
similar to those administered by the Cooperative
Extension Service.

However, while the Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice has a rural development strategy at the national
level, at the grassroots level it is often not perceived
as a vital institution, with an important mission to
fulfill. Instead, it is viewed as lacking creativity and
initiative, and focused on agriculture to the exclu-
sion of other kinds of rural development problems.
Federal Extension Service officials, now more aware
of the potential role for commimication technologies
in the development process, are developing an
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Figure 1-6Organizational Chart of Agencies involved With Rural Development
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overall information mchnology plan.° But the
knowledge gap at du; local level is great. If the
Cooperative Extension Service is to play an ex-
panded role in introducing information-age technol-
ogy to rural areas, it must be reenergized and
develop greater technical expertise, especially at the
grassroots level. It also must work more closely with
other rural development agencies, such as the Rural
Electrification Administration, the Economic De-
velopment Administration, the Small Business Ad-
ministration, and statewide university systems (see
ch. 6).

The Rural Economic Development Act of 1990
takes steps to enhance the role of the Cooperative
Extension Service. Section 2346 establishes a rural
economic and business development program within
the Extension Service. Funds are provided for State
and county-level Cooperative Extension Service
rural development specialists to:

Assist individuals in creating new businesses.
including cooperatives, or assist existing businesses,
and to assist such businesses regarding advanced
telecommunications, computer technologies, techni-
cal or management assistance, business and financial
planning, and other related matters, and to assist
community leaders in community economic analysis
and strategic planning.

Rural development specialists would provide:

Advanced telecommunications, business manage-
ment. computer operations, and other technical
assistance to community leaders and private sector
entrepreneurs and cooperatives.

The Extension alervice is also directed to coordi-
nate and cooperate with any similar service provided
by other Federal agencies or programs.

The Rural Electrification Administration (REA)

Like the Cooperative Extension Service, the REA
has a long and successful histmy serving rural
communities. Its basic charge was to foster technol-
ogy deployment through a low-cost Federal loan
program. Communication services in rural areas
would have lagged greatly had rural telecommunica-
tion providers not used REA loans

Although the REA program has helped rural
telephone providers make strides in upgrading the
rural communication infrastructure, there is still

REA could help rural communities and
development agencies serving rural areas
sort out their communication needs and
explore new ways of meeting them.

much for REA to do. Many areas continue to have
poor-quality service. Many do not have single-party
access to the public switched network, equal access
to competitive long-distance carriers, access to
value-added data networks, emergency 911 service
or touch tone and customized calling services.
Moreover, rural communication needs are likely to
increase greatly in the future due to the rapid
advance of technology and the importance of
communication in modern life Experience suggests
that advanced technologies will not be quickly
deployed to rural areas without some form of
government intervention.

There are also new roles that REA could play in
the post-divestiture communication environment.
Most important, REA could help rural communities
and development agencies serving rural areas sort
out their communication needs and explore new
ways of meeting them. If rural areas are to benefit
from new technologies, they must develop alterna-
tives for organizing and financing their communica-
tion networks. Fortunately, technological advances
and the unbundling of the communication infra-
structure permit all users to develop customized
communication systems that meet their unique
needs.

With its successful lending experience and techni-
cal expertise, REA could play a key role in helping
to launch such experimental approaches. The REA
could establish forums and discussion groups of
community leaders, communication providers, and
communication users to consider rural communica-
tion needs, and explore how communication systems
might be designed to meet these needs. In a more
proactive mode, REA might conduct research and
development to investigate new and creative ways of
deploying advanced communication and informa-
tion technologies to rural areas, and/or provide
financial support for demonstrations and trials of
such strategies. The REA caul ! serve as an honest

!Vac disausion of tbis plea leo cb. 6.
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broker between borrowers and potential users. It
could also provide loans and technical assistance to
goups of users and providers who undertake coop-
erative communication ventures.

The Rural Economic Development Act of 1990
includes measures to expand REA's role in several
of these respects. Section 2350 creates a new REA
Assistant Administrator for Economic Development
to carry out REA programs that involve rural electric
and telephone systems in community and economic
development. This section mandates REA to spend
10 to 20 percent of its annual budget on development
activities, and not less than 1 percent on a "technical
assistance unit" to provide advice and guidance to
REA borrowers concerning community and eco-
nomic development. Section 2345 provides the REA
Administrator with additional powers and assigns
duties to provide advice and guidance, establish and
administer pilot projects and demonstrations, and
act as an information clearinghouse for dual devel-
opment- related activities of REA borrowers. REA.'s
technical assistance role is strengthened across the
hoard.

The Act reaffirms the continuing importance of
the REA loan program, and calls on it to play an even
greater role. Public Law 101-624, for example, fmds
that:

Making modem telecommunications technology
and services available in rural areas in the United
States promotes economic development and im-
proves the quality of life in rural areas, and the
efficient operation of the Rural Thlephone Bank and
the Rural Elecuification Administration loan pro-
gram is essential to the continued development of the
telecommunications infransuctute in rural areas.

The Act extends lending authority to advanced
telecommunication services; mandates the expedi-
tious processing of loan applications and the use of
available loan funds to the extent authorized by law;
and prohibits, in the strongest possible terms, any
further attempts to dismantle or weaken REA and
nA telephone programs. In addition, Section 2101
of Title XXI establishes a technical assistance unit
within REA to provide advice, guidance, and
infonnatiem to REA electric and telephone borrow-
ers concerning rural development programs, activi-
ties, and projects. It also dincts REA to "promote
local partnerships and other coordination between

The REA is well-suited to assume lead-
ership in planning for, and supporting,
rural communication networks for the
future.

borrowers under this Act and community organiza-
tions, States, counties, or other entities, to improve
rural development."

The REA is well-suited to assume leadership in
planning for, and supporting, rural communication
networks for the future. Moreover, ?se creation of an
economic development office within the REA is
consistent with the criteria calling for a joining of
economic development and technology policy. How-
ever, REA is likely to be most effective when
focusing on technology issues. As it now stands, it
has neither the staff nor the resources to play a major
economic development role. Thus, it may he best not
to recast REA into a full-blown rural development
agency, for which it is ill equipped, but instead to
direct REA to work closely with other agencies,
focusing and providing expertise and advice on the
many new and challenging technology issues emerg-
ing in a post-divestiture environment.

Dispersed throughout rural areas, insti-
tutions of higher education provide an
ideal hub, not only for rural communica-
tion networks but also for bringing
together the myriad of players needed
for economic development.

Community Colleges, Land-Grant Universities,
and State University Systems

Although colleges and universities played a
critical role in helping Americans adjust to the shift
from an agricultural to an industrial-based economy,
they an sometimes overlooked as resources for rural
economic development. In the Rural Economic
Development Act, educational instiktions are hardly
referred to at all, at most being called on to play a
coordinating, research, and/or limited implementa-
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tion role." This is a serious oversight. Dispersed
throughout rural areas, institutions of higher educa-
tion provide an ideal hub, not only for rural
communication networks but also for bringing
together the myriad of players needed for economic
development.

Many colleges and universities already have
computer/communication networks that are elec-
tronically linked to other institutions, libraries and
databases, and research centers througnout the
United States and the world. The future development
of a high-speed national research and educational
network (NR.EN) will provide universities even

Having established their own communi-
cation networks and successfully used
them to meet their educational goals,
most educational institutions are knowl-
edgeable in the use of communication
technologies.

geater awess to computing and transmission capac-
ity, and information =vices. In addition, the
number of educational institutions usingcommunication
technologies to develop and share educational re-
sources and materials is growing at a steady pace.
Many colleges now deliver at least some classes
over the air or online to stixlents at distant locations.

Having established their own communication
networks and successfully used them to meet their
educational goals, most educational institutions are
lmowledgeable in the use of communication tech-
nologies. As large users of communication services
often ranking second only to State government
they exert considerable market power. As in the case
of a large business, the demand of a statewide
university system can, by itself, justify the deploy-
ment of advanced technology even to a relatively
remote area. Because of these strengths, educational
institutions can play a key role in assuring the
success of telecommunication-based development
program& Not only could they provide expertise,

they could also leverage their marketpower to draw
communication providers to rural areas (see box

Colleges and universities also provide a locus for
many of the key players involved in development.
Businesses are now aligning themselves with educa-
tional centers to promote education, training, and
research. They are also taking advantage of univer-
sity online library systems and the growing number
of applied research and development centers located
at, or near, university centers. Similarly, many
organizations involved in development are either
housed at or near the university. For example, the
Small Business Administration's (SBA) offices are
generally located on university campuses. So too are

1

Federal regulatory policies that aim to
guarantee rural areas equal access to
advanced technologies may founder
because regulatory authority is divided
between the Federal Government and
the States.

many Extension Service's offices. Universitk.s are
also well connected to State governments, since
many are governed by State boards and funded by
the States.

Thus State colleges and university systems could
contribute to the rural economic development proc-
ess. Federal and State programs that do not include
them will lose a powerful resource.

Reconciling Economic Development and
Regulatmy Policies

It is a mistake to use the regulatory system as the
primary means for achieving rural economic devel-
opment. Regulators and economic developers have
different missions. They often view issues and judge
policies in different terms. These differences are
even greater in the post-divestiture, competitive
environment. Regulators are committed to protect-
ing individual consumers; economic developers to

"The Art rewires dist soy State Rural Economic Develepomis Review Panels dist may be esteblished include nonvoting representatives from schoolsor colleges of business. rogamoring, and *calm& Also. dm Am establishes oval telecommeakatiett sea= MVO= hltelNied to improve the aseof telocoommilication aad compesor admits hy nindstudents and mochas, among others. And education is to he included us regal development planproposed for nal mess Is patticipatiog States.
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Box 1-FBig Sky Telegraph
In Cody. a remote town in northern Wyoming, stands an old log house. What Isar once a mid-fifties Holiday

Inn coffee shop now encloses the Big Horn BBS (compumr "bulletin board system"), a rather unlikely location Or
a relecontnumications system with global capabilities.'

Ever since the inception of the Big Sky iblegraph at Western Montana College introduced the idea of
linking citizens and communities through modem telecommunications, there has been a proliferation of BBSs
around these North= Mountain States, where people are spread over great distances.

Big Sky iblegraph. the inspiration and model for other bulletin board systems in Colorado. Wyoming,
Idaho. and Nebraska, was first conceived as an electronic network to link Montana's 114one-room schools to
each other and to Western Montana College. With initial suppott from the M.J. Murdoch Charitable Trust and
US West, Big Sky started operating" went on line"in January 1988. The iblegraph has gone beyond being
"a resource support system and recertification program for teachers"2 and its mission has since grown into "a
nual educational, business, and individual telecommunications support service." About. 100 community sites
(including schools, libraries, county extension offices, chambers of conunerce, women's centers, and hospitals)
will be equipped with a modem to connect their computers to Big Sky's network. Circuit riders travel throughout
the State to introduce people to the technology and familiarize them with its offerings, and local system operators
are given training to help the colaununity use the services.

The Big Sky iblegiaph exemplifies how communication technologies serve to support human
communication which ultimately and essentially
serves to defme and unite communities. Big Sky is a
means of sharing ideas and information among
communities with common circumstances and con-
cerns and similar needs and opportunitiesbut
which are separated by great distances. "The Big Sky
iblegraph 'virtual conununity of communities' con-
sists of frontierspeople from over 100 tural Montanan
communides and statewide dispersed organizations
working together to learn from each other survival
techniques. "3

The Iblegraph is a tool for enhancing education,
for broadening and strengthening community, for
facilitating economic development, and for building
grass-roots democracy. For example, several stu-
dents are being taught a class in Chaos Theory from
a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy over the Big Sky lblegraph. In addition, the
Iblegraph will give subscribers to the system access
to a greater range of external and foreign information
sources such as national and international databases
and computer bulletin boards.

'to. P.,'
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Members olthree tribes el wok timing Big SWs roost poled
the Native American Graphic workshop.

lLeater Santos. "The Conception and Development of the Big Horn Community Business BIM" unpublished paper.
2MESA Consulting, "iblecomnumicatioas and Rural Economic Development" prepared for United States Iblephone Association.

October 1990.

3David Hughes. "On tbe Trail to the Rival Global Trade Frootier Wes From tbelblecom Tappers Council." unpublished papa.
SOURCES: Big Sky iblegraph, "ThleCOMMUnkatiOnit Guide to Community Action," ID Rank O&M University of Meow* Wotan

Montana Collegt David Hughes, "On the Trail to the Rural Global Trade Frontier Tiles From the Waco Tappers Council."
unpublished paper; Later Santos. "The Conception and Developoxot of the Big Horn Conununity Business BBS."
unpublished paper MESA Consulting. 441Hecommuo4cations aid Rural Economic Development." prepared for United States
iblephooe Association. October 1990.
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Communication policies now being de-
bated and decided will determine when,
and to what extent, rural areas have
access to modern communication tech-
nologies.

fostering broader societal goals. Whereas regulators
tend to assess the need for deploying new communi-
cation technologies on the basis of a demonstrated
market demand; economic developers tend to evalu-
ate the benefit in terms of technology 's potential to
address a social problem.

Federal regulatory policies that aim to guarantee
rural areas' equal access to advanced technologies
may founder because regulatory authority is divided
between the Federal Government and the States.
Even when the Federal Communications Commis-
sion adopts policies to encourage the modernization
of the communication infrastructureas in the case
of setting depreciation ratesuStates may not
follow suit. Recent court decisions have circum-
scribed the FCC's authority to preempt the States in
such instances.

Despite the problems entailed in relying on
regulation, rural economic development must take
telecommunications policy and regulatory policy
goals into account. Communication policies now
being debated and decided will determine when, and
to what extent, rural areas have access to modern
communication technologic& Thus, if communication-
based rural economic development policies are to
succeed, the conflict between economic develop-
ment and communication regulations must be recon-
ciled. There is too little attention being paid to these
issues. The recently enacted Rural Economic Develop-
ment Act, for example, does not address the poten-
tial communication regulatory issues that the legis-
lation might cause, nor does it suggest ways to
resolve them.

Several steps might be taken to remedy this
situation:

I.
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A view of the main street In Ritzville, Washington,
a community heavily dependent on agriailture.

1. establish institutionalizzd ways to improve
communication between economic develop-
ment policymakess and regulators,

2. take better advantage of the Fetleral/State joint
board (see below) to resolve differences on
technology deployment,

3. give regulatory agencies authority to include
development goals in their evaluations,

4. pursue technology deployment strategies that
are likely to work throughnot against
market forces, and

5. set regulatory policies that distinguish rural
from urban areas.

Establish Institutionalized Ways To Improve
Communication Between Economic
Development Policymakers and Regulators

Regulators and policymakers involved in eco-
nomic development would better understand each
other's values and goals if they routinely met to
discuss overlapping issues. A typical way of promot-
ing such discussion is to set up an interagency

tilleginting in 1980, dee FCC adopted a number of changes with respect to determining depreciation atm that were designed to take into account
advances in technology. This step led, however. to conflicts with the State public utility corrunbakeL The Spam Court suppotted the States' rights
to an independent position. rulingin the case of Loaddatia Publk Service Commission v. Federal Carsiaaricarions Cestusissiontbis inthe 1934
Consuoniestion Ad. Ccogreu did net want to preempt the States ea depreciation issues gestually.
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Regulators and policymakers involved
in economic development would better
understand each other's values and goals
if they routinely met to discuss cverlap-
ping issues.

committee.13 In this case, an interagency group might
be established between the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the Rural Development
Administration within USDA. Interagency commit-
tees are often formed for expedience.14 They seldom
reach consensus; but they can promote shared
understanding. Such arrangements are rarely satis-
factory, so interagency committees should be
viewed as a complement to other mechanisms.

Some of the shortcomings of interagency commit-
tees are that they tend to obscure problems rather
than resolve them, subvert the polifical interest and
commitment to addressing problems because there
are too many people with peripheral interest, and
seek outcomes based on a distribution of power
instead of policy needs.15 Mission agencies often
oppose such coordination and set out to assure that
they fail. As Harold Seidman has noted, efforts at
coordination are not designed to make friends, for
"coordination is rarely neutral," and always "ad-
vances some interests at the expense of others."16
Thus, any proposal to improve coordination is often
judged less on its merits than on how it might
redistribute power among existing players.

Interagency groups work best when aiming to-
wards established goals. They may be only margin-
ally effective in resolving rural ecceomic development/
telecom.munication policy issues unless the go are
clearly stated. Interagency committees should not be
discounted, however. Without a dialogue between

policymakers in both development and regulation, it
may not be possible to fmd solutions.

Utilize Joint Federal/State Boards To Foster
Communication Among Federal and State
Regulators About Meeting Rural Communities'
Communication Needs

States are pursing a numbel of different ap-
proaches to reduce the tension between economic
development and regulatory goals. Some of these
conflict with the policies and approaches of the FCC.
Sharing experiences on the State and Federal levels
through a joint forum might help reconcile and
resolve jurisdictional issues.

The Federal/State Boards sponsored by the FCC
and the State public utility commissions may be
appropriate forums for these discussions. The boards
consist of three FCC commissioners and four State
commissioners nominated by the National Associa-
tion of Regulatory Utility Commissioners. They
consider divisive State-Federal issues and bargain in
ways similar to contract negotiations. Most partici-

If rural economic development is consid-
ered a major national goal, Congress
could direct FCC to also consider social
goals in its evaluations.

pants agree that the joint board process has been
useful."

Give Regulatory Agencies Authority To Include
Development Goals in Their Evaluations

Regulatory agencies are constrained by law as to
the criteria they can apply to regulatoiy decisions.
For example, some State regulatory commissions
are prohibited from considering anything but tech-

131hday, two intergoveromeotal ageneles are coacemed with communication sad asummunicatioa-relsted issues: The Senior Interagency Comp on
Internadanal Corousunictuion sod Wu:nation Polley, which wu established try the Nuked Swam Council in 19114; usd Ma Economic policy
Council, wbkb, although it does not directly focus an cousaanoication issues. provides an interagency fon= for addsessing them.

mAs Harold Seidman bas deacsibcd them, "Intone:icy committees are die crabgrass in the garden of goveroment institutions. Nobody swots them.
but everyone has them. Committees mem to thrive on scam and ridicule, and innIt*ly so rapidly dist attempts to woad them out appear futile." See.
Harold Seidman, Position. and Power: The Dynamics of Federal Organisation (New Yolk. NY: Ward University Press, 1980). g. 270.

isAint Schick, 'Mao Coordimaing Option," in Peter Suwon. FederalReorganisation: What Have We Leaned? ((1iahon. NJ: Clutham House
Publishers, 1981), p. 95-

14Seidman, op. cit., footnote 14, p. 205.

alticlurd Schad% "Two-Ties Regulation and Joint Hands in Americaniblecomnsinications," =published unancript July 1987.
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nology cost/benefits and may not include social
costs and benefits. This makes it impossible to
account for economic development goak in regula-
tory decisions. Even in cases where consumers may
benefit socially, regulators' choices are limited.
Some Statessuch as Michiganhave passed laws
authorizing their State regulators to incorporate
social goals in their analyses to avoid this obstacle.
If rural economic development is considered a major
national goal, Congress could direct FCC to consider
social goals in its evaluations. The FCC is now
prohibited from actively supporting economic de-
velopment. Congress has been reluctant to act on
communication issues. If this reluctance continues,
a change in FCC's authority is unlikely.

Encourage rechoology Deployment Strategies
That Will Work ThroughNot Against
Market Forces

Regulators do not disagree with social goals per
se, but they generally oppose policies that circum-
vent market forces or that distort market signals.
They encourage modernization programs that are
driven hy demand, rather than technology. Eco-
nomic development strategies that create demand
are consistent with regulatory policies. For example,
strategies that combine users' needs and create the
demand needed to fmancially justify the rapid
deployment of advanced communication technolo-
gies will meet regulatory criteria.

Changes will require government intervention.
Consumers act as individuals in the market, with no
incentive to join together. Consumers may not
recognize their common interests in rural areas
where communication expertise is limited. Govern-
ment could provide incentives to assist consumers
through information sharing and/or loans andgrants.
The REA could play an important role in providing
technical assistance.

Section 2334 of the Rural Economic Develop-
ment Act encourages joint use and sharing of
telecommunication transmission facilities through
rants to end users. The Act also stretmlines the
process for granting telephone carrier loan requests
and requires grant applicants to work with local
telephone carriers. Section 2337 creates a loan
program for business telecommunications partner-
ships to help rural businesses and governments share
telecommunications terminal equipment, comput-
ers, and computer software.

Although consistent with regulators' compulsion
to work through the market, a cooperative approach
couLl still raise regulatory problems. A large and
coordinated group of users could establish its own
communication system and bypass the public net-
work.

Regulatory Policies That Distinguish Rural
From Urban Areas

Conditions in rural areas are dramatically differ-
ent from those in urban areas. This difference
requires different telecommunications strategies.
Regulatory policies must be designed to reflect these
differences. Policies that pertain to lower Manhattan
in New York City are not likely suitable to Aroos-
took County, Maine. Whereas Manhattan can sus-
tain three competing telephone companies, Aroos-
took County barely sustains even one modern
communication system. Rate-of-return regulation,
depreciation policies, alternative regulatory frame-
works, cable/telco cross-ownership, telephone com-
panies entry into information services, and LATA
boundaries and exchange boundaries require special
treatment for rural areas. lb address these policies,
Federal-State jurisdictional conflicts must be re-
solved, and sensitivity to rural needs must be
nurtured anion:: regulators.

Federal-Statejurisdictional conflicts must
be resolved, and sensitivity to rural
needs must be nurtured among regula-
tors.

Creating incentives for Cooperation

Communication-based economic development
programs are likely to have substantial long-term
benefits. But some stakeholdersmay feel threatened.
Agencies may tiy to protect their turfs or may lack
the willingness to acquire the technical know-how.
lblephone service providers might be concerned
that users bypass their communication systems.
State development officials may resent loss of
control ow; development funding. Local develop-
ment groups may resist new programs seeking a
shme of development fuads. The cooperation needed
for rural success is unlikely in such a competitive
atmosphere. The Federal Government mustpromote
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cooperation among stakeholders by using its lever-
age through grants and loans.

Educators lead in developing this kind of coopera-
tive approach. Under the Star School Program, for
example, $33.5 million (in the form of 2-year
competitive matching grants) is available to partner-
ships for using telecommunications for long-
distance learning.18 Taking advantage of a similar
opportunity, the University of Maineflblecommuni-
cations System used a 5-year, $4.4 million grant
from the Department of Education under Title HI of
the Higher Education Act, matched by the State
government, to help telephone providers pay for die
upfront costs of deploying a fiber network Iktking
State universities and community colleges.

A similar grant or kan program might be adminis-
tered through the USDA's Rural Development
Administration, which coordinates lvderal activi-

Government must promote cooperation
among stakeholders by using its lever-
age through grants and loans.

ties in rural economic development. However, the
interagency working group that exists within USDA
should be expanded to include the Departments of
the Interior and Defense and the FCC. Loans might
be administered through the REA.

If effective, these grants could have a very high
payoff. Such grants could help establish self-
sustaining relationships that promote cooperation
and commitment among players. The Federal Gov-
ernment could guide the gam program through a
competitive process. The Federal Star School Pro-
gram identified the players that must be involved in
developing educational partnerships, and targeted
benefits for low-income groups; a rural grant pro-
gram could similarly require that certain criteria be
met.

Programs and partnerships developed under such
a grant or loan propam could prove threatening to
rural communication providers, and cause some
tricky regulatory problems. There are bound to be
some failures with this unconventional approach.
However, something can be learned from failure in
such high-risk programs, and the experience gained
can be built into later grants. Moreover, the rate of
failure is likely to be less if this kind of program is
implemented in conjunction with the necessary
informational, technology transfer activities. Regu-
latory problems might also be resolved if Federal
plans are discussed regularly with State regulators.
Conflicts with local communication providers will
be avoided, if they are participants in the develop-
ment of any grant proposals, and thus have some-
thing to gain by their acceptance.

write Star Schools lerislation specifies two formats for the composition of eligible ownerships. In one, membership must include at least one State
educational agency. Sate higher education agency, or local educadoo suthority responsible fot a significant mother of poor or underserved students.
Ruthenian. this type of pertness* is required to have at least two other lestltudosii from a host of types, including universities. teacher wining
institutions, and public broadcasting entities. The other type of partnership must include a public agency or caporadon already farmed to °passe or
develop telecomumnication networks to save schools, teacher training caws, or other education providers. All partnerships must be statewide or
multistate. These requiremeots were meant to create new paths to improve the educational system by fostering cooperation among institutions. For a
further discussion, see Linking for learning. OTA-SET-430 (Washington. DC: U.S. Clovannient Printing Office. November 1989). pp. 136-141.
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Chapter 2

The Challenge for Rural America

Findings
Unless rural communities act decisively to re-

verse present trends, their economies will become
more fragile. Without intervention, unemployment,
poverty, and out-migration will likely increase,
exacerbating the structural problems typical of rural
areas. The growing importance of high-technology
service industries within the economy and the higher
value placed on employment in these fields, as well
as greater environmental constraints, require that
economic development strategies be broader-based
while focusing more on such technology-oriented
businesses.

lb attract firms in these growth industries, rural
areas will have a number of obstacles to overcome.
Competition for such companies will be intense,
coming from urban and other rural areas and
increasingly from other countries. Unlike routine
manufacturing industries that migrated to rural areas
in search of lower production costs, today's high-
technology industries are attracted both by a highly
skilled workforce and communication networks to
other economic markets and information centers.
These are precisely what rural areas lack.

With these comparative disadvantages, it is clear
that one key component of a successful development
strategy is upgrading the labor force. A second
component is the improvement of the communica-
tion infrastructures in rural areas.

Introduction
Although isolated and remote, rural communities

do not exist in a vacuum. They are linked to the
world surrounding them through a variety of trans-
portation and communication networks and the
commodities that flow over them.1 Rural communi-
ties have, throughout American history, been shaped
by advancements in transportation and connnunica-
tion technologies. By extending their ties and
expanding their markets, these technologies have

Roo b cm& iltet a Thing

A microwave repeater looms over the backyards of Grants.
NM, a uranium minkp town that has endured the

Industry's booms and busts.

made rural communities more vulnerable to external
developmeats and events.2

Rural Amezica continuea to evolve in response to
its changing environment. lbday, rapid advances in
commtmication and information technologies are
restructuring and redefining rural conununities and
markets. In the past, these technologies brought rural
villages and towns into a larger, national commu-
nity; now they link communities on a worldwide
basis. As rural communities become even more
interdependent, their futures will be determined by
trends and developments far beyond their control.

iliwold Innis. The Bias of Communication (1beam: Univenity of Mama Press, 1951); see also James W. Carey, "Space, Time, sad
Ccesimmsicstkes: A Tame Ilsrold bais," Jima W. Carey (ed.), Communkation as Culaaw: Euays oi Mae and Society (Bogen, Mk Unwin
Ilymo, 1969).

2Ibid.
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Many are concerned lest in this process rural
America be left behind. Others believe that these
social and economic changes could instead be a
means to improve rural America's comparative
advantages. Policymakers must have a clearer under-
standing of present conditions and the trends likely
to affect rural conummities in the future in order to
evaluate rural communities' needs and prospects.

Defining Rural Areas
National rural economic development policies

require a perceptive understanding of what the tenn
rural America meansits location, its characteris-
tics, its values. Present rural policy is not founded on
such an understanding, so rural policies often reflect
popular stereotypes instead of genuine needs.3 One
such stereotype equates rural areas with farming. As
a result, a disproportionate share of Federal funds for
rural areas targets fanning, although only 8 percent
of the people in rural areas farm, and fewer own their
farms' (see figure 2-1).

These misperceptions persist, in part, because
rural America is hard to define. Some policymakers
use overly broad definitions deliberately, so they can
appeal to a wide and diverse audience.5 Others, who
aim to be more precise, characterize rural areas in
terms of the data available. Their definitions tend to

be too constrained because reliable information
about rural areas is limited.6 Most definitions
juxtapose rural and urban areas.

Two agencies in the Federal GovenunentThe
Bureau of the Census, within the Department of
Commerce, and the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB)have defined rural areas. The
Census Bureau defmes rural areas by exclusion: all
nonurban areas are rural. According to the Census,
urban America includes urbanized areas and urban
places. An urbanized area consists of a central city
and the contiguous, closely settled area outside the
city's political boundaries (the urban fringe) that
together have a population of at least 50,000. Its
boundaries are drawn to include all areas with a
residential population density of at least 1,000
persons per square mile. People living outside
urbanized areas, but in places with 2,000 or more
residents, are also considered part of the urban
population.7

The OMB divides the United States into two
groups of counties: metropolitan counties (MSAs)
and nonmetropolitan counties. An MSA typically
contains either a city with 50,000 or more residents,
or is an urbanized area as defined by the Census
Bureau. All counties outside MSAs are consideted
to be nonmetropolitan (see figure 2-2).

3FOr example, Imam Sher. a critic of past rural policy, complains that nual policy bas shifted in accordaoce with two visions of rural America,
the "bucolk and the "bubonic.** He notes, "Burins periods in which the boadic view prevailed, the presumption was that everything was just fine
in the countryside and thuefore, governmental intervention constituted intinfataest. This, in inn. allowed policymakeri to feel comformble about taming
*blind eye towards:ant issues. . . . (Alt other times the government peed:dam swans to the wades extreme. During the Great Society era. for example,
some agencies and policymaken became transfixed by the bubooic image of runt people and their communities. Rural Americans ware thePeople Left
acktaa and the self-appointed role of govanment was to save these backward folks. . . ." U.S. Coogan, Subcommittee on Agriculture and
Transportation, hint BCOOOMIC Conmaittee, Jonathan Sher. "Rural Development Wosthy of the Name." New Dimension in Rural Policy: Building Upon
Ow Heritage. Jane 5. 1966, pp. 515-516.

41n fiecal year 1987, $29 billion was spent on development pregame for all of rural America. while $22.4-billion was spent an agricultural peice sod
income support atom Furthermore, a lazge proportion of agricultural subsidies were spent supporting the lean needy farmers. In 1987, over half (57
ram° of direct government agricultural subsidies watt to fanners who were ha the top 13 percent in terms of wealth. Sae U.S. Comma, General
ACAXMItin Office, Rsiral Developmest: Federal Programs That Foots on Biwa 1 America and Its Development, Briefing Report to the limiting Minority
Member, Subcommitto on CaniMatiAn. Credit, and Rural Devekpment, Committee on Agriculture, House Of Repreianstives. RCED 49-56 BR,
Maury 1989, p. 29. See also, U.S. Depastment of Agriculture. Nadonal Financkd Sunwiary, 1988, Economic Indkators f the Farm Sector, Economic
Research Savior, ECM& 8-1, pp. 39 and 43.

5Consid01 for example tik definition used in th., policy report isccampanriag the Rand Develoment Policy Act of 1980. It Mkt "Por the palpates
of tWs document, the word *fund' is used In geneal man to describe geographic areas of relatively low population deasitythe countryside, the village,
the small American tomt. . . Brea within . axes °thigh population density, there are coommoities of distinctively rural characier. It Is this chanicter,
whkhmsins precise &Mika in Oa abstract beds mires** fanlike inpraaical sspniance,that anion nual Arassim a special place." lobo R. Moth.
Prank W. Naylor, and Willmd Mips. Better Cowry: A Strategy for Rural Development in the 1980; (Washington, DC: US. Depart:nal of
Agriculture, Mice of Rural Development Policy, 1983).

aft is quite esponsive to collect the raw dam on ntral or nonmetropolitan mess. As a molt. loadle$ Federal Wade, Mkt to calaCt Ws inflamed=
about them. Moreover, as the ?lathed Asidemy of Science mtes, "Our (factual) lorowledge ci rural people and thek eavireament is imperfect and
bAcceoplete. (It consists mostly) of arm& statistics for large tsgasadons dams with only =Wood barelmnrk dna for cemas yews for soli arma.
1/./Id) annealed data me Ofin3roilleading became rural arms are so heseregeneons." As cited in. U.S. OXIONIS4 Joint Economic Commitke, Jams

BOEMM "The Stmistical Databsse for Rural America." Towards Ramat Development Policy for the 1990 *s: Enhancing Income and Employment
OFItartia*ies. Waabillelan. DC, S. Pit 101-50. Sgt. 14. 1989, P. 21

7U.S. Depernomt of Canmesee. Buren of the Census. "Census and GeographyConcept and Products." Fact/Wen GP No. 8 (Wilkinson, DC:
U.S. Government Priming Office, August 19E5).
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Table 2-1---ERS Classification of Nonmetropolitan Counties

Size of urban population

Less than 2,500 2,500-20,000 More than 20,000

Adjacent to a metro county

Not adjacent to a metro county

rural
acklacent

rural
nonadjacent

less urbanized
adjacent

less urbanized
nonadjacent

urbanized
adjacent

urbanized
nonadjacent

SOURCE: David A. McGranahan at al.. So wd Economic Charadarallato Um Ftwaslon n Metro end Pknmatm
Counties (Wallington, DC: U.S. Newtown of Agriculture, Economic Research Simko. 19131P,.

Having two definitions is confusing because they
are not always interchangeable. There are Census
Bureau-defined rural areas that include parts of
MSAs, and there are OMB-defmed MSAs that
encompass rural areas. In 1980, 40 percent of the
rural population lived in MSAs and 14 percent of the
MSA population lived in rural areas.8 The census
showed that 26.3 percent of the U.S. population
lived in rural areas.9 The sizes of the rural and
nonmetropolitan populations, however, tum out to
be roughly equivalent.")

For general policymaking purposes, OMB's defi-
nition of rural areas is preferred. There are more
extensive data for counties than for rural or urban
places. Both defmitions are inappropriate, however,
for a smdy that looks broadly at economic develop-
ment issues. Neither captures the broad range of
variables entailed in development.

One way to incorporate development-related vari-
ables is to differentiate rural communities according
to their urbanization and proximity to urban centers.
These two variables can be enlightening because
access to urban areas is advantageous for develop-
ment." Rural areas close to urban centers have
greater access to urban goods and services and, more
importantly, to urban consumers.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Economic
Research Service has created such a classification by

subdividing nonmetropolitan areas into six catego-
ries (see table 2-1). This classification illustrates the
geographic extent of the nral economic develop-
ment problem. Figure 2-3 shows the distribution of
nonmetropolitan counties for the years 1970 and
1980. In both time periods, there were fewer
nonmetropolitan counties than urbanized counties.
Less-urbanized countiesdiose with between 2,500
and 50,000 residentswere more common than
either urbanized or rural counties, and rural acm) aet-
ropolitan counties were more urbanized than urban-
ized counties. Furthermore, the majority of nonmet-
ropolitan counties were nonadjacent to metropolitan
counties.12

Rural communities are much more than geo-
graphic entities. They are at one and the same time
products of their pasts and incubators of their
futures. In assessing the problems that mral commu-
nities face and their potential to overcome them, it is
important to consider how the communities labeled
"rural" have evolved.

The Evolution of Rural America in a
Historical Context

In the earliest years. the United States was a
Nation of small farmers. The farm was the mainstay
of the preindustrial American economy, and the

'Maria Hewitt. Defining "Rural" Areas: Impact on Health Care and ResearekSt a f f Paper (Wsibington. DC: Office of lbchnology Assessment,
July 1989). p. 13.

9"Cberacteristics of the Population," 1980 Census of tke Population U.S. Department of Commerce, Burma of the Ceases(Wate:loom DC: U.S.
Common Printing Office. 1981). pia. 1-37.

IOUS. Depardneat of Commerce, Bomar of deo Census. State wdMetropolftanAreaDasa Book (Washington, DC: U.S. Gevernment Printing Office.
1986), pp. 675-676.

11As rural tociologist Kenneth Wilkinson notes, "Distance is perhaps the most enduring Maractaistic of the quality we call 'mar sod distance
impedes access. Access is anemia for wellbeing and madness Mimics access. These simple facts form the ccse of the rural problem a problem found
in virtually all societies sad all regions." Kenneth P. Wilkinsoe. "Infesmation Access in Rural Aress," unpublished paper, Depmeeent of Sociology.
Peousylvania State University, University Park, PA, September 1969, p. 2.

*Me &maim show a decline in dm meal Member of nonmetropolkan comics beweca 1970 and 1980. Mistier:Dec war heaviest among the when
Ascent nonmetropolitan commies, a annabee of which have become metropolitan amides. sod rural nonadjamot comi cs. a number of which have
grown in population. The demise in do ascsbor of adjacent amain was due in putt to diffment &Add= of adjacency in 1970 nad 1989. Maws
A. Buda. Population Section. 13conomk Research Service, persoml conespandence, July 21, 1969.
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Figure 2-3Nonmetropolitan County Distribution
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Research Swim, UM) RusM Dennolopment Reeimuell Re-
port No. 511, p. 3; Margaret Butler, Population Section.
Economic Research SeMoo. U.S. Department of Agriculture.
personal correspondence, July 21, 19110.

attitudes of the farm community reflected those of
the people at large." Most rural communities were
self-sufficient.14 lbgether they sustained the liveli-
hood and well-being of most agricultural trade
centers. In fact, it was the agrarian economy that
defined town boundaries."

Social life within farm communities was also
self-contained. The provision of services was unspe-
cialized. The community provided the institutional
context in which families organized to worship and
educate their children. Members of each community
relied on their families and other local institutions to
cushion the hardships of rural life.16

Farms were also viewed as the building blocks of
democracy." A high political value was attached to
their continued well-being and the lifestyle they
engendered. Tliis perspectivuepitomized by the
views of Thomas Jeffersonpresumed a "causal
connection between the occupation of farming and
the political system of democracy."18 Jefferson's
vision of a nation comprised of small independent
farms was enthusiastically embraced by a burgeon-
ing constituency of yeomen farmers in the Middle
Atlantic and Southern States. As these farmers and
their counterparts in the emerging West began to
vote, the idealization of farm life became a potent
political idea.°

Rural America was transformed by two major
eventsthe industrial revolution and the American
Civil War. Both events greatly increased the demand
for agricultural products. With the adoption of
land- and labor-saving technologies to meet this
rising demandoften financed by external sources
the American farm became commercialized.2° As
commercialization proceeded, the size and value of
farms increased, while their number declined. The
disappearance of the family farm undermined the
viability and independence of rural communities.

13Grove Hambridge. "The Nature and Magnitude of Changes in Agricultural lbebnology." Richard Rodenfeld et si. (eds.). Changesin Rural
America: Causes. Consequences, and Altenssives (St. Louis. MO: The C.V. Mosby Co.. 1978). p. 9.

14According to Inuit Swanson. these commusities were "self-cootained pardnetion-comansption units. The quality of these material conditions
reflected their own labor and tecimical opacities, which we= usually limimd to local natural resources and anisau skills." Lucia Swanson. "Rethinking
Assumptions About Farm and Community," A.E. Luloff and Lotus F.. Swanson (eds.), American Rural Communities (Boulder. CO: Westview Special
Studies in Coutempunry Social Isms, 1990). p. 21.I.

laiks Dough' Enamingar describes: "Int ems* devekfpnieut of neighborhoods and communities in dm United Slates, one tithe fest paiterns creme4
by families living in a localized area was that formed by the grouping of twelve to forty funnies prima* for protection and mutual aid. These early
groups sem foamy= of Ways neighborhoods, and they soon provided the nucleuses &weigh which families orpnized for religious worship and
for the education Of dmir children" Douglas Ensminger. "Rural Neighborhoods and Conuntuddes." Rodenfeld et M., op. cit.. footnote 13, p. 293.

17Wimey A. thiswold. Fanning and Danocra.y (New Haven. CT: Yale University Press. 1932).

p. 19.

ICAs Grove Hambridgepoicts out. "The opening of ww lands and the westward expansion between 1790 and 1830 was marked by one of the gteatest
migrations in the history of the world. In 1790 these were 000.000 people in the United States. wheen 94 percent were in the 13 original Swat within
60 ran there were 23.000,000 people and 32 Stites." Grove Ilemitaidge, "Me Natire and Magnitude of amps in Agricultural Itschnology."
Rodenfeld et al.. op. cit.. footnote 13. p. 11.

2DAS the Prairie Farmer depicted in 1869. "The old Tule that a farmer should produce all that be required. and that the surplus rewarmedUs gains.
is part of the part. Apiculture, like all odser business, is beim ke its subdivisices. each one growing that which is ben suited to his soil, ski& climate
and zosiket. and with its proceeds purchsafing) his other needs." Ar quoted hr Pad H..1013001000. "On the Identification of tbe Fames." Rural Sociakgy,
vol. 5. Mach 1940. p. 39.
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Many farmers suffered as a result. Fast growth in
rural regions, resulting in part from easy credit
extended by Eastern financial instimtions, left :sun-
ers overextended. Especially in the semi-arid Plains,
farm communities experienced hardship due to
drought, low commodity prices, high freight costs,
and high interest rates.21 Moreover, in this new
commercial environment, farmers soon found them-
selves competing with one another for the first time.
Failure in this competition often entailed a loss of

Rob two* Pass Mime

social status, with many farm owners and operators
becoming tenant farmers or hired laborers. While the
income level of some farming families increased, so
too did the income disparities within the agricultural
sector as a whole.22 Under such circumstances,
many displaced rural Americans gave up farming
and migrated to urban areas. At the same time, the
proportion of the workforce employed in the agricul-
tural sector fell from 72 percent in 1820 to 33 percent
in 1910.23

21Swamon, op. cit., footnote 14.1n these sections, the railroads, acting as the agents of development, hod offered settlers free rides to available loads
sad easy credit to then who would Mile on farms and along their mates. During a period of post.Civil War prosperity, easternbanks had boon eager
to IOU matley using farm land as coalman!. With audit audible. farmers pmehmed hod. "inaprovanents." 'Wend& snd Implements. Many new
settlers also boo* lend spectdadvely as values appreciated. Don P. fladwigor, "A History of Rural Scommic Development andlelecommunicationa
Policy," contratior mart prepared for tin Office of Ibchnology Assessment, May 1990, p. 11.

73U.S.Depertmest of Cominegve, Boman of the Census, Rural And Rims! Faro Population: 1988 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.
1989).
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In this changing environment, rural communities
became more dependent on outsiders to meet their
social and economic needs.24 Industrialization
brought with it new kinds of problems, with which
increasingly smaller farm communities could not
dea1.25 To meet these developing needs, new towns
and trade centers emerged, located at a reasonable
traveling distance from fann communities. These
centers were, in turn, linked more and more to urban
areas. Thus, over time, the self-sufficient rural
community became the exception instead of the
mle.26

The two World Wars, which gave rise te increased
mechanization and greater agricultural productivity,
exacerbated and finalized these changes. Dining
World War I, manufacturing provided more employ-
ment than agriculture for the first time, a situation
that became permanent after the Second World
War.27 Rural out-migration also increased because
most of the new manufacturing jobs were located in
urban areas. At the same time, farms became even
more commercialized; between 1950 and 1986, the
average farm size more than doubled, while the
number of farms declined by 60 percent.

The Current Rural Situation
Most rural economies prospered throughout the

1970s. With a booming national economy, the
demand for natural resources was quite high. Rural
manufacturing was a special beneficiary of this
growth. With labor costs and land values increasing,
many manufacturing firmsespecially those in
low-tech industries producing standardized goods

moved to rural areas where their input costs were
lower.23 As a result, manufacturing grew more
rapidly in rural areas than in urban ones, while mral
unemployment rates dropped below those in urban
areas.29 Farmers also benefited. With higher prices
and high rates of inflation, they could make greater
investments in productivity-enbancing technolo-
gies. Under these conditions, the total wage and
salary from employment in rural areas rose from 19
percent to 22 percent between 1969 and 1984."

This prosperity came to an end at the close of the
seventies. A number of factors contributed to this
reversal, including the sudden hike in oil prices, the
financial squeeze on banks holding Third World
loans, the Federal Government's decision to pursue
a deflationary monetary policy, the U.S. grain
embargo, a glut in the world market for oil and other
energy-based resources, and heightened foreign
competition, especially from Third World countries.

Although these problems pervaded the national
economy as a whole, they had the greatest impact on

areas. Whereas job growth in urban areas
simp!y slowed down, rural unemployment soared,
increasing from 5.7 percent in 1979 to 10.1 percent
in 1982. In the early 1980s, the average rural
unemployment rate was 7 percent higher than the
urban rate; by 1987 it was 40 percent higher.31

As in the previous decade, manufacturing is key
to explaining how rural economies performed during
this period. This sector is significant because 22
percent of all manufacturing occurs in rural areas,
and manufacturing accounts for 40 percent of all

24Ensminger, op. cit.. footnote 16. pp. 295-296.

25As descnbal by Swanson. . . . Previous social formations, such as the nusl clnuch or the one room six grade schoolhouse, gave way to the danands
of new industrial employers and regional and national trade. Rural schoolswere now expected to pupate childoen for the financial and technical datiands
of a rapidly industrializing agricultural and mot= sector. Local socioeconomic networks such as cooperative harvesting (and risk taking) and
quasi-barter exchange systems that mediated local production and consiunpton under non-commercialconditions were gradually subordinated to and/or
eclipsed by new institutions." Swanson, op. cit., footnote 14. p. 22.

27In the 1930s. the Depression slowed growth of cities and suburbs and returned people to nual areas. The politics of die Depression. specifically
Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal philosophy, biought government money into rural areas, helping to enact and support business.

nAs Bloater:pin notes. "The most notable nual advantage hu ban the cost of labor . . Noomerm areas have comparative advantages over metro
areas in other ways as welL CcOUTUCtiOa of the interstate highway system, foe example, substantially reduced transportation costs for mony nommen*
places. Land and tues ire also generally cheaper in nonmetro areas. Finally, many nortmetro places nude special came:aims so firms in the fonn of
tax exemptions. rent-free plant facilities. and so on." Leonard Bloosnquist. in USDA, Rural Economic Development in the 1980's: Prospect: for the
Future (Washington. DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1988). p. 52.

Nit is important to note, however, tbat the relatively low education level of the workforce attracted mote low-tech manufacturing facilities than
high-tech ones.

30U.S. De:women* of Agriculture. David L. Brown and Kenneth L. Deaver% "Summary," USDA. op. cit., footnote 28. p. 3.
mlidwin Faker. Heather Hudson, Don Daimon. and Andrew D. Roscoe, Rural America in the Itifonnasion Age: The Conutamication: Policy for

Rural Development (Unlink MD: University Press of America. Inc.. 1989). pp. 1749.
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rural employment.32 Moreover, rural manufacturing
takes place in old industries for which there is
relatively stagnant demand and severe foreign com-
petition. Unlike the more vigorous complex manu-
facturing industries that completely recovered from
the 1980 recession, these routine manufacturing
industries had almost 12 percent fewer jobs after the
recession than in 1979.33

This decline in employment is probably perma-
nent since many of these jobs have actually disap-
peared. OM the past two decades, there has been a
major structural shift in the economy away from the
routine manufacturing jobs typically found in rural

areas towards tl..z more highly technological manu-
facturing and services jobs that are more prevalent in
urban areas. This trend will likely continue; even in
rural areas service industries now provide more
employment than goods-producing industries.34

Farm and fami-related workers were also ad-
versely affected by the 1981-82 recession. Farm
establishments continued to increase their produc-
tivity and size while reducing their need for employ-
ment, following the course established during indus-
tdalizition. Between 1950 and 1986, the number of
Earms declined from 5.65 million to 2.21 million,
while the average farm size increased from 213 acres
to 455 acres." The number of agricultural workers
also shrunk dramatically, from 10 million in 1950 to
33 million in 1980.36

Farm communities became much more suscepti-
ble to the national economic problems of the 1980s
as a result of these developments." Having bor-
rowed and invested heavily during the high-growth
period of the sixties and seventies, many farmers
found themselves severely overextended when prices
and land values dropped sharply. This financial
situation was provoked by a decline in agricultural
exports due to increased world production and a
constrictive monetary policy that lead to high
interest rates." Many farmers were forced to liqui-
date some, or even all, of their farm assets so they
could meet their operating and debt-servicing ex-
penses." Agriculture, like manufacturing, did not
recover quickly or totally from these circumstances.
Between 1981 and 1984, agricultural jobs in most
regions declined at a rate of 2 percent per year.46
With even greater productivity gains and consolida-

uDsvid A. McClanahan, in USDA, op. cit., footnote 2E, g. 36. Tbsrifying to the continuing imports= of msnufacturing in mral areas is the fact that
developments in this same account not only for those communities tint did poody bot also for those that did well. However, it wu the new manufacturing
fecilities that did well. See also, Hamm Bluestone and Weft A. Goat, in USDA, op. cit.. footnote 28. p. 34.

p. 40.

34Brown and Deaven. in USDA. op. cit., footnote 28. pp. 5-6. Accoidlog to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 90 percent of all new Jobs created between
1934 and 1995 art likely to be in services.

35Doon Reimund and Mindy Penults, "Paformance in the Avierlinual Sector," USDA, op. cit.. footnote 28, p. 81.

p. 89. As cheracterized by Reituund sal Petal. "No low is fuming kuulated from &adeptness in the rest of the Nation and the world.
Panning la a complex business, highly *parka ea and linked to supporlieg inflit supply industries, ford and fiber psocessors, distributors, retailers,
and domestic commas and intemational trade." Ibid., p. 78.

37As Rein:NW sad Amelia grais, the scammic problems drat femme faced =shed meth more hem "macro policiesright monetasy
stimulative fiscal policy. and financial =gift dureguladonthan they ware by agriculturel became or policies." Ibid., p. 92.

3.1bid., p. 81.

wait, p. 89.
40As noted, by Relinand and Perinlik "Aside from plea in food and fther whoiesale and retail trade of ahem 157,003 jobs (about 3.3 patent per

year), job Iowa numbed almost 107,000 in the farm sector, 45,000 in the *et Weida!, and soma 53,000 in the processing and Melketing industries.
Thew job louse useslais to aspire =meal growth mies of 1.3 petcart In the farm sector, 53 rum in the ipst industries. sod 1.5 promin the
processing and =heft industries." Ibid., pp. 97-98.
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25 Percent poverty rates

Figure 2-4Poverty Rates and Unemployment by Residence*
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tions of farm establishments, agriculture will proba-
bly never serve again as a basis for economic revival
in rural areas.

Nor have the energy-producing and extractive
industries been any more successful in coping with
the cyclical and structural changes that have taken
place. The shift from inflation to a period of tight
money was especially difficult for the timber and
wood products industries. Inflation initially served
to encourage the purchasing of housing. With the
pursuit of deflationary policies, however, the real
price of mortgages increased, and the housing
market collapsed.4 1

Rural areas have few resources to help them
overcome these economic problems. Poverty is

prevalent, having increased steadily since the late
seventies until 1986 when it peaked.42 The most
extensive poverty is in the South where more than
half of the nonmetropolitan poor reside.° The
poverty rate is particularly high among minorities. Ir
fact, blacks living in nind nonmetropolitan areas
especially among the eldarly--are far more likely to
live in poverty than those living in urban areas.44
Because the rural poor consist primarily of the
working poor, nonmetropolitan poverty tends to be
more sensitive to fluctuations in unemployment than
urban poverty° (see figtre 2-4).

These high poverty rates reflect, in part, a lag in
nonmetropolitan wages. In 1982, the earnings gap
between nonmetropolitan and metepolitan areas

443mees A. Weber, Emmy N. Castle. and Ams L. Shrives; "Peformsnce of Nationel Resume bidestries," USDA. op. cit.. footnote 28.
42After 1962 noantimpolitsn poverty has bun on the decPne while metropolitan poverty has held steady. However, the nonmenopolitan peaty

MO in 19138 yrs still 3.11 mump points above the er&opolitan sate in the same yew. *ad 2.3 pints higher than the normenopolitan rale In 1979,
the year irs which the Isat osoestire hew. Robert Hoppe, Economic Rematch Senice, U.S. Departtneot of Victim% pesmal communisation AU&
21. 1990. Sasebo Kathryn PalmPaveny in Rwal AsersianA National Owrview (Wasidln. DC: Censer on Dedget and Policy Meriden September
1988).

430f the 100noemeempolitan consities with the highest incidence of poverty in 1990.91 were loaned in the Smith Parcapite Meow stalistics haft
moon that the SIMI poor mod so be clesterod hi throe &nth= moire& Of die 242 nomestropolitan comities the* hero asperkered ponelemm penny,
92 percent ate located bt Appeladda, the Orist-Quarlita Mum (which atter* Includes a portkm of Minced, a Fume in the Noah Caned noke),
red the Mississippi Delta. See Clainseserisation epaverry its Nonnseiropoilso ComdexElizabeth S. Monism, Anal Development Itemeeds Repast
No. 52. Economic Remerch Service (Washington. DC: U.& Department of Agricalare,July 1905); and Thomas F. Hedy and howl. aiskAil Upeon:
The Diverse Sada! and Fieemenie Siremire of Nonnsetropolisen America (Washin(on, DC: U.S. Dammam of Agdaskuse, Economic Rom*
Service, May 1990).

44Krithari IL Portz Poverty in &Aral America: A National OverWew (Washington, DC: Meter on Budget and Policy 'Marines. April 1999). pp.14.15.
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Figure 2-5Real Per-Capita income
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SOURCE: Dertment of Commarce, Bureau of Eoonomic Ane/ysis.
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was $5,115 (in 1987 dollars). While wages had
increased in both nonmetropolitan and metropolitan
areas between 1982 and 1987, they increased less in
nonmetropolitan areas, causing the early gap to
increm to $5,666 in 1987 (in 1987 dollars).46
Per-capita income, which takes into account em-
ployment, wages, and population size, reflects the
same discrepancy. Between 1985 and 1987, nonmet-
ropolitan per-capita income was just over 72 percent
of metropolitan income. Per-capita income statistics
also suggest that the most rural areas are the worst
off. Of those nonmetropolitan counties exhibiting
persistent poverty, 6 percent were towns of 2,500
residents or fewer. These counties comprise 35
percent of all nonmetropolitan counties° (see figure
2-5).

Levels of educational attainment in rural areas are
also lower than in urban areas. In 1980, the median
years of education completed by metropolitan resi-
dents was 12.6, while the same figure was only 12.3
for nonmetropolitan residents.48 The high school
dropout rate was also bigher (16.9 percent in rural
areas as compared to 15 percent in urban areas),
while the college graduate rate was lower (9.2
percent as compared to 12.8 percent)." This gap in

Figure 2-6Net Nonmetropolitan Migration by
Education Level, 1985-86
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SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey. March 1986.

e.iucational attainment is exacerbated by the out-
migration of better educated people from nonmetro-
politan areas. During 1985-86, nomnetropolitan
counties experienced a net loss in college-educated
residents" (see figure 2-6).

Rural school districts also spend less on education
than do urban districts. In the 1984-85 school year,
for example, urban States outspent rural States by
almost $800 per pupi1.51 One reason for this discrep-
ancy is limited resources; as people leave nual areas,
the local tax base shrinks, leaving less money to
spend on public service for the people remaining.
Rural areas may also have less incentive to invest in
education, since graduating students are likely to
leave home.

As in the case of other socioeconomic indicators,
levels of ciucation vary by region. With the
exception of several predominantly white counties
in the Ozark region of Missouri, a few Native
American counties in Arizona and New Me7dco,
three counties on the North Dakota/South Dakota
border, and an Alaskan county, nonmetropolitan

46Linds Casein, "Nauman Ares Lag Metro in Essnings pcs Icb:' Sam Mills Mule (ed.). Rural Condiaaaa and Treads (Washington, DC: USDA,
Spring 1990). p. 12.

anady and Ross, op. cit.. footnote 43.

4$USDA, op. cit., footnote 28, p. 20.

49Lincia L. Swam* and Margaret A. Butler, "Human Resource Due of Rural Economies, USDA. op. cit., foams:, 28, p. 165.

p. 170.
5114annan Reid, "Rural Areas in the 1990s: Prologue to the 21 st Century." paper presented at "Risky PonesShould State Policy Reflect Rural

Musky," the Policy sad Planoing Cutter Award Symposium, Louicrille. KY. Dec. 4-3, 1988.
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aim with the lowest level of education (the bottom
10 percent in average years . of education) lie
exclusively in the Southern census region.52 In the
South, regions of particulatly low educational attain-
ment include the predominantly white Appalachian
Mountain region, much of the Mississippi Delta
region, counties on the Virginia/North Carolina
border, poor black areas of Georgia and Alabama,
and Hispanic parts of southwestern lbxas.53

Key Trends Likely lb Affect
Rural America

How well rural areas cope with their economic
problems depends not only on their present situation
and resources, but also on future de velopments and
events. There are three major trends that will likely
affect run], communities:

1. the shift to an information-based economy and
the enhanced role of communication and
information as a strategic weapon in business.

2. the emergence of a global economy and hence
the growing need to compete on a worldwide
basis.

3. a growing concern about the environment and
the environmental costs of economic develop-
ment.

These trends are eroding the boundaries of rural
communities, making these communities more de-
pendent on external events. lbgether, they define the
context in which rural development choices will be
made.

The Shtft to an information-Based Economy

The increasing importance of information to the
economy is evident _mu the continued growth of the
information sector, a trend that is occurring in all
nations. It was to highlight this change that terms
such as the "information society" and the "infor-
mation Lge" were first employed.54 The information
sector now constitutes about 34 percent of the gross
national product, and accounts for approximately 41
percent of the national labor force.55
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The changing economic role of information is
indicated by the rate and extent to which businesses
are deploying and using information technologies
(see figure 2-7). Many are now applying computer
technology to all of their activitiesfrom recanting
to laying off workers, from ordering raw materials to
manufacturing products, from analyzing markets to
performing strategic planning, and from inventing
new technologies to designing applications and new
products and services. These technologies can be

Snwasson sod Butler, op. oh., footnote 49, p.

said.
sinks Mublep wu one (Atha first ft note these cheeses sad to measure the infonnsdan sector in his *twain wok, now a classic, ambled The

Production andltitaibution o knowledge in the United Shoes Ober:4m NJ: PtinoonsitInivenity Pao, 1962).
ssMicheel Roseritoben and hfsay Taylotlfoher, Thar:tow:edgeIndustry in the United States: 1960-1980 cenUnlvotsltyPm

986). This vamps updates the weak done by Ritz Maddop.
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used by rural and urban businesses alike to promote
efficiency, effectiveness, and innovation.56

Computer-based communication can improve ef-
ficiency in several ways. 11,chnology can be used to
improve business operations, by reducing the time it
takes to exchange information among persons and
machines. In manufacturing, computer links be-
tween machines speed up production and assembly.
In service firms, such as insurance companies and
banks, communication systems increase the effi-
ciency of transaction processing." A well-known
example from banking is the reduction of time
needed to process letters of credit using computer-
ized files accessible from workstations in sevetal
departments. In retailing, the use of machine-
readable product codes and automatic scanners in
supermarkets increases the efficiency of store opera-
tions. Checkout time, inventory control, and ac-
counting operations can be improved by linking the
cashiers' stations to the store's computer and auto-
matically recording sales information at checkout.58

Faster communication allows businesses to inte-
grate and coordinate widely scattered activities to
improve efficiency and effectiveness. In the case of
automobile manufacturing, transportation and com-
puter-based communication techr -.iogies allow com-
panies to produce components in different regions of
the United States and the world, and to assemble
them at various locations. Thus, they can reduce
costs by taking advantage of favorable conditions in
different regions, such as lower wages, cheaper
materials, energy savings, liberal fmancing, etc. In
addition, data communication systems allow compa-
nies to transfer information instantaneously so they
can optimize production schedules, resource alloca-
tion, materials management, etc."

Being able to network among disparate locations
also gives businesses more flexibility. Management
can respond immediately to changes in demand and

PRZSQUE ISLE
. INFORMATION PROCESSING CENTER

Maas ceauttMatft a *sung

The Information Pmoassing Center in Presque Isle, ME,
is an example of how rural areas aro maldng the

tranaltIon Into the Information economy.

issue orders to one or more manufacturing plants to
reduce or increase output accordingly. Moreover,
because programmable machine tools can rapidly be
redirected to produce. for example, machine cams
instead of gears, computer networks let manufac-
tures tailor highly differentiated products to cus-
tomer specificatior.s.8°

As businesses move to take advantage of these
opportunities, the use of information-age technology
is likely to be deployed more rapidly and to become
more routine. Looking out only as far as 1993,
business consultant Peter Keen outlines ,ight busi-
ness realities that he expects will be commonplace
for all large corporations. These are:

1. Twenty-five to eighty percent of a business'
cash flow will be online.

2. Electronic data interexchange will be the
norm.

3. Point-of-sale and electronic payments will be
one facet of core services.

4. Image technology will be an operational neces-
sity.

56A conceptual framewvdc for identifying the new !dads of business opportunities that information-age tecbstokgy offers. anda detailed desaiption
of haw many businesses are taking advantage of than eau be found ir the MA study, Criticof Connections: Communication for the Again,
DTA-CU-407 (Washington. DC: 00411103001 Printing Office. Amery 1990).

"Abbe Mrrwahowite. "Communication and Comparative Advantage in the Business Arena: °madam and Thchnology Developments." contractor
repast prepared for the Office of ifxhoology Assestencetauly 1988.

"bah Cullum "Bss Codes Becnosing Universal," Advertisins Age. Apr. 18. 1988. p. 36.

sin tits salvias senior, connonnicadoo technology is mom closely usocialed with the aid-product. Brokenge firms buy and sell securities for millions
of customers all over the United States and thrarghont the world. Them customers an served by sales personnel in geowsphically disposed offices.
In health*, theaakanateri-leller machine macs ft possible for the and banks03 OffeSdieir services in a variety of location end swims, some of which
moot traditionally bank Wm se AIL For a discussion of the cormassicadoa needs of flimacial Matitutiom. see Deborah 0. Itmay, "numbs" badman
Communication System," contractor open prepared for the OffIce of Ibthnology Amesammt, Month= 1986.

6albid.
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5. Businesses will reorganize and distribute work.
6. Work will be increasingly location-independ-

ent.
7. Electronic business partnerships will be stand-

ard.
8. The cost of technology failure will be high.61

Rural communities cannot stand still in the face of
these rapid and fundamental changes in their eco-
nomic environment. As with any business, they must
take advantage of these changes by discovering new
ways of becoming competitive, or they will be left
behind.

The information age does, in fact, present a
number of potential business opportunities for rural
America. However, to capitalize on them rural
communities must have access to technology and the
knowledge of how to take advantage of it.

Previously, the mass-production process limited
the kind of activities that rural economies could
perfonn.62 Rural communities were rattly, if ever,
able to operate on a scale large enough to initiate
businesses organized around mass-production tech-
niques because of their small size and limited
fmancial and human resources. When rural workers
did engage in mass production, it was generally in
company branches located and directed from an
outside urban center. The key suppliers and markets
for such companies were also located far from rural
areas. Thus, apart from the direct wages paid to
labor, most of the economic benefits escaped the
rural economy.

Tbday, however, given the structural changes
mentioned above, these charack istic may no longer
disadvantage rund communities. Now, most service-
oriented businesses are not ope-ated on a large scale.
In fact, approximately one-half of the new jobs

created in 1989 were in companies with fewer than
100 employees, and more than one-third were in
companies that have fewer than 20 employees.63
Thus, rural communities' limited size may no longer
have a detrimental effect on their ability to compete
on an equal basis with urban areas for these
businesses and jobs.

Businesses will also be able to operate on a
smaller scale using these new technologies. With
aplications such as electronic data interexchange
(EDI), businesses can purchase supplies and pro-
duce and distribute products precisely when and
where they are needed. Thus, they can avoid the
considerable costs (and hence scale required) to
procure, store, and distribute a large quantity of
goods. In addition, by using technology to identify
and target distant consumers, rural businesses will
be able to create a demand that is sizable enough to
allow them to produce a limited line of goods for
niche markets. The number of such markets is
estimated to grow in the future, because consumers
tastes are increasingly becoming more diversified."

The restructuring and decentralization of business
operations could also work in rural America's
favor.° Depending on the particular case, a firm
might decide to manufacture a product at its central
headquarters, but transfer elsewhere such down-
stream activities as distribution, sales, marketing,
and service. Rural areas could benefit from this
development, to the extent that they can effectively
compete for these newly externalized jobs. On the
other hand, if conditions are better in other regions
or in other countries, rural areas could lose out. This
could easily occur because labor costs are often
lower in other countries.

The quality of work life could also be improved
with information technologies. Many workers will

61Pett ON. Kera 'Branca Integration Thumb liteboology Intepatiair." Advance, vol. 4, No. 1. pp. 1-2.
62As Helmand Sabel have described: ". . . Man production required lap investments in highly specialized cquipineet Attreitly trained waken.

In ibe language of namsfacturing, those remoras went 'dedkated': rated to the manufacture of a particular product---4101. in BEL so Pit oore make
or model. Whets the market fee that perdenhe product declined, the resources had no place to p. Mass production was therefus profitable only wide
motets that wue Imp enough to absorb an enonnous output et a single, standardized commodity. and stable enough to keep the relOurCeS Involved
in the prodection of that commodity continuously employed. Michael Pion and Charles Sable, The Seam d Industrial Divide: Possibilities for Pro:patty
(New Ymt, NY: Basic Books. 1984). p. 49.

°Ricked P. Adler. "lblecommunicatione. Information lbchnology, and Rural Development," papeepeepared for Aspen Inadoste Cm:femmeon the
Importance et C.cannanications and Integration Systems to Rural Development in die United States. July 24-27. 1988 (Mario Part CA: IDittitide for
the Pura% Paper P-154), p. 10

maid. See aka, Don A. Daman, "nog Social Lupins of Intemation lbchnologies in Rural Noah Annsica," Rural Sociology, 191S, vol. 50. No.
1. pp. 1-26; sod Don A. Mean sod Donald M. Beck. 'Woman= Thchnulogies and Rural Development in dre 1990a." Jotenol of State &merman,
vol. 61. No. 1. Janumyffebnary 1988. pp. 29-38.

aSec David R. Vincent, "Building die Ink117111111011 Based Corpora:ion," Commerworid. Mfr. 12, 1990. pp. 71-72. See also. Ralph Kamm
"Ibmorrow's Company Won't Have Walla" New York Thnes, Juno 18,1990, p. 3.
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not need to be organized on assembly lines, since
new technologies allow businesses to carry out
flexible manufacturing organized wound craft prin-
ciples.66 Information technologies can also upgrade
and enhance jobs, when they are deployed together
with education and human development programs.
However, for this to happen management will need
to make a definite commibnent. Ail too often, such
a commitment is lacking, and technology ends up
deskilling workers. Deskilling is a particular danger
in rural areas where skill levels are low to begin with.
Local business leaders in rural areas may even
oppose human resource development, because the
kinds of jobs they want to fill are at or near the
minimum-wage level and require an pnskilled labor
force.°

Rural businesses may find it difficult to benefit
from new technologies in a number of other respects
as well. New technologies provide a competitive
advantage precisely because skill and ingenuity are
required to apply them effectively. The necessary
technical sophistication and understanding is not
common in many of the small businesses found in
rural communities." Being small, rural businesses
may also be unable to get the kinds of discounts and
higher quality services large businesses enjoy." The
same is true for gaining access tn market data and
strategic information. Large conglomerates, which
are able to aggregate multiple data sets from
multiple sources, are better off than small fums. It is
also much harder for small companies to get
financing for new technologies. This is particularly
true in rural areas where access to capital is very
scarce. While large manufacturers can absorb the
cost of $70,000 for computerized tools, small

manufacturers most likely cannot. To a small
business, $ 10,000 is a major investment."

Small rural businesses may also be unable to gain
access to new technologies if the public switched
communication network in their areas is inadequate
and they lack the resources required to deploy and
manage their own communication system. One D3
circuit, for example, which provides a transmission
pipeline operating at the rate of 45 megabits per
second, costs approximately $1 million per year.
Thus, the costs for a business to operate a large-scale
telecommunication system on its own can be prohib-
itive.71

The Decline of the U.S. Competitive Position
and the Emergence of a Global Economy

The technological and economic foundations that
once gave the United States a dominant position in
the world economy have been slowly and subtly
changing for at least three decades. But it was not
until the early eightieswhen the balance of U.S.
trade began to worsen dramaticallythat the end of
U.S. hegemony became starkly apparent.72 Much of
the increased trade competition is in the area of
primary goods and low-tech industries. Rural areas
could easily suffer because these are the industries in
which they have traditionally specialized. On the
other hand, increased foreign investment in the
United States and worldwide growth in trade might
provide new economic opportunities for rural com-
munities.

One continuing trend has been the shift away from
the importance of agriculture, a development that is
no longer limited to industrialized cotmtries. While

66Piare and Sabel, op. cit., footnote 62.

67A study of Soudan] States found. for example. that those noometropolitan counties that had a high, or growing, proportion of their labor force in
the service sector were associated with ligber levels of unemployment and lower lamb of median family income. Louis B. Swanson, op. cit., footnote
14.

sAs Don Dillman has petaled out "Traditionally rural people and places are slowee to adopt new technologies than am urban people. Survey data
from Warhington state suggest that this lag ocadares in the case of informatics technologies . Foe many people, learning to utilize informaion
technologies will involve dramatic sod paha* usamatic change." 1)mA. DiBman "Mattmeny Before Subcommittee on Rural &mom and Fsmily
Farming," Committee on Small Business, U.S. Sesame, July 13, 1988.

50As the Chkf Biecutive Officer of we now* mamma* company noted: ". . . Here is whate large caupecies sal their fat connects have two
key advantages over a szaller user. Smal companies me oh= On& with buying vendor vanilla. Nothing eat set than spat ham the competition.
Strategically, large commies, however, can do some tailoring, which ean give them an edge. This is a distinct amend of the concept that says awake
companies can be more innovative then big companies." Massie &mild, "Cnnuotaticazios Chap," CommmicatioNsWeat, lime 13, 1988,p. C9.

70741ofred loam "Advanced leibanetka Titclutology and Smell Manefacturers," Mace, April/May 1906. p. 26.

nit has been estimated, fee asample, diet the marl espeeditares of the Sop 100 commanication mos range from Lawmen $1 billion at the top et
the list to about natant's at the bottom, v :A the average expaoditmes falling between $50 million and $100 mina& See Jim Foley, "Our Fist Look
at the ihp 100 Ccentoedeation Urn." ConemainalottsWeek, Closeup, May 1, 1989, p. C:11.

Mae incases in Immo resulted in pat hem a 73.9areat increase in the value of the U.S. dollar. This sirabk waked= of the dollar crested an
eacemous Weedy. for U.S. mama to purchme heap goods, sod a disincentive far foreign= to bay U.S. products.
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The customers of the South Central Rural Telephone Cooperative in Glasgow, KY, are greeted
with this instrucgve sign on how to connect their own telephones.

agricultural output has increased in absolute tenns,
its share of total output continues to decline world-
wide. In developed countries, the share of agricul-
ture in gross domestic product fell from 5.5 percent
in 1965 to less than half of that by 1986. Dramatic
shifts in the importance of agriculture have also
taken place in the devt.loping countries, particularly
those in Asia. Between 1965 and 1986, for example,
the agricultural sharz of all developing countries
taken together fell from 28.4 to 15 percent. The share
of the developing countries in Asia dropped from
38.0 to 17.8 percent.

The decline in agriculture has freed up resources
for other kinds of economic activity. In developing
countries, there has been a shift to all other sectors.73
Of particular concern for rural areas has been the
outstanding rate of growth in manufacturing activi-
ties achieved by the developing economies of the
Pacific, such as the Republi47 of Korea, Hong Kong,
and Malaysia. Here, growth in manufacturing output

averaged over 10 percent between 1965 and 1986.
This shift has been accompanied, moreover, by an
improvement in their trade positions. By 1987, all of
the developing countries, collectively, accumulated
a positive trade balance totaling over $53 billion.
Rural areas in the United States, the developing
countries' major competitors, appear to be the losers.

Other evidence supports this conclusion. Accord-
ing to the United States Department of Agriculture,
rural areas in the United States lost 11,0011 jobs
between 1975 and 1982 due to imports. All in all,
201 rural counties experienced severe unemploy-
ment, having lost more than 10 percent of their
manufacntring jobs. Some industries, and hence
some regions, were more sensitive to imports than
others. The sharpest decline was in the textile and
apparel industries. These labor intensive, low-wage
industries use simple production processes and
require only modest labor skills so they are espe-
cially vulnerable to competition from las developed

73Between 1965 to 1986, for example, the share of output originating in the industrial, constmcdon, and service sectors 'named, respeedvely and
in percentage terms from 23.3 to 30.6; from 16.9 to 20.7: and frten 42.8 to 48.7. Lorry Derby, cootractor report prepared for the Office of Whaology
Assessment, Spring 1990.
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Box 2-AForces Underlying The Global
Economy

The growing similarity of countries, with respect
to tastes as well as to infrastructure, distribution
channels, and marketing approaches.
The emergence of a global capital market as
witnessed by large flows of funds between
countries.
Declining tariff barriers and the establishment of
regional trading agreements.
Shifting oppoitunities for competitive advantage
due to technology nesuucturing.
The integrating role of advanced informatinn and
communication technologies.
Slow and uneven world economic growth that
has fanned the flames of international competi-
tiveness.
The emergence of new global competitors, prin-
cipally from East Asia.

SOURCE: Michael E. Potter (ed.), Competition in Global
Industrie: (Boston, MA: H.arvard Busiocas School
Press, 1986). p. 405.

countries. In contrast to rural areas, unemployment
in urban areas did not increase due to imports.74

This heightened competition is reinforced by the
emergence of a global economy (see box 2-A).
Patterns of international trade now primarily reflect
patterns of international production. And specializa-
tion takes place on the basis of parts and special
components, rather than on the exchange of fmished
products. Today, for example, Japan provides ap-
proximately 40 percent of U.S. component parts in
electronics and automobiles."

In this global economy, the multinational corpora-
tion is becoming the norm. And, whams in the past
multinational corporations tried to exploit compara-
tive advantage by producing or selling in a single
country, today they seek more the advantage to be
gained by integrating all their activities on a
worldwide basism (see box 2-B). In such an environ-
ment, production, just like capital, can be moved
from place to place throughout the world.

Box 2-BNew Forms of Global Competition

The operation of this new international division
of labor can best be illustrated by the processes used
(initially) by Japanese consumer electronics firms.
The first stage of production, involving the concep-
tion, research and development of new products,
requires highly trained and specialized technical
personnel of the type residing in Japan. This
labor-intensive, initial stage is carried out domesti-
cally. The =and stage is more capital intensive.
but requires highly skilled and specialized labor to
produce very sophisticated and highly technical
electronic components. This phase is typically
curled c in flexible, special-purpose plants at
home. 'I. third and fmal stage is again labor
intensive, but requires a (Afferent kind of labor from
that utilized in the first two stages. It is basically an
assembly process, designed to be simple, and
requiring a disciplined, but not exceptionally skill-
ful labor force.

SOURCE: For further discussion sec. Nigel Chiemade, Interna-
tional Trade (Leaden: RoutksIge, 1989).

If rural communities are to survive, they too must
be globally oriented. The global economy could
harm rural economies, if rural businesses (or busi-
nesses that might otherwise have located in rural
areas) export jobs and capital to other parts of the
world. On the other hand, if they create the right
conditionssuch as an educated workforcerural
communities might attract foreign businesses and
capital to their communities. With access to a much
larger and more diverse market, rural communities
will also be able to produce on a small scale for niche
markets (see box 2-C). lb identify new markets and
to sell worldwide, rural communities must have
upgraded communication infrastructures.

A Growing Concern About the Environment,
and the Environmental Tradeoffs in

Economic Development

Environmental concerns about the potentially
negative impacts of growth can be traced back to the
early sixties. Since that time, the public has become

ulfowever, both the soctaral composition and regional location changed, with "low-toch" induiates in the Northeast and Midwest losing
emplaymem, while "higlatech" industries in the Sooth and West (and Vermeil) offset those losses with incromed employment. Metropolitan areas in
Califon* bias, and Florida gained over diree-quarters of the new jobs. Did.

75As Jack Barman has pointed out, gm:ializatice bas also taken place ". . . bared on different product characteristics; mass consumption rams high
fashion, or low quality versus high quality, or generic vases trademarked goods." Jack N. Behrmaa. Industrial Policia: In:emotional Re:nurturing
and Transnational: (I rizington, Mk Lttington Boob, 1984), p. 72.

%Michael& Porter (ad.). Competition i Oktfal Inductries (Bodlon. Mk Harvard Badness School Press, 1986), p. 405.
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Box 2-CMaine's Sea Urchin indushy
Sea urchin roe is a prized delicacy in Japan served on special occasions and holidays, and is found allover the

worldChile, Alaska. California., North Korea, South Korea, and the Soviet Union. Until recei.. y the sea urchin
off the coast of Maine was regarded by lobgermen as a pest that scavanged the bait from lobsterpots. Within the
last few years, though, sea urchin has been discovered as a valuable resource, and a new industry has been born in
Maine. Now merchants. lobstermen, and divers along the coast are claiming a portion ofan industry that has become
estimated at $100 million internationally.,

As few as 6 years ago, there were only two divers harvesting sea urchins in the State, according to Lloyd
Covens, one of those two pioneers. Six later, after Mr. Covens convinced a few Japar. merchants to take
a risk on Maine's product,2 Maine has become an imponant source of uni, as the sea urchin's roe is called in Japan.
Last year. 74 merchants harvested an estimated 8.7 million pounds, worth about $3.5 million.3 This year, about 10
million pounds of sea urchin will be harvested, of which about half will be by Lloyd Covens' Portland-based
company, Urchin Merchant. Urchin Merchant, which employs about 300 divers and fishermen, is the largest such
firm in the area, with an estimated payroll of $3 million.4

The rise of this industry is greatly facilitated by transportation and communications. Virtually all of it is
shipped to Japr; (the roe that is consumed in Japanese restaurants in Americacomes from California), and because
the urchin's roe must be delivered while it is still alive, it requires fast and reliable communication and
transportation. In addition, the market for uni is very volatile, fluctuating greatly in such events as the death of a
statesman or a natural disaster. Merchants, therefore, must be in constant contact with their customers in Japan.

In order to keep Urchin Merchant competitive in the international market and ahead of his regional rivals, Mr.
Covens keeps a computer database on each of the reefs off the Atlantic coast from Gloucester. MA, up into Canada.
He explains that each reefs family of urchin is be ready for harvesting at different times. By keeping this information
on a computer. he is able to direct his fishermen and divers to the optimal locations for harvesting, and thus ensure
the highest quality of product for his customers.

A second factor which gives Covens an edge is that he uses his computer to gather weather data in order to
track and predict the weather, which plAys an important part in the harvesting of urchin. Success depends on the
ability to accurately anticipate the amount and the timeframe for delivering the product. The roe must be delivered
to Japan still alive and thus cannot be stored. (The roe is sent to be processed in Japan within hours after being
removed from the ocean. Atter being processed, it will remain fresh for as long as a week.5) His ability to compute
and analyze weather patterns gives him a distinct advantage over his smaller counterparts who do not have such
capabilities.

The affect of this new source of commerce is a tremendous boon to Maine. Many lobster fishermen are out
of work once the demand for lobster wanes during the winter months. Many collect unemployment compensation
or are forced to take up other menie jobs in fisheries, according to Covens. The rise of the sea urchin industry,
though, pmvulee 2 well-paying altemative for the lobstermen in the area in which they are skilledoperating their
boats and navigating the ocean. Maine's sea urchin season, which runs from October to April, compliments Japan's
season, which generally lasts through the summer months.

The harvesting of the sea urchin also requires high-skilled divers who pick the urchins offreefs along the coast.
Divers generally earn between $600 to $1,200 a week, and up to as much as $2,500.6 Covens estimates that the
indusuy supports as many as 1,000 divers. Marine supply stores and dive shops, which in the past closed down
during the winter, also benefit from the robust and growing trade. Covens points out that whatever measure this
industry has on the trade deficiteven if it is humbleis not nearly as important as the psychological effect of being
able to employ hundreds of Maine e-sidents in well-paying jobs.

1Dena Mohnen, "Scorned at Home. Maine Sea Urchin Is a Star in Japan," New York Times. Oct. 3. 1990. p. Cl.
*mow conespondenee with Lloyd Cloveus, Jan. 3. 1991.
3Iobn "Pot Maine's Urchin Industry. a Sometimes Prickly Roc to Hoe," The Washington Post, Jan. 4. 1990. p. A3.
Vern:nal correspondence with Lloyd Clowns, Jan. 3, 1991.

5Dena Kleiman, "Scorned at Home, Maine Sea Urchin Is a Star in Japan," New York Thnes. Oct. 3. 1990, p. Cl.
61bid.
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The small lumber mill In Cie Bum Is a testament to the
continued importance of forestry to Washington State's

rural communities.

more sensitized to the environment, often providing
strong support for environmental protection. Thus,
today, environmental impact statements (EIS) are
commonplace. Environmental issues will loom even
larger in the future, because, as a society, we are
becoming more dependent on technological solu-
tions.

Rural areas find it particularly difficult to make
choices regarding growth and the environment.
Many rural economies are totally dependent on
activities that have major environmental conse-
quences, so environmental protection can cost them
jobs. The protection et' pblic lands has limited
logging and mining; concer as about groundwater
contamination, soil erosion, and food safety have
constrained farm practices; and efforts to control
emissions and waste disposal have restricted rural
manufacturing (see box 2-D).

Because rural areas face so many problems, they
fmd it difficult to attract newer industries that have
fewer environmental impacts. Some communities
have been able to take advantage of their scenic
beauty to develop recreation areas and retirement
communities. All too often, however, they are the

communities of last resortat worst, a place to
dump urban waste." With high unemployment rates
due to a depressed uranium industry, the town of
Grants, New Mexico, for example, believes its best
prospect for providing jobs is to become the prime
location for privately owned prisons.78

Communication and information technologies
can provide rural communities a means to develop or
attract rural businesses that are neither harmful to
their environment nor to their local ways of life.
Using these technologies to identify distant buyers
and negotiate optimal prices, some rural communi-
ties have developed niche markets, based on their
own local resources. Ganados del Valle, for exam-
ple, is a weavers' cooperative operating out of Los
Ojos, New Mexico. For years, seasonal unemploy-
ment rates were so high that many State officials
were ready to "write it off." Inspired and energized
by Maria Varela, a woman seeking to help develop
the area, members of the community set up a
successful sheep herding and weaving cooperative.
Their goal was to build an economic bye using the
community's own natural resources. Pooling their
flocks, the townspeople held phone auctions and
sold their sheep at a top price. The women in the
community produced gatments in keeping with
traditional Rio Grande weaving techniques."

Rural citizens often feel that outsiders are forcing
them to make choices about development and the
environment. Many times local sentiment favors
development, while the State government, Federal
Government, or the national environmental commu-
nity seek to limit it (see box 2-E). Residents of
northern Maine, for example, are eager to mine a rich
copm lode in Ball Mountain, and resent that the
State's Department of Environmental Protection is
standing in their way. Some States are trying to
reduce the job impact of environmental protection
by supporting retraining and the diversification of
rural economies (see box 2-F). One fruitful approach
might be to link these programs to the deployment
of infotmation and communication technologies to
nnal areas.

riConneenting whew to mate ufe =dew facilidek Massachueus inhernataris1candidatekka Silbor, saga:med. far example. "Make isa good
location fora mbar powerplowwhwe the damn &hag could Iwo art accident and not but anybody." As cited in Newsweek. Aug. 13, 1990. p. 13.

75How Menke is aninakve Own ontrepreneen because =chalk is ansonod. May OTOS. ealleehead Meal have an& la loam tbero. "As
Prism Go Mane Ms Neishboes Go to Court." Ihniata Week Ma 11. 1990. p.

791on exisielsiko. "A Diffenan Kind of Bean Fkld," Nigh Comm/New% Oct. 24, 1913, p. 24. Ms. Wok sasa recognised for tars MO* helping
the coenenanities annul Now Mexico as me of this 36 nwents of the woad kiss D. sad Catharine T MseArtbor Foundadon awards. Kodak= WW1,
"MacArtime GUM Ate Awarded to 36," New Fork Mom hay 17. 1990, p. A111.
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Box 2-D---Lake Cumberland, Kentucky

The proposed expansion of Union Underwear in Jamestown, KY, has sparked a controversy pitting
environmentalists and recreationalists against local developers and residents who depend on the company's $45
million annual payroll. The company proposes to construct a pipeline to divert treated wastewaterused in the
process of dying fabricfrom Lily Creek directly into Lake Cumberland. Although the project potentially poses
environmental harm, the town of Jamestown and the State find themselves ina bind. If opposition becomes too great,
Union has stated its intention to move part or all of its operation to North Carolina

For its part, Union Underwear sees the pipeline as a solution to environmental concerns: rather than emptying
the wastewater into the smaller, but more convenient Lily Creek. thecompany would constmct a pipeline that would
carry the wastewater into the larger body of water, Lake Cumberland, where the concentration of chloridethe salt
used to bind color to the fabric used for Union's undergarmentswould be 250 parts per million, well below the
standards established to protect the Lake's aquatic life.

Conservationists and local fishers fear that despite the regulatory guidelines to limit the concentrations of salt.
copper, lead, arsenic, and other metals in Lake Cumberland, the government can actually do very little to protect
the environment once Union starts emptying the effluent. Environmentalists raise the issue of the cumulative effects
of the effluan from Union Underwear, as well as the wastewater that reaches Lake Cumberland from Jamestown
and 30 other municipalities. They contend that over time, Wm Cumberland will face the same consequences as did
the Great Lakes when they became industrial dumping grounds.

Union Underwear, its workers, and many in the community of Jamestown whc dependon Union either directly
or indirectly for their livelihoods, view the arguments of the environmentalistswho come mostly from outside
the community to enjoy the natural beauty and recreational opportunities at the Lakewith suspicion and some
resentment They contend that Union's presence is critical to the economic survival of Jamestown.

SOURCE: Bob Hill, "The Cumbesland Flap," The Courier Journal Magarine, May 13, 1990, p. 4.
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Box 2-EDevelopment v. the Environment

Many rural communities increasingly depend on tourism to produce much-needed local income. As the
environmental movement gains momentum and legitimacy, however, conflicts over how such development will
effect an area's environmentits resources. its people, and its historyme a growing impediment to such
development.

The conflict over the environment versus the economy is particularly complicated in Washington, where the
battle lines are already clearly, and often fiercely. drawn with regard to the issue of logging the State's rich forests.
As another manifestation of this conflict, the development of the Early Winters Resort in the Methow Valley, on
the other side of the Cascade Mountains from Seattle, has aroused considerable friction in the State for the past
several years. The contested development includes plans for a four season destination resort facility complete with
a ski mountain, ranches, residences, golf courses, and a village. It typifies the tension between developers along with
those for whom development promises jobs. on the one hand, and envircementalists and those who caution that
development threatens to scar the area's scenic splendor and rural quality and to interfere with traditional ways of
life, on the other.

Tourist-based local development brings in new jobs and stimulates the local economy: Early Winters estimates
that upon completion, the resort will generate 1200 jobs in Okanogan County and add $80 million a year to the
local economy and $100 million a year to the State's economy. Before the project is even complete, the resort will
produce 200 to 300 full-time construction jobs a year, with a construction payroll of $11 million.

Because tourist-based development depends on the beauty and recreational offerings of the region, it is in the
interest of the developer to preserve the original character or charm. However, developers have often largely
disregarded the ecological problems associated with development Wary of the changes that developman might
bring and cautious about the environmental impacts of developing the Methow valley, citizen groups such as the
Methow Valley Citizen's Council and the Friends of the Methow Valley have held up the project with administrative
proceedings. These groups contend that the development could harm the mule deer population, which is the largest
in Washington State. Project oppceents also fear that instream waterflows could be damaged by snowmaking
activities, sewage treannan, and increased domestic water uses.

Rather than dismissing the environmentalists concerns, the Early Winter's development has undertaken
extensive studies of the Valley's environment and investigated ways for the development to exist as part of the local
beauty instead of exploiting the natural surroundings. For example, mule deer migration corridors and habitat areas
will be designed into the baseland resort Water systems will be desiimed to store the spring run-off from winter
snows for irrigation and snowmaking purposes later in the year. Water used for sewage and indoor domestic uszs
will be treated and return Ni to the aquifer. In addition, construction plans have been designed so the trees and natural
landscape will screen most buildings, roads, signs and other structures from view along Highway 20, which leads
into the Valley.
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Rex 2-FRetraining Miners in Appalachia
The Business and Industry Thchnical Assistance Center (BITAC) was formed as part of Kentucky's Hazard

Community College in 1986 to redress high unemployment in the eight-county region due to the loss of jobs in the
coal industry. The Center's main mission is to teach displaced miners and disadvantaged workers the entrepreneurial
skills to start their own businesses, according to its director, Charley Simpson.

Hazard is located in the hear: of the Appalachian coal fields. Yet coal jobs, the mainstay of economic survival
for generations of Eastern Kentuckians, have declined over 25 percent in 10 years. Real unemploymem in some
counties approaches 50 porcent.1

BIT".0 was conceived of by Hazard Community College's President, Dr. G. Edward Hughcs, who has made
economic development a priority of the college, along with Professor Richard Crowe, whose Small Business
Information Center was BITAC's predecessor. According to Dr. Hughes. "BITAC is an aggressive, active
economic and community development arm of the College."2 Its instructorsexpezienced local businessmen
help others find niches that are not being served in the community or that are only being served at great distances
and start up and operate businesses to fill that demand in order to keep the dollars in the community.

The Center's success is well known. With a staff of 6, including the director, a business liaison, and 2
entrepreneurial instructors, the Center has helped to launch nearly 200 businesses since it was founded in 1986. It
has won several awards in recognition of its positive impact on economic development in Appalachian Kentucky,
including the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges" 'Putting America Back to Work Award."
BITAC has been singled out by the National Association of Counties and by the U.S. Department of Commerce's
Economic Development Admininstration. The State legislature is considering creating similar programs in the other
14 community colleges and 6 regional State universities.

1"No Mission Is hapossible" Community, Thchnical, andJunior College Journal, vol. 60, No. 4. February/March 1990.
211/i4.

SOURCES: Fran Jeffries, -Heralded Hazard Training Program Launches Mountain of Entrepreneurs." The Courier Journal, Louisville. KY.Mir. 19, 1990. Steve Baron, Through BITAC, College Creating Business, Jobs," Comm:mei-K. the Univessfty of Kentucky's
Faculty-Staff Newspaper, vol. 22. No. 11, Nov. 13. 1989. "No Mission Is Impossible" Community 7khnical, and Junior College
Journal. vol. 60, No. 4, February/March 1990. Personal correspondence. Charley Simpson. BUM '2oordinator, Jan. 8, 1991.
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Chapter 3

Rural America and the Changing
Communication Infrastructure

Findings
If rural areas are not to experience further decline,

measures will need to be taken to assure that they
have access to the necessary infrastructure. The
previous means and methods of providing access are
no longer viable. New ways need to be developed for
delivering communication services to rural areas.
With divestiture and greater competition in the
communication industry, urban models are no longer
valid in rural areas. What are required are Rural Area
Networks (RANs) that allow rural communities to
devise new and creative ways of achieving econo-
mies of scale and scope. Just as businesses are taking
advantage of advances in technology and the un-
bundling of the network to develop local area
networks, wide area networks, and metnapolitan area
networks, rural areas will need to develop networks
that are customized to their own needs. To do so,
they will need a far greater understandhig of the
possibilities that new technologies afford, and of
how these technologies can be used cooperatively by
all rural citizens, allowing them to share in the
benefits of the information age.

Introduction
The communication infrastructure that supports

the flow of communication in society is a critical
part of the social stmcture. Its makeup and the rules
that govern its use greatly affect all social interac-
tion.' The technical features of the infrastructure, for
example, determine the types of messages that can
be exchanged, the ease and speed of their delivery,
and their accuracy. Similarly, the infrastructure's
architecturethe way that facilities are ananged.
distributed, and interconnecteddetermines who is

able to communicate, under what conditions, and
how effectively.

Rural arelacharacteristically have low population
densities and are generally distant from urban areas.
For them, one of the most critical aspects of the
communication infrastructure is that related to the
costs associated with providing services to few
people over large areas. Thus, access in rural areas
is likely to be affected most if technological
advances or regulatory decisions alter the distant-
sensitive costs of providing these services. Because
of this. innovative ways must be sought to share
resources and costs.

How rural communication systems are designed
and the technologies that comprise them will also
affect rural areas. Communication technologies are
not equal. They give rise to different impacts. Some
communication technologies and network architec-
tures tend to reinforce community ties, whereas
others serve to undermine them.2

Rural communities must also maintain the quality
of their communication infrastructure (its opacity,
reliability, interoperability) vis-à-vis communica-
tion networks in urban areas. If modernization in
rural areas lags behind that in urban art.ls and other
countries, rural residents may be unable to link to
other critical communication facilities, such as
private business networks. In order to interconnect
efficiently, communication networks must be com-
parable.

The form that the communication infrastructure
takes will be determined by decisions made in the
marketplace and by government. These decisions
are greatly influenced by technological advances.

'The communication infrastructure is both nested in and sustains the larger social system of which it is a part For communicationis the basis forall human interaction and one of the mins for establiahing and organizing society. Communication I* the process by which all social activity isconducted; without it a society could not survive. It is the means by which group Dorms are established, expectations are voiced. individual roles areassigned. change is enacted, social control is maintained, and activities are coordinated.
Communication also allows the individual to function in society. Only through interaction with others do individuals acquire the tools of leagues*and the shared sense of reality they need to establish intimate relationsand to cooperate to achieve common goals. Throush acts of communication, peopledefine themselvestheir sense of uniquenessas well as their self conceptsand negotiate and sustain a position and place for themselves in the world.See for discussions Martin Lawrence LePlear, Theories of Conummication (New York, NY: David McKay Co. Inc., 1970); Lucian W. Pye (ed.),

Communication and Political Development (Princeton, NJ: PrincetonUniversity Press, 1976): and Dudley D. Cahn, Jr., Comnumicarfon in Interpersonal
Relations (Albeny, NY: State University of New York Press, 1985).

2RIchard Kielhowicz, "The Role of Communication in Building Comamnides and Markets," contractor report prepared for the .?ffice of lbchnologyAssessment. Noverabez 1907.
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All of these developments are, together, reconfigur-
ing the Nation's communication infrastructure in
ways that present both problems and opportunities
for rural America. To formulate policies that allow
rural communities to benefit from information-age
technologies, decisionrnakers must understand how
the changing infrastructure may affect rural areas.

The Impact of Communication
Thchnologies on Rural Areas

in the Past
Communications technologies change relation-

ships of time and space. This is particularly impor-
tant to remote, six rsely populated rural areas. One
way of assessing the potential impacts of communi-
cations on economic development in rural areas is to
examine how the emergence of new communication

communication chnologies on rural areas have not
-

technologies affected it in the past. Tlic impacts of
te

necessarily been favorable.3

The transformation of the rural American land-
scape at the turn of the century was facilitated, if not
actually promoted, by improvements in transporta-
tion and conur -anications.4 Advances in these tech-
nologies were particularly important in the develop-
ment of a national market.5 Improvements in
intrafirm communication, though the use of tele-
phones and telegraphs, allowed businesses to ex-
pand their spheres of operation and centralize
decisionmaking in distant headquarters.6 Finns grew
larger and extended their reach; distance no longer
insulated local firms from competition with out-of-
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Street car employee In Oklahoma City, OK, reports over
the telephone, 1939.

3Por what may be considered the classic discussion of bow communication technologies can disadvantage local. vis-k-vis metropolitan. areas. see
Harold Innis, The Thar of Communicatirm, 1951 (Tbronto: University of 'Throat° Press. reprint, 1971). According to Innis, communication technologies
that saved to overcome the bonier of distance and time traded in the long run to make rural areas overly dependeot on urban centers. As lames Carey
notes with reference to Innis' woek. "beds attempted to show bow localides and regions resisted the spread of communication. bow the relationship
was decided by a pintracted series of conflicts ove.-t:L, spread of standard time, the mail ceder house, parcel post and rural free delivery. the department
store and the mgionalized commation." James V.p. Carey, "Space, Time, and Communicatioos: A l'ribUe to Hasold limis." James W. Carey (ed.).
ConsmutUcation as Culture: Essays on Media and Society (Boston, MA: Unwin Hymn, 1989). p. 143.

4As described by Jamas Carey, the developmeet and deployment of new transportation and communication technologies gave rise to "a continual
pmcess of deo:entre:Aim and recentralizabon that moved fotward in a dialectical way as small hintedand vmmunities attempted to mum metropolitan
influence, only later to be absorbed back into it." /ames Carey, ibid.

"The developman is clearly illustrated by a convergence of prices across the Nadal At Richard DuBoff notes with respect to the cotton motet,
"Damon cotton prices in New York show diminishing fluctuations over lime. The average spread between lowest and higban prices neanwed steadily,
except during the Civil War sad its aftermath, and the steepest declines in hist. low price angel and dispersion of prices from decade averages came
in the 1850albe telegraph decade.' as it might well be called." Nand B. DuBciff. "The Telegraph and the Stmcture of Motets in the United States,
1845-1890." Research in Economic History. vol. 8. 1983. p. 257.

6As both Alfred Chandkr and James Badger have pointed out, specialization can only take place, and productivity can only be increased, to the extent
that goods o;an be moved, processed, and distributed and that the production process iteelf can be coordinated. It was only with the develepcomit of tbe
mikes& in the 1830s and II= telegraph in 1844 that the requisite speed and coolzol in the process of production and exchange could be achieved. By
increasing the speed of communication and extending the range of possible mad, the railmad, the telegrsph, and later the tdephmue facilitated the
growth of large-acale organization with modem managemeot structures, a first step in the carralizadon of production and distribution. See, for
discussioos, Alfred D. Ciandler. Jr., The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
1977); and James R. Badger. The Control Revolution (Cambridge. Mk Harvard University Pres:, 1986).
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town businesses. Although competition was greater.
increasingly it took place among larger and larger
firms located primarily in urban rather than rural
areas.'

The advent of the mass media also encouraged the
development of a national marketplace. The trend
toward national distribution of printed matter culmi-
nated with the emergence of inexpensive popular
magazines such as The Satumay Evening Post. The
Ladies Home Journal, and Country Gentleman. The
mails, of course, were crucial in the delivery of these
publications, and the inauguration of Rural Free
Delivery in the 1890s enabled magazines to flow
from publisher to country lanes.8

However, the impact of the mass media on rural
economies was also problematic. The explosive
growth of popular magazines intensified competi-
tion for advertising among segments of the publish-
ing industry, and the winners in this competition
reflected shifts in the Nation's marketing system.9
The small, local retailers, which had once served
their communities with little competition, suddenly
faced a succession of new challengersdepartment
stores, mail-order firms, and chain stores. The
metropolitan press increasingly tied its fortunes to
department stores and chains; and magazines were
well positioned to run advertisements for nationally

marketed consumer goods that were sold through all
kinds of outlets.

Notwithstanding the problems associated with the
deployment of communication technologies, rural
areas could not have afforded to forgo them, for the
'lifts in the national economy were not accidental.
They were closely associated with the development
of regional and national infrastructures, and a nifal
area's proximity to these trade networks proved to be
a critical factor in determining its ability 0 survive.10

The deployment of some communication technol-
ogies also served to undermine the cohesiveness of
rural communitim weakening their sense of auton-
omy and resolve. This made it more difficult for
economic development to take place. The impact of
the telegraph is a case in point. Because of high
costs, telegraph use was confined largely to busi-
nesses and the press; few people used it for social
communication, at least in the United States. Among
the press, the telegraph fostered the standardization
and central processing of news reports, allowing all
Americans to read the same national and interna-
tional news stories for the first time. But standard-
ized content diminished the community's impor-
tance in the eyes of local citizens, while centraliza-
tion shifted the locus of control from local editors to
national press association headquarters and bu-
reaus.11

?As Richard DuBoff has descnbed, . . .Tbe telegraph dramancally enlarged information networks: it saved time, reduced the need for large
invanories, decreased fmancing requirements, and prompted elimination of middlemen. But 'competition' and 'monopoly' are net, as neoclassical
theory implies, poles opposites. The telegraph improved the functionineof markets and enhanced competition. but it simultaneously strength( led forcesmaking for monopolization. Largerscale business operations. seer--.1 gnu control and spatial concentration were all increased as a result of telegraphiccommunicanon" Dulroff. op. cit.. footnote 5.

*Theodore Peterson. Magannes in the Twentieth Century. 2d al (Urbana. IL: Univasity of Illinois PreSs. 1964). pp. 1-43. For a discussion of Rural
Free Delivery. see RFD: The Changing Face of Rural America (Bloomington. IN: Univeraity of Indiana Press. 1964).

Me emergence of a special kind of syndicate. called readyprint companies. worked to encourage the development of national advatising and a
national marketplace. By buying paper in bulk, inserting ads from natunial marketers, and printing in centralized plants, these readyprint firms furnished
weekly newspapers with bundles of half-printed sheets for barely the cost of the blank paper. But to take advantage of the economies ofscale presented
hy readyprint. local editors had to relinquish control over half of their news and advertising columns. Advertising agencies discovered the efficiencies
of p l a c i n g cliems' a d s with t r e a d m i l l * f i r m s s o their m e s s a g e s w o u l d a p p e a r i n t h o u s a n d s o f c o u n tr y p a p e r s. By 1889, a handful of companies furnished
-patent insides" and "patent outsidn" to 3,089 of the Nation's 8,633 weeklies. See 5.N.D. North, History and Present Condition of the Newspaperand Periodical Press of the United States (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1884), p. 94.

!cloths Swanson. "Rethinking Assumptions About Fenn and Community." A.E. Luloff and Louis Swanson (eds.), American Rural Communities(Boulder, CO: Westview Special Studies in Contemporary Social lstmes, 1990), p. 21. As one observer described the situation in 1850: 'iBusinessmerchants. fanners, beam, shippers, and mherssoon learned the) great advantages of this mode of instantaneous comnmnicadonof Intelligence (which)is with them Mg so much as a Malta of choice as of necessity, for,without availing themselves of it, theymust necessarily be behind others in that whichis essential to the success of their business." As cited in ibid.

ltFor a discussion of early news associations, see Frederick Hudson:femme/urn in the United States (New York. NY: Harpers, 1873). For&discussionof the impact of the telegraph on news-gathering, sot F.B. Madam. News From the Capital (Southern Carbondele. IL: Southern Blinois University Press.1976). Changes in William Allen White's Emporia (Kansas) Gamine during the 19201 illustrate sane of the consequences for rural areas. Accostingto Griffith: "The net effect, then, of the Gazette's Maimed advenising and greater access to syndicated materials was co diminish the very centralityof its community. Emporians could no longer pin the impression born reading their local newspaper that Empermer theirewe tiree.--miutered much
in the scheme of things. . . [The connounity's citizens) may also have been aware of a concomitant waning of a sense of the legitimacy of their day-to-daylives. For, rather than focusing on local events, the papa dramatized far-away people* and places. Instead of recording the lifepassage of their neightoes.it reported tbe abnormality of strangen." As cited tri Kielbowicz, op. cit., footnote 2.
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Rural experience with the telephone was notably
different, however. Although for businesses the
telephone continued to accentuate the effect of the
telegraph, for individuals, it reinforced social inter-
action at the local level. Between 1907 and 1927, the
average person's local point-to-point communication
letters, telegraphy, and telephonyincreased pri-
marily because of growing telephone use.12 This
reinforcement of social interaction at the local level
played "a part in the preservation and even in the
enhancement of local patterns of attitude, habit and
behavior, and serve[d] as an inhibitor of the process
of cultural leveling which is so often assumed as an
outstanding and unopposed tendency of American
life.""

The value of telephony to rural communities and
markets was reflected in penetration !evels: some
Midwestern States had more phones per-capita than
Eastern States. The benefits of the telephone were
many; rural households used the phone to summon
doctors, visit each other, obtain weather reports,
learn about sales in towns, and follow prices for
agricultural commodities in local or regional mar-
kets." Not surprisingly, residents of rural areas
heralded the telephone's potential to end their
isolation. While American iblephone and iblegraph
(AT&T) promoted the development of the long-
distance network, a number of towns and cities
launched their own systems. Impatient with the slow
deployment of lines, some farmers even constructed
crude systems using barbed wire attached to fence
posts.

This brief look at how previous communication
technologies affected rural America reinforces the
no6on that sorting out the effects of deploying new
communication technologies is a complex and
complicated business. Different technologies have
different impacts, depending on their capabilities
and the circumstances under which they are de-
ployed. While the telegraph generally undermined
rural America's independence and its influence
vis-k-vis other areas, the telephone tended to rein-
force it.

One should keep this lesson in mind in consider-
ing how the new communication technologies will
affect the prospects of rural economic development,
and in detennining what, if anything, policymakers
need to do obout their deployment. Without making
reference to the characteristics and capabilities of
new technologi...s, or to the socioeconomic context
in which they are deployed, these technologies will
likely give rise to a number of =intended conse-
quences. Thus, policymakers at all levels of govern-
ment must try to determine the particular circum-
stances under which rural areasin all of their many
varietiesmight gain a fair share of the economic
benefits afforded by information-age technologies.

The need to understand this issue is becoming
increasingly acute. Not only is the communication
infrastructure being altered in response to technolog-
ical advances and regulatory changes; the strategic
value of having access to communication and
information services is also greater than ever before.
Because people living in rural areas are today
inextricably linked to extemPl events and condi-
tions, policymakers must consider how the evolu-
tion of the communication infrastructure might
affect them.

Recent Regulatory, Marketplace,
and Thchnological Developments

Affecting the Evolution of the
Communication Infrastructure

The breakup of the Bell iblephone System
radically altered the U.S. communication infrastruc-
ture. This event has major consequences for rural
America because it undermined the pricing structure
that traditionally supported rural communication
services. Divestiture also shifted a great deal of
communication decisionmaking from the govern-
ment policymaker to the business user. As a result,
rural users' needs and interests may not be taken
sufficiently into account. Rural users are not well
represented among large business users.

121n 1907, an average of 43 mouths elapsed between each toll telephone call but only 3 days between each local call. Malcolm Wiley and Stunt A.
Rice, Commankation Agencies and Social Life (New York NY: McGraw Hit 1935).

"Ibid.. pp. 153-154.
14These latter two applications were among the few by which the telephone enhanced the cosopetidve poultice of snail producers and retailers. For

discussions of the impact of telephony on rural communides. see Wiley and Rice, op. cit.. footnote 12; Miami Olsen. "But It Won't Milk the Cows:
Farmers in Colfax County Debate the Merits of the 'Iblephone." New Mexico Historical Review, vol. 61: Jimmy 1986; and ItWel de Sola Pool.
Forecasting the lelephone: A Retrospective Thchnology Assessment of the Dlephone (Norwood. NI: Ablest Publishing Co.. 1983).
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The regulatory agreement that Theodore Vail.
General Manager of AT&T, worked out in 1910.
gave rise to the Bell System, which had as its
operational goal, "one system. one policy, universal
service." As Miii described his vision of the
telephone industry in the Annual Report of 1910:

The position of the Bell System is well known . . .

The telephone system should be universal, interde-
pendent and intercommunicating, affording oppor-
tunity for any subscriber of any exchange to commu-
nicate with any other subscriber of any other
exchange . . . annihilating time or distance by use of
electrical uansmission.15

Comprised of AT&T and its subsidiaries and
affiliates, the Bell System offered a complete range
of telecommunication services including research
and development, equipment manufacturing and
sales, local and long-distance services. as well as
access to international transmission service. Having
a total of $150 billion in assets in 1983, prior to
divestiture, it constituted the world's largest corpo-
ration.

The regulatory framework that governed the Bell
System and remained intact for more than half a
century was decidedly American. While operating in
a capitalist framework, it provided some social
control over the negative impacts of the single-
mindedness of the marketplace.15 Moreover, taking
the form of a monopoly, the Bell System provided
for interoperability and was able to take advantage
of economies of scale and scope." By most ac-
counts, this system worked well.18

From the perspective of rural America, the most
important aspect of the Bell System was its provi-
sion for subsidies. To subsidize the expansion of
telephone services, AT&T adopted a pricing struc-
ture based not on cost of usage, but rather on value
of use. Such a system assured that toll users
(disproportonately represented by business users)
would pay some proportion of the nontTaffic-
sensitive (the fixed) costs of the local exchange. The
formula for establishing the amount and distribution
of these costs was inexact. Therefore, the tendency
over time was to shift more of the service costs from
local exchange users to toll users. Increasingly, this
formula fostered residential ser ice at the expense of
long-distance users.'9

By continuing to adjust the cost allocation for-
mula in favor of the local exchange, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) and AT&T
created a situation where the costs and prices of
telecommunication services were increasingly dis-
sociated from one another. In 1941, the FCC adopted
a policy of "equal charges for equal service" that
was intended to eliminate interstate rate differen-
tials.20 This rate-averaging system worked in favor
of rural customers whose long-distance service was
generally more costly per call.

These subsidies served well as a means of
fostering the development of universal telephone
service. The prospect of attaining the goal of
universal service was well in sight by :,950, with 80

"As cited in Richard Victor. "AT&T and the Pubhc Good: Regulation and Competition in iblecommumcations, Harvard Business School,
unpublished paper, April 1987, revised March 1988, p. 3.

"Michael D. Reagan, Regulation.. The Polities of Policy (Boston. MA: Little. Brown. and Co.. 1987).
riVietor. op. cit.. footnote 15, p. 17.

"As Glen Robinson has pointed out: " . . .She [Ma Bell) was held in fairly high regard. In contrast to other monopolists we've loved to haterailroads,
gas utilities, broadcast stations, and countless other enterprises with protected market positionsAT&T's monopoly seemed not only natural but
relatively benip. _The system pioneored and developed by AT&T was justly acclaimed the world's finest. Thlephone rates were comfortablyaffordable: funhennore, in the heyday of the telephone monopoly therate system was generally perceived as fair. Service innovation, while not rapid.nevenheless did proceed more i:tpidly than in other sectors of the economy." Glen 0. Robinson. "The Titanic Remembered: AT&T and the Chan8iDS
World of Wecommunication." Yale Journal of Regulation, vol. 5, 1988, pp. 517-518.

'9Some have argued that, in the long nm. given technological changes and efforts to upgrade the network for the business user, this subsidy hu acutally
worked in reverse. According to Pat Aufdetheide. for example: "Cost shifting isjustified on the grounds that the individual user is the 'cut-causer' and
that the local loop must now 'pay for itself ' This rationale ignores the amens pattern of techn Ilogical costs. More claborate and suphisticateddigitalswitching equipment making possible services of great immediate value to large users and increasing ciyaciry to cany huge data trmsmission demands,
incurs tremendous investment costs while lowering the cost of switching and transmissioa" Patricia Aufdaheide. "Universal Service: Iblepbone Policyin the Public Interest." Journal of Communkarions, vol. 37, No. 1, Winter 1987, p. 83.

2oVietor. op. cit.. footnote 15, p. 23.
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percent of American homes equipped .,vith tele-
phones.21 By 1952, AT&T operated almost entirely
under a nationwide average pricing system. How-
ever, for political as well as economic reasons,
subsidies such as these could only be sustained
under a regulated monopoly. Over time, the policy
of maintaining the telephone monopoly became less
and less viable.

Thchnological developments helped undermine
the traditional Bell System. With the cotivergence of
information (computers) and communication (tele-
phones) technologies, there was no clear distinction
between a monopolyand hence regulated
service, and competitive market-driven services.
This convergence led to changes in network archi-
tecture, with the intelligence (control) being increas-
ingly dispersed. As a result, network unbundling
(purchasing separate, individual services) was greatly
facilitated. As new technologies increased in capa-
bility and declined in cost, the bathers to entry into
the telecommunication market were reduced. Under
these circumstances, newcomers were able to make
significant inroads into AT&T's traditionally pro-
tected market. Their chances for success were
greatly enhanced because AT&T was required to
provide universal service while its competitors
could target products and services for the lucrative
business markets and offer them at a lc wer price.
Thus, competitive entry put pressure on the subsidy
pricing system that had been ekborately constructed
over the years.

Economic developments also greatly increased
the incentives for others to enter the telecommunication/
data communication market. As information came to
play a more important, strategic role in business,
large users sought alternative, more efficient ways of

purchasing telecommunication services.22 Where
their needs were great, or where they wanted more
control over their operations, users created their own
internal telecommunication networks. In other cases,
business users were able to make the best deal by
bypassmg the Bell System and purchasing services
and equipment in the unregulated market. Since
expenditures on these services constituted an in-
creasing portion of their overall business expenses,
large users bad tremendous stakes in how the
telecommunication regulatory structure evolved.
Recognizing this, they joined forces with the bur-
geoning new service providers to press for greater
competition.23

Changes were also taking place in the way
regulators viewed the regulatory system.24 As early
as 1962, a number of regulatory economists began to
question the public utility concept. Together, their
workif it did not itself give rise to the new
deregulatory climateserved at least to legitimate
it.25 This changed attitude was also evident at the
FCC.26

Although perhaps not fully aware of the fmal
outcome of its actions, the FCC took its first steps
toward divestiture and the Modified Final Judgment
(MFJ) in 1959 with its "above 890" decision. This
decision, which liberalized the licensing of private
microwave systems, allowed the newly created
Microwave Communications, Inc. (MCI) to offer a
new productdiscount private-line service." With
the subsequent Carterfone decision in 1969, the FCC
also opened the customer-premises equipment mar-
ket to entry. Finally, with the decisions on Execunet
in 1976 and 1978, requiring AT&T to provide
connections to MCI, the FCC struck a fmal blow to
the 100-year-old AT&T monopoly by opening the

211t should be noted that the goLl of providing universal telephone service was weedy facilitated by Federal support of independent rural telephone
companies. In response to a decline between 1920 and 1940 in the number of farms that had telephonea. Congress, in 1947, whacked the Rural
Electrification Administration to make low-imerest loans to persons, public bodies, and cooperatives to improve sad esteed telephoee service in nasal
areas. By the end of 1985, REA had provided loans or loan guarantees to approximately 1.000 small. iudependent rural telephoee companies totaling
$7.7 million. U.S. General Accounting Office. Issues Affecting Rural Dlephone Service (Washington. DC: Mar. 17, 1987), p. 12.

For a discussion of the changing role of late business users, see Dan Schiller. "Business Users and the lblecommunication Network." Journal
of Communkations. vol. 32. No. 4. autumn 1982. p. 35.

23Ibid.

2iFor one discussion, see Alfred E. Kahu "The Passing of the Public Utility Concept: A Reprise." Eli Num (ed.). Dkcommunkatiotu Regulation
Today and Tomorrow (New York, NY: Harcourt Brace lovanovich Publishers, 1983). ch. 3.

23See, for instance. Roger G. Noll. "Regulation After Reagan." AEI Journal on Government and Society, No. 3, 1988, pp. 13-20.

26AS the former FCC Commissioner Nicbolu klinson noted when tbe PCC decided to apptove MCI's application to set up a lang-distance private-line
service: ". . am not utisfied with the job the FCC has been doing. And Ism still loads* at this juncture. for ways to add a little salt and pepper of
competition to the rather tasteless stew of regulatory protection that the Commission and Bell have cooked up." Microwave Communications, Inc. 18
FCC 2d. 953, 971-972.

21Allocation of Frequencies in the Bands Above 890 Mlis, 27 PCC 359 (1959) 29 PCC 190 (1960).
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long.-distance telecommunication market to compe-
tition.

Implications of a New Regulatory
Framework for Rural America

The divestiture of the Bell System undermined the
pricing structure that traditionally supported rural
communication services. In particular, it led many
communication providers to price access closer to
real costs and to base their prices on measured usage,
thereby eliminating the sources of subsidies.28 In
this deregulated climate, where competition is al-
lowed and fostered, differences between costs and
prices are untenable. Wherever prices are kept
artificially high, users will seek alternative, private
solutions to meet their communication needs.

To avoid the bypass of the public telecommuni-
cation network, the FCC is shifting costs from
interstate interexchange service to local exchange
service by imposing subscriber line charges and by
limiting the interstate share of local plant costs
assigned to interstate calls. Making the local ex-
change companies responsible for a larger share of
the nontraffic-sensitive costs (NTS)" is likely to
affect low-density rural areas more than high-
density urban areas because these costs tend to be
higher in rural areas. In the past, rural telephone
companies allocated as much as 85 percent of NTS
costs to the long-distance, interexchange carriers.
Under FCC's new provision, they can allocate no
more than 25 percent. The newly imposed subscriber
line charges are intended to eventually make up for
past subsidies.

The amount of subsidy available for communica-
tion services is also likely to decrease in the future
as business-users, who have traditionally subsidized
rural users, leave the public network to set up their

own telecommunication systems. Under such cir-
cumstances, less money will be available to support
publicly shared communication services. Similarly,
if communication services that were once provided
through the public network, and thus served to
cross-subsidize one another, are unbundled and sold
in the marketplace, many small users may have to
pay much more for services.

Changes in the communication infrastructure
have also increased the transaction costs (design,
installation, standardization) that rural residents and
businesses have to pay to take advantage of new
communication technologies and networks. In the
past, many transaction costs, especially in telecom-
munication, were hidden. For example, as part of the
product they sold, providers of telephone services
included their technical expertise and assured inter-
connection and connectivity. In addition, they pro-
vided services such as directories, maintenance,
protocols, and routing. Today, while residential and
bus'ness users benefit from a greater choice of
communication services, they must absorb these
transaction costs on their own.

Mary businesses regard this post-divestiture de-
velopment as an opportunity to employ their com-
munication and information systems strategically as
a competitive, economic weapon. However, assem-
bling and maintaining a communication network is
costly, and requires considerable expertise and
technical skill, as many businesses developing Olen-
own private networks have discovered. Whereas in
the past, vendors performed a number of key
functionse.g., providing network management,
developing industry standards, designing system
architecture, planning the introduction of new tech-
nologies, and evaluation and assessing alternative
products and servicestoday these tasks are the
responsibility of the business-users themselves."

210ne of the most serious problems results from the "deaveraging" of toll rates. With deavengIng,a call of equivalent distance would cost more no
a low-volume mral route than would a call ce a high-volume urban route. In this case, long distal= rural calling would diminish along with the toll
incomes of flies nuil telephone companies. Large business customers and telephone compsnies also wish to reduce toll settlement payments to small
telephone companies. These events may not only hind= nual netwosk modernization and service quality, they may also threaten the vesy survival of
many rural telephone companies. Broca Br" "Bringing Advanced Telecommunications to Rural Amesimr. The Cost of Thchnology Adoption.**
contractor report prepared foe .tie Office of Technology Asseument. October 1990.

29Nontratfic-senaltive costs are those costs that a local telephone company incurs in providing its subscriberswith a connection to the company's
central offices. The nentraffic-sensitive portion of the company's plant is lamely comprised of the telephone lines(referred to as "local loops") naming
from tbe subscribers' premises to these central offices. A company's nontraille-sensitive costs piimarily depend on the number of its subscribers and
the average length of its subscribers' local loops. Nontraffic-sensitive costs do not very with theamount of telephone traffic carried over the loops, which
is why they are generally cassidesed "fixed" eons.

DIb meet the needs of basiness-usen, new companies are emerging and old cmes are reorganizing to better position themselves to take part in what
is now a vmy lucrative systems integration minket According to the market research fitm, InternationalData Cap., the system intepation mmket is
growing at an estimated animal rate of 20 percent, with meow* increasing from $8 billion in 1987 to $22 billion in 1993. Mark Breams% "SYstema
Integration Singe," Computer World Focus on Integration, special issue. Feb. 6, 1989, pp. 29-33.
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Shifting the burden of transaction costs to the
communication-user raises questions of fairness. In
particular, it is likely to disadvantage rural areas.
where few businesses will be able to assume these
transaction costs.

Aware of the problems that rural areas might face
in a post-divestiture environment, the Federal and
State governments took a number of actions to
alleviate some of them. For example, within a year
of divestiture, the FCC initiated a targeted subsidy
program that waived all of the monthly $2 Federal
subscriber line charges if the State contributed at
least another $2 to reducing an eligible subscriber's
monthly bill. In addition, the Universal Service Fund
was established to reduce the impact of divestiture
on high-cost subscribers. It allocated about $180
million to high-cost areas in 1988. In April 1987, the
FCC began the Link Up America programusing
funds from charges -3n long-distance caniers to
contribute up to $:0 towards installation fees. The
Rural Electrificatioh Administration a: .;o provides
direct subsidies to rural telephone companies in the
form of low-interest loans. A number of States also
provide subsidies. For example, in 1983, California
adopted a Lifeline plan, according to which custom-
ers with incomes below specified levels obtain a
50 percent discount on basic local service plus other
benefits.31

While these measures may limit the negative
impact of deregulation with respect to providing
rural citizens "plain old telephone service," they are
unlikely to deal with the problem of how new
capabilities are to be deployed throughout the
network in the future. To understand the magnitude
of this problem, one must look first at the condition
of the rural communication infrastructure as it is
evolving today.

The Rural Communication
Infrastructure

It is useful to subdivide information-age technol-
ogy into information technologies, access and trans-

;
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A sign marking the route of AT&T's Intercontinental cable
through Bowling Green. KY.

mission technologies, and switching and networking
technologies. It is important to note, however, that
the boundaries among them are not always clear cut,
and are eroding in the face of technological
change.32

Information technologies allow individuals to
store, process, and reorganize data into a more useful
form. Examples include computers, modems, fac-
simile machines, and answering machines. Access
and transmission technologies are the means by
which individuals can transmit or receive informa-
tion from other individuals or information systems.
Some examples are cables, radio waves, and satel-
lites. Network technologies are the means by which
transmitted information can be managed. routed, and

31See for a discussion. Leland L. Johnson. Telephone Assinance Programs for Low-Income Households: A PreliminaryAssessment (Santa Monica.
CA: Rand Corp., R-3603-NSIVMP. 1988).

32Wfth the deployment of fut packet-switching and die integration of further intelligence into the telecommunication network, it will become
increasingly difficult to distinguish between the functions of switching and transmisaion. See Gihong Kim. "The Evolution of Trausnaission Systems
for the Next 10 Years," Weeontmankationt. Aug. 10. 1987. Some examples noted by the author are statistical multiplexers. digital cross-connect
systems, concentrators. and switches with built-in optical interfaces such as DS3. See also. A.M. Rutkowski. "Iblecommunication Sandcastles:
Boundaries That Have Outlived Their Usefulness." Thlecommatateations. June 1987. p. 8: and Richard Solomon. "Broadband ISDN: With Computers.
the Sum Is Always Greater Than the Pans.' ' International Networks. vol. 5, No. 2. Sept S. 1937.
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interconnected. These include, for example, switches,
bridges and routers, local area networks (LANs), and
signaling systems.

Infornunion Technologies

Information technologies encompass a vast array
of storage and processing devices. The most impor-
tam is the personal computer. In 1989, there were
16 million personal computers deployed in business,
20 million in residences, and 2 million in the
educational and scientific communities.33

Computer applications are also multiplying rap-
idly due to increased st rage and processing capac-
ity,34 the dispersal o. intelligence throughout com-
munication systems,35 as well as digitalization ant.
the convergence of media.36 According to one
estimate, by 1993, office workstations will be able to
handle 32 million instructions per second: have
16 megabytes of random access memory, and cost
approximately $350.37 Given such performance/
price improvements, market analysts expect that, by
the early 1990s, the total number of computer
workstations in Europe, Japan, and the United States
will surpass 100 million.38 Many of these will soon
provide multimedia access at the desktop39 (see box
3-A).

Rural areas have been much slower than urban
areas to adopt information-age technologies.° There
are a number of reasons for this lag. One is cost.
Even when the price of customer premises equip-
ment is not excessive, the cost of network access and
transmission can be prohibitive. lb access major
databases, or to network their computers, people
living in rural areas generally have to make long
distance calls. In urban areas, this is often not the
case.4'

The poor quality of the rural infrastructure also
inhibits the use of information technologies. As
discussed below, in many mral areas the communi-
cation infrastructure is still unsuitable for simple
data transmission. With faster speeds and more
powerful applications, the need for a high-capacity,
high-quality infrastructure will be even greater.
CAD-CAM applications, for example, require broad-
band capacity of 45 megabits per second.

The lack of technology awareness and expertise
also helps explain the low levels of computer
ownership in rural areas. Rural people who own
computers have more education, income, and pro-
fessional experience than those who do ot.42
Although information technologies are becoming

3:IMark Coopa. Expanding the Information Age for the 1990 s: A Pragmatic Consumer Analysis. written for theAmerican Association of Retired
Persons and the Consumer Federation of America. Ian. 11, 1990. pp. 15-16.

34A criticsl factor in this regard has been the rapid advances in microelectronics resulting from the development of very large scale integration (VLSI).
VLSI allows the placement of over 106 logical operations on a single integrated circuit chip. and this number is doubling every 18 moaths. Given Ihis
level of integration, communication within computers can take place much more rapidly and efficiently; bitsno !Gager have to travel between chips over
shared buses when the source and destination both reside on the same chip. Over the past 20 years, chip deneities have increased several orders of
magnitude. See, for a discussioo. Debts Estrin, "Communication Systems for An Information Age: A lbehnical Perspective," contractor repon prepared
for tbe Office of lbchnology Assessment, December 1986.

33Moresnd more systems are becoming defined and driven by software. This devekipmant will make future conumunicadon technologies and systems
more flexible and more versatile. See. for a discussion, U.S. Congrees. Office of lbehnology Assesnnent.. Cridcal Connections: Communication for
the Future. OTA-CIT-407 (Washington, DC: US. Government Printing Office. Janusry 1990). cb. 3.

36As Stewart Brand has desctibed this phenomenon: "With digitalization all of the media become translatable into each othercomputer bits migrate
merrilyand they escape from their traditional means of transmission. A movie, phone call, letter, or magazine article may be SW digitally via phone
lioc. coaxial cable, litorx optic cable. mianwave satellite, the Innadcast air, or a physical storage medium such as tape ex dirk. If that's not revolution
enough, with digitalization the content becomes totally plasticnay message, sound, or image may be edited from anything into anything else." Stewart
Brand, The Media Lab: Inveming the Future at un- (New York. NY: Penguin 1300114 19811), P. 19.

ritienis Gilbooly, 'Welcome to a Fu(ue Whete Less Is Mare." Contmunications Week. CLOSEUP. Sept 4. 1989. g. C4
36Ibid.

39Although currently in in infancy, the multimedia industry is growing avidly and expected to constitute a 87 billion mutes by 1994.
°DM Dab= et aL. for instance, showed that people living in Washington State's rural counties tended to own fewer information technologies that

might be used in business applications. Don Dittman, Lull Peterson Scott, and John Allen. 7kleconsnummications in Washington: A Statewide Survey.
for tbe John Select Committee on Telecommunications of the Washington State Legislature, Social and Economic ScienceResearch Center. Waalkingice
Suite University, Pullmuk WA, January 1987, p. 17.

A similar study by allthrd Scherer compared computer ownership in metropolitan and neonneunpolitan New Yolk. It found that 18 percent of the
people living in mennpolitan counties owned computers as compared In 14 percent in noometropolitan counties. Clifford Samar, Data Book: A Study
of New York State RaidentrGetting Itgrormation for Daily Living, Depurunent of Communication, Conseil Univessity, Ithaca, NY. 1988.

4INIA Yarborough, "Information Thchnelogy and Runt E40110MiC Development: Evidence From Historical and Contemposuy Reseault,"
contractor report prepared for the Office of Thchnology Assessment, May 1990.

p. 22.
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Box 3-A--Computer-Aided Design

Computer-aided design is becoming the norm for
businesses to efficiently design and test products
and design and monitor the machines and factories
that make and assemble the products. With the help
of computers, designs for buildings, machines,
consumer products, semiconductor components.
etc. are electronically simulated and tested. CAD/
CAM (computer-aided design/manufacturing) re-
places the construction and testing of actual models.
Because designs are stored in electronic form rather
than on paper, they can be quickly and easily
updated and transferred.

Integraph Corp. recently introduced a product,
the CAD Conferencing Module, that permits people
at as many as eight different locations to simultane-
ously view and edit computerized blueprints and
designs. Engineers and designers, for example, can
simultaneously and interactively work in real time
on a fde with each other or with a client. The
electronic blueprints are transmitted and loaded into
each of the separate workstations so that they can be
called up during the networked conference to be
viewed and edited. Modifications to the still-frame
image, such as zooming or highlighting features, by
one person are registered at all the pariicipating
workstations. This conference arrangement expe-
dites the design and engineering process by mini-
mizing the encumbrance of mailing blueprints back
and forth, and increasing the communication be-
tween the firms' various departments.

SOURCE: Charles Bruno. "Intergraph Ushers in CAD Confer-
cueing Era." Network World. Nov. 12, 1990. p. 37.

more user-ftiendly, the difficulties entailed in link-
ing technologies and systems will likely continue to
discourage use.

Access and Transmission Technologies

Access and transmission technologies transport
infonnation among and between other users and
networks. They may provide point-to-point inter-
connection, as in the case of the telegraph and the

telephone; point-to-multipoint interconnection, as in
the case of radio and television: or multipoint-to-
multipoint interconnection as in the case of bulletin
boards, electronic mail systems, and lacal area
networks (LANs). These technologies can have
either one-way or two-way capabilities.

Telephony

Telephony is by far the most important and
ubiquitous two-way medium for transmitting informa-
tion. There are today, in the United States, over
1,300 telephone companies and a total of 130
million access lines. The top 25 companies account
for 90 percent of the access lines. The Bell telephone
companies serve about 80 percent of the market with
about 50 percent of all central offices. The remaining
companies are quite small by comparison.

A wide variety of new and more specialized
service providers have emerged since divestiture.
For example, some providers, such as Telenet and
iymnet, sell packet-switched data conununication
services.43 Other carriers specialize in high perform-
ance, point-to-point TI service." And others, such
as Thleport and Metropolitan Fiber Systems, provide
metropolitan area networking (MAN) services. Many
private businesses have also taken advantage of the
unbundling of the communication network and the
availability of a wide range of new, advanced
products to develop their own communication sys-
tems.

In rural areas, about one-half of all service is
provided by small independent telephone compa-
nies, with the Bell operating companies (BOCs)
providing 53 percent.45 Few, if any, of the larger or
more specialized providers are trying to enter or
develop rural markets. Given a highly competitive,
post-divestiture environment, they are focusing their
efforts on the more lucrative business market,
generally to be found in urban areas. The regional
Bell operating companies (RBOCs), for example,
have been concentrating on the deployment of their
switched multimegabit data service (SMDS)46 in an
effort to forestall bypass by alternative providers.

oPacket-switching makes efficient use of a transmission channel. It breaks messages up into small bundles,or packets, each of which carries with
it its own addrat then interleaves them on a channel, taking advantage of the "silences" present in the information stream, and finally routes them
throughout the network to their destination where they are reassembled.

44T1 circuits operate at 1.544 megabits per second and consist of 64 kilobits per second -miceor data, plus a framing bit. For a deacription see, Victoria
A. Brown, "T1 Networking and Open System," Thleconeramicamons, hoary 1989, p. 56.

45REA provides investment and financial data for over 900 =all telephone companies serving over 5 million customers in very chin markets. This
data is considered for the purposes of this report to be representative of "rural" animalism.

44SMDS is a high-speed, fast packet-switched service provided in a comps type arrangement situated within a 50-mile radius.
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The RBOCs' early ISDN trials were also conducted
to the same end with large business users located in
metropolitan areas.47 This urban focus means that
even when mral businesses are large enough to
economically justify the delivery of advanced serv-
ices, they are often the last to be served. This can
have a spiraling effect, since businesses sometimes
will not locate in rural areas for lack of an adequate
communication infrastructure."

A comparison of the circumstances under which
urban and rural telephone companies operate illus-
trate some of the problems of providing service in
rural areas. Costs are higher in rural areas because,
with low-density populations and low-volume traf-
fic dispersed over large areas, costs are harder to
share. The Bell companies, which serve primarily
urban areas, have about 10,000 lines per central
office, whereas REA borrower& generally the small-
est of the independentsaverage only 2,500 lines
per central office.

Moreover, whereas Bell companies have, on
average, almost 130 subscribers per route mile of
outside plant, REA companies average only 6.49 In
addition, the average length of a large company's
subscriber loop (the wire between the central office
and the user's premises) is about half that of REA
companies (10,787 v. 20,330 feet)." The Bell
companies also have many more higher paying
business access lines than rural companies. Not
surprisingly, revenue per line for small zompanies is
$682 per year or $56 per month, as compared to $757
per year, or $63 per month for large companies. If
rural telephone companies did not have significant
cost efficiencies relatively to large companies,51 or
access to low-cost fmancing through REA, the gap
between urban and rural telephone revenues would
likely be higher.

The quality of rural access is also inferior to that
in urban areas. Poor quality stems, in part, from the
number of multiparty lines still found in rural areas.
Multiparty lines cannot transmit data Lecause of
possible interruptions. Although their number is
declining, multiparty arrangements are much more
prevalent in rural areas than in urban areas. In 1987,
multiparty lines accounted for only 1.2 percent of
Bell access lines as compared to 7.4 percent of
independent telephone companies' access lines.52

Long local loops also diminish the quality of mral
access. When loops exceed 18.000 feet, they require
special treatment to maintain the quality of voice
transmission. Loading coils are used, for example, to
reduce voice frequency attenuation and range ex-
tenders are used to amplify a distant voice signal.
But these treatments limit the usefulness of the line
for data. Loading coils, which are present on about
40 percent of all rural subscriber loops, introduce
delay distortion that limits data transmission to a few
hundred bits per second. And range extenders may
garble data, requiring retransmission.53

Advances in technology are helping to reduce the
costs and improve the quality of access in rural areas.
One important development has been advances in
loop plant technology. Of great importance has been
the introduction of the serving area concept in
cunent plant designs. This design was first intro-
duced by the Bell System and adapted foruse in rural
areas by R.EA companies in the mid-1970s. In
accordance with this design, logical groupings of
subscribers are arranged so that they can be served
by relatively short and large pair-size distribution

41Carol Wilson. 'Podia Launches Primary Rate ISDN. Telephony.Dec. 10. 1990, p. 11.
"For such instances. soe Telecommunications and Rural Economic Development(Redondo Bock CA: MESA Consulting. Oct. 30. 1990).
49U.S. Deparimerri of Agriculture. '1988 Statistical Report. Rural "aleph= Borrowers, REA Bulletin 83004. 1989.
nEgan. op. cit.. footnote 28.

nOne r e a s o n for the REA companies relatively low costs is the savings from arrangements to share large company toll facilities and traffic and billiog
systems. Thus, these operations am heated as operating expanses. while the same activity for a large company may require capital outlays. Nevertheless.
even operation and maintenance expenses per line are consistently and significantly lower for =Alla companies.Large companies have a mare mobile
access line base and service quality on their loops tends to be higher (while their loops are shorter). Mcveover, labor costs for both craft and managemem
boredom are much smaller for rural telephone companies.

nEdwin B. Parker, Rural America in the Information Age: DlecontntunicationsPolicy for Rural Development (Lan)tam. MD: University Press of
America, Inc.. 1989), p. 69. Ilse actual number of multiparty lines may overestimate the number of persons or firms for whom such service is a hindrance.
Many customers with multiparty lines do not use them for data tranmnssion sad may voluntarily choose multiporty lines over aiogle-party lines in order
to pay lower rates.

53Epn, op. cit., footnote 28, p. 47.
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cables from an intermediate field location called a
Serving Interface Point.54

Two significant developments in loop technology
the introduction of loop carrier systems and digital
remote electronics and switching technology
helped implement this design. Loop carrier systems
concentrate access lines by combining many cus-
tomers into one or more shared trunks. Previously,
each customer needed a dedicated (nonshared) loop.
The introduction of digital switching reduced the
amount of dedicated loop plant by allowing remote
nodes to be connected to the host digital switch.

The deployment of fiber optics will also greatly
improve rural access. Fiber optics generally provide
more capacity, reliability. flexibility, and functional-
ity than existing metallic cable. With minimum
transmission loss, fiber allows more signals to travel
over longer distances with smaller numbers of
repeaters than dot 3 copper wire.55 Thus it can
support new broadband applications such as video
telephony, multi-media services, and very high
speed data services (see box 3-B). Already, com-
mercial systems have been developed that transmit
1.7 billion bits of information per second on a single
pair of glass fibers, an amount equivalent to 24,000
simultaneous phone calls. And the capabilities of
lightwave transmission are e oubling every year, a
trend that is likely to continue for at least a decade.56

Constraints on the deployment of fiber are clearly
economic, not technological. Although fiber is
increasingly being used for interoffice trunk lines.
and even in some local loop facilities for business
users, it will not likely be extended to the home (with
tbe exception of new construction) for a number of
years.57 Fiber loop systems are still uneconomical
for most of the residential communities; splicing and
cabling costs are still high.58 The residential demand

Box 3-8Fiber Optics

Fiber optics: Changing communication
This new technology uses light pulSeS traveling though glass fiber tO
tiar.s.ma. information Conventional teen:inert* cable uses diectricity
*raveling through CoCiPer wire

What It's made of
Glass core wnere
light pulses ravel

1%1

Cladding traps
light inside

How it works:

Light
belays

One optical
fiber is aS
mick as a
human flair

a Phone conversations and computer
data are corwertein by an optical
transmitter to a series of light pulses

I Light pulses are sent through
glass fiber wire by a laser
flashing on ancl on at
very high speeds

At tne receiving end,
a light-sensitive
reCitiver changin kght
back to electric pulSes.

Why it's better
slight can travel much
farther before a Costly
amplifier is neeried to
boost me signal.

Optical fibers can carry
more information.

Optical fibers aren t
affected by eleCtrical or
rat,* interference
or lightning

11(../_,,f4101

IIMJAIIMM

A conventional linCh-thick cable
contains 1.2043 pairs of COOPer wires.
It can carry 14.400 telephone COnverstions.

A halt-inch-thirk
fiber ppm cools
with 72 pairs of
%bars can transmit
3.5 Mahon
conversationS.

SOURCE: Judy Treible. Knight-Ridder Tribune News, adapted
from Popular Science Magazine. World Book Enc-v-
clopedia. and The Re-Wiring of America.

for fiber in the local loop also remains uncertain;
most residential service can be provided through the
existing network, or as in the case of video services,
through alternative distribution channels such as
cable TV and videocassette recorders."

The deployment of fiber will be driven by
business demand. It is cost-effective for businesses

54Relatively long feeder cables coonect the SIP to the central office switch. Subscriber circuits are crested by cross-connecting pairs from the feeder
and distribution cables to the SIP points. Egan. op. cit. footnote 28.

53Commacially available fiber optic technology wastes in the 500 million megabits-per-second range. Rates should increase in the future with the
use of single mode fibers and coherent modulation/demodulation schemes. Estrin. op. cit., footnote 34, p. 17.

59Etic E. Sumner, "Thlecommunications ibchnology in the 1990s," Thlecomnumications. January 1989, p. 38. See also. Lee Gmenfeld. "Optical
Computing," Compuserwerld, Awe 26, 1986, pp. 83-89; and Esuin, op. cit., footnote 34. In the future the use of laser systems and wavelength division
multiplexing on a single fiber will push transmission capabilides into die range of 20 gigabits per second. With wave division nmItiplexing, each fiber
optic cable can accommodate multiple channels by assigning each data mem a different wave length es color.

"For one discussion. see Bohm Pena'. "Through the Looking Ohm: Integrated Broadband Networks. Regulatory Policies. and Institutional
Change." working paper No. 24, Federal Communicadon Commission. Office of Pius mid Policy. 1988.

511b speed up the deployment of fiber. providers are focusing on the intermediate step of delivering fiber to the curb.

59For discussions, see Graham Finnic, "The Disciples of Fiber," Telecomentniewions. and Graham Finnic. "Lighting Up the Local Loop,"
Telecommunications. January 1989. pp. 31-32, 37-38. 40 and Lloyd F. Brisk. "Neighborhood Fiber: Putting a Ls= in Everyone's POTS." Telephony.
Feb. 20. 1989. pp. 27-28.
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to adopt fiber long before residential users, because
they typically share network facilities among a
number of telephones. However, rural businesses
may be unable to drive demand because they are
generally too small in size. lb have such an impact,
they will need to pool their demand, either with other
businesses or other large users within a community.

Cable Television

Cable television is an important one-way commu-
nication system serving rural areas. The Community
Antenna lblevision Association (CATA) estimates
that cable penetration (homes passed) in rural areas
is higher than in urban and suburban areas [about 60]
percent). However, while the actual subscription rate
in nonmetropolitan counties may be higher than in
metropolitan counties, communities with fewer than
3,000 residents had a subscription rate of only 46
percent compared to 69 percent for more populous
places ira the same county.6°

Cable is valuable to rural households as a source
of entertainmem and access. Cable television can be
accessed using wire or satellite. In urban areas,
access is almost exclusively through coaxial cable
provided by a cable company. In rural areas it is
available primarily through coaxial cable, with
10 percent of it provided by satellite. To gain access
via satellite, rural residents must buy a television
receive only (TVRO) satellite dish that costs be-
tween $750 and 31,800.61 Ownership ranges from
6 percent in the open country to 11 percent in rural
mountain areas.62

One-way communication systems, such as cable
TV, are less important rural businesses because
they do not presently support the information
exchange required in most business communica-
tions.63 They are, however, being used in the public
sector, especially in schools (see box 3-C).

Box 3-CBerks Community Television

Berks Community Ilblevision (BCTV) was cre-
ated in 1977 as a nonprtifit organization, supported
by the citizens of Berks Cattily, PA, and its largest
city Reading (famous for the iailroad to which it
lent its name), to provide "to the community the
best possible educational and informational pro-
grams." The programs are organized and produced
by volunteers. Its programming is fed into the cable
system and delivered as a regular subscriber chan-
neL

In contzast to larger regional or national formats,
BCTV uses television as a live, two-way, interac-
five medium that depends on audience participation
and feedback. For example, BCTV, through a series
of National Issues Fonuns raises relevant issues,
such as the day-care dilemma and drug crisis, while
permitting and encouraging home viewers and the
studio audience to actively take pan in the discus-
sion. In addition, community agencies, such as the
chamber of commerce, county bar association, and
hospitals and medical finns, use BCTV "to con-
tinue their outreach, infonnation, and referral serv-
ices." Productions can be organized at two different
locations and shown simultaneously on split screen.

SOURCE.: Betkl Community Itlevision. Reading, PA.

Nonwireline Media

In remote areas, where the cost of providing
wireline service is prohibitive, microwave, radio and
satellite technologies can be used to provide less
expensive access to communication services. With
technological advances, these technoloees provide
services that are increasingly comparable to wireline
service.

Microwave has long been a mainstay in telecom-
munications network technology. Historically, its
primary use was high-capacity, long-haul toll serv-
ice, and it will likely continue to be important in such

03Egan. op. cit.. footnote 28, p. 57.

a Joseph N. Pence, "Sstellite Communication for Rural and Remote Applications hi the United States." COMIICON report prepared for die Office
of Ilichnology Assessment, December 1989, p. 13.

(Inatome% op. cit., footnote 41, pp. 45-46.

6}The coaxial cables used fa CATV =missions can transmit vy wideband signals; this fact, plus the fact that a majority of U.S. residences arepassed by cArt system has generatod mach latercit in theuse of cable television technology to offer services beyond one-way video peogrammiag.
including two-way switched voice and data. The attractiveness is clear aside bontire wide mailability of CATV service, the cable medians is rdatively
inexpensive, and electronic interface equipment *Eastmain. applications is dm inexpassive le design and produce. Thereme, however, a member of
regulatory cooceens surrounding the hoe of CATV-based local exchange telephone service. sad cable companies have been slow. if not reinceint, to
moue in diem new direction. Dale Nadia, "Information Age lichnology and Rural Sconearic Development." contractor report mimed kr the
Office of Thelma/Any Assessment. October 1989, p. 23.
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Box 3-D--Digital Radio Service

In the United States, the International Mobile Machine Corp. (IMM) has developed a wireless digital radio
service called Uhraphone, which is now being used to provide telephone access in a nurni t remote rural areas.
As of the end of 1989, IMM had installed approximately 40 Ultraphone systems serving about 15,000, mainly rural,
customers.

A digital radio transceiver at the customer's pmmises encodes the analog voice to digital fonnat to be
transmitted through die radio waves (rather than through the mom traditional terrestrial copper or fiber-optic wires)
to the Ratko Carrier Station, where the signal is then routed to the central office switch and along the public-switched
network.

Radio telephony is particularly advantageous for mral areas where the expense of extending wires to the
customerswhich may involve ()lain trenches, clearing rights of ways, or crossing difficult terraincan become
prohibitive. It is thus especially useful when extending service to only a few, widely dispersed customers. Another
inherent advantage of wireless technology is that telephone companies have much greater flexibility in adding on
additional customers and reconfiguring their facilities than with conventional cable routes/land lines.

Digital radio also has a number of advantages over analog radio:
greater degree of security because of more complicated encoding schemes for the digital transmission,
digital transmission is inherently better suited for handling data transmission.
greater ability to operate in the presence of interference.
higher capacity,
time division multiplexing conserves spectrum and reduces costs because less base-station hardware is
required to support a given subscriber population, and
ultraphone is software-based and thus more open to further technological improvements.

SOURCE George M. Calhoun. "Wireless Access and Rural ibleconununicadons." contractor report prepared for the Office of Technology
Assessment. 1990.

markets. Recent technological advances in micro-
wave, as well as increases in the usable spectrum for
telecommunications, have made it a popular tech-
nology for high-capacity, short-haul applications.
Microwave is used for both digital and analog
services.

One of microwave's advantages is its relatively
low construction costs for rural applications com-
pared with other technologies. Unlike terrestrial
wireline technologies, it does not require placement
of physical cable plant, usually the highest compo-
nent cf deployment costs. Rooftops, hills, and
mountains can often provide an inexpensive base for
microwave towers. Unit costs of microwave service
are also falling, as more high-powered systems
expand the usable spectrum. Very small capacity
systems with only a handful of circuits are also now
available. One major disadvantage of microwave is
that it requires line-of-sight of the transmission path
and is subject to electromagnetic interference.

Like microwave, radio technology relies on the
electromagnetic spectrum and has long been used in
various forms for telecommunications and broad-
casting services. Its use in providing basic rural
service has only recently been approved by Federal
regulators, who must approve all private uses of the
spectnun." This technology is sometimes referred
to as the "wireless loop," and its immediate
advantages in terms of speed and ease of installation
are clear since there is no requirement for placing
physical transmission plant. The term "radio" in
this case refers to certain frequencies assigned to the
service that are distinct from those assigned micro-
wave toll service. As an over-the-air technology,
radio service supports both analog and digital
applications and has the same relative advantages
and disadvantages as microwave (see box 3-D).
Unlike microwave, rural radio provides short-haul
telecommunications, and requires different power,
performance, transmission, and reception capabili-
ties and devices. :digital radio systems capable of
carrying four DS3 lineseach with a capacity of

64Docuntmas filed in PCC CC Docket 186-495 (BEIRS) Fovide detailed infoimatica on tWs service.
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First generation

Figure 3-1--Evolution of VSAT 'technology
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The evolution of very small aperture terminal (VSAT) technology: three generations.
SOURCE: Art reproduced by permission of Tekcommonicarions magazine.

45 megabits per secondare expected to be avail-
able in the early 1990s.65

Clearly the most advantageous feature of radio
technology is its low cost in rural service applica-
dons. Unlike wireline service, its cost is based on
total demand rather than on population density.
Thus, whereas it can cost, on average, $10,000 per
subscriber to provide access lines via copper wire,
the average cost of dietal radio is about $3,000 per
subscriber. According to present estimates, rural
radio service is now the most cost-effective option
for serving about 900,000 remote subscribers who
do not have service at all, or whose service upgrades
using other technologies are not cost-effective."

The idea of using satellite systems to provide
low-cost communication services to isolated areas is
not new.67 In the United States, the Alascom
Satellite operating through the Aurora satellite
system has served to meet the communication,
health, educational, and entertainment needs of the
people of Alaska for two decades. In addition, over
25 developing countries have leased capacity on the
INTELSAT satellite system to meet their domestic
communication needs. A number of countries-

Standardized
architectures.
Improved access and
network management
schemes.
Software-defined
multipart, multi-
protocol systems.

1 987

including among them Brazil, India, Indonesia, and
Mexicohave deployed their own satellitesystems.

Advances in satellite technology will lead to even
&eater rural applications in the future. The develop-
ment of very small aperture terminal (VSAT)
technology has been particularly important in im-
proving performance while reducing costs (see
figure 3-1). The mobile satellites being designed
now for launch in the early 1990s will carry
sufficient power to enable the use of a large number
of small, mobile terminals on the ground." Portable
units will be self-contained and lightweight, capable
of fitting on a company or family car. They will
allow users to link up with private networks or the
public telephone netvork to access a variety of
services, including voice, data, facsimile transmis-
sion, and computer-to-computer communications.

Many businesses are shifting from wireline to
VSAT technology (see box 3-E). VSATsare particu-
larly cost-effective when businesses need to commu-
nicate with remote sites. Thus many major corpora-
tionse.g., Chrysler, Nissan, lloyott, K-Mart, Thrifty
Stores, and Frito-Layare using VSATs to develop
wide area networks (WANs). Hughes Network

6s0eorge Calhoun, "Digital Radio Ike biology and Rani Economic Development," contractor report prepared for tbe Moe of IticbnologyAucriment, October 1989.

Prof a discussion. see Joseph Pekoe, "Satellite lltelinology and Rural Economic Development." contractor report prepared for the Otilee of
lteknology Assessment. October 1989. See also. S.S. Kanal, "Adrmcod Iblecournftnis for Rural Applications.," Sakilite Constauskatioar,
October 1989. pp. 21-23.

65See lthq Kahn. " 'Tbird-Generadoo' lecbaology Fuels VSATGrowth." 7decounnsusiconons, September 1990. pp. 29-34.
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Box 3-E--VSAT Technology

As the technology for very small aperture terminals (VSATs) develops and their costs decline, many companies
are finding that VSAT networks are more advantageous than tesrestrial networks for the transmission of large
amounts of data between widely dispersed locations. A $200 million industry in 1988, markets for VSATs are
expected to now exceed $1 billion. VSATe" inherent performance advantages [include] fewer discrete points of
failure, simpler network deployment, more flexible network configuration, and simplified network management"
The technology is proving especially valuable to manufacturers and retailers, such as Cluysler, K-Mart, Thrifty
Stores, and Frito-Lay, with many retail and plant facilities spread over large was.

Smaller companies that cannc* afford to install their own systems can take advantage of shared-hub networks.
For e,,ampie, Ibnra International, Inc., based in Sioux City, IA, recently chose a shared-hub VSAT network to
connect its outlets spread throughout the country with its centralized computer center, which provides an array of
business support applications. Thsra, which manufactures and sells agricultural products, cites a 'eduction in
communication costs in excess of 25 percent since VSAT was installed in 1989. Another benefit is increased
reliability of the transmission of data. The VSAT network eliminates the need to deal with many phone companies,
each with diffesent pricing structures and technical capabilities.

SOURCES: "VSATs: Fal-Out Communications for Remote Sites," Thlecomssatications, September 1990, p. 37. "Wig Khan. "
Geomation' lbebuology Fuels VSAT Growth." Telecommmications. September 1990, p. 29.

Systems is planning to provide leased WAN service
to businesses from a shared hub facility.69

Switching and Other Networking
Technologies

The value of information and communication
technologies is greatly enhanced to the extent that
they can be networked together, allowing informa-
tion to be efficiently routed from place to place. A
number of technologies support networking by
performing interconnection, switching, routing, and
signaling functions. Included among these, for
example, are switches," bridges and routers,71 local
area networks (LANs), signaling systems,72 and
intelligent peripherals.

Network technologies have advanced greatly over
the past several years as a result of digital process-
ing. The first computer-controlled switching sys-

tems were deployed 20 years ago. In the 1970s, when
advances in integrated-circuit technology permitted
the creation of a solidstate exchange, telecommuni-
cations providers began to deploy all digital switches.
ibday, approximately 98 percent of all AT&T
switches are digitaLn With respect to the regional
Bell operating companies (RBOCs), approximately
55 percent of Ameritech's central offices are digital,
66 percent of Bell Atlantic's, 62 percent of Bell
South's, 47 percent of Nynex's, 43 percent of Pacific
lblesis", 27 percent of Southwestern Bell's, and 32
percent of US West's." For the RBOCs' projected
deployment of SSI and ISDN see figure 3-2.

With the deployment of even more powerful
microprocessors, faster computing speeds, and larger
memories, it is possible to locate intelligence not just
in the central office switch, but also et nodes
throughout the network. Because these "intelli-
gent" nodes can communicate in real time with one

69Pau1 I. Nicholson, "The Hushes Netwock Systems Shared Hub Facility al song Creek. NY," 7blerostatstakations, September 1990, pp. 69-70.

leA switch can he defined as "means of allocating resourcesspam bandwidth, or timeto people or MadthICS that use the resource to commwsicale
at a distance." As crowd in Ivan I Frisch, "lima Area Netwodes veal= Private Ranch Barineres," Thkeetwatunicarions, November 1988, p. 24.

71Bri4get and touters are devices to intercamect networks. See for a discussion, Willi= Stallings, gnome:twaddle: A Guido for the Paplexed,"
Thlecoostitidcatkru, September 1959, pp. 25-30.

'Infirmity systems perform supervisory functions, &dinning functions, u well as information ecport functiem. In previa= systems, sigmling
information was paned Mother on the usne channel asa message Wed in-bsnd signiling). This method was less dficicat. It used up cspacity and
precluded the modification of calls, axe in prowess. However, with Stinging System 7, it is now possible to provide out-of-band signaling, which
allows for a much mac flexible and imelltiatt netweek. Medi R. Modarteui and Recald A. Undo, "Slimily System No. 7: A illsortal," IEEE
Communktitions Misalist. July 1990, pp. 19-35.

Man M. Ross, keynote Addrms fee Publicatien in the Conference Proceedings of the 1988 Hicentemiid Engineering Coat:sem, Sydney, Anstratis,
Mx 23. 1911S. p.

74Aecording to the companies' Map wide the PCC In late 1989 for ram-of-netune reproacttption. Personel communication with Stan Williams.
Bellaxe, Feb. 13, 1981.
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Figure 3-2Regional Bell Operating Companies' Central Offices: Present and Projected
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SOURCE; Card Wilson and Czatdena Man, "Mai Flatten Spending. Feast on Fber." Telephony, vol. 219. No. 28. Dem 17. 1990. p. 42.

another, as well as with other networks, communica-
tion based on this kind of architecture offers greatly
enhanced flexibilitythey can respond quickly to
network problems and to changes in user demand,
optimize network capacity, and ensure greater sys-
tem and service reliability."

Fast packet-switching is an important develop-
ment in this regard, and it will provide the basis for
shared networking. Like conventional packet-
switching, fast packet-switching makes optimal use
of a transmission channel, but it does so with even

greater speed and flexibility. Whereas conventional
packet-switching is suitable for data only, fast
packet technology can be used to switch voice, data,
and images in an integrated fashion. Also, ;...3t
packm-switching can transmit hundreds of thou-
sands or millions of packets per second, while
conventional ones operate at a rate of only a few
thousand packets per second (see figure 3-3).76

This dispersal of intelligence throughout COMM11-
nication systems is well illustrated in the intelligent
network." Using intelligent switchesand databases,

Mos. Mut 0. Deese sad Rklasst B. Robot*. "Service Contn4 Point. The Bobs Behind the Intelligent Network." &Ikon Exchange,NovemberiDecanbar 1907. P.

wioefor diecoadook David P. Iisitekt., "Past Packet Sub:blow An Ovcsview," ThIsconenunieetionr,November 1918. p. 68; sad Jausca atackett."Past Packet Swill:Mar A Ueda." Weinewmuricetiorw,Novenbcr 1988. pp-65,67-68, TOM, sal 76.
r'llaa ales of developing en intelligent tweakis not new. It was first conceived by AT&T before divestiture as a mato af rootage nationwidedatabase swipes sad pints *teal networb. Since divestitnne, both let&T and Bell Communiestione Room* (Bellccee), with tits coopeestion ofothervendors, Inve been oondamkg neesach anddenwhgenent in this sae. However, the developosetof the intelligent WRIKsithes been eink &ear&en wu ariginelly anticipmed. Bellare Plemed to develop gm MIA** maw* segeshalelligestNetweakfl Ma whichwee Wendedfor CancidiOn In 1991 sod filo bldfittlet Norida (42), whkh was cot as the nom* el die 1990e. Dedpal b ba assis asom bulge tInn N/lNa would allow swim he be puvided ina variety of physical network coseputiona wader the montal et zany different:Mike. kIay 1909,howevw, &Scam sloped a revised, snore steggerad apron* end postpood the development of the Advanced hnelligent Netwodc (stpiveltedse antamed Wilke 01 NA. Wen refaced to as N11+) ndl 1995. a delay at 4 yew. See Ice a diseussica. Rebut hewn, "Bells latelligen MandeCould Be Delayed Undl I995," CommuskatiosuWeek. Fob. 20. 1989.
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together with common channel signaling, the intelli-
gent network allows network control functions to be
separated from nltwork switching functions.78 This
capability permits the network to select the most
appropriate services and optimal routes, and to
introduce new value-added services via simplified
and modularized software. Among the services that
the intelligent network can provide are dynamic call
routing, call forwarding, call queuing, =lit card
billing, reverse charging, control of calls based on
data held in a central database, wide area Centres,
and virtual r Livate networks." A description of the
basic components comprising the intelligent net-
work, and a discussion of how they are joined to
provide intelligent services, is provided in box 3-F.
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network
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data

1115(1-1(7071
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Intelligent networking technologies are also being
used to create a wide variety of special purpose
communication networks. In the past, one telecom-
munication network existed to piovide universal
service to all users. This arrangement was quite
suitable, as users' needs were very similar and the
services that could be offered were relatively lim-
ited. Businesses, for example, used the telephone for
voice communication it. much the same way as
households did.

lbday, this is no longer the case.g° For many
businesses, transmitting data now represents a more
significant cost item than transmitting voice, and
their data traffic is growing at a rate of 40 percent or

75See foe discussion. David 0. Rehm and William BEM, ultipiraing With InteWgersee." lktecoataarskations,Februssy 1988, pp. 73-74 sod
79; see also Marcel R. Loom, "Mao Stite of the Intelligent Network Art," Thlecommusications, February 1988, pp. 47, 52, and 57.

79011booly, cifs cit., footnote 37, p. C5.

NAM Noon has pointed out ' "The Ullergenee of technological and operational eltentatives undercut the OCCXXinies of wale and scope once offered

by die canalized network. In the pest goings sundudized solution wu mow acceptable to users because the consequndal loss of choice was limited
sod outweighed by the bassets of the e anomie& of scale pthed. As tho sipificaace of telecoomoicsticona grew, bolvever, dap costs of nonoptimsl
standardized Madam began to oatwedgh the benefits of ecasendat of scale, providing the incentive for nonpublic solutions. Penthemsore, same men
began to employ a different:Wks' et trieconauseicsdar anion as a business strategy to provide an admits& in their ettssamer's eye. Menem they
affinnnively sought a cestentired rather dna a postal contionsicarien soknion." Eli M. Noon& "'Ilse Fatale of the Pablic Nowak: Prom the Stsr to
the Whim." Thleconntsakatietu, March 1988, pp. 39-59, 63, and 90.
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Box 3-FThe Intelligent Network
The intelligent network is comprised of four busic elements. These include:

a Service Control Point (SCP), which consists of a centralized database that uses algorithms and customer
instnictions to route messages;
a Common Channel Signaling System (C07) that provides out-of-band, packet-switched communications
among network elements;
a Service Switching Point (SSP) that consists of local and tandem-pwitching nodes designed to carry out
low-level, high-volume functions such as dial tone, announcements, and routing. The SSP performs
functions as directed by the SCP, and

an Operations Support System (OSS) that pro-
vides for netwozk planning, engineering, provision-
ing, monitoring, maintenance, and repair.

How these elements relate to one another to provide
service can be seen in the figure below.

To envision how this network operates, consider what
happens with an 800 call. When an 800 number call is
generated, it is sent to the SSP, which identifies its as an
800 call. At this point, the SSP sends the wimber,together
with other information about the callingparty, to the SC?
via the CCS7 signaling network and asks for further
instnictions about how to treat the call. The SCP searches
its database, =slates the received 800 number into a
standard telephone number, and returns this telephone
number together with a routing instruction to the SSP,
which then routes the call to its coffxt destination.

SOURCE:Paul Bloom and Patrick Miller, -Intelligent Network 2. -
Riecommunicorions. June 1981, g. 58.

°SS

SCP

SSP: Service Switching Point
CCS7: Common-Channel Signalling No. 7
SC?: Senric Control Point
OSS: Operationa-Support Systems

SOURCE: Art reproduced by permission ot Telecommunications
magazine.

more. In addition, different kinds of businesses
increasingly have different kinds of business needs.
Thus, businesses have been quick to take advantage
of the unbundling of the communication infrastruc-
ture and the availability of a wide range of new,
advanced products to develop their own customized
communication systems. Banks and other imancial
institutions have developed specialized communica-
tion services such as the Society for W Irldwide
Interband Fmancial Thlecommunications (swim
while manufacturers have developed their own
communication protocols, such as mannfacturing
autorn ion protocol (MAP). Even -system integra-
tors are beginning to differentiate themselves by
providing specialized networking services.81

Specialized networking has also proliferatedwithin
the scientific community. The first computer-based
message system, ARPANET, was set up in 1968 in
the Department of Defense by the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Project (DARPA) to provide com-
munication between computer terminals and host
computers (see figure 34).82 Tbday, members ofthe
education and scientific communities are pressing
for the development of a more advanced communi-
cation networkthe National Research lineation
Network (NREN). Designed to link supercomputer
centers, this network would operate at very high
speeds, in the gigabit range."

This kind of networking offers a number of
benefits. At a minimum it can provide electronic

111Celly Jackson, "The Divenificallon cr/ Syne= Intevation." Commuskation Week, Aug. 28, 1989, pp. 22-24.
ulluilding on the packet-switched netwat technology developed by DARPA, other agencies developed specialized networks for their researchconsaumides (BSNID: CSNITZ and NSPNE1). Meanwhile, other reaearch-odemednetworks, such m DIDIETand USEMwae developed in parallelby academie and industry men who, not being grantors or contractors 0 FM=1 ageacks, ware not saved by the agency-spoosared network. Jolm S.Qtraterman. The Matrix: CaugswerNetwoeb And Coggin:wing Systems Worldwide(Bedford, Mk. Digital Press. 1990).
oPor a discastoo of the public: policy lanes raised by NREN,see OTA forthcoming study, "Networking the Nation: The National Retread* andEducation Nenvork," expected publication date, summer 1991.
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Figure 3-4NSPET
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NSFNET is the National Science Foundation's high-speed network to connect mid-level regional
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SOURCE: Moit NaSwork. Inc.

mail and news services. Networks can also provide
remote processing, allowing any computer in the
network to access computer programs stored on any
other host. Network users can also gain remote
access to supercomputers to do advanced graphics,
chip design (and remote fabrication), and scientific
or economic computer simulation, and can access
remote databases. In addition, they can use the
network to collaborate with others or to participate
in comp= and/or video conferences. Perhaps the
most important amibute of networks is that they can
sort out pewle with similar interests and bring them
together. Like the telephone and unlike the tele-
graph, they tend to reinforce community ties.

Local area networks (LANs), wide area networks
(WANs), andmore recentlymetropolitan area
networks (MANs) ate the building blocks of com-
munication networks. LANs are relatively limited in
their reach. They generally cover the premises of a
building or a campus. Within the business commu-
nk , the number of LANs deployed has recently
grown by leaps and bounds. Predictions are that, in
1992, the number of LANs shipped will reach
5,228,945, and more than half of all PCs will be
connected by LANs.

WANs provide long-haul connectivity among
separate networks located in differ.st geographic

areas. Many businesses are using WANs to extend
and restructure their operations on a national or
worldwide basis, while at the same time gaining the
economies of scale and scope that can be achieved
by large-scale, shared networks.

WANs make use of a wide variety of transmission
media, which can be provided on a leased or dial-up
basis. WANs can also be privately owned Recently,
many businesses have chosen satellite networks,
taking advantage of the development of relatively
low-cost small aperture terminals to link their
various offices to their headquarters facilities. Gen-
eral Motors is planning to build the largest network
of this kind. Scheduled for operation in 1992, it will
consist of 9,700 very small venue terminals
(VSATs) that will connect GM locations nation-
wide.

Still in the field testing stage, MANs provide
switched data networking services at very high
speeds (40 to 50 megabits per second) within a
geographic area of at least 50 miles. MANs connect
LANs to LANs as well as LANs to WANs. As
designed by Bellcore, MANs will provide switched
multimegabit data services (SMDS), which will
allow usess to set up a virtual (or logical) private
network, and give them access to individual services
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on demand. These networks are optimally designed
for shared usage (see figure 3-5).

lb take advantage of advances in networking,
rut ' areas willat the very leastneed digital
switches." Unlike loop technologies, the cost of
switching facilities is shared, so digital switching is
likely to be available in rural areas long before fiber
technology. According to one estimate, the total cost
of upgrading rural subscribers to digital central
office switches is about $2.5 billion, or $250 per
subscriber.85 This Li not beyond the financing capa-
bility of the average rural telephone company, even
at existing subscriber rate levels. Current REA
company total annual cash flow is over $1 billion,
and construction spending is also estimated at about
$1 billion.86

Figure 3-6 gives switching plant characteristics
for REA companies. Interestingly, REA companies
while serving proportionately more of their sub-
scribers with old step-by-step mechanical switching
technologieshave a higher proportion of lines
served with advanced digital technology (45 per-
cent) compared to Bell companies (30 percent) and
the 10 largest independents (61 percent). This has
important implications for network upgrade deci-
sions. On average, Step-by-Step switches are much
older than the stored program control 1AESS and
cross-bar electromechanical switches that serve
many Bell access lines and therefore closer to
economic retirement. Thus, small companies may
have an advantage over large telephone companies
who must consider the financial effects of early
retirements of their embedded base of electrome-
chanical analog and electromechanical switching
plant.

The per-subscriber costs of digital switching are
also likely to fall as the technology advances and is

used more efficiently. For example, the development
of remote digital switching modules (calledTransfer
Switching Points in the context of the Intelligent
Network Architecture) now permits carriers to use
fewer expensive host switches to provide advanced
intelligent services such as access to 800 number
databases. The cost savings can be substantial. One
host switch, such as the AT&T 5ESS, costs approxi-
mately $510 million, whereas a remote switching
module will cost between $600,000 to $700,000.

Implications and Opportunities for RuralAreas

Technology Requirements and the Pace of
IL.chnology Deployment

In an information-based economy, communica-
tion needs are relative. In evaluating a mral commu-
nity's technological requirements, therefore, it is
necessary to look not only at a community's own
economic activities, but also at its economic aspira-
dons and, increasingly, at the activities of its
competitors, whether they be businesses in urban
areas or in other countries.

Rural areas will be unable to compete if the pace
of technology deployment lags greatly behind that in
other areas. All indicators suggest, however, that this
will be the case. The history of the telephone, for
one, points to such an outcome: first came major
trunks linking Northeastern cities, followed by lines
to smaller towns in their immediate hinterlands,then
connections to major Midwestern cities, and so
fortha sequence of connecting ever lower omer
cities. Thus, although patented in 1876, it took 12
years for the telephone to reach Chicago, and
transcontinrital service was not inaugurated until

e4Digita1 whet= can provide men with an may of calleanagonsent capabilities including call waiting, callforwarding, arid duee-way autwell as newer services including caller idendficadon call trace, distinctive rim call block, call return, and preferred call fomenting. Analog switches
out be Minded to parferso Eine* bet not all, of the call mongelnest functioos that ye pound° with digital switches.

It should be noted that both ankles sad digital switches cam provide touch4one service. lisedmoto =vice atables the caller to conduct telephonetransude= with antennied answering systems. These trantactioasrange from booking to placing calls with a calling card, to olSaining prerecardedtax informadon from the Interna Renew Service.

Moo, op. cit. footnote 2$. This minute assumes 20 =Ilion =al subscribers with half already served by digiedmural office switches. A messstudy of switching upgrade come for send leaps for U.S. West estimated avenge per subscriber digital upgrades at $300 to $300 per MfbllCnbNW in OnnStile rod $1110 in another. This InpINt also ruggests that a rentonable near-enze target is u low as $150 pa subscriber. See Julio Molina and B. Reed
Ihmtlelet, "Rural Netweek Modernisation in U.S. West." draft July 25 1569.

$613gan, op. cit., footnote 21, pp. 40-41.
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Figura 3-5--LANs and MANS
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Transmission speeds are scheduled to increase in the future. Access speeds
to SMDS are planned to be T-1 (1.544 Mbps) through 1-3 (45 Mbps).
Transport (en the ring) is planned to go from 1-3 to the ultratast Synchronous
Optical Network (SONET) speeds (150 Mhos 600 Mbps).

SOURCE:Courtesy of Southwestern Befl Telephone.

1915.87 As a result, favorably situated businesses in
the Northeast enjoyorl a headstart of several decades
in utilizing regional and interregional telephony.89

With deregulation and a highly competitive in-
dustry environment, it is unlikely that the deploy-
ment of new, information-age technologies will
deviate greatly from this earlier pattern. One recent

analysis suggests that, assuming a cost of $1,000 per
subscriber, narrowband digital service can be deliv-
ered to rural areas within a 10- to 20-year timefrarne.
Broadband capabilities could be delivered to busi-
ness subscribers within 2 to 10 years, at a cost of
$5,000 per subscriber. It would take 10 to 20 years
for residential users to receive broadband services,
assuming the same per-subscriber costs.89

"Kiethowics, op. dz., footnote 2. Of cause, many communities outride the Northam developed their own local and regional systems, but for the

most pot they watt act effectively integrated inso the largo network.
NIn Me cam of lhe attkurspb. it took 17 years to llak both coasts. Mired DuBoff describes the problems of the mail town usec "Incroaete tams,

telegraph usas in mailer owns Mai found tbat die lines were tied up by heavy volumes erne:raw trardiag betweca sod *Akio major dIke. . . In
Mk In impart= business reply mot from Troy, New York, to Rochester took mom than 24 hours to be tranansitrod to Rochester. 'solely became tbe
Roy) opaator could not sadist= at dre wires.'.. Inddersts like this one appear to have bum COMM, and they persisted into the era of *awed
instrument ledX101011y aftte 1870." Didloff, op. cit., footnote 5, pp. 269-270.

"BPD, op. cit.. footnote 28.
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Figure 3-6--REA Central Office Switching Characteristics
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The figure on the left shows the distribution of the exchange sizes of the 900 independent telephone companies that borrow from REA.
Nearly one-tidrd of these providers operates email exchanges, serving between 200 and 900 subsaibere. The figure on the right shows
the average number of lines that each type of central office supports for the REA borrowers.
SOURCE: Road Electrification Administration.

There is considerable disagreement as to whether
such a deployment schedule can meet the needs of
rural areas. For example, many regulators and
vendors do not view rural needs in relative terms.
Instead, they lock at needs in the present, evaluating
them on an individual user, service-by-service basis.
Accordingly, they contend that the needs of most
rural businesses can be met given the evolutionary
deployment of technology. From their point of view,
efforts to modernize the infrastructure should focus
on immediate problems such as assuring that all
parties have access to single-party lines, digital
switching facilities, and touch-tone dialing.

Time are others, however, who believe this
assessment to be overly conservative. Citing the
growing capacity requirements needed to support
functions such as office automation with multifunc-
tion workstations, computer/aided design/com-
puter aided manufacturing (CAP/CAM), and high-
speed distributed data processing, they predict that
..,1.M.,...1.101.11.1,MMI1111.111.1.1.11.11.111

rural businesses, if they are to be competitive, will
need broadband capabilities within a much shorter
timeframe.

This debate is not likely to be easily resolved. At
present, there is not even a consensus aboot what
capabilities large business users will need, and
within what timeframe." Trade-offs can be made
between software capabilities and transmission ca-
pabilities. For example, with advances in compres-
sion technology less transmission capacity will be
required. However, if new applications multiply
faster than the advances in compression technolo-
gies (as might be the case, for example, with
supercomputing and multimedia technologies) band-
width requirements will be greater. Fast estimates of
future needs have been overly conservative, and
vendors have been slow to anticipate future desnand.
Up until now at least, users have generally found
ways to make full use of the bandwidth available to
them."

90Por a dianessioo of the debate about broadband. see Martin C.f. Elton, "Integrated Broadbent Networks: Balancing the Risks," Colombia
Unmet% Canter for laeccmmanications. 1989.

inAs industryobserver Um Mimic hes nosed, "Owen applicadoas should not booed es a pudstick for future bandwidth tegeinoseas. Otheswise,
it's soother varisdao of rhe `chkitatfeal guidon: the tessaossission people won't build the capacity =less the appiketiorts are thew to jestify diem.
sad the applications people weal dovsiop newnoes Immo the tmennissien amity isn't available. The nal Mahethe so-coiled bandwidth swam
Hee in something called Deboever's Axiom 'Thda will expand te fill the bandwidth avallable'." Mtn %Wit. "TI. 73. and dee Never-Endive
Bandwidth Asempent," ThlecaawaaVraikas. December 1988, p. 6.
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New Ways of Configuring Rural Networks

Ibgether, the trends towards unbundling and
decentralized intelligence will allow rural communi-
ties to have greatcr choice about, and control over,
the configuration of their communication infrastruc-
ture. This is an important advantage since communi-
cation technologies define communities.92 By multi-
plying and intensifying contacts among people,
some communication technologies tend to reinforce
local, geographically based communities while oth-
ers do not.93

Having more choice and control over their com-
munication infrastructures is even more important as
rural communities seek to use technology to com-
pete more effectively with urban areas for businesses
and jobs. It is not enough to improve the overall
performance/cost ratio of communication technolo-
gies. Since it takes longer to deploy technology in
rural than in whew areas, technological advances
that affect everyone Nually are likely to make rural
areas worse off. What rural areas need to actually
improve their situations are technologies or techni-
cal capabilities that can reduce the urban advantage.
Thus, they will need to think about their communica-
tion systems less in terms of urban models and more
with reference to the specific set of conditions found
in rural areas.

One way of reducing the urban advantage is to
deploy technologies, sua as digital radio and
satellite, where costs are relatively insensitive to
distance. Another is to finding new ways to achieve
economies of scale and scope. The trends towards
the convergence of media and developments in
networking provide rural communities a number of
new opportunities in this regard.

The convergence of communication functions,
media, and products and services will pennit com-
munication providers to spread their costs more
widely, and thus to reduce the price that users must

pay for service. With the deployment of advanced
digital switches and fiber optics, for example,
communication providers will be able to integrate
services, transmitting two-way voice, data, and
video on a joint basis. This prospect has particular
relevance in rural areas, where the cost of providing
any one of these services alone can be prohibitive."

New economies can also be generated through
networking. As noted above, networking allows
like-minded people not only to communicate with
one another, but also to share common resources. In
so doing, they can benefit from significant econo-
mies of scale and scope. This kind of networking
could be especially fruitful in rural settings, where
people and facilities are few and far between.

Just as businesses are taking advantages of these
developments to create their own customized net-
works, so too might rural communities. However,
whereas many business networks are established
along functional lines, Rural Area Networks (RANs)
would be configured, instead, around the geographic
boundaries and needs of an entire community.
Designed on the basis of a ring, or campus type,
architecture, a RAN would link up as many users
within a community as possibleincluding among
them businesses, educational institutions, health
providers, and local government offices (tee figure
3-7). Rural Area Networks could be linked state-
wide, perhaps by piggybacking on the State govern-
ment and/or the State educational network.

Rural Area Networks have a number of advan-
tages:

RANs would foster the deployment of ad-
vanced technology to rural areas in an econom-
ically viable manner. By pooling diverse users,
they would provide considerable economies of
scale and scope.

Built to meet shared needs, they could foster
cooperation and community ties.

nAs John Dewey has pointed out, coeserenigiee me definad sod reinforced by theirCOIUMISOklitiOil systems. Amman to Dewey. "Sockty not only
madam to eitiet by grosionsission. bet it may fakly Int mid to eidst ba comemoiesdea. Uwe is mare thin a verbal de betweag the wards ammo.
comma% and ocammicancm. Mon Um in a cormniinity by vinue of the things they have in commeo; and commemication is the way in whkk they
come te possess things in ceention." Iola Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York, NY: Mama= Co.. 1913).

Oar a Wows*" me Kinbowiett, op. cit.. footnote 2.

skean miss sod mplatioes Ma the OWN to which carriers sud twice fitividellala mks savaitsge of Ns oppommity. lb revere regulated
telephone compenim firm espging is an antkompakive behavior. the Modified Pled Javignaget, whichpve rise to divestiture sod the break up of
the Ben Symms, farads them brim pioviding " may riding cc service that is net a astern monopoly omit* actonly mplaged by m" State
emulations, which paiade innaLATA compentlen, also sieve to womb the meet to which creeramskados providers can take advangsge of new
tedmologite to mesa addle:eon ecoomnies of sone mid scope. Them repletion issues me dammed is some detail below, in ch. 3.
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Figure 3.7Rural Ares Networks

Hospitals Government
and clinics offices

A Rand Area Netwodtwould be designed b tooter the deployment of advanced technology to rural areas In an ecanomIcelly vtable manner
by pooling the cdanuiloadan needs of acomnuilty's many userseepacially the bualneuee, educational Institutions, health pawkily&
and lacal government *Mom
SOURCE: Woo et Thohnologi Passsemsnt.
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Figure 3-8Nucleus City tor Nebraska
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it will be economically infeasible for many rural communities to keep pace with the modernization of
telecommunications, and as a consequence many rural dtizens will be further disadvantaged in securing
fundamental services such as health and education. 'twill therefore be necessary to identity ways to give
rural people and businesses access to these critical information highways and the SWAM they will
support and deliver. According to this model of nucleus townships, wail rural communities will be most
effectively served by concentrating on upgrading the telecommunications services of certain towns and
small cities that will "function as hubs for the surrounding communities."
SOURCE: Sufi Maw, University of Nebraska. "Telecommunications and Economic Devetopelent In Rural America:

A Cm tor Nebraska." contractor report prepared for the Office of Tedmology Assessment December
1990.

RANs would overcome the limitations of
technological expertise in rural areas since they
could be designed by one systems integrator.

RANs would induce communicati, n providers
to be more responsive to the communication
needs of rural communities. By joining forces,
rural users will be able to exert greater leverage
in the marketplace.

The ways of configuring rural networks are; as
diverse as rural America itself. Experimentation is in
order. Sufi Nazem, for example, proposed the idea of
creating nucleus cities, or hubs, throughout the State
of Nebraska, each of which could serve communities
within a 30- to 40-mile radius (see figure 3-8). As he
points out, while "it is inconceivable that all small
communities in Nebraska could be connected by the
costly network any time soon, it is not . . . inconceiv-
able to install a high technology network for
approximately twenty-two townships.""

The Maine Research and Productivity Center, in
Presque Isle, already serves as such a hub for small
businesses in the surrounding area.96 Among the
services that the Center provides are access to
comprehensive information services as well as a
shared CAD/CAM system. According to William
Forbes, the Center's Executive Director, some amall
business owners and operators travel 50 miles to use
the jointly owned CAD/CAM system, which would
be much too costly to purchase on an individual
basis. Because the Center is linked by a fiber
network to the Canadian research facility in Freder-
icton, New Brunswick, it can also provide local
businesses access to the services of this prestigious,
multimillion-dollar institution.

Bloomsburg, a business center in rural Pennsylva-
nia, has also taken a proactive role in assuring that
its communication infrastructure can meet present-
day business needs. Reassessing its communication

iinut1111. Nina& "Tblecoommoications Policy and Rural Economic D, lelopinant." University of Musk& at Ornoba. losesaational Quiet for
illeconsrainaiostions Mmagement nd.

*The Maine Resemoband Prodalrfly Centre is a =profit corporation located =damn:pm aft University of Maine at Pongee We. Separate
from dm University system, it fib:aided primarily by tbe Maine Science and Thchnolosy Ccanmisrlon. Its primary task fa to pmide technical mistance
to Maine industry on a fee basis.
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infrastructure in the light of its changing economy,
the town concluded that "Bloomsburg is in the
position of being a telecommunication `island'
without an effective bridge to the outside."'"
Although businesses and institutions within Blooms-
burg can obtain services such as local loop T1
circuits for high-speed data, voice, and compressed
video applications, the town concluded that "con-
nections between Bloomsburg and the rest of the
world are not economical." 'lb address this problem,
it developedtogether with the Ben Franklin Part-
nership and Bloomsburg Universitya plan to
construct and operate a high-capacity, digital "high-
way" to Harrisburg, the location of access points to
all long distance telecommunication providers. This
will be a 45 megabit per second digital microwave
link with the capability of providing a bread range of
telecommunication transmission services such as
high-speed data, high-resolution graphics, com-
pressed motion video, etc. Operated as a private
carrier, it will resell capacity to users within
Bloomsburg, providing them with gateway access
for voice, video, and data communication services.
The total cost of implementing the network includ-
ing design and licensing, network construction, local
infrastructure enhancements, and project adminis-
tration) is estimated at $800,000. The town consid-
ers this price to be modest when weighed against the
potential long-term economic benefits. Once in
place, the network would provide a broad range of
public as well as private communication services.
For example, some capacity will be used to provide
a two-way digital video and data link between
Bloomsburg University and the Harrisburg Univer-
sity Center.

Creatively sharing communication ard infonna-
tion systems and services can, of course, also be
done in a smaller community, or on a much more
modest scale. In many small rural Scandinavian
towns, for example, a number of telecottages have
been established to help local residents prepare for,
and access the benefits of, the information age.
Among the kind of services provided are:

information services,
data-processing services,
information technology consultancy,

distance working facilities,
training and Education,
telecommunication facilities, and
village Hall facilities.98

In some locales, these telecottagesalthough
they were originally set up using outside funds
operate on a self-sustaining *oasis. In other places and
communities, they continue to be subsidized.

Where an adequate communication infrastructure
already exists, it is sometimes possible to piggyback
new services on it at vesy little cost. For example,
when two professors at the University of Kentucky,

Louisville, wanted to link the small private colleges
in the Appalachian region of Kentucky up to the
nationwide university research network. BITNET,
an agreement was reached allowing these two
faculty members to transmit BITNET via a portion
of the television network's vertical blanking inter-
vals. The costs to the university were minimal" (see
figure 3-9for other sharing schemes).

Changing User Requirements

While the unbundling of communication technol-
ogies and services now pesmits rural businesses and
communities to design and deploy communication
systems to meet their own particular situations and
needs, it also places on them the burden of doing so.
These are by no means easy tasks. Nor does the
average rural businessperson have the requisite
experience, skills, and resources to successfully
undertake them.

Under the old Bell System, few were required, or
even inclined, to explore their service options. Thus,
today, many are unprepared to sort out the myriad of
options available to them in an industry environment
driven by rapid technological change. Thking the
time out from routine business operations to come to
tesms with information age technologies is also
difficult. Most rural businesses are quite small: job
responsibilities are not specialized enough so that
any one person could devote much time to becoming
a communication experi. As one rural businessman
reported to the OTA project staff:

. . . I run my business on a shoestring. I supervise
operations; keep the books; and even sweep the

97See Dovetail Systems Cap., "Thlecommunicatieas Opportunities fee Bloomsburg," June 15. 1989.
9.1.ars Qvintrup, "m Nordic iblecousgetc Community Tbleservice Centers for Rural Regions." Thleconumnications Polley, March 1989, pp.

59-68. Set. giro. H. Alleechiseso, "The Iblecounges in the Herdic Countries," Thlacornmunicatiotts Journal. v01. 35. PP. 298.
s9Cesivor Woos viith Pathway Hen Kubota and Paul Baldn. Department of Composts Mateo. Wrathy ofNentutaw.
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Figure 3-9Sharing Schemes
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ENMR iblephone Cooperative Is an excellent example of how
rural areas can capitalize on the flow of telecomnutioations
between metropolitan areas by acting as a switching point.

Though serving a remote and sparsely populated region of
eastern New Mexico, EWA benefits from its location between
major metropolitan areas. As an important switching point be-
tween these cities, ENMR is able b attain advanced technologies
for its customers, such as Signaling System 7 capabilities.
Awarding to ENMR's General Maniger, the company's techno-
logical sophistication "has been aided by the fact that our
cooperative serves as a 'golden highway,' routing calls among
such cities as Denver, Albuquerque, Dallas, Lubbock, and
Arnaldo."

Piggyback Strategy

Because telecommunications networks of many large corpora-
tions often extend to remote Wall area% one aiming strategY foto
resell the excess capacity of the private networks to these mai
communities, whose telecommunications needs are likely to be
relatively sm.
As an example of this strategy, EMRO. a software ooMplanY In
Kearney, tE, which depends heavily on telecommrnications,
uses the excess capacity of tne POP (point of pretence, or
teiecommunications' equivalentto an OntettraftlOinstalled *lithe
premises of Cabala's, the large sportswear retailer.

Strategy

in the last few years, the competing long-distance carders have
rapidy modernized their networks and have installed high-
capacity Mee optic lines connecting the melee metropolitan areas.
These !Ines by necessity crisscross "the land between the cities,"
and many rural regions of the United States are "hookabie" into
these networks with comparatively IIttl cost.

Tap-in Strategy

City

SOURCE Harms' Swam./ University of Texas at Austin, contractor materiel papa/tidier the Office of lIchnoi agy Aasasamont. January 1991.
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floor. When would I ever have time to le= about
how to use communication strategically?

Nor are there many people to whom rural busi-
nesses can tum for help. In a competitive environ-
ment, many communication vendors are focusing
their energies on the needs of the much more
lucrative large business user. And among those who
have typically supported rural businesses in the
paste.g., the agricultural extension agent, the

economic development official, or the local chamber
of commercefew are even cognizant of the busi-
ness opporomities that new tedmologies affard.
Thus, it is not surprising that in most of the instances
when a mral business, or a rural business commu-
nity, has been successtul in deploying new tedmol-
ogy effectively, there has generally been a highly
knowledgeable, energetic, and visionary individual
involved.

.;6
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Chapter 4

Rural Development

Findings
iblecommunications and information technolo-

gies can play a critical role in rural development. If
they are not integrated into a comprehensive devel-
opment plan, however, these technologies could do
more harm than good. For too long, economic
development has meant industrial recruitment. In a
global economy, where skilled labor and high
information content provides the competitive advan-
tar, this strategy is outdated. If information tech-
nologies are deployed for the sole purpose of
attracting information-intensive jobs to rural com-
munities, they will merely add a high-tech dimen-
sion to the traditional smoke-stack chasing develop-
mein strategies that have failed in the past.

For development to work, a multitude of factors
must come together to create a self-sustaining
process. Rural communities must improve their
education, health care, and public administration
capacities in addition to improving local employ-
ment and income levels. A successful development
strategy will take inventory of a community's assets
and weaknesses. When the health and education
levels are so low that the community can only
accommodate marginal employment, a development
strategy must fccus on raising the skills and level of
health in the community. When human resources ne
adequate for development, but jobs are lacking, a
development strategy must address ways to increase
local employment. Most often, these problems
cannot be solved in isolation, but must be attacked
in a comprehensive development strategy.

Communications technologies can augment these
various types of development efforts. When devel-
opment is undertaken comprehensively, the role of
telecommunications can be even more effective
because the technology can bring the many commu-
nity development players together to share the risks,
the benefits, and the costs.

Introduction

.,

Communications and information technologies
offer rural areas the opportunity to overcome the
traditienal barriers of time and space, to attract
high-paying, high-technology, information-inten-
sive jobs, and to access information that could
improve health care, education, and local govern-
ment. However, these technologies are not a pana-
cea. Rural economic development is a complex
process that requires interactic a among a multitude
of players and institutions. Commtmications and
information technologies can enhance and even
make this process possible. However, if they are
considered a solution by themselves, they will not
fulfill expectations and could work against the
prospects for real economic development in nral
areas.

lb make the most of communications and infor-
mation technologies, a broad, holistic view of
economic development is needed. Traditional eco-
nomic development definitions, goals, and strategies
have taken a one-dimensional approach, focusing on
the business sector of a society or community and
measuring development progress with standard eco-
nomic indicators. These approaches ignore the less
quantifiable factors, such as the quality of the
laborforce, and access to education and health care,
that allow businesses and people to develop and
prosper.

In contrast to this purely business approach are
community development approaches. They seek to
develop community well-being as a means of
generating economic well-being. However, when
pursued along a single social dimension, they too
have failed. Just as economic activities need support
from community services, so does community
infrastructure need economic energy to remain
viable. Community development projects can stimu-
late the economic development process, but alone,
they will be only partially successful.'

lbw Jacobs explains the fallacy of using grants for comunmity developmmt projects alone to produce economic development: "The failure is built
into the fact drat they we loam, grants, and subsidiee those golden eggs, being only eggs, don't batch goslings." The key to moms is thepresence
of innovative activity, which pander payments could then invigorate. lane Jacobs. Claes and the Wealth of Nations: Principles of Economic life (New
York, NY: Vintage Books, 1984), p. 110. Soc also, lbd 11. Bradshaw, "Economic Development in Rural America: The Hard One.' Looking Ahead,
vol. 9, No. 2, 1986.
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A narrow focus on technology can also lead
progrtuns astiay. 1ipically, policymakers see magic
powers in technology, or they use technology as a
disguise or means to accomplish other narrow
economic objectives. Whether policymakers look
for a solution in technology, business, or community
infrastrucnre, by seeking a tonic, they neglect to
consider the many factors that go into making and
sustaining a successfill development formula.2

What Do We Mean by Economic
Development?

In formulating strategies and policies for rural
economic developments it is critical to understand
what economic development is and what it entails.
Contemporary rural America presents a mosaic of
socioeconomic and political conditions and various
levels of development, so a narrow concept of
economic development is inappropriate. A workable
dermition of economic development must accom-
modate the inherent differences between communi-
ties, and allow for alternative approaches to the
problems.

The economy and the community are inextricably
linked, therefore, this report is based on the premise
that economic development encompasses commu-
nity development. The linkages between the com-
munity and the economy in rural areas are critical.
Due to the small population of a rural community,
there is less social redundancy. Often, a few
businesses, or nne large business, one school, and
one hospital or health-care provider serve the entire
community. If a school or business closes, rural
citizens cannot simply go to a different school, or
merchants cannot find other suppliers. Thus, if one
community link fails, the entire system is jeopard-
ized.

Economic Development Is Not Just
Jobs and Income

Viewing community development as an integral
part of economic development requires measure-
ments that fbcus on quality of life considerations,
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such as health and social services and quality
educational opportunities for children and adults.
These factors are inputs, as well as products, of
economic well-being. As such, these non-material
necessities must be considered as "important condi-
tion[s] to meeting material needs."3

Standard economic Indicators, such as employ-
ment and income levels, are often used to measure
economic well-being but do not account for these
important amenity factors. lb* often, On measures
become ends unto themselves, and other less-
quantifiable development goals are subordinated to
the economic goals embodied in these measure-
ments.

How Relevant Are Employment Levels to
Economic Development?

Development officials and policymakers, frr. ex-
ample, typically use jobs and income as measures of
economic well-being. In this case, economic devel-

2The inOnstrial puk strategies of the 1970. illustrate such an aproach. In many cares, it was believed that industrial capacityin terms of office
and warehouse spacewould induce firms to locale in a region and this provide jobs and then tam rename to pay for social servkes and coennanity
infrastructure. Asa result old* wawa, however, many industrial pain lay vacant and cominanities were disappointed orWAWA:Woad became they
weld not amid at nurture busioesses, which abo demanded on abated workfare. and access to counannity services and health one for potentid

alsPlorec
3Pasd Streeien, "A Bsaic Needs Apptoach to &anomie Developmeat." Kmeth P. Jameson and Chairs K. Wilber (eds.), Directions b aconostk

Development (South Bend, IN: Univenity of Notts Dame Pm 1979), p. 74.
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opment plans and policies seek growth in regional
employment as the key to greater economicand
hence overallwell-being.' Such a strategy links
employment growth to lower unemployment and
higher incomes; it assumes a causal relationship
from jobs to income to community welfare. At first
glance, this strategy seems to make sense. And, in
fact, the logical progression from economic growth
to geater well-being is supported in much of
classical economic literature.5

There are, however, flaws in this approach. First,
there is little evidence that employment gowth
necessarily produces income growth.6 An increase
in the number of jobs in hn area does not imply that
the wage levels or the quality of jobs increases.7

Job recruitrneut strategies also fail to rerognize
that imported jobs often attract importer. labor.
When iis occurs, the unemployment in the commu-
nity cm persist even though employment statistics
have risen. If industrial recruitment strategies were
to attract enough outside labor to create a surplus
labor pool. they could actually depress the local
wage level. Even when indigenous workers become
employed, they might remain poorly paid or under-
employed due to greater competition for jobs. The
workforce in rural areas is generally small, so rural
communities are particularly vulnerable to competi-
tion from imported labor.

Additionally, the types of jobs that can result from
job recruitment strategies vary significantly. Even if
one assumes that any job is better than no job, it is
still important to consider factors that might deter-
mine whether local work as would consider the
imported jobs desirable or within their reach.

Even after acknowledging these shortcomings,
planners might still choose an industrial recruitment
policy, hoping to capture the "multiplier effect"
that additional jobs might create. They assume that
population growth from the influx of new workers
will stimulate the economy and increase the demand
for services.8 Under these circumstances, indigenous
workers might fmd employment in the growing
service sector. However, the service sector typically
pays low wages. This type of employment growth
might not raise the income levels of the indigenous
workers, whom the development was intended to
benefit" Job creation is a sensible goal.° but job
creationin and of itselfis only one part of
economic development.

What Do Income Statistics Tell Us?

Just as higher employment measures do not
necessarily lead to higher income, neither do higher
income levels necessarily produce greater economic
well-being." Development policies that equate in-
come levels with well-being can result in misguided
and unproductive strategies.

4As Lion! Beaulieu notes: ". . nver tlw past 25 }ears. the primary coacern of State and local development officials in the South has hew with
creating as many jobs as possible." Liocel Beaulieu. The Rural South in Crisis: Challenges for the Future (Boulder. CO: Westview Press. 1988),
p. 266.

seismical economists, starting with Adam Smith. presumed that the proceeds from economic growth,even if they acaved to only one sesment of
society, woe Id trickle down through the whole society. They also presumed thst increases in national inoactaly wealthor gross natant
productwould improve living conditions for the citizens of the Nation. Largely this was the case because there is a strong correlation between water
wealth and greater amenities. Nonetheless, the reladoethip is not necessarily causaL Moreover, dm forces at work in a national economy may differ
significantly from those of &regional economy. For example. labor is much less mobile at the national level tban tat the local or regional level. As a result,
labor can move in or out of a region. depressing wages hut increasing employment levels. Such activity dramatically affects the localeconomy, bot is
less apparent at the national level.

(Thomas Michael Power, The Economic PursCat of Quality (Armonk. NY: M.E. Sharpe, loc., 1988).

7Beaulieu explains that the development programs that focused on creating jobs failed because ". . Aw)bether these jobs were white collar or blue
collsr, high wage or low wage. dead-end or on a promotion track was overshadowed by the overwhelming desire to report Job numbers.. . ." op. cit.,
footnote 4, p. 266.

tame P. Rummell:, "Rural Industrialization," New Dimensions in Rural Policy, loint Economic Committee. hose 5. 1986. The magnitude of this
multiplier effect is much smaller than expected. Figures range from zero to 3.0. but the avenge is around 0.30. this mesas that for each job that a recruited
firm adds to the local economy directly, it will also generate 0.30 Jobs in the community indirectly. These jobs typically will be in the service sector.
suppaning the new economic activity.

Mean Michael Power. "The Folk ECen0011C of Local Ecoa0Cnic Development *Intuitively Obvious' But Dubious Strategies," unpublishedpaper,
University of Montana, 1988.

loLouis Swanson, "Nonarinical Banters to the Use of Iblecommunicadons Technologies for Rural Development," cootractor molt prepared for
the Office of limlinolow Assessment, 1990. p. 23

111100as Michael Power. "Measuring Economic Well-Being in Non-Metropoliten Areas," connecter repot prepared for the Office of Thehoology
Amman. May 1990. See also, Power, The Economic Pursuit of Quality, op. cit., footnote 6.
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Per-capita income levels paint a cloudy picture of
economic well-being. Per-capita income says noth-
ing about the relative distribution of income. There-
fore, the statistic will rise when the income of any
portion of the population rises, whether the increase
was shared across all sectors or concentrated in a
small group. A development strategy to raise per-
capita income could do so without affecting the
income level of the majority of the population.

Per-capita income also does not account for
differences in the cost of living between regions, or
changes in cost of living over time. An area with a
lower cost of living12 usually will report a lower
per-capita income. A lower income level aoes not
necessarily mean that the population is econom-
ically worse-off than a region with a higher per-
capita income since ft may cost more to live in the
"richer" region. Efforts to equalize per-capita
income with other regions will be misguided if they
ignore this caveat.

Per-capita income also does not reflect differ-
ences in the quality of amenities needed for personal
well-being. These include factors such as climate,
leisure opportunities, absence of crime, quality of
schools, and cultural opponunities." The status of
such amenities must be included in any development
strategy (see box 4-A).

Holistic Economic Development

A "large part of economic well-being is deter-
mined by the quality of nonmarketed [and nonmeas-
ured] resources," 14 which are essential to economic
development. In this sense, economic development
embodies community development."

A community-based rural economic development
program would improve the lives of rural people,r6

wherever they eventually may reside." It would
create an environment in which people can choose to
live --because basic services, amenities, and jobs are
availableor from which they can migrate with
adequate skills to make their ways in other commu-
nities. It would be sensitive to the type of future that
members of the community envision for the commu-
nity. Such a development program may or may not
include an aggressive economic growth strategy. If
pursued, a growth strategy would constitute only
part of a more comprehensive recipe for rural
economic development. The importance of a holistic
development strategy is that it builds on the relation-
ship between the community infrastructure and a
vital economy.

A holistic approach to rural economic: develop-
ment requires policymakers to look for mom than a
technological fix aimed at a single sector of the
community. When determining how communica-
tions and information technologies can affect rural
economic development, it is critical to consider the
quality of each of Cae elements of economic develop-
ment and how these technologies can address the
many dimensions of economic development.

Setting Goals
Rural development goals must be both consistent

with a holistic definition of economic development
and suitable for addressing the breadth of the
problems and conditions found in rural America. It
would be unrealistic to set uniform standards that all

*Problems also arise in usiog cost of living as a comparstive statistic The American Chamber of Commerce Research Association (ACCRA)
publishes cost-of-living data quarterly for 250 cities. This data is based cc the cost of a prespecified "market basket" of goods. Although useful, such
a measure does not account for regional differences in the availability or cost of the campmate of the "market basket." Addidoosfly, the costs of
housing and Istlor vary =on regJonc also, the proportion of income this people wend ao homing has varied signifies:sly over time. These factors affect
the cost-of-Evil*, but sre generally not reflected ar accounted for in cost-of-living data that are used lo COCOrld$00. Nonetheless, adjustments to
cost-of-living data tbn would discount for these realities are not tegularly made, or even generally feasible, since these is no systematically collected,
reliable data set that would allow such Adjustments. The ACCRA data ace phased with problems of consistency and reliability. Power. "Manning
Economic Well-Being," op. cit., footnote 11, p. 7.

13Economic theory suggests that the effects of these qualitative factors will be reflected in people's choices of when to live. Attractive areas (atm
dams, arch as Mt of living, being equal) will have lower wages and incomes; cooveseetA imattractive areas will have higher wages and incomes. lit
essence, people will "pay" to live in attractive areas and "charge" to live in unattractive arm This theory does not, however, accountfoe the fact that
still other qualitative factors, such as family ties. beICOCC decisions about where to live.

14Powes. The Economic hosuit ofQuality, op. cit., footnote 6, p. 15.

'Wen= D. Ryan, "The Significance of Commary Developmeot to Rural Economic Development Initiatives." United States Department of
Agricultere, Rural Economic Development in the 1980's: Prospects for the Fwure (Washington, DC: USDA &amok Research Service. 1988), Rural
Development Research Report, No. 69, p. 364.

*Joaathan Sher, "Rural Development Worthy of the Name," New Dimensioru in Rural Policy: Braiding Upon Our Heritage, studio for the
SuMmosinee on Agriculture and Thesportatias of the Joint Economic Committee. 1986.

"Luther Mateo. Pxofessor, Ohio State Univesity, (*meths st Panel Meth% July 30, 1990.
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Box 4-AAlternative Measures of
Economic Well-Being

No single measure will fully capture the atray of
qualities and quantities that comprise economic
well-being. Rather than using one composite meas-
ure as a guide to development strategics, developers
might consider using alternative economic indices
to create a more complete picture.

For example, quality-of-life indicators are in-
creasingly used in the popular press to rate a city's
"livability." These indicators take account of
characteristics such as the quality of schools,
research facilities, cultural opportunities, climate,
the availability of capital and skilled workers, and
the extent of union membership and the political
climate. Although useful for qualitative impres-
sions, such measures are limited due to the arbitrar-
iness of the included factors and their inherent
subjectivity.

Another attempt to measure development is the
"Physical Quality of Life Index" (PQLI). The
PQLI is used primarily in the international develop-
ment community. This composite index uses indi-
cators of infant mortality, life expectancy, and basic
literacy to measure results of development efforts in
meeting the most basic needs of a community. The
PQLI is useful in assessing the extent of serious
poverty, but is limited in the extent to which it can
measure Or economic activity of a region.

SOURCES: Hazel Penderaon. "Mutual Development lbwards
New Crteria and Indicators." Futures, December
1989. pp. 571-584. Gerald M. Meier. leading Issues
in Economic Development (New York. NY: Oxford
University Press, 1989), P. 9-

rural communities must meet, bu: it is necessary to
identify objectives to guide development efforts.

The Basic Framework

Thomas Power suggests several goals for holistic
economic development's that provide a flexible
framework for any community. These objectives
include:

the availability of useful and satisfying work
for community members:

access to biological and social necessities;
stability in the local community; and
a thriving, vital local economy.

This list is consistent with the goals of rural
development policy defined by Kenneth Deavers,"
which call for:

improved rural income levels and employment
oppornmities:
improved access by rural residents to adequate
housing and essential community facilities and
services; and
responsible use of rural resources and the rural
environment to preserve the rural quality of
life.

Together, these sets of goals provide for the
development of a rural environment that supports
the health and well-being of people as well as the
businesses they patronize, work at, and/or operate.
By addressing both the human and the business
conditions in a community, they recognize the
fundamental linkages between these two aspects cf
community life.

Employment and Income

GOAL 1: The availability of employment oppor-
tunities that are useful and satisfying, and
which provide income levels consistent with
the income needs of the region.

This goal must incorporate the quality of employ-
ment, including the challenge and the opportunity
for advancement, in addition to the income levels
associated with such employment. Both aspects of
employment are important to the individual and to
the community.

Rural workers need jobs, but they also need
employment that uses their skills and abilities and
that affords them a reasonable standard of living. In
addition to compensation, employment gives work-
ers an identity, personal satisfaction, status in the
community, and a stake in the sociopolitical system.
By giving workers a place in their community,

"Power. The Economic Pursuit of Quality, op. cit.. footnote 6, pp. 169-174.

"Kenneth Deaver*, "Social Science C. ntributions to Rural Development Policy in the 1980's," American Journal of Agricuhural Economics 62(5).
pp. 10-21. Cited in Gary P. Omen and Kevin T. McNamara. 1988. "Traditional and Nontraditional Opportunities and Alternatives tor Local Economic
Development" in Beaulieu. The Rural South in Crisis. op. cit.. footnote 4.
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Figure 4-1Employment Status of Nonmetro Poor*

24.3%

In Worked - not full-time year-round
Worked - full-time year-round

El Did not work

29.5 %

Nearly a wader of the rural poor work full-time year-round. and
nearly half work part-time and/or in seasonal employment.

Family houseowners who were notill. disabled. or retired. 1987.

SOURCE: Calculations based on U.S. Census Bureau data, as cited in
Center on Budget and Policy Prforities. Laboring tor Lass:
libricing but Poor in R AMIN** (Washington, DC: 1990),
P. 5.

employment also builds a larger sense of civic
consciousness."

Jobs must also provide adequate income for
workers. More than 70 percent of the poor in
nonmetro areas work full- or part..time during the
year (see figure 41).21 For a variety of reasons, jobs
in rural areas often do not pay enough :or workers to
emerge from poverty. Among the year-round, part-
time workers in rural areas, 39 percent are. under-
employed. Many wollic part-time not because they

.
..Enasaahr

Ahab emit Matt a Young

A multipractice community health clinic in Charles Town.
West Virginia.

prefer to, but because it is the only available
employment.22

Health and Well-Being

GOAL 2: Access for community members to
necessities, such as health services and ade-
quate housing, as well as to sociat necessities,
such as government services, and educational
opportunities.

The health and social welfare of the people are
essential elements to a community's economic and
overall well-being. A healthy population living in
adequate housing is a minimum standard for com-
munity welfare and a productive workforce. Though
more difficult to identify, social necessities are
indispensable to a community's well-being. They
include, for example, government services ranging
from postal delivery to police and fire protection to
education. Education is especially important.23 It is
fundamental to gaining useful and satisfying work
and "shape[s] a population's ability to devise new
solution[s] to problems, [and] adapt to change,"24

30Mwsrd I. Blakely, Planning and bawl Economic Development:Theory and Practice, vol. 168. Sage Library of Sticial Research (Newbury Past.
NJ: Sage Publications. 1989). p. 17. Also. Power. The Economic Pursuit of Quality, op. cit. footnote 6, p. 171.

21Center cc Budget and Policy Prioradee, Laboring for Loss: Working but Poor in Rural America (Washingtoo. DC: 1990). p. 7- The PoveltY nue
among nonmetro wotken has risen in the put decade. despite the Nation's economic recovery.

22J.P. Coates. Inc., "Work in Rural America." contractor report prepared for die Office of Technology Assessment, 1990, p. 22.

33As Skees and Swanson explain, "The single most important factor associated with the well-befog of rural communitim is the level of education
among the adult popularion." Joint Ecoomnic Committee, Jerry R. Skeet and Innis Swansea. "Southern Education. Povary, and Rural Development
The Case for New Policy Assumptions," Toward s s Rural Demlopotent Policy for the 1990s. 1989, p. 78.

20.inda L. Swanson and Marpret A. Buda. "Hum= Resource Base of Rural Economies," in USDA, op. cit., footnote 15, p. 157.
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Box 4-BConununications and Development: The Other Edge of the Sword

Since 1962, Wal-Man stores have become staples in many small tov,-,s across the counny, especially in the
South. They have been a boon to rural consumers because of the wide variety of products they offer at discount
prices, consolidating the services of many stores into one discount center.

Wal-Mart is often heialded as a triumph of technology. The discount retailer has siAL4d its claim in rural
America by using sophisticated teleconummicailons technologies to transmit data and voice and video messages
that allow the company to purchase and distribute a huge variety of -onsumer goods at prices far below the local
competition. Using very small aperture terminals (VSATs), Wal-Mait coordinates 4s purchasing at a national level
and thus takes advantage of the market power it enjoys by virtue of its size.

Although these discount mail stores can be a great deal for rural America, communities are discovering that
sometimes stores like Wal-Mart are no bargain. In the wake of the Wal-Mart phenomenon lie the empty storefronts
of the many local businesses that could not compete. Businesses in surrounding communities often suffer as well
because of the magnet effect that a discount retailer creates in a region. People will drive longer distances to reach
the discount prices and one-stop shopping. While as consumers, rural citizens are enjoying the cut-rate prices, as
employees and entrepreneurs, mral residents are suffering from the layoffs that result from the closing of local
businesses. In many rural towns, the closing of even a few stores has a suffocating hnpactas much on the psyche
of the community as anything else.

In cddition to suffering the losses of local businesses, rural economies can suffer because the revenues of
national retail chains return to corporate headwaiters, rather than circulate through the local economy as they might
have with a locally owned business. Thus, if mral communities are not braced for the kinds of changes that
technology could bring, economic develoment boons like Wal-Man and other similar ventures could develop into
economic busts.

SOURCE: Lisa Belkin. "Wal-Mart is Closing, And Thus lawn Reels,- New York runes. Dec. 14. 1990. p. A-18.

qualities that are integral to maintaining community
welfare.

Stability With Vitality

GOAL 3: Local participation in the development
of a stable and vital community.

Stability and a sense of local control go hand in
hand as critical ingreclients for establishing an
environment where people and enterprises can
flourish. Local control vests decisions and planning
for the community's future with those who stand to
benefit or lese in the processthe residents of the
community (see box 4-B). Jonathan Sher notes that
too often in the past this has not been the case.
Because development has been done "to rural
communities rather than by thetn,"" the Emits of
rural development have not accrued to rural citizens.

The benefits of a development scheme could
easily evaporate if it is based solely on an outside

business that might relocate elsewhere as soon as it
became advantageous. Such is the case when foot-
loose manufacturing firms uproot local operations to
move production overseas, where wages are lower.
This pattern has repeated itself in many rural areas
throughout the 1980s.26

As Bradshaw points out, "nuTu utyclopment
programs throughout the country still seem to be
designed to capture the benefits of outside firms and
to neglect the development of local resources."21
For sustainable development, a measure of self-
sufficiency is necessary. lb be self-sustaining, rural
coutmunities must avoid dependence on a single
Finn, industry, or outside government agency; they
must seek alternatives in which to participate as
equals, rather than as pawns in the development
game.

Economic stability, however, does not imply
inflexibility. To the contrary, communities that

oSher,. 1986. "Rural Development Worthy of the Name." op. cit., footnote 16, p. 519. (Emphasis in text.)

2011ximu Lysoo, "Economic Development in tbe Rural South: An Uneven PutAn Uncatain Patare." in Beaulieu, The Rural South in Crisis, op.
cit., footnote 4, p. 266.

2724 K. Bradshaw. "Economic Dew:lamest in lhual Amen= The Hard Cue," a 111, 530010 1.l
f
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cannot adapt to changes will be vulnerable to, and
dependent on, outside forces. As Kenneth Wilkinson
explains. "dependency depresses adaptive capac-
ity."28 Thus, stability and adaptability are comple-
mentary and interdependent qualities.

Prerequisites and Obstacles
Structural changes in the national and global

economies have substantially changed many of the
prerequisites and obstacles to meeting mai develop-
ment goals. In many cases, obstacles and prerequi-
sites are two sides of the same coin: the absence of
a prerequisite becomes an obstacle to development.

Structural Economic Obstacles

Global economic trends caused significant struc-
tural changes in the national economy throughout
the 1980s and into the 1990s, but these forces have
affected rural areas differently. Dependent on single
industries or larger urban economies for their
livelihood and well-being, rural areas have not had
the resources of a diverse economy and a broad-
based social infrastructure to make the necessary
adjustments.29 As a result, some of the obstacles to
rural economic development have increased.

The factors that gave rise to the recession of the
early 1980s had a far greater impact on rural areas
than on urban ones. These included rising energy
prices, tighter credit, a U.S. grain embargo, a glut in
the world market for oil and other energy resources,
and heightened foreign competition, especially from
Third World countries. In the wake of these develop-
mentr, rural unemployment soared relative to urban
aceaz,30 wages and salaries grew at a much slower
rate,31 and rural poverty rates increased by nearly
one-third between 1978 and 1987 (see figure 4-2).32

1 1 -
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Figure 4-2---dnemployment Rates: Metro and
Nonmetro
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SOURCE: Bureau a the Gansu& Currant Population Survey, as man
USDA. Rural Economic Development in Me 1P9Cra: Pros:
br Funwa (Washington, DC: U.S. Departmein ciAgricu l
1988). p. 3.

The decline of U.S. manufacturing was largely
responsible for the severity of the economic down-
turn in rural areas. Many rural jobs depend on the
fate of urban manu.sacturing industries For example,
when the U.S. auto industry declined, many rural
manufacturing plants that produced components or
parts shut down. Other industries, such as textiles,
clothing, and leathergoods, were located in rural
areas where the impact of the decline was directly
felt (see figure 4-3).33

Nearly 40 percent of nonmetro counties depend
primarily on manufacturing for employment, so the
strains of rural manufacturing have affected a large
portion of this rural popula1ion.34 These employ-
ment losses are likely to be permanent because many
jobs have disappeared as a result of the structural

281Cenneth P. Wilkinson. "In Search of Community," Rural Sociology, vol. 51. No. 1, 1986, p. 8.

29Pare discussion of these glob.. And national fames acting on nual economies, see Devki Preshwster, 'Rural Development and iblecommunicationt
Policy," presentation for Apr. 19. 1990 conference on Iblecommunicatitms and Rural Amin at Coming, NY.

Mural unemployment grew from 5.7 percent in 1979 to 10.1 percent in 1982; at the ume time, job growth in urban ale= merely slowed down. As
a remit. the pp heween rural sod ufban unemployment rates pew. In di, early 1980s, the average nual unemployment rate was 7 pigment higher dun
the mbar nog by 1987.1t wm 40 pement higher. Parker et al., Rural America in the /*motion Age: Tekcommunications Polkyfor Rural Development
(Upham. MD: The University PIM of Agnates". 1989). pp. 17-19.

31Nemmetro wage and salary employment lammed by about only 1 percent. competed with a pin of almost 6 parent in mato may. Haman
Bluestone sad Celeste A. Wag, "arowth Fakers in Most Rural Counties: Manufacturing Both Hero and Croat," Rural DevelopmentPerspectives.
February 1989. p. 9.

33Ciniter on Budget and Policy Priorities, op. eit.. footnote 21.

IV:own andDeavers point out: "Many rural =sofa:wring plants were linked to the straggling into and steel industries. . . (while] the =tile, clothing
sad kmber goods indrisniea, which are concoonated in nannetro anias, also suffesed from stronger thwart compendia during this period." David L
Blown and Rama L. Deana, in USDA. op. cit., footnote IS, p. 3.

341d1d., p.
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Figure 4-3Employment Change in Nonmetro
Counties, 1918-86

All industries
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The rise in service fobs accounts for the overall growth of /obs
despite employment losses In manufacturing, farming, and min-
ing.

SOURCE: Edwin B. Parka at al.. Aral Amok' in Oa Information Ago:
Thlocommunkations Policy for Rand Donpkpment (Lanham.
MD: University Presa et America. Inc., 1989). p. 18.

shift in the U.S. economy away from routine
manufacturing jobs toward more high-technology
manufacturing and services jobs. Urban areas are
better able to adapt to this trend, thus such jobs are
most prevalent in urban areas.3s Add the farming
crisis and the industrialization of U.S. agriculture to
the decline of rural manufacturing, and the result has
been fundamental and permanent structural changes
in much of the rural et momy.

Such changes would wrench any economy, but
rural areas were particularly hard hit because they
often lacked access to information that would inform
them better about how to react and adapt. Urban
areas, in contrast, are usually the locus of innovation

and information, and support more specialized
services and occupations that create a cycle of
information creation.36 This urban dynamic enables
cities to adjust to changes more easily and provides
them with a competitive advantage over rural areas
in attracting and retaining industries.

A mismatch between the needs of a structurally
changed global economy and the ability of human
resources and physical capital in rural areas to adapt
is at the root of the problem. Many rural areas can
accommodate "1960s style growth," which calls for
industrial parks and vocationally trained workers.
The global marketplace, however, has redefined
what is now necessary for growth. A skilled
workforce and sophisticated communications have
become primary ingredients for growth." Many
rural communities were never even "primed for
1960s style growth." but they relied on the resources
and traditional industries that had always supported
them, such as fanning and extraction.

A shortage of investment capital compounds the
difficulties that rural areas face in adapting to new
economic conditions. Many argue that the financial
deregulation of the 1980s reduced the amount of
credit available to rural areas. The centralization of
the American banking system, which resulted from
deregulation, tended to shift banks' investment
decisions from "locally owned community banks to
the main offices of state and regional banks."38 As
credit markets became globalized. and irvestment
decisions more detached from local communities,
lenders increasingly turned away from rural invest-
ments in favor of larger and more profitable invest-
ments in the international credit market."

Most likely, those rural areas most in need of
capital pose the greatest risk to creditors. Venture

35lb1d.. pp. 5-6.

36As David McQuabanobserves. ". . .Small towns and nnal areas are generally the last to get new information Not only do mon twollstiOnt occur
Wotan settings, Waimea wino the animation are rural, infonnation about dam tends to flow first to tubes places and then to other rural amas.. . .With
a larger volume of information sod Lade flows. target comerueines have more specialized services and oregano's. and largo organitanoos with
economies of scale." David McGrinsban. in USDA. op. cit., footnote 15. pp. 30-31.

ribonas A. Lytton. "Econetak Development ia the Rural South." in Beaulieu, op. cit.. footnote 4, p. 267.

meaty P. Goal and Kevin I McNamara, "Traditional and Noutraditiocal Opportunities and Altananves for Local &morale Development." in
Rawlins. op. cit. fooinote 4, g. 290.

310113e exam to which financial deregulation actually constrains available capital fra rural arms is =wain because it is too cony to accurately assess
die full impact of deregnanon. Daniel L. Milkove arid Patrick J. Sullivan. "Shedd Rural Consomitio Fear Bank Deregulanon?" United States
INWKOCei of Agriculture. Economic Reward' Service, Rural Desalopment Petsgacthas. Mummy 1989. What community banbu cen coexist with
branches of Islet asked banks, manias find a pour may of choices and available credit. Moreorm, the larger regional banks cooki oder
advantages for rural wow The financial sod informational resourees availaNa to thaw huger. troad-hased insdestions enable Si= ID Mend attlit to
istovodvo by:Messes. whom lines of balms would not be familiar to small local hookas. The larger and mom diversified pleats of a regional beak
could glow it to take risb en small hostnemes that would be poor dab for bmks with smaller paddies. Even If Oa hopeful imenuici been ota, however,
opportunities will primarily exist in mess with relatively vibrum emournies and promising hivennent oggommides.
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Mob cridt Ma* G. Thung

Jefferson Finance, a community bank in Charles Tow%
West Virginia

capitalists are in the business of providing capital for
high-risk investments, but they typically concentrate
their investments to urban areas, "where they can
more closely monitor their boirowers."40 Moreover,
it is unlikely that a rural area in need of credit to
generate economic and community activity could
yield a large enough return to attract venture
capitai.41

The lack of venture capital combined with the
conservative lending policies of moat locally owned
rural banks42 means that most rural communities
face difficulties raising investment capital. The

needier *. face the greatest obstacles in obtaining
credit. Part of the problem is the lack of knowledge
within the community about how to deal with
financiers.° Business plans and financial informa-
tion are standard parts of a loan applicafion, but they
can be obstructions as well as screening devices.

Human Resource and Social
Infrastructure Obstacles

Workforce Skills

A mismatch between the qualities of the rural
laborforce and the needs of a diversified and
information-intensive economy constitutes an ob-
stacle to holistic development. Mc skills of factory
workers, farmers, and miners ch.$ not cotrespond to
the needs of the growiiig service sector or high-tech
manufacturing." But retraining these workers for
jobs that do not exist does little good either.

One possible "advantage" of the rural laborforce
is the availability of an isolated, low-skill pool of
workers in need of any kind of employment.
Willingness to work for few, if any, benefits and
minimal union activity are sought after features for
marginal enterprises, which are unlikely to create the
kind of jobs that improve economic and social
well-being in the community. Education levels
largely determine the type of "advantage" a labor-
force offers. Low educational attainment translates
to a low-skilled rural laborforce with a perverse
"advantage" relative to urban areas. The persistent
disparities between metro and nonmetro educational
levels suggest that should high-skill jobs be created
in rural areas, they would be difficult to fill (see
figure 4-4).0

As more skills and greater sophistication and
adaptability are required from the global laborforce,
populations that do not stack up will suffer. During
the 1980s, rural areas experienced the beginnings of
the globalization trend. Rural areas must change the
nature of their laborforce "advantage" in order to

40kkeen and McNamara. op cit.. footnote 38. p. 297.

opeset S. Fisher explains, "the more mai swims of the US conuibute relatively little to, and =dye relatively little hum, the venture funds." loins
Economic Commktee, "Risk Capitol and Rural Development," TOWN% s A Rural Demlopment Polley for the 1990s. 1.989. p. 137.

42Johat Economic Committee, James J. Mike:sell, Daniel L. hfilkove, and Patrick J. Sullivan. "Commercial Banking Systems Serving Rural Counties:
Mak Current &mime and Future Prospects." New Dime:snow in Rural Policy, Joint Economic Committee, June S. 1986, p. 406.

43Pisher, op. cit.. footnote 41. p. 139.

alkown and Damen. op. cit.. footnote 33. p- 25.
tsDavid Iteahwater in lois Econcesic Committne. op. cit., footnote 23. p. 10.
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Figure 4-4Educational Attainment:
Urban and Rural

100 Percent

80 -

60 -

40 -

20 -

Completed 1 or more Completed
years of college high school

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Agriculture. Rural Economic Dovalopmant
in the MO's: Prospects for rho Fungi. (Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1988), p. 20.

attract challenging and skilled employment for its
citizens.

Health

A healthy population is necessary for economic
development, but rural health care is facing a crisis
situation. Access to health care in rural areas is more
limited than in urban areas, yet rural areas often have
greater needs for health services because the popula-
tion has relatively more elderly and children than
urban areas. Remoteness and poverty, combined
with a shortage of trained medical personnel, tech-
nology, and transponation, makc health care even
more inaccessible to rural residents (see table 44).46

In many ways, =al areas face a "Catch-22" in
health-care provision. The lack of access to adequate
health care is an obstacle to economic and comniu-
nity development; yet, other development barriers
also limit access to health care. Low-income groups
have greater difficulty in obtahring health care, and
poverty aggravates both the problems of providing
health care in rural areas and the state of health of the
rural population. For example, high infant mortality
in rural areas is associated with low incomes.

Table 4-1Differences in Selected Health inclicators

Metro Nonmetro

Infant mortality* 9.88 10.07
Chronic disease b 12.6% 14.9%
Overall health° 14.1 14.7

*Deaths per 1.000 livebom infrIts under age 1-1987.
bpiatent of respondents with sethaty ;imitation Quote chmn1e conditions-
19as.

%lumber of restricted days per person-1987.

SOURCE: Office of Tedinology Asseasment. Health Car. al i Rural Amer-
ica. OTA-14434 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing
Offkap, September 1990), p. 44.

Figure 4-5Percent of Population with Health
insurance-1984

80 Percent
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40 -

20 -

Metro
Nonmetro

Private Medicare Public Military/
insurance assistance Veterans

(Medicaid Admin.
or other)

Nonmetro populatior, has a higher percentage of people with no
insuranc* and a smaller percentage covered by private insurance.
The higher percentage of Medicare reflects the larger proportion
of elderly among the rural population.
SOURCE: Office of Tedmology Asa, lament. Haan Cara n Rural Anw-

OTA-H-434 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, September 1990), p. 48.

No
insurance

Additionally, inadequate health insurance discour-
ages people from seeking preventative and primary
care until there is an emergency (see figure 4-5).47

Rural socioeconomic factors work against rural
areas in auracting health-care professionals. This
problem results from two aspects of ntrality! First,
physicians tend to locate in urban areas, where the
population is larger and well-equipped hospitals and

461ishe Clukc acid Michael K. Miller, "The Character and Ike. na of Rural Community Health and Medical Cam" American Rural
Conansinidn, A.B. Lull& and Wu& E. Swanson (eds.). (Boulder. CO: Wtstview Press. 1990). p. 92.

°Ibid.. pp. 90-92.
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clinics are more prevalent.48 Second, during the
1980s, dramatic changes in the U.S. health-care
environment created increased fmancial pressures
for rural hospitals, resulting in higher costs, lower
revenues, and lower inpatient admissions. As a
result of the increased financial pressures, it has
become more difficult Pr physicians to practice in
rural areas."

Social Infrastructure
Many other factors contribute to the quality of

human resources in tural areas. Among them are the
array of public and private services and amenities
that make up the social infrastructure, such as
schools, hospitals, public safety, public and private
cooperatives, and the quality of local government.50

The quality of local governments is often an
overlooked factor in economic development. Local
governments face increasing challenges from the
many changes in the rural and national economies.51
The Federal budget deficit means less money is
available for federally backed rural programs. Rural
areas feel this crisis from another angle as well. With
increased competition for Federal funds, rural inter-
ests must understand the processes and have the
information to coordinate activities in the commu-
nity and establish contacts between the community
and. the larger society. Small, rural gi vemments,
b.owever, often rely on volunteers or part-time
administrators with ineJequate resources for grate-
* planning or writing grant proposals that must
mzet technical regulations. Federal programs are
biased toward urban areas because "larger, urban
communities are better equipped to compete for
resources since they are likely to have full-time,

t:t/FMPr'

Phois molt Mak G. Meng

A view of the newly built community plaza In Cost Ma. New
Mexico. complete with a general store and restaurant bed

and breakfast, and sporting supply store to attract and
accommodate visitors from a nearby sid resort

technical staffs who know how to play the giants
game."52 The same problem persists when rural
communities seek financing from private sources.

A professional, technically knowledgeable gov-
ernment is also an important factor in coordinating
economic and community development. One of the
most important community development functions
of government is wowing with the larger group of
organizations that influence the community's des-
tiny.53 Because local involvement in development
strategy is an essential element to success,54 rural
communities must overcome the substantial bathers
that derive from being rural.

Leadership can manifest itself in local govern-
ment, but businesspeople or commercial councils
also play a major role. It is less important where to
find leadership in a community than that it be present

4Swsnson, op. cit. footnote 10. p. 38. In 1985. rural areas had fewer than half as many physicians per 100,000 residents than did urban Arentand
the ratio vnarsens u the populatioa size tithe mat area declines. While financial considerations play a role in this psoblem. because physicians cant:meet
to earn less In nind anias than in orb= antes. professional considenuioes are also important The dearth of peers and professional devdopuent
opportmities are important barriers to attracting and retag medical profenionals to rand areas. U.S. Coogress, Office of Itchnology Assessment,

Heakk Care at Rural America. OTA-1I-434 (Washington. DC: U.S. Comment Printing Mice, September 1990) PP. 8-10.
ohnurance rates ate a problem for both the twat patient sad physician. Many rural poor are uninsured, so hospitals or doctors may not be reimbursed

for care. Malptacdce rates become a greater Feeble= in rural areas because they do not reflect patient volume. Consequandy, a rural physician must
dietribute the same costs faced by mime practitioners OVC7 fewer patients, increasing the con of providing the care. For further reading, lee OTA. ibid.

90Swansoo. op. cit., footnote 10. p. 37.
3101mit D. Inset and Lionel 1. Beaulieu. **Community Leadership," in Louis E. Swanson and A.E. Luloff. American Rural Communities (Boulder.

CO: Wenview Press, 1990). PP. 181483.

una. pp. 201-202.
331bd K. Bradduw, **Rural Development and lblecommunicatioes: Potential and Policy." contractor report prepared for the Office of Tbehnology

Amassment, May 1990, p. 42.

nee Wilkhnce, op. cit., footnote 28; TM K. Berl:haw and Edward J. Blakely. RUTCSI Communities la Advanced /Maria: Society (I (ow Yak, NY:
Praeger. 1979); Bradshaw. op. cit.. footnote 53; Clai ke and Milks.Anterican Rural Communities, op. cit., footnote 46; and Rya), 1988. op. cit.. footnote
15.
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and resourceful. The key to successful development
efforts often is access to information. Leaders need
information from the community and from the larger
national and global context. Information technolo-
gies, such as the telephone, allow information
exchange and can enhance a sense of coinnunity.55
Regulations that make telephone calls and informa-
tion services more expensive for rural citizens
discourage access to much needed outside informa-
tion.%

Other Obstacles

Distance from urban centers and small, dispersed
populations characterize rural areas. These qualities
account for the "bucolic and bubonic visions" of
rural America." These visions, though hyperbolic.,
illustrate that remoteness and small populations are
often considered amenities of rural life, but they are
also barriers to economic development. Distance
from urban areas limits access to employment,
goods. and services. This raises the transportation
costs involved in buying or selling products in rural
areas. At the same time, the small populations of
rural areas diminish their ability to produce goods or
services cheaply because they typically cannot
achieve the economies of scale that reduce the unit
cost of production.58

Remoteness and small populations also mean that
"rural communities must choose between trying to
do many things inefficiently or specializing in a
small number of areas and facing high access costs
for externally provided goods and services."89 The
industrialization of agriculture and the decline of
rural manufacturing mean that many rural areas can
no longer specialize, but do not have the resources
to diversify. These communities, and the persis-
tently poor rural communities, are not just experi-
encing another cyclical downturn in the economy,

but are in danger of being excluded from the larger,
national economy.

Urban-adjacent rural communities and those with
a natural setting that can attract tourism or retirement
communities have not fared as badly from the
economic troubles of rural America.6° One reason
that urban-adjacent communities have more options
is because they benefit from the economic diversity
of the aljacent city. They also face lower prices for
goods and services because the nearby urban areas
support enough population to do many things
efficiently. Further, they face relatively lower access
costs for urban-produced goods and services than
their more remote countetparts. lburist and retire-
ment communitie- benefit front the outside resources
both information and economic activityto which
they have access by virtue of the influx of people to
their communities.

Nonurban-adjacent communities or those without
potential for tourism typically we unable to develop
a diverse economic and social structure. Yet, social
and economic diversity are prerequisites to eco-
nomic and community development81 for they
permit access to resources that are fundamental to a
self-perpetuating community. Tb attain this type of
diversity, rural areas must reduce their isolation
from the "resources and institutions of our essen-
tially urban society."62

Strategies for Holistic Rural
Economic Development

The nature, the number, and the severity of the
obstacles facing rural communities vary widely. The
diversity of the communities requires a variety of
stiategies for development. These strategies should
address the underlying symptoms of distress and
generate sustainable solutions.

55Richard Kklbolwice, "The Role of Commuokation in Buildiog Communities and Mukets: An Historical Ovetview," cordractor report prepssui
for the Office of Technolovi Assessment, 1987.

may've 5 addiesses State and Federal telecommunicatiom regulations that caeflict with economic development goals.
snobs Economic Committee, Imathon Sher, "Runt Development Worthy of theName," New Dimensiane I n Rural Poiscy: DUMAN: Upon Our

Heritage. 1989, p. 515.

NJoint Economic Cfammittee. David Fie:hailer. "A Synopsis of the Proceedinp of the Runt Development Symposium." U.S. Cowes., S.Pst.
101-50. 7bwani Rural Develop:twat Polky for the 1990' s (Washington. DC: Govesneamt Printing Office, 1989). p. 6.

s9lbid.

6012. Coates. be.. op. cit.. footnote 22.

6111cot1. op. cit., footnote I.

62Wilkinion, op. cit., foomote 28.
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Strategy Classjficaticns63

There are many classifications and ways of
organizing rural development strategies used by
various levels of government and private groups.
Rural development can be divided into categorin
such as agricultural program, industrial develop-
ment, infrastructure, or human resources. These
categories are part of many effective development
programs, but tend to reflect the missions of various
government agencies rather than different develop-
ment strategies." The fact that each of these pro-
grams is relevant at different stages of development
suggests that such classifications may be myopic
from a sustainable development perspective. Effec-
tive ,.:evelopment strategy classifications must be
based on a more complete theory of development.

Type I Strategies: Building Individual Capacities

The most severely depressed rural communities
lack most of the resources needed for rural economic
development.° Firms in these communities are
typically weak or dominated by outside interests that
have little commitment to the community. Low
levels of education and ineffective organization are
obstacles to development in such communities.
These depressed communities seem to get only the
"bad news" about plant closures, falling farm

prices, drought, or technologir.al changes that pass
them by. Local initiatives are generally limited to
reacting to bad situations and keeping them from
getting worse.66

Such counties anti Lommunities need direct nssist-
ance. TYpically, the local economy has failed due to
uncontrollable change or other problems, and efforts
to recruit new employers have failed. Demands on
community infrastructure rise at the same time that
its capacity to meet these needs diminishes. In the
absence of intervention, communities can be thrust
into a downward spiral of poverty, where a lack of
employment opportunities leads to high =employ-
ment, personal poverty, and rural-to-urban migra-
tion.67 The cycle continues because low personal
income and the depletion of community resources
erode the local tax base and lead to reduced public
services such as education, health, job counseling,
and community development. As a consequence,
displaced and new workers do not get adequate
training and services, available skilled jobs are
unfilled, and businesses that could provide employ-
ment are neither retained, cultivated, nor atiracted.68

The dominant strategy for depressed areas in a
cycle of poverty is expenditures for the people in
greatest need. This strategy assumes that human

&Vans of this sectioa draw oa watt done by lbd K. Bradshaw, "Rural Development and Iblecommunications: Potential aod Policy," contractor

mpon prepared for the Office of lbchnoloorAssessment. May 1990.

soFor example, the General Accounting Office, in in mport annual development. categorized programs in tenns of ec000mic development. agriculture

and natural resources, infrastructure, and IMMO moonset*. General Accounting Office. Rural Development: Federal Programs Mat Focus on Rural

America and its Economic Devekpmem, Washington. DC: Omni Accountin, Office report 89-568R, homy, 1989.

eMuch of the ruml South and pain of visually all other States haveregioos of pervasive povaty and depressed living coalitions that fall into this

category. There are noavallable estimates of bow extensive this problem is in the Vatted States. A proxy meat= might be the 242 persistently peer

counties that were in tho bottom Valle of anational riding of mama= counties hand on per-capha income from 1950 to 1979. Moans F. Davis.

"Feinstein Low-Income Counties in Noomeno America" (Washingina. DC USDA. 1979). &atomics. Statistics, and Cooperative Service, Rund

Devdopment Research Report No. 12. See also, Lloyd D. Bender et al., "'Ile Divine Social sad Economic Structure of Noometropalitan Anserka"

(Washinetoa, DC: USDA. &own* Research Servico, September 1985). Rural Development Research Report No. 49. Among those regions are the

pasistan poverty counties, which account for shout 10 paean of the noomeno population- Than communities are heavily coneemented in the Southeast.

They have had chrookully low income ova several decades, kw population density, and contain disproportioame numbers of disadvantaged perms

with limited potential far laborforce participation. PeggyI. Row "The Cunghsg landscape of Rural America: Implications for Policy and Plaindui,"

La eking Ahead, Sprins 1986. pp. 6-11. Along with the pessistan poverty counties. nonnare counties that medominated by Federal lands, a by tingle

CX01110O infamies, each as agrkuhure and mining, also have poor oppeetunitim for development. About half the 0001110$10 COSOliOS and their

popaladon fit btu don categoties. Thu. severe developmeot problems face between 10 and 50 percent of mud Amarios.

nsMach of Disd Vlodd development efforts and Mental° KOdirected Mend such circumstaoces. For Mather aiding, see Jameson mid Wilber, op.

cit., foOtOOK 3. Oesald M. Meier (ol.), Lead* bases in Economic Development, 5th ed.. (New Yolk NY: Dead University PIM 1989).

alonadson Sher. Education in Rural America: A Reaszetsment a/Conventional Wisdoms (Boulder, CO: Westview Press. 1977).

aIbitl. For such commuoities. a development maim thatfails to recognize Me role of °aside assistance *awes the fact that these commuoides exist

in a Imger regiorni, natiocal, and global context. Fakes and treads outside the comneutity have often kuposed obstacles tad coartainta to the degree

that the cannantity cm not sponunamsly act of its own accord. Addressing this problem, Kenneth Wildman =Mom against development stranks

dun "blame the victim" in demanding that mad anontunides solve their own problems. Wilkinson. 1986, op. cit., footnote 23, p. 9. At the same time,

however, Wilkimon also WOWS the importance of local actors and cosznanity invoavement in achieving a development process that is lath* and

meminght1. It 2
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development is the fundamental building block for
development. Absent human capacity. other efforts
fail. Human resource development is a lasting
investment that is transferable: if the rural economy
falters and rural people leave for opportunities
elsewhere, the migrants can take their skills and
training with them.

Job training is important to overcoming the
obstacle of a poorly or inappropriately skilled local
laborforce.69 Many Federal training efforts in this
arena are administered by the Department of Labor."
Vocational education, work experience programs,
and cooperative extension reinforce human resource
training in rural areas, targeting young workers in
priicular. in addition to training, programs that
enable workers to leave the home to work are often
crucial. Often workers lack personal resources such
as childcare, transportation, tools, or clothing needed
to seek woric."

There is a major role for telecommunications and
information technologies in building human re-
source skills Experiments in distance learning have
produced successful formats and innovative ap-
proaches to engage students and achieve educational
goals. Many of these programs began as efforts to
serve isolated rural students. For example, classes
broadcast daily from Norton, VA over satellite and
microwave channels enable students in Wise county,
in the Appalachian regions of western Virginia, to
take college preparatory classes that otherwise
would be unavailable in their school district due to
its remoteness."

Beyond academic instruction, distance-learning
tooLs could prove valuable for upgrading worker
skills and familiarizing students with technology.

Mabee** assay Entsty

Professor Donald Hanna and Fred Vebod in a studio of
Wasbington State Universitys Interactive educational

television facility, WHETS. in Pullman.

For example, as part of Mississippi's Star Schools
program, Mississippi State University produces
teacher training courses in mathematics and science,
enabling teachers from rural and disadvantaged
communities to build their own skills." These
training techniques need not be limited to the
education profession. 'lb reap the maximum benefit
from technologies in a human resources develop-
ment strategy, these tools should also be used to
bring professional accreditation courses and the like
to improve the skills of the professionals in the
community.

Thlecommunications and information technolo-
gies can also improve health-care delivery in rural

69U.S. Congress. Office of 'Ilmissolosy ASSOSInent Worker Training: Competing in the New International Economy, OTA-M1-457 (Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1990.

wfiegiouing with the Milepost, Development and Training Act of 1962, to the Comprehensive Employmaat and Training Act Kra) of 1973. and
the Job Training Partnership Act of 1993, rhese programs have focused at skill ce specific-Job training. The first programs foamed on Messing displaced
and uncoil:toyed worken, using Federal funds. LAW plognms have been demonized, with State and local programs tenon so more particular needs
sod nines goals, and fining strooger links with poundal employes. See $ ar Lamm. "Helping People with Labor Market Problems: An Overview
of Key Policies," Policy Studies Review, vol. 6. No. 4, May 1997. pp. 712-721.

ilTranspoeudoa problems ere puttee's:1y severe for poor persons in remote nun conummines. Week is otama long distance from home, and limited
public transportation networks almost danand that a person have a cara harrier to many of the poor.

nLisaBerger, "BeamingIessons Across Appalachia," Appalachia, fil11989, pp. 23-27. Comsaty, bowmen many dironce-leming projects target
adsencedsindents. Those who lack basic skills might not find suitable cuticula smog the packaged pawns.

73U.S. Congress, Moe of Itchoology Assesonerd. Linking for Learning: A New Celine for Education, OTA-SET-430 (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office, November 1989). p. 29.
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amas. From online databases that provide physicians
with indexed scientific periodicals, to remote defi-
brillation and monitoring of heart patients, to
inventory control systems that link suppliers and
hospital administrators, to diagnostic services that
connect general practitionets with specialists at
research hospitals, communications technologies
can provide rural communities with levels of health
care now available only in urban centers. These
technologies can also help cut costs so that rural
hospitals could remain open when they otherwise
could not.

These applications will have a greater chance of
success if they are part of a comprehensive develop-
ment strategy. The implementation of technological
solutions takes time, money, and knowledge, so
small rural hospitals or schools that are dready
straining to survive might not be able to integrate
technology into their strategic planning without
some sort of guidance.

Type II Strategies: Building Industrial or
Enterprise Capacity

The development of human resource and secial
infrastructure will not help an unemployed or
underemployed rural person if these are few job
opportunities in the community. lb overcome this
obstacle, economic development must also seek to
expand employment opportunities.74 Most xonomic
development strategies presume that communities
must inaease their productive capacities in order to
attract or develop jobs and make their economies
self-sustaining. These strategies often attempt to
develop a "base" for economic activity."

The basic assumptions of resource development
strategies for rural areas are:

Most areas can support expanded industrial or
commercial activity because their resources are
currently underutilized.

Bathos to development incli.:41e lack of infor-
mation about the area's resources, inadetpiate
physical facilities, lack of firms, or poor
financing.

The effects of increased business activity will
multiply throughout the community; thus the
public good is served by having increased
economic activity, even at public expense.

Traditional economic development approaches
share these same assumptions, however, their nar-
row business focus sets them apart from an inte-
grated development approach. A 1,Ipe II approach
recognizes when the critical human and political
infrastructures are in place, but the community still
lacks economic stimuli." A lype II approach is,
therefore, consistent with a holistic development
approach.

lype 11 development strategies might include
efforts to attract outside firms, or programs to
expand and retain existing businesses in the commu-
nity." A Type II strategy might emphasize local
financing projects if access to capital is a bather to
increasing employment in a community." Or a lype
II approach might focus on infrastructure develop-
ment if shortfalls of the local transportation, sanita-
tion, water, electricity, or telecommunications sys-

74000 popular framework for this type of development is the five "M's". According to this premise. eamank development neethl MOM Materiels.
Management, Moketing, and Moscow,. See Blakely. op. cit.. footnote 20. Other paradigms draw on the interplay between firm maim expansion.
financing, infrastracone, and technological bander. In =my cases the emphasis is to discover the industries that fit the cominuoity's tesources.See also
limy M. Moriarty. "Indstatial iileatiOn and the Them of the Uttsn Labor Moira" (Chapel Hill, NC: Univasity of North Carolina, Depattmesx of
Geography, I982). mimeo.

tome cases, this base wit' be a pritasty industry or resource. ruches agriculatte. forestry, at mining. In other eases, a natural ream= an provide
at mutative mite for totem trade, or tonsportation-related soviets.

%Whet caution against the traditiornal development programs is that they tend to tedimet regionsl growth other than crate it. The premise of
industrial attraction usually is to saw* economic activity that could occur somewhat elsea "bewr-thy-neighbor" approachothet than to Clente
NM economic activity.

//With mot these strategies, it is critical that development planners st the local level hear in mind who types of jobs meh efforts will bin to the
community: jobs that will stay rather than leave for lower wages ce tax breaks elsewhese. and jobs that will provide foll-tione employmeut that matches
the skills at indigos:gas waken.

/*Public or private ammo could garantee loans for firms due weld afford minket taw but due to their turd location Cada not get &Awing. A
municipality could imam bawls, whichwould provide money at helow makesMINto mimed economic development pojects. Additionally, lood efforts
could seek out Poled interest tate reduction propane each as the Small Basilan Adminaration programa, which are typimlly adminisksed in Stale
sgeneles.bmany casts, it is Ludt a/information about flaancing activities that inhibits access so mpital ilk:oral mem For coampkt, small tataineas makes
up a huger Mao of zwal employment than in tuba Irma and anal hank' lend to hoe Ihnitod incentive sal capability in dealing with habeas loans.
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terns are bathers to job growth.79 When remoteness
from markets and market information is a barrier to
local employment, market identification and devel-
opment can play a critical role in telYpe 11 strategy.8°
Often, rural communities have difficulties in finding
markets for lieir products or establishing the institu-
tional ties to develop markets. A promising strategy
for business growth in rural areas is an analysis of
local spending patterns to determine what types of
businegses are not locally available, but which the
local market could support. For example, small
communities of a certain size tend to have enough
business to support a dry cleaners and a hardware
store, so communities of that size could encourage
the establishment of these businesses." Such strate-
gies tend to provide a better balance between rural
and urban areas. Thus, rural citizens spend money in
their own community, where it can stimulate further
economic activity, rather than in urban centers,
where the multiplier effect is lost.

The variety of applications of telecommunica-
tions and information technologies in business make
them an especially attractive component of a 'Dipe II
strategy. For a community trying to attract outside
businesses, a telecommunications service such as
New Mexico's "One-Stop-Shop" could be helpful.
This program enables small and large businesses to
access an online database that provides information
about communities across the State.82 Although this
program mainly allows outside businesses to select
potential locations within New Mexico, communi-
ties could benefit from an analogous database, with

information about firms looking to ielocate. This
could assist in matching the needs of firm with the
communities' development criteria.

Communities seeking to develop business from
within the community could use communications
technologies to directly target markets for local
products and services. The Palouse Economic De-
velopment Council, working in the interests of four
counties in southeast Washington State, has such a
project. Using communications technologies, local
firms, ranging from a farm equipment vendor to a
local computer consulting firm, market their prod-
ucts overseas. In this way, businesses that require a
relatively large market can exist and prosper in a
community that could not previously support them.
In a similar fashion, communications technologies
could be used to identify investment capital that is
unavailable within the community. For both local
and outside businesses, such an application could
make an important difference.

The use of communications and infomiation
technologies requires various levels of form, com-
munity, and State involvement. If a network or
bulletin board existed, perhaps only community or
even firm coordination would be necessary to link
up. If a system does not exist, concerted action by
many players, including telecommunications pro-
viders, is needed. Individual firms cannot afford to
design and implement such a system since the cost
would exceed the benefits to a single fimi. If the
costs are spread across several businesses, or if a

79Spedaliztd ithistructmeprojects. such m industrial parks, were Ion heralded as prerequisites far economic development in rural mem. For
example Kale sod Lansdale wrho, "Tbe presence of developed indossial sites or parks will probably bedameen increarbegly important consicimmien
for many industries seeking a noramenepolhan location. . limns without (developed sites] may End theirnielves autemstically =laded from
consideration by prospoctive indestrks." Steven R. Kale sad Rkbud E. Lomdale, "Factors Encomaging and Diecarnsing Plant fame= in
Nonmenopoliten Arad" Richard FL Lansdale and ILL Sayler Oda), Nonsutropolitas Inskstriatisstion (Wadeingtoo, De Winelon. 1979). Evidence
f w t h i s p o i n t of V i e W Is M e li g i b i g c r i t i c s as= t b s t the g r o w i b l e d u d ng p r o p e r t i e s o f : a c h y : e j e c t s s t s a m y t h . Per eassupldileber and Dell hintillei
24 indossial parks tbat bad been placed in nog Northern California timber emennaddes. Meuse pub. 16 stood totally empty shwa decade, end ouly
two, built for limber mil* ware fell. Denageher sad Cynthia Iron, Newlobs for Aerial's, Region: Eteennotic DiverstflestiodforNorrhauCtslfansta
mob:ley, CA: University oitCalifornis, Ingione of Govemnental Studies, 1986). Thereare may ammo of simihredevelopments with *ails: realts.

Itd-amnactereshastfalls cas be importes bonier, to increaring employment in annul comemnity. Many dual rail lines sad toads am in poor condition.
making access to dame mem both brae coomming and costly. badoquese water ;apply sod amp capacity commain busks= activity in many rural
mem Wham most dual =dews ma use wells sod eepdc slam small package plants for sewage trnatment, bassi* &sus* as genenily tes
Lage for suclumallicale systems. Pecked envircumestal pro*: don plegransa along with Corps slave:menrooms that operated *mils the 1970e,
provided& Mullions share of bads fat the =paw= of ma* systems, lm these program bare drnmatkally redwood their tend* Woman years.
COMMUnitiel bat did not gm tbeir systems upgraded when die Weal nemey and inidadve ince available will End it Willa* to do so now.

mike exam* in the battodution Oldie kiwi belt by Ciliflornia subaltern Worm% diemwas an sedan inteaplay Wawa's' des production Immo
who pissed new weep sad their reducers' orgatirn wbich contismed eadassive nadrating mods be iambs* coneassen to dm saw bait. In
snotheraample, dual economic developers hive band markets fer badly piedscod aviculture products, sesamfectered geode, marts sad vine Rama
oboe in fessign commie% a Wismar flan developed a way to nub cbopeeides for an expect madam in Washburn eirsted Bucketing their
saxdoed sahnos in major deportee= mos in New Yost, bond el limideg theaselves to the local arnica.

otSiele opportunities me identified as* a shift-slurs esetysis technique. See Elalcaly,op. alL, foornone 20.
=Included on the database is inhanstion about bosecial neourcea lobar statinicd Ms end bath*, lactation'.
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grant provides the initial funding, the combined
benefits to firms in the re0on can justify the costs.83

Type Ifl Strategies: Developing Social and
Organizational Capacity

In addition to human resources and a vital
economy, sustainable development needs an active
community structure. A Type Di development
strategy is needed when a community bac social
and community organizations to motivate citizens,
mobilize opportunities, and expand on existing
resources. Without community capacity, few locally
owned businesses will be created, and the commu-
nity will have neither the ability nor the will to
control its destiny.

Community development projects have evolved
through three models." The first model utilized
technology transfer to bring modem and sophisti-
cated knowledge and techniques to rural communi-
ties," including information about community plan-
ning, government administration, and the econ-
omy." The second model built on the experience
with technology transfer programs, which showei
that active sccial networks were necessary for
successful #.echnology transfer to take place. Thus,
this model emphasized forming communities into
stronger social groups." The third model took
community alliances a step further to focus on
forging linkages among the active groups, if they
already existed. Coordination and mediation among
community groups and other institutional players
are critical for development. Such strategies usually
involve community developmeat organizations and
small business programs.

Since the end of the Great Society initiative,
community development programs have been sub-

Phob ow* Mark 0. *rap

The Cammtmity Services Center in Warrenton. Virginia
undergoes expansion as the area s touched by the

metropolitan sprawl al Washington, DC.

stantially cut back. Such programs have never been
perceived as being widely successful in rural com-
munities. There have been isolated successes, but
the general failure of these programs to meet the
needs of rural communities was likely due to the
programs' complexities Eight criteria are associated
with successful community development organiza-
tions:

1. ample start up money;
2. a base of community support, including influ-

ential persons and community groups;
3. clear, specific, and understandable goals;
4. involvement of .the intended beneficiaries in

the development process from the start;

5. managerial capability;

"Big Sky lelegnaph in Magma is an example cinch an snangenicat. This electronic bulletin board service allows small businesses Amon the State

to coantonnicate with cee another and Awe information about rotten and about computer applications (sec box 1-E).

aiRradshaw and Blakely, op. cit., frame 54, pp. 137-142.
ssThe stmegest tradition In U.S. naal commonalty &Magma* came from the agricultural extension programa. In agriculture. it was acknowledged

that mace efficient Agricultural production was often blocked by communides. For example,early research au the diffusion of innovation showed that
impaired seed aragricalearal practices would not he sdopmd by hadivittialfarnams unless KIMopinion leaders first *id the innovation pvepenanal
ascoaragement to local framen to adopt it Albs Mehemet; "Cooperative Eixtensien: A Panctionel Madd far Itchnelogy Monster sad Economic
Dereloixenst in Rut Amnia." couramor apart prepared for the Moe of imboology Ammennems. May 1990.

sAftes World Warn. there wm so match migration to the cities tbstmony small nal camomaitlea lost the basic businesses and goverecomatel Novices

deemed necessary to the contimed econcreic weil-bektg of Ile people living there. Responding to this rand and the needs of Dual cilium, the USDA
proposed, in 1956 that mral development sad community development be past of the andel iractions at the Cooperative Extension Service. Reyna
Ma. "Moray of Commanity Development in America." Commtaray Dewtopment in America, hinds A. Cluiskatan rad hay W. RobLeaan. Ir.
(Ames, lk laws State University Neu. 1980), ch. 2. The Johnson admiaistradon added allege number of canannity development programs as part

of the "Great Sodaty" effect.
rlIse mobliiration of wraps that represent the frames of disadvantaged pavans MR be importantsocisl newrades that empower the needy to seek

social and eassmanic change and develop self-ha* strangies.
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6. diverse approaches including technical assist-
ance provision, capital formation, human re-
source development;

7. successes to build on; and
8. dedicated leadership that will persist in their

role and learn during the difficult times their
organizations go tbrough.88

Despite the complexities involved in community
development strategies, they can succeed in a variety
of forms. Planning departments of local government,
federally funded programs such as Farmers Home
and Economic Development Administrations, local
development corporations, and private groups are
also essential. However, these groups typically
operate with little knowledge of the other commu-
nity groups, or the interests and needs of the larger
community.

Coordinating local institutions is an important
step in the development process. Such efforts are
difficult to organize because they require coopera-
tion and planning among several groups from within
and outside the community. The difficulties in
orchestrating such a strategy are compounded be-
cause the effects of community development on
economic performance are often indirect and un-
planned. Well-organized rural communities can still
decline if there are too few jobs or if the economic
benefits are isolated. A TYpe DJ approach is effective
and appropriate only when a weak community
structure is the primary obstacle to rural develop-
ment. Without human resources or economic activ-
ity to sustain organizational initiatives, a Type III
approach will not work.

Communications and information technologies
can play an important role in a lype ID development

strategy. For example, to the extent that the tele-
phone reinforces a sense of community,89 it could be
valuable for a population in which a strong commu-
nity and family bond are impottant cultural charac-
teristics."

More sophisticated technologies would allow the
electronic deivery of public assistance programs?'
Similarly, by streamlining the operations of local
agencies, communications and information technol-
ogies can strengthen their effectiveness in the
community. For example, information technologies
can generate budgets, estimate the number of calls,
project annual operating costs and annual revenues,
and optimize ambulance location(s) in a rural area to
minimize response time and/or cost for emergency
medical units.92 Such analyses could be useful to
improve many government and community func-
tions. By pooling the meth of several programs,
agencies could better afford such a system and
would also become aware of each other's activities.

Type IV Strategies: Developing Economic and
Community Resources .

A lype IV rural development strategy blends the
benefits of 'lyre llbusiness developmentand
lype HIcommunity developmentprograms, and
overcomes many of the disadvantages of pursuing
each alone. Type IV programs are complex to design
and to fund. They are also difficult to administer and
evaluate, and require the economic development
resources of Type H programs as well as the
institutional and community capacity of 'lype LII
programs as inputs to a successful strategy. Despite
these difficulties, TYpe IV strategies can effectively
bring together the necessary ingredients for a
self-sustaining and vital community.93

uHubert L. Smith with Sumo Hudmo-Wilson and Heather Paley, Non-Agricultural Rural Development:Pour Case Studies (Lloston, Mk. Boston
University. Institute on Employment Policy, August 1980).

golCielbowiez. cp. cit., footnote 55.

uSsadra M. Armament, "Univessal Sarvice in the Navajo Nation Now a Possibility with Wireless Digital Access." =published piper, 1990.
Anna:Mout explains that the Navajo Nation possesses the cultural characuiristics that make community and family hood =portant Hence. the telephone
plays an important culnue-enforcing role.

9IU.S. Congress, Office of lbehnology Assessment. Elearonk Delivery of Public ASSUIG1We Benefits: Thchnology Options and Polley Imes,
BP-CIT-47 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing office, Apt 19118). Millions of retired perms receive their social secmity cheeks in mai
locations. Sometimes esron are made and UMW is delayed, but overall, electronic funds transfer and compatmized administration havethe potential
for improving the administration of social security and other government entitlements programs. But if compoterbstion mskes it mom difficult for
1:ileac's:les to get informatioo or correct MM. techno;.-gy could undermine the effectiveness of the Forams.

92Lather TIVOSta. "High lItchnolva in Rural Settings," state-of-the-an paper. Office for Research in High Thchnology Education, University of
Thinessee. 1984. p. 33.

uSterca Hatessfeld &IOWA& "unless both the material and himumfinstitutional (Jimmie=are addressed sbnishaneously hi community economic
development, than will neves be a basis for self-mstainhig developmeot to Weak the ecumenic and psychological dependency that exists In these
communities." Stens Habenfeld, "Economic Planning in Economically Distressed C0111011MitiCS: The Need to 11the a Pattie= Perspective,"
ScononticDaveloptnent and law Center Report, October/December 1981, pp. 7-16.
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A Type IV strategy recognizes that rural organiza-
tions must learn to build local economies based on
their natural and human resources. A community
must identify the public and private resmuces
available to it, and then invest in the missing parts.
It must selectively focus on programs and projects
that yield the highest return and ensure diversity in
the local economy.

Simultaneous development of economic and com-
munity resources contrasts with conventional eco-
nomic development approaches in several ways:

instead of simply equating more businesses
with more jobs, the community should look for
firms that build quality jobs that fit the needs
and skills of the population;
instead of building on a single economic sector
(e.g., agriculture or manufacturing), build sets
of integrated economic activities that bridge
economic sectors;
instead of focusing on physical assets, focus on
the quality of the environment that stems from
extensive community development activities;
and
instead of focusing on available labor, focus on
the ability of the human resource base to
expand to meet the needs of growing and
changing industries."

This type of development strategy seeks a fit
between the economy and the people of the commu-
nity. It requires community control and participation
in the development process. This approach also
requires local fums and agencies to participate as
partners in managing the community.

The Community Development Corps (CDCs) that
evolved from the War on Poverty provide a useful
model. They are locally rooted, with strong repre-
sentation from the community. They are structured
for a variety of activities, such as running for-profit
companies, making loans, and obtaining training
grants. They pursue a broad agenda of community
development and economic growth. The variety of
tasks the CDCs perform include:

using private development techniques for pub-
lic purposes,

targeting benefits to communities and individu-
als in need,
mobilizing local initiative to address local
priorities,
taking a long-term approach to development,
linking planning to implementation,
linking complementary projects within a com-
prehensive strategy,
linking public and private sectors, and
reinvesting resources in the community.95

The reduction in Federal funds for such programs
has reduced the scope of CDCs, but nevertheless
their functions are important as guides to a holistic
strategy. Even in a changed political environment,
CDCs can pursue many effective programs and
marshal needed resources.

In addition to CDC development programs, Tijpe
IV strategies can take advantage of many other vital
community resources. For many communities, the
local colleges, hospitals, and other public organiza-
tions are the backbone of local employment. For the
most part, these organizations are not called on to
play an economic development role. Yet, they
possess a large and untapped reservoir of talent and
resources that can benefit economic development.
For example, hospitals have helped start nursing
homes, health and recreational facilities, and other
health maintenance activities. Hospitals or colleges
could also share computer facilities, training facili-
ties, and meeting rooms with local groups. This
could help defray some of the institutions' costs and
make these resources available to the community.
The most extensive involvement for these institu-
tions is to actually become partners in private
ventures that will create jobs in the local commu-
nity.96

By taking an integrated approach to development,
government programs can attack a larger set of
problems. For example, housing programs can be
linked to occupational training programs in con-
struction trades, and the county planning department
can stimulate development projects that produce
local jobs. Waste disposal agencies can establish
recycling or energy production projects that might
stimulate related industries. Several regional devel-

Nalskely, op. dt.. footnote 20, pp. 68-70.
wampum P. Roberts. Robert O. Zdessik. sM William E. litivems1D. Comewiity Developineat Corporations and Sole Development Policy: Potential

for Partiership (Waskingsom, DC National Con(ress for Community Economic Development. December 1980).

Ns6Z. Bradabinv, Bin Myers. sad Gm Poem, "Community Colleges am lob amnion Vehicles in Small lbws." Small brim May-Jons.
1487. pp. 26-28. 1 1 8
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opment projects, such as the Tennessee Valley
Authority and the Appalachian Regional Commis-
sion, provide examples of development integration.

Regardless of the institutional setting, an inte-
grated approach must combine the interests and
resources of several groups. This approach builds on
the best of the other strategies; it relies on trained
individuals, whose basic needs are provided; it
builds strong economies from strong communities
and ensures that the benefits accrue to the commu-
nity, instead of outsiders.

The complexity of Type IV strategies is evidence
that there is no shortcut to rural development.
Projects are often costly and time consuming,
requiring sustained support in order to develop the
leadership and the community roots necessary to put
the pieces together and generate local jobs. They
require extensive planning, coordination, and coop-
eration, and demand innovation and creative use of
scarce resources to accomplish their ends. There-
fore, local economic development projects are often
at the center of political conflict.

Such strategies are largely unprecedented, so
examples of how technologies can be employed are
scant. With its statewide university fiber optic
network for distance education, Maine's efforts
represent one of the first steps in an integrated
development strategy." Recognitng that half of the
jobs in the State would disappear by 2000, to be
replaced by jobs requiring higher levels of educa-
tion, the University of Maine System saw the need
to increase people's access to education.98 As part of
this plan, the University of Maine at Augusta, with
a grant from the U.S. Department of Education,
provided the front capital that allowed New England
"Telephone Co. to install fiber optics throughout the
State decades before this would have otherwise been
economically possible. The University broadcasts
courses to remote campuses and high schools across
the State (see figure 4-6). The system also allows for
special events programming and teleconferencing.
For example, the Maine Department of Economic
and Community Development uses the University's
facilities to conduct monthly teleconferences be-
tween Portland and Augusta, eliminating the need
for travel; Head Start has used the system to deliver
interactive programs on child care training; the

Figure 4-6--The Community College of Maine

* University of Maine campuses
O University centers
O Technical colleges
c. High school receive sites

Fi'oor optic, interactive television system
Regional boundaries

The backbone of the Community College of Maktes
Interactive Televilion System Is the University of Maine
System's seven branch campuses that are linked by
high-capacity, fiber-0pda, digitally switched lines. Specially
equipped electronic classrooms permit literactive classes
(both audio and video) at multiple sites. ki addition, the 6
technical colleges. 11 university centers, and about 50 NO
schools serve as receive sites far the tranemiselon of
interactive secondary end postsecondary courses. The Ilve
awes are transmitted throughoid the State by micro-
wave. Each receiver site is equipped with television. e
VHS/VCR and con:less phone for students to oommuni-
cats with the teacher and students in the other classroom&
in its first year in operation, 3Scottsaswsm tfaniMitted to
more than 2.500 students al 47 locedans.
SOURCE:The Community College of Mane, Atrial Repot: Year

01. 11789-1990, Office al Mance LearnIrig. University
of Mak* at Augusta.

vlIndisiss and Midsigut have plans for sinnisr nennxics.

9063ce of Distance fiducation, University of Mateo at Augusts, Annual Report: Year Oae.
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Maine Municipal Association brow:1=st a four-way
interactive program that explained the changes in
laws affecting municipalities in 1990; and Lotto
America broadcast presentations introducing lottery
agents to Lotto America, using 42 of the system's
remote sites.99

The case of Maine illustrates how institutions can
and must work together in order to orchestrate an
integrated development plan and to employ comrnu-

nications and information technologies as part of
such a plan. Although the University administers the
system, there is a symbiotic relationship among the
many uses and users of the system. This type of
relationship makes the system viable. Without the
agglomeration of users, the deployment of DS-31°°
capacity would be economically infeasible; yet it is
the broadband capacity that makes the system useful
for so many purposes.

=DS-3 lines have a capacity of 43 megabits. This compares to the mese common T-1 lb= which hss a wacky of LS megabits. For two detailed

intb0331000, see ch. 3.
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Chapter 5

Regulation and Rural Development

Find ings
Thlecommunicalions regulation has greatly af-

fected the extent to which rural areas gained access
to telecommunications in the past. Despite deregula-
tion, regulatory decisions will continue to determine
whether rural areas have access to advanced tele-
communications and, hence, whether they can par-
ticipate fully in the global marketplace.

The small populations and large distances of rural
regions are incompatible with the economies of
scale that characterize many aspects of telecommu-
nications. As a result, market forces, absent regula-
tory mandates and incentives, rarely work to benefit
rural areas. Current regulatory approaches do not
bridge the gap between market forces and the
technology needs of rural areas.

Regulators1 must develop new regulatory ap-
proaches for rural areas. The communications infra-
structure provides socioeconomic benefits that must
be incorporated into their cost-benefit analyses.
Similarly, the indirect costs of distance-sensitive
pricing practices such as interLATA and inter-
exchange toll charges, which make communications
more expensive for rural citizens, must be evaluated
in this context. P.egulation must also encourage
communities and telecommunications providers to
find new ways to create monornies of scale and
scope, making the deployment of advanced commu-
nications techl,,::.)gies to rural areas incially
feasible.

Introduction
The conflicts between economic development

goals and regulatory goals stand out in rural areas.
From an economic development perspective, com-
munications is a means to a larger end. The current
regulatory climate, however, views communications
narrowly, as a commodity to be bought and sold. As
such, it is an end in itself. Urban areas, with many
independent users who can create their own private

communications networks and afford die costs of
intaconnection, can adjust to and benefit from such
regulatory policy. In rural areas, however, this is not
the case. It is more costly to deploy techne!ogies in
remote areas, and there are fewer users to share these
costs. Therefore, if the infrastrucnre evolves by
market forces to meet the needs of dispersed
individuals in rural areas, it w'll be uneven and
service quality will vary.2

It is important for policymakers to consider both
the commodity and infrastructure characteristics of
communications technologies in determining their
role in rural developmert. While focusing on com-
munications as a commodity may lead to inadequate
infrastructure in rural areas, treating all infrastruc-
ture development in a uniform manner could waste
resources.

Communications can help arrest the decline of
rural areas, so it is imperative to balance rural
economic development and regulanry goals. Cur-
rently, little is being done to achieve this. Regulators
rarely consider multifaceted economic development
pals when making regulatory policy. On the other
hand, educators, health officials, and local govern-
ment are often unaware of what is at stake for them
in the regulatemy process.

Regulatory Implications for
Economic Development

Technology Diffusion end Network
Modernization

Economic and technological trends are changing
the global economy and transforming rural econo-
mies, forcing them into the information P 30. The
speed with which rural areas will gain access to the
advanced technologies, allowing them to participate
in the information economy, will be determined
largely by the regulation or deregulation of COMMU-
nicutions and information.

!Moog with the State legislatan aid the coats, who determine die scope of regulaans' authority.

2An anevady developed nem& ha email imports= implications. As the toduialogical sophisticadon of die piddle switched network incresties,
the potential for geographical disparity of service also imams. A danger ii tbst the =two& will =nth= to evolve, bat with diffsect standuds of
sank* depending on the power a region or cesensusity an leverage in the selecomonmicsdans msttetplacet. BM soder die =Med /3411 System, ths
network evolved =evenly. As a teak Wisdom codst in and stem where tkee is se lelOone service, utile odor mote locations the sre able, like
most Wan =Pons, to men= anon& dernsid or elionnend public service consmission Mend= have relatively sophleticeied commanicadoes.
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During the era of the Bell monopoly,3 regulation
encouraged subsidized service to rural areas from
the excess revenues earned in densely populatci
areas. This is no longer the case. Nonetheless, the
partially competitive post-divestiture climate en-
couraged alternative providers, such as digital radio
carriers, to enter the communications market with
innovative products that can improve service in rural
areas.

Rate regulation critically affects network modern-
ization and technology deployment in rural areas. In
many areas, rate-of-return regulation is giving way
to price-cap regulation and the impact on rural areas
is uncertain. In addition, other forms of regulation,
including depreciation rates and the cable/telco
cross-ownership ban, also impact rural network
modernization.

Rate-of-Return Regulation

Until recently, both National and State regulators
almost exclusively used rate-of-return regulation for
the telecommunications industry. Under rate of
return, regulators determine the total revenue a firm
requires to provide service. This revenue require-
ment includes operating expenses, depreciation and
taxes, and a "fair" return on its rate base. The rate
base consists of the total of the firm's invested
capital, including switching, transmission, and dis-
tribution facilities.

A number of subtleties of rate-of-return regulation
affect the incentives to improve the network facili-
ties and to extend service to rural areas. These
factors involve how regulation treats the firm's costs
3nd how these costs affect the consumers' prices.
First, regulators can &low or disallow moderniza-
tion costs in the rate base. If these costs are allowed,
the rate base increases and the fmn must raise more
money from its subscribers through higher rates to
generate the prescribed rate of return. If the costs are
disallowed, then new equipment does not become
part of the rate ba se and the company may not be
willing or able to invest in plant equipment for which
consumers s' not directly pay. In this case, modern-
ization likely occurs more slowly. Regulators must
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A "Silck-96" host-remote switch in Houlton, ME. This
remote digital switching unit Improves the quailty of

transmission for mral residents because their calls no
longer necessarily have to travel the many miles. along
which the signals get attenuated, to the central office

switch in a larger town.

strike a balance between technological sophistica-
tion and the cost to the consumer.

Regulators also determine how costs are split
between consumer groups, such as residential and
business. Businesses usually pay more than their
proportional share of the costs so that residential
consumers can pay lower prices. Similarly, urban
areas historically have paid more than their share of
the costs to subsidize rural services.

Many inefficiencies are attributed to rate of return
regulation,4 but two problems are particularly rele-
vant to network mr 2ernization and technology
diffusion to rural areas. First, regulators must rely on
cost forecasts and data provided by the firms they
regulate to determine the revenue requirement. The
allocation and justification of costs determine the
prices consumers are charged and affect the fum's
rate of return. Hence, there are incentives to misre-
pon costs. Regulators must be wary that a ftrm could
report cost estimates higher than its actual c nts,
charge customers higher prices, and thus earn a
higher return. However, regulators must also be
concerned about revenue short-falls caused by faulty

3M Ch. 3 describes. the present regulatcry snot= still allow for subsidies to biglicost regions, but the name snd Wen of theae subsidies have
diminished since the divesdore of AT&T and 6: pus* at a warily competitive telecommumications MOW. If the telecommankatioas industry
evolver. u many Wove it will, tO1WIEd ag even mare ammetitive stoctsue the mom etc:bridles that benefits meal communities could Weenie hither
anded. either facing dm cowmen to pay blew otes thasi **tut= coanseepeto for comparable service, or implying dist rural telephone companies
might no be able so invest emouet in their facilgies to mithitsin adequate serviceiunke compliable so that in urban areas.

4Remald R. Brimedgam and Abu C. Panear, "Diversification Incentives Under 'Peke Caps' and 'Coss Based' Regulation." Rand Journal of
Economia, vol. 20. Nc. 3, autumn 1989, P. 390.
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cost estimates. If a firm's costs significantly exceed
the estimated costs, resulting in a lower than
prescribed rate of return, the fum might not be able
to afford modernization costs. Although there is no
guarantee that the company will recover its entire
revenue requirement, on average the company will
earn close to a market return on its investment.5

Second. some believe consumers face higher
prices because rate of return can induce firms to
overinvest in capita1.6 Because the amount of a
firm's return is directly proportional to the size of its
rate base, the firm might seek to expand its rate base
by investing in more technology than would be
economically warranted without the regulatory in-
centive.7 Such investments can be wasteful because
consumers pay higher rates for unneeded technolo-
gies.

In addition to making the rate base larger,
over-capitalization can increase revenues in other
ways. In the past, the separatiots and settlements8
process affected the relative costs of modernizing
different parts of the lozal network. Since a local
exchange carrier's (LEC) share of pooled nontraffic-
sensitive (NTS) costs determined its share of the
settlements pool, there was incentive for overinvest-
ment in certain facilities. Recently, the LECs' desire
to insulate themselves from competitive pressures
may have led them to invest in technologies that
raise entry barriers or lower their own costs at
strategic points in the network. However, it is

difficult to prove that these are anticompetitive
practices, and there are no reliable empirical studies
supporting this hypothesis.

lb safeguard against over-capitalization, firms
must gain regulatory approval to make large capital
investments. Regulators determine whether demand
for the proposed technology exists in the local
community befrre it is approved. This process
requires the community and regulators to understand
the potential and capabilities of telecommunications
to improve community life. Rarely does such an
understanding exist, either in the local community or
in the regulatory bodies, Thus, the regulators'
efforts at consumer protection can work against the
consumers' broader interests.

Industry observers question whether rate-of-
return revilatiz,a actually produces incentives for
the firm to overinvest in. capital. They contend that
the many assumptionsabout the regulated firm,
the industry, ard the regulatory agencyneeded for
the method to function make it ill-suited for the
telecommunications industry. o

As the telecommunications industry becomes
more competitive, the effects of rate-of-return regu-
lation become more complicated. With more private
networks, the costs of completing calls between the
shared public network and private networks could
rise because ftwer customers are shming the costs on
the public netwut. This trend could affect how
much subscribers to the public network must pay

nal:slant Berg, "Regulatory Structures rod the Deployment of Information lbehnelogies in lanal Areas," contractor report prepared for the Office
of Itclinology Assesandst June 1990.

6Breutigam and Panzer, op. cit., footnote 4. As part of the overinvestment, fume might choose inefficient technologies or undertake cost-reducing
innovation in an inefficieet way. For example, a cost-reduction innovadoo could require mote labor input, but the firm would substitute more expensive
technology for the labor in order to *muse the ram hese.

7Averch and Joboroo fint identified this tendeocy in 1962, in their seminal piece, **Behavior of the Finn Under Regulatory Constraint." American
Econoesk Review, vol. 52, pp. 10524069.

itAs John T. %Wen explains, the separadom and Seltlancuts procen is extremely complicated: "1111 is a full-etoployment act for accountants. ..
Separations simply refer to the policy of sepatating both the traffic and nontraffic sensitive portions of local accoanting costs into two parts: One pnt
remains in the nate jurisdiction in which the exchange is located, and do other part is assigned to the interstate imena under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) whese these costs are added to the cost of providing interstate toll services." John I Wenders, The Economics
ofTekcomanorications: Theory anel Policy (Cer.abridge, Mk Ballinger Pubfishing, 1987),p. 2. Thls mass was an bawd aspect of the rate averaging
between high-cost and low-cost service areas, which benefited rural arms because of their high con of larvae.

9Ch. 4 describes how the lack of information about and understanding of the role of information technologies in consinnuty and economic
development MIMI as a harrier to rural economic development Bet. if rad mummifies gain access to sophisticated seehnolosien lock of
undmitanding of their cap lities will persist as a barrier unless some form of technolosy transfer and education in part of a target development plat

101trooks B. Albery and Ms* P. Sieven. "The Averch-Johnsoo-Wellisz Model and the iblocommunicationsWeary," The Parietal Commankasions
1.4w joiratal, vol. 40, No. 2, April 1988, pp. 157492. Brooks sad Sloven list 12 aumptioes of the Averch-lolmeon Model, 6 about dm &mad 6 about
regulation. About the firm: 1) the firm chooses inputs so as to =than refit 2) the finn's prat21134mizin( menses are grew din its revenue
requiremems as set by dal:desolator; 3) the cost o( capital (r) in coustant and is set in &perfectly competitive environment 4) Inputs arepetfectsahnitmec
there sse no constraints on inputs employed; and inputs display diminishing marshal mama 5) deournd for de fism's peed= or seevice Is Stet 6)
the firm has no competition. About regulation 1) the allowed nue atoms is act maser than the firm's woe coat demand (r); 2) resume requirement
adjustments occor hatinessmonsly; 3) the only regulatory tool used by the regulator is the allowed rate enema 4) the firm is comarained by ooly one
regulars; 5) cost minimization (economic efficiency) is the only seal of tegalation; 6) all partiespanes perfect info/medal.
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and the extent to which they can enjoy advanced
technologies. In some situations, rate-of-return regu-
lation can reduce incentives for efficiency and
innovation, and result in higher costs than with
alternative regulatory approaches. For example, why
should a firm undertake a risky modernization
progam if consumers immediately benefit from any
cost savings resulting from innovation, but investors
must bear the risk of regulatory disallowances and
losses from unsuccessful innovations. Such asym-
metric regulation can result in higher costs to the rate
payers, delay modernization of the country's infra-
structure, deny customers access to new and innova-
tive services, and compromise the competitiveness
of regulated firms in the marketplace.

Regulators must be aware of potentially a. icom-
petitive practices by regulated firms. Well-heeled
firms could subsidize a competitively offered serv-
ice long enough to force out their competition. This
could effectively foreclose unregulated providers
from offering a competitive service, potentially
slowing the rate at which rural areas could gain
access to new technologies. Yet, excluding regu-
lated finns from competitive markets could deny
consumers lower prices, and deny investors of
opportunities to take advantage of new markets."

The effects of regulation on network moderniza-
tion are complex and generalizations cannot be
made. Since incentives for innovation and network
modernization are central to economic development,
it is important that the implications of rate of return
regulation be considered in the context of economic
development. When conununications is viewed as
an infrastructure, necessary for a variety of social
and economic functions, the regulator's dilemma of
allocating costs gains a different perspective.

Regulators must consider the costs to society and
also to the individual subscriber, if the community
cannot link up with the rest of the world. If the local
'aardware store cannot exchange data with the larger
national franchise, it may not be able to remain in
business. If the school cannot access library infor-

mation services or video courses, the community
suffers in the short and long tenn. Similarly,
regulators must also consider the value of the range
of applications of information technologies within a
community. elblecommunications access to state-of-
the-art medical technologies, international markets,
and distance learning curricula is more valuable to a
community than merely the ability to make routine
telephone calls. The effects of rate of return regula-
tion could be very different if regulators calculated
the costs and benefits of network moderaization and
technology for economic development.

Depreciation Practices and Modernization

The rate at which a company depreciates its
capital investments affects the rate at which it can
modernize its facilities.12 A long depreciation sched-
ule can imply a slower modernization process
because the cost of equipment must be spread over
a long period of time. In this case, a firm could not
afford to make new investments as quickly, but
subscribers' rates could remain low. A short depreci-
ation schedule recovers the cost of an investment
over a short tune, and the consumer absorbs this with
higher rates. Because the firm recovers the cost of
the investment quickly, it can afford to make new
investments sooner. In addition, the shorter pay-
back period means that the company will pay less
interest on the loan, and therefore the total cost of the
equipment will be less. Thus, although the higher
cost is passed to consumers, they ultimately pay less
for that technology."

Historically, rural independent telephone compa-
nies have faced relatively long depreciation rates.
Rather than replace their equipment with new
technologies before the old equipment was fully
depreciated, most companies continued to use electro-
mechanical switches while urban areas installed
analog electronic switches. lbchnology advances
have occurred rapidly in recent years, so digital
electronic switches have replaced analog electronic
switches as the prefened technology. At the same

11So= analysts call for "residual pricing" acme SerliCCS. using revenues from new services with muket-bmed ptices to cover a prima( shared
costs. However, the share covered by new services would not be based an sane arbitrary "fully allocated cost." but on what the mutat dictates.

"The links between depreciation practices sad modernization are clew in theory, although quantitative studies are unavailable. Ono of the few
empirical ladies in this area found that higher realized rues of fawn lead to greater invent:lam in plant mudenrizadon by AT&T in the 19601 and
1970s. H. Bomb. "Quality of Service and the Allowed Rate of Retum: American Iblepbcce arid Ulegraph," harna1 of &atomics and Bombers, vol.
32, 1979. pp. S6-95.

l3Stsictly speakiog, this ignores the opportunity cost to tba consumer of the ezna money they will pay fee a 'hotter period of time. Coamown will
pay lass for the technology assuning that the telephone company cannot earn a higher MUM on the cam amount of money it would be paying on the
shorter depredation schedule if it invested that motley elsewhere and paid the utility over a longer degweciation schedule.
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time, the electromechanical equipment ii some rural
areas was fully depreciated, enabling telephone
companies in rural areas to purchase digital switches
essentially leap-frogging a level of technology.
As a result, many rural areas have digital switching
before their urban counterparts. Nonetheless, the
majority of rural areas are still behind urban areas in
terms of technology.

If regulators allow fast depreciation schedules, a
telephone company might modernize its network
more quickly. However, regulators must consider
the value of the sophisticated equipment in light of
the higher rates consumers must pay. Although
industry observers, reguiators, and communications
companies continue to debate how sophisticated the
technology needs to be for the average consumer, the
scope of the debate and the range and number of
those debating are limited. When such debate
occurs, it often focuses on the residential users'
needs. If, however, communications is viewed as an
infrastructure, simultaneously supporting multiple
functions, the conununity's need for advanced
technology is much greater.

In determining an appropriate depreciation rate,
regulators must balance not only the fum's financial
needs, the effects on consumers' rates, and the
expected life of the equipment, but also the level of
technological sophistication needed by the commu-
nity. This requires accurate technology forecasting
as well as accurate accounting.

Alternatives to Rate-of-Return Regulation

Price-cap regulation is designed to overcome
some of the negative aspects of rate-of-return
regulation. This alternative approach sets a price
based on the firm's costs for a designated group of

services. The set price changes over time, based on
inflation, improvements in productivity, and changes
in the prices of inputs." By regulating prices rather
than the costs of physical inputs, price caps create an
incentive for firms to innovate in order to reduce
costs and improve their efficiency." Advocates of
this form of rugulation argue that investors may face
greater risks, but the reward structure is more
symmetrical (see box 5-A)."

Enthusiasm about price caps must be tempered by
a recognition of implementation difficulties. Regu-
lators, for example, must consider what price levels
are appropriate as a starting point, what productivity
index should be used to partially offset inflation
adjustments, what items should be in the regulated
bundle and what items should be unregulated, the
extent to which the firm could cross-subsidize its
regulated services with the revenues from its deregu-
lated services, the time period for such a plan, what
interval is appropriate for reassessing the price-cap
approach, and under what conditions and by what
zriteria to reevaluate the results of price caps.

In addition, regulators must also monitor quality
of service for all subscribers. A finn with capped
prices can potentially discriminate between custom-
ers by making concessions to politically powerful
consumer groups or more profitable users." Further-
more, the firm may be subject to reregulation:
rgulators (and legislators) cannot guanintee that
they will not intervene again in the future. A
reevaluation after a given time period is generally
specified in the negotiated price-cap agreement.

Price-cap regulation relies on competitive incen-
tives for firms to undertake efficient and innovative
activities. This 13 2e of regulation could leave rural

14Usually the price is set according to a formula, such as PT.1 = PT + I X *bare P1,1 is the allowed price, which is equal to Pr die price in the
previous tbne period, adjusted for inflation. 1, acid minus a given amount X. which =counts for increases in the firm's productivity that rhould lower
its costa.

ultra* gam and Panzer ague that, "at least in principle, (price-ap regulation) can induce the firm to minimize costs, produce efficiently la noncom
markets, uedertsbn cost reducing th001416013 as an umesulated finn would, and diversify into a noncom marka ff and only if &vend:Iced= is efficient.
Incentive° to mierepoit cost allocation and choose an inefficient technology simply disappear." Brenda= and Panzer. op. cit.. footnote 4, p. 390.
Additionally, Calnal and Riordan (1989) find that incentives fcc innovation we pada under a pricatiap system. L.M.B. Cant and M.H. Riordan.
"Incentives for Cost Reduction Under Price Cap Regulation." Jostreal of Regulatory Economics, vol. 1, 1989, pp. 93-102.

Riblany believe that prico-cap resuktion also leads to better regulatory oversight because regulators can focus directly on the policy issues °iceman.
rather than on detailed histotical data, sudi at histcsic cods or depreciation expose, which can clutter regulatory pimeedingsdiverting attention from
how udlity activity affects the telecommunications industry.

nbieny repeaters Ind CCODGEIngs believe that price caps create incentives for OMB to discriminate in such a way.
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Box 5-4Experimenting With Price Caps

Several States and the Federal Communication Commission have begun to experiment with price-cap
regulation. Ai the State level, public utilities commissions (PUCs) have undertaken price-cap regulation as part of
a technology deployment and economic development strategy. For example. in Vermonta predominantly rural
Statethe PUC granted greater pricing flexibility to the local exchange carrier (LECs) in exchange for a
commitment from the telephone companies to upgrnde their technology and provide a basic level of service to every
community. Kansas recently took a similar approach. Under the ThleKansas plan, Southwestern Bell agreed to
invest $160 million in network technology at a faster rate than it would have under the traditional rate of return
regulation. In exchange for Southwestern Bell's commitment, the Kansas Corp. Commission agreed to more
flexible pricing regulation. A number of other States arc also taking similar approaches.

At the Federal level, the local exchange carriers have received price caps with ambivalence. Although all seven
of the Bell operating companies face mandatory price-cap regulation, the majority of independent telephone
companies have yet to yield to the new regulatory regime. Meeting the required productivity increases appears to
have discouraged some of the smaller telephone companies.1

1"Indeperklents Snub 'Woo Price Caps," Telephony. Nov. 16. 1990. p. 20. See also. Price Caps? No Thanks. Conorninications Week.
Nov. 12, 1990. g. 12.

areas vulnerable.3 Rural areas have traditionally
been among the last to get new technologies
precisely because firms will maximize profits by
serving the least expensive, most lucrative, and
easiest-to-serve customers first. Analysts have little
hard evidence about how price caps would affect
rural areas because these plans have not been in
effect until recently, or have been implemented only
in limited cases, mostly for competitive long-
distance service. If the regulatory flexibility of price
caps promotes beneficial technical change, firms
and customers, including those in rural areas, could
realize substantial savings (see box 5-B).

An andysis of the positive and negative incen-
tives of price caps would be incomplete if costs are
viewed strictly as the cost of the firm's investments.
Communications technologies are much more than
a commodity, especially for rural areas, so regulators
should treat investments in communications tech-
nologies as investments in community infrastruc-
ture.19 Price caps alone cannot accomplish this. Even
if regulators implement a social contract, mandating
investments that firms would not make otherwise as
a condition of allowing price-cap regulation, regula-
tors and firms must identify the costs and benefits

they will be worldng with, the source of funds, and
the means to evaluate these investments. Will the
cash flows come from cost savings induced by the
new regulatory incentives? Will the financial mar-
kets view the new social contract as involving net
benefits to investors? Will prices in urban areas be
kept artificially higherproviding subsidies for
rural customers? Depending on the answers to such
questions, raral areas could benefit or lose.

Interestingly, in those cases where States have
adopted price caps under the condition that the
telephone company make specific investments, the
funds for those investments do not come solely from
productivity increases. Rather, urban consumers' or
business rates are allowed to rise to compensate for
the increased investments in the network. Cross-
subsidization between urban and rural areas, there-
fore, persists.

Cable Television

The possibility of one company providing both
cable television and telephone service could have
significant impact on the rate of network moderniza-

Iltliven tubes areas and large busineu users can be vulnerable to some el tbe abuses thst can arise from rice-cap regulation In markets without
effective caupesition, telecommunication conpenies will face greater incentives io scatimize profits by nee improving service. This opulence bas
been the case in the Mind Kingdom where price caps hive bon inplace the longest. A Citibank executive notes. "for loner-hag loag distince smite.
. . .priee cape have kept ones down became of the fierce Araby between British Miaow ple sod Mereury Coneuniestioos lad.," bat for less
competitive multett, such as local soviets sad mediustances toll service, Cidhank "hu faced escalnieg rates." /Whim Mete, "Price Caps
Criticized." Cometesicatiosu Week, July 16. 1990. p. 12.

"lama*, cases, regulates are constrained by Stoic law and court precedents in the =teat as which they can couldor econocak development moans.
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Box S-BPrice Caps With Rural Provisions

Utah's Public Service Commission recently
adopted price-cap regulations for the Bell operating
company serving the State. Under the new plan, US
West is granted greater pricing flexibility in ex-
change for their commitment to :nvest over $6
billion to upgrade their service to the rural regions
in the State. However, as a result of the new plan,
residents of Salt Lake will likely pay higher rates.

tion and technology deployment in rural areas.2°
Economically and technologically, such an arrange-
ment is not only possible, but also advantageous for
rural areas. Economies of scale exist for both
telephone lines and cable television lines in rural
areas and therefore, each is a natural monopoly in a
rural setting.21 Both telephone lines and cable
television lines can cam digital infonnation. Thus,
entertainment video as well as voice and data
messages could easily travel along the same lines.
This capability will grow as fiber optics, or other
high-capacity transmission media, are adopted for
cable and for telephone lines. Because it is so
expensive to lay the wires for cable television,
telephone, and other telecommunications services
across vast distances in rural areas, combining all
modes of traffic along one conduit could enable rural
areas to take advantage of economies of scope and
thus more easily and quickly afford a sophisticat.ed
communications infrastructure.

Despite the potential advantages of jointly provid-
ing services in rural areas, such an arrangement
raises important public policy issues. Legal and
regulatory barriers against this type of facilities-

Mob coodblisit *my

A cable television satellite-receiver end microwave-
transmission site in rural Vkginla.

sharing have been devised to protect consumers
against possible monopoly abuses that could arise
from one firm controlling the only lines of communi-
cation and information. Action to change these
restrictions will be hotly contested because the
stakes are very high for both the cable and the
telecommunications industries.22

x'As Robert M. Pepper explains, "whether or not telephome companies provide video programming nay not makes significant difference to whether
LEC's evmtually deploy fiber but may significantly affect the timing of such deployment" (emphasis added). Reber( 114. Pepper, Office of RIM and
Policy. Federal Connmmications Commission. "Though the Looking Glass: Integrated Ilmadband Network% Regulatoey Policy, and Institutional
Change," 1988. p. 16.

210ee raison that AT&T wss divested in 1984 was that people had begun decades earlier to question the natural monopoly characterisdes of UM
telecommunications industry. In whines-as. telecommunkadons may not, in fact, bee went m000pely; the size °Me subscriber base, nombined with
the dcosity of subscribers. may mean that several firms might be able to achieve die requisite °commies of scale. In rural areas, however, this is not the
case. For further reading about the natural monopoly cluncteristics of terrestrial teleemmormicadons service in rural weak am John C. Famar. '1Ise
Cootinuing Role for Franchise Monopoly in Rural Thlephony." Rural Thkeemsamkations, summer 1987, pp. 43-50. Alio, Min C. Pamir, lesehnony
for NTIA Notice of Inquiry: Compeebensive Study of the Mountie Ibleccantounieetioas Infrastructure, Docket No. 91296-9296.

nSee Roger Noll and Bruce M. Owen, "United States v. AT&T: An Intaim Asseament," dismission paper No. 139, presented to the Wostshopcm
Applied Miamconomica, Industrial Orval:radon, and Regulation, Stenford University. Stacked, CA. See also. U.S. Congress, Office orItchnology
Assessment, Critical Connection t: Communkations fir the Future, OTA-CIT-407 (Wathington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. Issmary 1990)-
See also "Cable TV Rates, Deployment of Fiber to Rural Homes Debated WON Rep. Wise's Panel, Thlecommwskation Reports, Feb. 12, 1990, pp.
20-21.
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Under the 1984 Cable Communications Policy
Act,23 local telephone companies cannot provide
video programming within their service areas. By
prohibiting telephone companies from providing
cable programming either directly (along their own
lines) or indirectly (along the lines of an affiliate or
subsidialy),24 the Cable Act effectively created a
monopoly for the cable providers in each franchise
tenitory. From a strict economic perspective, two
separate transmission lines terminating at eachk.ame
or business is a wasteful solution.

One rationale for codifying the cable monopoly
was to encourage technology diffusion. Policymakers
reasoned that a monopoly wouid deploy technology
faster than a competitive market. The y feared that, if
telephone companies could own cable television
facilities, they could discriminate against cable
programmers and operators who were not in some
way affiliated with the telephone company. More-
over, the telephone company could undercut coin-
petitors' prices and drive the competition out of the
market. As a result, technology would advance at a
slower pace.

Although the cable monopoly persists, policy-
makers continue to debate whether telephone com-
panies should be banned from the cable industry.
The focus of the debate has shifted from the question
of technology diffusion to that of market power.
Some analysts believe that the cable industry has
abused its monopoly position and should be subject
to the discipline of a competitive market that would
include telephone companies. Others contend that
the telephone companies are already so large and
powerful that they could easily purchase existing
cable systems and thwart any real competition.

In some rural areas, the cable-telephone cross-
ownership debate has been resolved. The Cable Act
includes an exemption from the rules for towns with
populations under 2,500. Congress is now consider-
ing expanding the current Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) defmition of rural area from
population of 2,500 to 20,000, so that many more

4.
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A cable company and telephone company In rural
Wast Virginia share the same premises but maintain

separate transmission fadlitles and oompletely
separate ownership structures.

rural locations would be exempt from cross-
ownership restrictions.25 This action represents a
first step in recognizing the unique problems of rural
areas and addressing rural issues differently from
urban issues.

Information Services
The rationale for allowing telephone companies

to offer information services, such as videotex,
electronic yellow-pages, dial-up video, and cable
television is similar to the rationale for allowing
cable-telephone company cross-ownership. Such an
arrangement could take advantage of economies of
scope, by utilizing the same facilities for several
different functions, and economies of scale, by
attracting the demand of several different user
groups. The Bell operating companies (BOCs) argue
that such an increase in the demand for network
capacity would be necessary to justify rapid, high-
capacity network modernization. Before this could
occur, however, the provisions of the court-
supervised Modified Final Judgment that prohibits
the BOCs from offering information services would

2347 U.S.C. * 533 (b).

24Pepper, op. cit., footnote 20. p. 21. The Cable Cocautonicatictis Act of 1984 prohibits any relationship between a cable operator and a telephonecompany, other than that of arriermser. This means that the telephone company my/ provide the cable cowpony with telephooe service, bat dun canbow other relationship, whemby the telephone conspeny worth' providecapacity for the cable company to num& its signals along. Additionally. themcan be no flumcial stelladons tetweca do two peados.

25S30800, of the 1010 Cowes, inchabd provisiom to wand the deftnidon of a nal wee from 2.500 people to 20,000 for the pwposes of acat.totelco aose-oworrabip waiver. Althonah this legisWion did not pass, it is expected to re-emage in Mum less' ins of Coogitss as an importantissue.
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have to change.26 This ban exists to prevent the Bell
companies from acting in an anticompetitive way
that could siow technology diffusion and industry
innovation, and could make consumers ultimately
pay higher rates." 29 In addition, some critics
contend that the information-services ban should
remain in place because it would be dangerous for
one company to control all the information to each
household.

As a way to allow the telephone companies to
offer information services, the FCC and several
State regulatory agencies29 have proposed a system
of Open Network Architecture (ONA)." With ONA,
enhanced service providers could gain equal access
to the telephone companies' networks. Thus, the
telephone companies could offer information serv-
ices under the condition that they open their network
to competitors, who would pay for the technology
that they needed to reach potential customers.
Hypothetically, ONA would create a "level playing
field" whereby a BOC could not use its network to
discriminate against competing enhanced services
vendors who rely on the local network.31 Such an
arrangethent would take advantage of the economies
of scope while also taking advantage of competitive
forces.

Network unbundling, which is implicit in ONA
plans, could create incentives for faster network
modernization and technology diffusion, but it could
also place rural America at a further disadvantage
relative to th- rest of the country. If rural areas are
not able to configure the various pieces of the
network, they will not be able to effectively use

communications as a component of their economic
development plans.

Affordable lbchnologies Necessary for
Economic Development

Bridging the technological gap between rural and
urban areas is not enough. Modem technologies will
be of little value to rural citizens if they cannot afford
to use them. Often, because of their remote location,
rural citizens must pay moia for transactions that are
part of economic development and vitality. The
extra cost of making a long-distance telephone call
to a nearby database that lies across an exchange
boundary, or to call the local school in another
LATA,32 is a bather to economic development. Not
only do rural areas need access to technologies that
are comparable to those in urban areas, this access
must be comparably affordable.

LATA Boundaries

One factor that creates a cost differential between
urban and rural areas is the greater frequency of
interLATA calling in rural areas. Because LATA
boundaries tend to reflect the calling patterns and
exchange locations of standard metropolitan statisti-
cal areas, most urban subscribers can conduct daily
transactions, such as ordering materials for their
business, without considering the extra cost of an
interLATA call. LATA boundaries often do not
match rural calling patterns so well. Whether they
must call an adjacent community, or the nearest
urban center, rural citizens frequently encounter the

26Cable television sesvice would qualify as sn information stevice.

27Msny economists and cable indusny advocates coward that the BOCs could subsidize their competitive services, which would Maeda cable
television if the information service ban were lifted, with revenues from their m000poly local telephone service. In doing so, they would charge their
"espdve" monopoly cusectoms higher xices and use the extra revenue to compensate for losses they might ineur by under-pricivg their competitive
products. This would then drive out the competidca and creme a monopoly for all services .

nu:BOCA aod several telecommunications industry and consumes organirations. including the VideotexIndustry Association. dm U.S. Ibkphone
Associatioo. and Action for Chikken's lblevision, issued a joint rap* to U.S. District Court Judge Harold GreCOO asking for the Whig of all the
restrictions for information services, dab** drat these is no evidence that telephone company entry into bricemattan-services markets would be
runicornpetitive. They went so for as to say that such an action mold stimulate competition. Dleeeettruatkations Reports, An& 27, 1990, p. S.

'Vedas' Communication Commission. through Computes Inigtiry M. and New York State along withseveial other Stale Utilities Commission
have issued comments on ONA.

30As the FCC coon:rues to debate ONA, several States have decided to go fionvard with network unbtmdling and ONA.Under such a plan, Washington
has ordered that the BOC establish mama subsidiarks for its information services snd its plain old telephone sesvices.

31KenntubDonow and Lyon McGlynn, "Open Network Architect= Public Policy faran Evolving IkleccarmunicadonsNetwuk," cooractorreport
Fevered for the Office of lirchnelogy Assessment. July 1990, g. 3.

32A LATA (Local Access and Dimon Area) I. comprhed of a relatively large number of local exchanges. The mem local exchangek oda' lo the
geographic ares waved by the same local switching equipment. Sulateribers within a local =haw have telephone numbers with blades'dmee-digit
prefixes. LATAs were developed as a result of the dive:ninon settlement to define geographic areas within which the former Bell emoting commie'
(110Cs) provided telephone service. The metkomet allows the BOCa to provide huraLATA service, bat it forbids them hone providing ineeLATA
telecannumications.
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extr costs of making an interIATA call (see figure
5- 1 ).

Whether this disparity is unfair is debatable.
Many economists argue that the extra costs required
for more frequent interLATA calls from rural areas
are not necessarily unjust because rural areas have
always been subject to more long-distance calls than
urban areas.33 The question of whether or not LATA
boundaries are fair may be less important, however,
than whether they impinge on development in rural
areas. Since LATAs were an artifact of divestiture,
they are unlikely to change unless the Modified
Final Judgment changes significantly.

Extended Area Service

In addition to the long-distance costs of crossing
LATA boundaries, rural citizens face higher costs
for calls that cross exchange boundaries. Because
small, independent teleph ne companies often serve
rural areas.34 calls across short distances may require
different companies to make the connection. If two
fums must interconnect to complete a call, the costs
of that call must be allocated between them and thus
usually cannot be covered by each company's flat
local service rate. Although it crosses relatively
short distances, this call is a toll call.

The exchange boundaries that have existed for
several decades may not correspond with local
economic or political boundaries, so they may seem
even more arbitrary than LATA boundaries. Be-
cause urban areas are usually served by one large
telephone company, urban subscribas do not face
these interconnection charges.35

Many States have started to implement Extended
Area Service (EA S) plans to address nual custom-
ers' concerns about paying toll fees for calls that
cross short distances." Under such a plan, telephone

companies redistribute their costs. For example,
consumers might pay an extra $2 on their monthly
bill so that they can call the neighboring community
without long-distance charges; some consumers
never call that community, while others need to call
frequeatly. On average, the extra revenue from the
higher flat rate should cover the lost long-distance
revenues.37

The local exchange carriers' choice of technolo-
gies, their network plans, and the state of moderniza-
tion are important considerations for defining a local
calling area for an EAS plan. This is because the
costs for each company depends not only on present
engineering and cost allocation, but also on future
technologies. For example:

An all-digital, all-glass network wutdd have a
significantly superior ability to handle congestion
and to reroute traffic. Also, such a system may be
largely distance-insensitive because of its handling
characteristics capacity."

Thus, future technology plans might make EAS
much more feasible. It might be worthwhile, how-
ever, to implement EAS earlier rather than later so
that consumers who would provide demand for
sophisticated technologies in the future would re-
main in the current calling region.

Future modernization decisions will depend on
present definitions or redefinitions of local callihj
areas, as much as the definitions of the local calling
area will depend on technology deployment plans.
The economics of telecommunications are such that
costs tend to decrease as size of the service area and
capacity increases. As a result, the addition of a
host-remote switch, the creation of radio networks,
or the deployment of high-capacity transmission
facilities that could serve more customers at a lower

liSeme props* the die mambas al tbc Waistless of LATA boundaries in mud mess is legitimate under only tau ciummitancm: 1) if their own
calling areas were somehow reduced as a result of the divestiture process. at 2) if leterLATA num have riseutimmatically dne (*regulatory policy. This
argument follows Owe rind cowmen needed to make lang-distance calls for many transactions even pier to divestiture. Addidonally, competitka
in to) niatilets, which resulted from divesture. his ttaded to lower illsaltite and imams& loogadistance pekes.

34whikt ha =Jolty of Weiland= telephone companies save oust stem mom turd areas am still saved by tbe Bell °pasting companies.
351 e costs for connecting mango; within the humidifies of a larger firm are covered try the avenging that exam with the flat rate for local service

in the moodily NIL
'Volatile has bees very poactive in implementing MS plans. The =al regions of the State expaienced the biggest changes u a result of the new

plans became lb* eallin areas were Inc:owed significantly.
nAlthough on average fhms will make up fee the lost lontdistance revenues, this avenge works out bemuse some finns earn fewer revenues and

some cam mote. Stases may still hem to NMI& a higbcost feud that would compensate firma who earn lower revenues as a result of the new plan.

ultaymond Lawtoa ad John &mows, Factors Affecithg the Denition of the Local Calling Area: An Asmarsent of Tread, (Columbus,OH: The

National Regulatory Reeemeh Institute. 199l p. 45.
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Figure 5-1National Local Access and Transport Area (LATA) Map
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cost might seem more feasible if local calling area
boundaries expand.39

To establish the appropriate EAS boundaries,
regulators must first determine the community of
interest. Often, they will survey the calling patterns
of prospective communities to assess how often they
might call a neighboring community. However, the
same problems that are involved in forecasting
demand for technology exist in forecasting demand
for EAS service. If, for example, consumers must
pay toll rates to call a nearby community, they might
call less frequently and report on the survey few
long-distance calls.40

Regulators must also consider characteristics of
the local communirMons market when reviewing
EAS plans. Three features of the telecommunica-
tions market are relevant to EAS.41 First, whether the
local telecommunications provider is a monopolist
will affect the ease with which EAS plans might be
implemented. If an EAS plan requires significant
changes in the technical facilities, regulators could
more easily mandate such changes to a monopoly
supplier than to suppliers in a competitive telecom-
munications marketplace. Second, the redefinition
of a local calling area could impact the sustainability
of intraLATA toll competition. If competition exists
for the long-distance calls that occur within LATA
boundaries, competitors might riot be able to afford
to offer service if their consumer base erodes
because fewer calls are toll calls. Third, the extent to
which consumers use telecommunications could
affect the extent to which they would be willing to
pay the extra cost of EAS. Often, many customers
will make mostly local calls and accept paying a
premium for infrequent toll calls. However, for
many business customers, and increasingly hospi-
tals, scnools and individual subscribers, distance-
sensitive rates translate to higher costs to reach
extended markets or needed information. These
added costs are important for products with highly
elastic demand.

Regulators must balance the impact of EAS on the
rates of those who do not directly benefit from the
service compared to the cost savings for those who
use the service extensively.42 Standard cost-benefit
analyses, using economic cost data, are of limited
usefulness when many of the costs and benefits are
not characterized by physical entities or direct
savings, but rather by social costs and benefits.
These benefits may include positive externalities
associated with an increased calling volume.° A
negative impact would be that consumers who do
not make long-distance calls must pay higher rates
without benefiting directly.

Local calling area boundaries are subject to
regulatory approval. Hence, regulators effectively
determine market boundaries at the same time they
determine local calling area boundaries. Therefore,
regulators must be sensitive to economic develop-
ment concerns and explore new approaches for
cost-benefit analyses. As the role of telecommunica-
tions and information technologies increases in
society, regulators' decisions increasingly function
as de facto economic development policies. Ideally,
these decisions would take place in conjunction with
State and local economic development planning.

Coordination of Users and Providers:
Leveraging Demand and Supply

Market forces often work against rural areas; Ibis
is the case for telecommunications technologies and
services. The vast distances and sparse populations
that characterize rural life do not generate the
economies of scale and scope that make communica-
tions technologies more affordable in urban areas.
Many of the subsidies that provided telecommunica-
tions to rural areas at prices less than the cost of
service have disappeared since divestiture. Now
rural consumers must also absorb the costs of
understanding and configuring telecommunications
services and technologies to fit their needs." In this

39Ibid., p. 67.

4111bid.. pp. 33-53.

4111id.. p. 50.

420ften. a mmority of subscriben will make die majority of the phone calls. These subscribers. howeva, are frequently the conummity !Was and
voluntm who ase integral to tbe development process.

44Vhan Colorado implemented an EAS plan, calling volume in the region increased by 500 percent. The large increase indicated that many people
were now comnuinicadng bemuse it became affordable. Moreover, hammed communication leads to lead to even more comuunkadea. With such a
growth in wiling potential with MS plans, regulators and local telephone companies must be prepared to make the nocessay equipmmt upgrades to
handle the new traffic.

44Por a mons detailed diallidOn sae ch. 3.
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new environment, rural communities and businesses
must find creative ways to make the same market
forces that work to the advantage of corporations
also work for them. However, communities will
likely encounter regulatory barriers that will inhibit
their efforts to exploit the market. In many cases, the
same regulations designed to protect small consum-
ers from market abuses can impede their abilities to
compete.

Rural Area Networks: Coordinating Users

Despite their disadvantages in the telecommuni-
cations marketplace, rural areas can take advantage
of market forces to gain access to advanced telecom-
munications technologies and services. The notion
of Rural Area Networks (RANs) illustrates a strat-
egy that could enable rural communities to do just
that. However, the current regulatory environment
might discourage or inhibit such demand agglomer-
ation. In many cases regulation may not directly
prohibit shared usage arrangements, but to the extent
that such arrangements are unprecedented, commu-
nities that try this type of strategy could find
themselves in the midst of drawn out regulatory
proceedings.

Pricing

Pricing regulation could present an obstacle to
using telecommunications as part of a development
strategy if RANs utilize the public switched net-
work.45 In most States, the local exchange carriers
(LECs) must file with the PUC for each different
rate, or tariff, they might offer to different customer
groupse.g., business, residential, or university
and for different servicese.g., voice, data, or video
services." Thus, residential subscribers pay certain
rates for the use of the lines to their homes, while
businesses, hospitals, and colleges may pay different
rates for the lines terminating to their facilities.
However, if the local community college were to
share broadband capacity with local businesses,
extend a link to the community's medical clinic, and
connect several other community agencies or busi-
nesses with services or markets outside the commu-
nity, the capacity would no longer be dedicated to
the sole use of any of the individual subscribers or
for any particular service (see figure 5-2).

Government
offices

Figure 5-2Thral Players

Residences Businesses

Schools

Hospitals
and clinics

A Rural Area Network can Include many different players In a rural
community, inducting small businesses, government offices,
hospitals, schools, and community colleges or universities.
SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1991.

At minimum, an arrangement like the RAN
described above would require that the community,
the telephone company, and regulators agree on a
tariffing arrangement that treated these various users
as a defined group. Such agreements are common-
piace, but typically involve similar entities. For
example, all the State colleges in Vermont are
treated as one users' goup and thus all face the same
rates, which are lower than would be possible if each
were treated as individual users. This system bene-
fits both the colleges, with lower rates, and the
telephone company, by guaranteeing a sufficient
volume of traffic over their lines. Tblephone compa-
nies typically cannot define a users' group and
implement a new rate without filing a tariff with the
public utilities commission. Thus, even if a RAN
were not control, ersial, it would likely require a rate
hearing and substantial administrative proceeding
before it was approved. Most likely, either the LEC
or the community would have to hire lawyers and
technology consultants in order to file for a regula-
tory waiver. With a RAN, this process could take a
long time and a lot of energy and expense because so
many different parties and types of services would
be involved.

This scenari^ also introduces new complications
into the cost-based, or de-averaged, pricing strate-
gies that arose in the partially competitive post-

4sPricing is not a cancan ce private networksexcept for internal accounting purposessince private networks axe not subject to regulatory
oversillbt.

month is tme for States with roe-of-num regulation. The extent to which the local exchange claimmust file tariffs with die MC will vary under
alternative regulatory methods.
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divestiture telecommunications market.'" With a
shared arrangement, such as RANs, prices cannot be
assigned strictly according to the cost of service for
each user or each type of service since it is likely that
none of the services could be provided affordably if
the other services were noi sharing the costs. A tariff
designed specifically for RANs might require a
reaveraging uf costs aaoss different user's groups,
and possibly across regions.4 Moreover, the bene-
fits derived from access to advanced sei vices in rural
areas may not correspond to the cost of providing
these services. For these reasons, standard cost-
beneEz analyses would be of limited usefulness in
evaLtating RANs unless they included the broader
benefits of economic development and the opportu-
nity costs of not havitig advanced services available
in rural areas. The inclusion of such nonequipmem
or unquantifiable costs and benefits in regulatory
and pricing calculations runs counter to the trend in
telecommunications regulation of pricing according
to the stand-alone cost49 of a service." It is critical,
however, to consider that the economic models of
telecommunications regulation that work well in
urban areas may be inappropriate to apply to rural
areas.

Bypass

Just as many large businesses, universities, and
State governments are opting to build their own
telecommunications networks, some rural commu-
nities are finding that creating their own network
would be easier than wading through lengthy
regulatory procedures and convincing the telephone
company that the community could generate suffi-
cient demand for service to justify the investment in
sophisticated telecommunications equipment The
town of Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania is taking such an
approach. In conjunction with Bloomsburg Univer-
sity and the Ben Franklin Partnership, the town has
proposed the construction of a high-capacity digital
"highway" to Harrisburg, where it would hnk up
with the access points of all long-distm.,e telecom-
munications providers (see figure 5-3)." Blooms-
burg decided to establish its own telecommunications
system largely because alternative strategies were
unavailable, or unworkable. For example, because
the town cannot demonstrate sufficient demand
conditions at the present, long-distance carriers are
unwilling .0 invest in the technology that would
make the link between Bloomsburg and Hauisburg
unnecessary. This route also crosses a LATA

47For a more detailed discussion of the movement toward cost-bued pricing, see ch. 3.

"Prim to if:Waders& prices were averaged acmes consumer mope. Many occonerists argue that price averaging introduces Wefficiencies into the
minket, winch ultimately make coosumas worse off. For exsmple, Leland Joheson argues that allocating costa in a way that allows crou-subsidizatioa
on the part of the tektite:4w company between profitable end costly suvica raises the possibility of two types of dangers. Fira. cross tubsidizatien could
enable the regulated firm to keep other, possibly mote efficient supplies& out of tbe market by pricittg their compuldve r vice beim tbe actual cost
of providing its undrinit up the difference in the m000prity masket On the otbm bond. if the regulated firm is subject to price floor& under which it
cannot price its services, Moan warns of the danger of " 'umbrella' pricing, under which new entrants could undercut Hell's prices eventhough their
costs would be higher than Bell's costs of offesing the service in combioation with its noncompetitive services." Leland Johnson, Competition and
Crust-Subeidisaatat the Thlephate Wavy (Santa Monks. CA: Rand Com., 1982). p. 19.

Cateatu shout aoss-mbeidizadoas Cala be important in markets that am truly Otaapedlive. ar eves partially competitive. However, the economics
of providing teleconsmonicatioes to warmly poprilared rural areas is unlikely to support competitive provision of =vice, at least until ONA is a reality.
lolm Panzer argues remiatively for the telecommunkatioas monopoly in rend atom See Panzer, op. cit. footnote 21, pp. 43-50.

olicooestlas calculate the stand-alone cost of savice to test whether a service is crust-sub:tared by or is erom-subefdizittp another service. The
test alms to ware whether the "revenue of tb =vice =weds the cost of that service produced in isoladon, rubor than in ocurhinallott with ahem."
Johnson, op. cit., famine 411. p. 19.

30Incorporating economic development concems into the regulatory purview is particularly difficult became the teleconsmonicatioos industry is in
a sate of flux, with ttm final balance of colopothica and negulatioo unimoweb/s. Inappropriatecost-alleation rules will yield inefficient price dinga .
unfairly border:in pristicular customers. Costing procedures become etas more maxi when replaars mut determine whether to allot costa within
a single thee period or across a larger time horizon. This problem is especially Mak for evaluating new products. In paticular, with new mead
pricing, two factors suggest instances in which typical regulakty practices ad& be spike inappropriate. GA. Pauthaber and I. Boyd, "Optical
New-Pioduct Pricing in Regulated binaries." hum, of Regulatory &mistake, vol. 1, 1989, pp. 341-358. Pint these are cosiconer "dessoestraion
effects" and network externalities. People become familiar with the capabiliths et new technologies by observing how their cohorts benefit from anew
advice. In addition soma new services are valued on the basis of number La the network haft a fax madam is each mom useful ifmar Mims have
cesepatitge Kaman. Thos, over dote, danand-aide effects case Mare demand to be a emotion of meat eausseption levels. Second. them are
puede= "leaning curve" effects. Longer production runs in early periods promote keening which tends to lower costs in Ister periods.

Such intatuopoul interdependencies imply this a sbnplisde cost-allocation mime could doom a new senioe. If:egoism *pow them muds, they
could reduce the rase anew mina development and Imelda:1km Mod-by-period cost recovery= be very deorimmed to bottle:loos 82d coosansaa.
HOIMINX the regaleter's job becomes MU* became diffuent consumer clams will likely value quality improvements associated with notwut
modemixatice differently. Moreover, these values will Only drop over time, as nisideneal subscribers become theriliar with new services.

sine town plans to en distal micarware technology to provide de 4$ Mlips domain, barmen Bloomsburg and Hanistaan. In addition to voice
traffic. this network could bade highspeed data, high-rmolution grspbeca, and commseed motion video. lbws of Bloomsburg, "Viecommenicedons
Concept for the lbwn of Bloomsburg," 1990, pp. 4-5.
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Figure 54Bloomsburg, PA iblecommunications
Network Configuration
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The Bloomsburg Telecommunications Netwodt aggregates the
telecommunications demand of many local users, Int:hiding
businesses and Bloomsburg University. This aggregated traffic
thin travels along 05-3 lines to Hardsburg, wttere MCI, Sprint,
and AT&T each have points of presence.
SOURCE: Dovetail Systeme Corp.. wrol000mmunkatfons Opportunities

for Elioomaborg," klethlthem. PA June 1989.

boundau, so Bell of Pennsylvania cannot carry the
traffic. Fmally, although the public switched net-
work could technically accommodate many of the
services the town needs, town officials have sug-
gested it is more economical for the town to build its
own system because of the. way the regulated
services are priced.

The University of Maine faced a similar situation
when it was considering expanding its fiber optic
distance education network into the neighboring
New England States.52 Although the University
worked out an arrangement with New England
lelephone to deploy the fiber optic r ework within
Maine, the LEC could not offer its services across
the State's border because interstate traffic is the
domain of the interexchange carriers (IXCs), such as
AT&T, MCI, and Sprint and is regulated by the
FCC. The interstate tariffed rates for DS-3 lines were
so prohibitively expensive" that it made more sense
for the university to build digital microwave links
across the State borders to link up with the networks
in the other States.54

The logistical problems that the University of
Maine and the town of Blootnsburg face in develop-
ing their RANs will likely confront many rural
communities and community organizations as they
begin to explore using telecommunications as part of
an economic development strategy. Because the
regulatory system could not accommodate eco-
nomic development concerns, Bloomsburg and the
University have few options but to bypass the public
network. Although building a RANor prat of a
RANon privately owned facilities might be the
least expensive solution for the immediate future,
the cost of many small networks will almost surely
exceed the cost of extending advanced technology
along the public switched network to these commu-
nities. Thus, there is a significant cost of failing to
reconcile economic development and regulatory
policies.

Rural Area Networks: Coordinating Providers

Consortia of telecommunications providers can
take advantage of market forces in much the same
way that coalitions of users can leverage market
power to gain access to advanced telecommunica-
tions services and technologies. By cooperating or
entering joint ventures, telwommunications provid-
ers can distribute the high costs and diminigb some
of the risk of investing in advanced telecommunica-
tions technology in mral areas. However, regulatory
restrictions and anti-trust considerations often pre-
vent or impedc such arrangements from developing.
In many cases, the regulations and laws that inhibit
the formation of a telecommunications consortia
were developed to protect consumers from market
abuses that typically occur when suppliers collude
with one another.

Iowa Network Services (INS) illustrates the
problems that could arise if telecommunications
providers ally to create RANs. INS is a consortium
of 128 of Iowa's 150 independent telephone compa-
nies that joined forces in 1984 to build a fiber optic
network providing centralized equal access to rural
communities across the State.55 Individually, none
of the independent companies could have afforded to

52The expulsion hos not yet account

33The isterstssa rata is to expansive because of the capacity expired to teninnit a video message, like those nod fot distance education or
tekconfestecing. Bsseedsily. sea*, nne video messige is equivalent to sending tboosmds of data stream

54Estissates for themiffed DS-3 It., wcre mond $12 million. compared to the $300,000 to $400,000 estimated cost of the microwave links.

53Willism H. Davidson, Anne C. Dibole, and Sandra C. Ham. Thlecornownicarioar multiunit Economic Development (Redondo Beath, Ck MESA
Inc., 1990 ).
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Figure 5-4lowa Network Services
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provide such sophisticated services their rural
customers. Organizing the consortium and fmding
financing for their venture proved to be only the first
hurdle these independent companies encountered in
offering advanced telecommunications capabilities
to their customers. The 130C serving Iowa brought
an anti-trust suit against lNS in an effort to block the
network. The suit failed, but it took 31/2 years of
Federal and State regulatory hearings and proceed-
ings before INS could offer its services (see figure

In contrast to the INS experience, a group of
independent telephone companies in South Carolina
encountered few regulatory or legal obstacles when
they joined together to form a fiber optic network,
called PalmettoNet Each participating, independent
telephone company built, operates and maintains the
section of the network that passes through their
territory. The consortia, PalmettoNet, then leases
capacity from the individual companies to create the
unified network (see figure 5-5).57

PalmettoNet is a consortium of independent telephone compa-
nies In South Carolina, *pc, jointiy Invested In afiber optic network.

SOURCE: Harinest Sawfin*y. University ot Texas at Austin. 1091.

Arrangements such as Iowa Network Services and
PalmettoNet take advantage of synergies to make
market forces work to the advantage of rural
subscribers. These approaches require strategic plan-
ning at the regional level, rather than at the level of
each independent telephone company.s8 Thus far,
such consortia are largely unprecedented. Therefore,
their legality or feasibility retl_ains untested in many
markets. As the examples show, it is difficult to
predict the extent to which companies will fare
regulatory or legal obstacles. Where uncertainties
exist, stakeholders who are opposed to the strategy
might use the regulatoty and legal system to halt
progress on such a project. Therefore, anti-trust suits
will be likely if the dominant carrier in a region
perceives such networks as a competitive threat.

Currently, regulatory and development policy in
most States and at the Federal level is unprepared to
deal with creative approaches, such as user coali-
tions and provider consortia, to technology deploy-
ment in rural areas. If rural areas are to access
advanced conmiunications technologies in an eco-
nomical fashion, it is critical that policymakers at the
local, State, and Federal levels think about and plan
for such arrangemelts.

561bk1.

5711.mweet Sawbney, "Complimacntarity Strategy," comment document prepared foe the Office of 'o1ogy Assessment, November 1990.

selirmeet Sawbney, "Rural 1blecommunications: A Cultural Hypothesis" (draft), doctoral dissertation, The Univenity of lbw at Austin, 1991.
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Chapter 6

The Role of the Federal Government:
Orchestrating Cooperation and Change

Findings
The Federal Government can play an important

role in rural economic development. lb do so, it
must exercise leadership and make rural develop-
ment and the use of communications technologies in
the development process a national priority. The
diversity of rural conditions across the Nation means
that the development goals set by the Federal
Government must be broad, allowing for more
specific goals and strategies to be formulated and
executed at the State and local levels. In addition to
vision, the Federal Government must provide a
commitment of financial and technical support.

Many players at the Federal, State, and local
levels must be involved in a holistic rural develop-
ment strategy. Competition for turf and economic
rewards hinders the cooperation among players
necessary for economic development and the effi-
cient use of communication technologies in rural
areas. Many stakeholders have never had to deal
with one another before, and there are no incentives
to do so now. Given the important role of communi-
cation in society and the growing market value of
communications systems, the stakes involved in
providing communication services are higher than
ever before. As a result, stakeholders vie to take the
lead in configuring and controlling the communica-
tion infrastructure since often only one network is
econouucany feasible given economies of scale and
scope. With divestiture and the unbundling of the
communication infrastructure, there are also many
new players competing for a piece of this highly
lucrative communication market.

As part of its role, the Federal Government must
help to orchestrate the kinds of changes and cooper-
ation among Federal and local agencies needed for
economic development to take place. Working
through existing organizations, such as the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Rural Electrification
Administration, Rural Development Administra-
tion, and the Cooperative Extension Service, it must
increase the incentives for cooperation at the local
level, and make it more costly for those who fail to
work together.

Prt4

t
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The post office In Castile. NM in 1939.

Introduction
The Federal Government has consistently taken

steps to promote rural America's well-being through-
out American history. In the earliest years, govern-
ment policies were designed to encourage farming
and successful settlement lb link the rapidly
expanding Nation, the Federal Government devel-
oped a rural infrastructure, fostered a public educa-
tion and library system, and promoted the dissemi-
nation of public information and news. Ta meet the
needs of the industrial revolution, it promoted rural
electrification and the transfer of industrial technol-
ogy to rural applications.

The Federal Government set up a variety of
organizations to implement its rural policies. Among
these, for example, were the Postal Service, the
Department of Agriculture and Cooperative Exten-
sion Service, the system of public schools and
land-grant colleges, and the Rural Electrification
Administration.

As rural communities continue to struggle for
their survival, the question is raised as to what role
the Federal Government should play in assisting
them today. lb provide an answer, it is necessary to
consider the traditional goals of Federal rural policy;
how well it has been executed; what organizational
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134 Rural America at the Crossroads: Networking for the Future

resources are available to the Federal Government
and the demands likely to be placed on them; who
are the key organizational players and decision-
makers: what are their stakes; and how might they
best work together.

From Farm Policy to Rural Policy
Federal policy, in the earliest years of the Repub-

lic, was designed to establish a Nation of small
farmers. It set the tone of rural policy for many years -
to come.1 Concern about farmers and farming
became the justification for Federal support of rural
areas. Rural well-being was equated with successful
fanning, just as rural policy was viewed as an aspect
of farm policy. This perception became so en-
trenched duat rural policy has failed to keep pace
with major demographic changes.2 Although farm-
ers now constitute somewhat less than 2 percent of
the Nation's population, farming continues to be the
major beneficiary of Federal rural policy (sez box
6-A). These policies and perceptions are likely be
superseded again as the Nation moves forward into
the information age.3

Thomas Jefferson, the leader of the Republican
Party and later President. was the individual most
responsible for pursuing profarm policies.4 Jefferson
not only loved fanning; he also believed that an
agrarian environment fosters honesty, self-sufficiency,
and egalitarianism.5 As President, Jefferson opened the
land for settlement by small farmers. To secure these
areas, Jefferson dislodged foreign governments and

Box 6-AFarm Spending and Rural
Spending

In fiscal year 1987, $29 billion was spent on
development programs for all of rural America,
while $22.4 billion was spent on agricultural price
and income support alone. Furthermore. a large
proportion of agricultural subsidies were spent
supporting the least needy farmers. In 1987, the
wealthiest 15 percent of farmers received over half
of direct government agricultural subsidies.

SOURCE: U.S General Accounting Office. Rural Devekoment:
Federal Program That Focus on Rural America and
Its Economic Development. briefing repon to the
Ranking Minority Member. Subcommittee on Con-
servation. Credit. and Rural Development, Commit-
tee on Agriculture. House of Representatives. GAO/
RCED-89-56BR. January 1989. p. 29.

Native Americans. He also opposed land speculation to
allow settlers to establish themselves on the frontier.
Subsequent administrations continued to support farm-
ers for the most part.6

While Federal land policy was successful in
securing land for small farmers, a more proactive
Federal policy was required to assure these farmers
success. In 1862, the Federal Government estab-
lished the Department of Apiculture and the land-
grant college system,7 which were designed to
provide this kind of support. A variety of assistance
programs were administered through the Depart-
ment of Apiculture including the land-grant college

1As described by Forest MacDonald: "They. . . .set out to secure the frontiers of the United States hy expanding the country's territorial domain into
the base wilderness. and they succeeded so well that it became possible to dream that the United States could remain a nation of uncorrupted farmers
for a thousand years to come." Forest MacDonald, The Presidency of Thomas Jefferson (Lawrence. KS: University of Kansas Press, 1976), p. 163.

2As Swanson notes. "It wu the financial crisis in farming during the mid-1980s which, ironically, provided the need for a revised mai development
policy. Since part of the problem was the assumption that farm well-being determines rural community well-being, the reintroduction of rand
development in the context of a fium crisis has had the effect of reaffirming this assumption." Louis E. Swanson. 'The Rural Develop:eat Dilemma,"
Resources. summer 1989, p. 15.

3Louis Swanson, "Dilemmas Confronting Rural Policies in the U.S." Paper presented to the National Rural Studies Committee Meeting held in Cedar
Falls, Iowa, May 17-18, 1990.

%grouses vision, in hinnony wail Major religious values and personal interests, mxy tome been vital in honing America toward 1211118111than
democracy. A much different result occurred in Argentina. which had a similar frontier of rich vacant lands settled by European immigrants. Argentina,
however, was claimed by a landed aristocracy, leaving farm people unschooled, powesless, so . physically isolated. In the U.S. South. too, the tobacco,
rice. and cotton "slavooracy" plesented a discomforting actithesis to the entagent ideal of agrarian democracy. Don Hadwiger. "A History of Rural
Economic Developmeet and 1bl:commun3cations Policy," connector report prepared for the Office of lechnology Assessment. Isoury 1990.

sAs noted by Griswold, "No one believed so implicitly fax Jeffessoo) in a causal connection between the occupation of fanning and the political
system of danoaacy, and no one. before or Si= his time, has given that belief a greater impetus among his countrymen." Whitoey A. Griswold,
Farming and Democracy (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. 1952), p. 19.

Hadwiger, op. cit., footnote 4. Itis farm bias reflects, in pan, the political power of the farm community, which became agonized in the late 19th
century. During this period, many farmers suffesed severe hardships due to drought, low commodity prices, high freight coat& and increased real costs
of bonowed mosey. In response to such adversity, they organized hum ospnizatiom such as the Grange. Greenbscker, and Mance.

7Sandra S. Oshawa. Rural Policy in the United Suites: A Histoty (Washington, DC: Congrusional Resesseh Service, The lAbesay of Congress, 1983),
880487 GOV p. 15.
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system, agricultural research, agricultural extension,
and vocational training.8

Federal policyrnakers began to distinguish rural
problems from farm problems only at the turn of the
century.9 Commissioned by the Roosevelt Adminis-
tration to investigate why rural areas were falling
behind urban areas, the Country Life Commission
found that the problems of the countryside could not
be overcome simply by focusing on agriculture.
Accordingly, the Commission recommended that
Federal assistance ". . . should be designed to
forward not only the business of agriculture, but
sanitation, education, homemaking, and all interests
of country life.") In releasing the Commission's
report, President Roosevelt called for the establish-
ment of a Department of Country Life "fitted to deal
not only with crops, but also with the larger aspects
of life in the open country." 11

Farming remained the focus of the Federal
Government's policy response despite the growing
awareness of the complexity of rural problems.12
This emphasis was nowhere better illustrated than in
the case of the Agricultural Adjustments Act, which
was passed as part of the New Deal. This Act made
the Federal Government essentially responsible for
the economic and social well-being of rural Amer-
ica.13 It sought to stabilize farm prices by controlling
commodity surpluses. to forestall mortgage foreclo-
sures and improve access to credit, and to improve
farmers' prices and incomes in relation to other
businesses.14 Even though the Act was viewed as a

temporary response to the farm crisis, most of the
programs it established still exist.

A strong interest in rural problems unrelated to
farming did not reenrrge until the Administration of
President Eisenhower. In a special message to
Congress, Eisenhower called for a program to help
low-income farmers. But unlike previous programs
that focused exclusively on farm income support.
Eisenhower's program looked to off-farm employ-
ment as part of the solution, and acknowledged the
need to address problems of health and education.
Because it conceived of the "rural" problem broadly
to include health, education, and other human
services, the Eisenhower Administration also needed
a mechanism for interagency coordination. To this
end, the President established an interdepartmental
committeethe Committee for Rural Des, pment
Programchaired by the Under Secretary of Agri-
culture and comprised of the Under Secretaries of
the Interior, Commerce; Labor; and Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare; the Administrator of the Small
Business Administration; and a member of the
Council of Economic Advisers.15

Subsequent Presidents, until the time of President
Reagan, followed in these footsteps. Under Presi-
dent Kennedy 's Administration, programs were
extended to take into account the entire rural
economy and community.16 Pirsident Johnson, who
described rural poverty as "America's unfmished
business," fostered rural economic development as
part of his Great Society program.17 He claimed that

9lbid.

9A major impetus for nirrl improvement came from the Progressive movement under the leadership of President Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow
Wilson. and Robert L.sFollette.

10As quoted in Wayne D. RUCIALSSCO. Taking th, University to the People: Seventy-Five Yeals of Cooperative Extension (Ames, IA: lowa State
University Press, 1989), p. 44.

11U.S. Presidents, 1901-1909 (Roosevelt). Report of the Country Life Conunission: Special Message From the President of she United Stoles
Transmitting the Report of the Country Life Conunission, Senate Document No. 705,60th Cong., 2d sess. (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Priming
Office, 1909). p. 6.

12Th15 emphasis was perpetuated. in part, because fanners mammined their politicalpower even while their standard of living continued to deterionte.
130show n. op. cit., footnote 7, p. 24.

14After World War I, fann prices dropped precipitously, setting off a trend tbat continued for more than a decade. lb provide relief, Congress twice
passed the McNszy-Haugen Farm Relief Bill, but President Coolidge vetoed it. Under President Hooves, the Aviculture] Marketing Act of 1929 was
passed. It created a Federal Farm Bosrd that Med to stabilize prices by buying and selling farm commodities.Osbourn, op. cit., footnote 7.

150shoum, op. cit., footnote 7, pp. 30.32.

16Responding to this shift in goals, Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freemen made the rural development program the cenospiece depratment.
He created an Office of Rural Development. a Rural Areas Development Board of departmentofficials, and a public advisory committee. In addition,
the interagency committee for Rug Development Program was repined bya Rural Devekipment Committee. when membership was upgtaded from
the level of undesseamary to Seesetary. The Secretary of Agriculture was named chair. Osbourn, op. cit., footnote 7, pp. 33-34.

ntyndon khoson's rural policy was quite comprehensive. "A national policy forrural America with parity of opportunity" was its sated pal. Thekey element were: nationsi economic prosperity to increase employment opportnniden fullaccess to education. training, and hesita-care urn cos to
expand arming power; and economic devdopment of smdler and meditununed comomnides so leave *healthy economic Imse for rural America. See
Osbourn. op. cit, footnote 7, pp. 37-40.
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during nis administration 184 measures providing
assistance to farmers and nral communities were
signed. President Nixon, too, supported a rural
policy, although he wanted to shift much of the
burden for its implementation to the States.19 Presi-
dent Carter went the furthest in developing a
comprehensive plan to address rural needs. His
Administration sought to institutionalize rural de-
velopment policy at the national level with the
passage of the Rural Development Policy Act
(Public Law 96-355).19 There was little chance for
policy implementation, however, since shortly after
the Act's passage President Carter lost the Presi-
dency to Ronaid Reagan, who strongly opposed an
activist rurai policy. He believed such matters are
better left to the States and private sector."

The Bush Administration is implementing mech-
anisms to better coordinate and focus the Ft deral
rural development effort.21 While the direction of
these efforts is promising, the coordinating and
leadership mechanisms are still in a formative stage.
And the Administration does not yet have, end is not
close to preparing, a government-wide rural devel-
opment strategy; at most, it has laid down some
general principles.22

The time is ripe for refocusing rural policy. Rural
communities are, today, once again undergoing
major structural changesthe transformation to an
information society, the shift to a global economy,
the problem of environmental constraints. In light of
these trends, it is particularly important to consider
what role communication and information tecimolo-
gies can play in fostering rural economic develop-
ment.

Insufficient attention being paid to this issue at
present. Although the Federal rural economic devel-
opment legislation enacted by the 101st Congr.ss
acknowledges the importance of teleconununica-
dons and provides a specific role for communica-
tions in the development process, the bill takes a
cautious approach.23 It does not provide a clear
vision of the role of technology as a central force in
the development process.

Establishing a formal goal of promoting rural
economic development through telecommunica-
tions will signal a commitment and serve as a
criterion against which policy choices can be
weighed and policy actions evaluated. Moreover, a
goal statement would provide a basis for allocating
and coordinating institutional responsibilities and

NAB described by Osbourn, op. cit. footnote 7, o. 46. See also. U.S. President. 1969-1974 (Nixon). Special message to Confess co sliming Federal
revenues with the States. Public papen of die Presidents: Richard M. Nixon. 1969 (Washington DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1971). p. 668.

"This Act sought to whieve foor basic goals: meet mral citizens' basic needs: peovide employment and business opportunitiex address nand pmblerns
resulting from distane4 and promote the stewardship of the Nation's resources sad environment. °shown, op. cit., foanDte 7, pp. 53-58.

110sbourn, op cit., foams!: 7. p. 67.

21Sts istes discussion of "Federal Policy Executioo." pp. 148-149: U.S. Department of Agriculture, A Hard Look as USDA's Rural Development
Program report of the Rural Revitaliration Task Force to the Secretary of Agriculture. June 30. 1989: Economic Policy Council, Working Group on
Rural Development. Rural Economic Development for :he 90s: A Presidential Initiative, January 1990: and U.S. Department of Agriculture,Office of
the Under Secretary for Small Community and Rural Development. Signs of Progress: A Report on Rural Amerka' s Revitalisation Efforts (Wastiagtaa,
DC: USDA, January 1989).

12A national advisay commission to USDA recently issued a repon outlining some gmerat principles. For example, the commission concluded that:
as rural America is diverse. so UV its problems:

neither farm policy nor any other single-inue policy can sufficiently address the needs of rural America;
there is catrently no defined rural development policy,
niral development is important for the economic efficiency and security of this country.

The commissioo recommended thet the Federal Government:
review all its policies to deteimine their effects on noel mac
iMprove infoemation about rural conditions and development strategies:
adopt a comixeheasivesppeoadi to nual development . . . that process must assure a holistic approach to rund development policy within the Federal
gem:mien . .
adopt a strategic appmach to nnal development:
foster better cooperation among rural develop= participants:
ineceprieate flexibility in its policies relating to rural steam
Fromm innovation sad experimentation in the pursuit of nual development;
make education a major compoamt of null development policies.

For further details, see National Cannimian on Agriculture sod Rural Development Policy. Future Directions in Rural Development Policy

(Washineca De USDA, December 1990).
*The Rani Economic Development Act of 1990 seam assure tbst modern communication technologies are aveilable in nand areas by making it

easier fee nnal telephone pcoviden to bcerow money from the Rural Electrification Adminisnation (REA) and the Rural lhlqihone Bank to modernize
their networb. The Aet Anther envisions the use of ccasnunication techno/ogy to achieve other e01110MiC develops= goals, such as impeoving
ethicatiocal and medical resowees.
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for determining the efficiency and effectiveness of
specific programs. Setting goals is particularly
important today, given problems of balancing the
budget. With the pie shrinlcing, current program
beneficiaries, trying to secure their "fair share,"
will most likely lobby intensely against efforts to
rethink or redirect program priorities. Opposition
such as this will be less successful, however, if therea

is a clear vision of the role that telecommunication
plays in promoting economic development.

Establishing formal goals is, however, one of the
hardest policies to implement. Policymakers avoid
setting goals precisely because they focus on the
question of how scarce resources should be distrib-
uted among groups and organizations.24 By not
questioning goals, or by speaking of them only in the
broadest sense, decisionmakers can be held less
accountable to those stakeholders who are losers in
the goal-setting process. It might be especially
difficult to set this kind of goal because there
continues to be a lack of awareness of, and skepti-
cism about, the role that new communication
technologies can play in the development process.

Past Federal Roles

The Federal Government has played two major
roles in implementing its rural policyone as the
provider of infrastructure, the other as the provider
a information and education It is useful to consider
the Federal Government's performance in these
roles, since both are still relevant today.

Infrastructure Building

Today's communication networks are often com-
pared to earlier transportation networks.25 And many
people call on the Federal Government to play a
greater role in their development, similar to the one
played in developing canals, railroads, and high-
ways. It is wise to draw on this previous experience
in considering the role the Federal Government
might play in developing a rural communication
infrastructure. Support for Federal infrastructure
projects was never universal. Thus, the government
generally assumed a major role only when it became
clear that the private sector would not do so.

The same values that led Jefferson and Jackson to
support small farmers made them oppose a Federal
role in infrastructure building. From theft perspec-
tive. "the best Government is that which governs
least."26 In time, however, the farmers who had
benefited from Jefferson's policies became politi-
cized, and they voted to commit their governments
to regional and local transportation projects. State
and local governments thus became the crucial
actors in building the Nation's infrastructure." They
enacted friendly civil laws; arranged for public
grants, loans, and stock purchases; and granted land
for yard facilities and rights-of-way. Many citizens
also invested their savings in what has been de-
scribed as a "speculative orgy of highway, canal,
and railway building."28

The Federal Government also became a reluctant
sponsor of rail development, under pressure from the
States. During early rail development, the Federal
Government offered a tax subsidy in the form of

24Hertien Swim On the Concept of Organizational Goals, Adininistradve Science Quarterly, vol. 9, No. 1, June 1964.p. 3.
25See for example. Peter Westermeyer. Electronic Highways: An Introdt«ction to Dleconutuatications in the 1990: (London: Allen & Unwill. 1990).

261'or numple, the kffersonians and Jacksonian, rejeeted place put forward by Smitten, of the Treasury. Alexander Hamilton.to build a national
backing system and other icfrastructurebelieving that it would favor the gentry clam. Later they opposed natiotial development plans put forward by
Whig party leader Henry Clay, Speaker of the House. Clay wanted to construct national roads and canals and. ultbnately. national railroads as well.
Jefferson sad Iacksoo, in deny* these initiatives, encoursged State and local governments to undertake this development. President Jackson. by
decerstralning the financial system. provided investment capital for the histalands. Hadwiger, op. cit., footnote 4, p.7.

"Jefferson did approve sn act to establish a "Cumberland highway" hum Cumberland, Maryland across the mountains to Ohio. Subsequent
Congresses provided funding obtainable u 5 percent of the proceeds fan public land sales. When President Maroc vetoed road appropriations the
management of the Cumberisnd road was unsferred to tbz States throuth which it passed. The Cumbesland, however, fell into disrepair as did several
other "highways" when canals and then railroads pmvided superior =apart Roads west then used mainly for local traffk and were maintained by
local govermnents. U.S. Congress. Report of the Joini Cominee on Federal Aid In the Construction of Pon Roads (63d Cong.. 3dseas., 1941), pp.
240-241.

site State of New Yark financed con:make of the Erie Canal to link the Hudson River with the Gut Lakes, which quickly becamea principal
mute fes Western migration, drawing Western radon= into a Nathan pattern. The Erie drasticslly reduced freight rates to and from the hinterlands
and made the Port of New York the Nation's major commercial center. HadwIger. op. cit.. footnote 4, p. B. Given the Erie's success. New Yotk as well
as several other States, inclading Penosylvmis. Mayfand. and Ohio, joined with privase coaporationik to finance vigotous development of canals and
other internal improvunents. This speculative effect collapsed with the panic of 1837. Most of the mad I and canals were soon *upgraded by railroads,
the new communication tethnology.
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tariff reductions on materials. After 1850, it made
large land grants to the States for the purpose of
fintincing railroad construction. And in the 1860s,
the Federal Government began to distribute land
grants for transcontinental roads as well.

The telegraph was another communications sys-
tem inaugurated with Federal assistance. In 1834,
Congress authorized funds for Samuel F.B. Morse to
build a demonstration line between Washington, DC
and Baltimore. But Congress refused to nationalize
the telegraph, as Morse requested, preferring that the
private sector finance and deploy it.

The Federal Government also played a critical
role in assuring the deployment of electricity and
telephones to rural areas. Most urban citizens had
access to electric service by the turn of the century,
but America's farmers were not served until much
later. Even by 1935, fewer than 12 percent of
America's fatms had electricity.29 Private utilities
were unwilling to provide service to rural areas
because demand seemed low and the technice
problems high. At first, the Federal Government
sought to assist and encourage private industry
rather than displace it. But President Roosevelt was
unimpressed by industry's response, so he created
the Rural Electrification Administration." REA
bypassed the municipal and private utilities. Instead
of cooperating with them, it built its own network
with "grass roots" support. REA's goals were
ambitious: universal, high-quality service, rapid
deployment, and low rates. It was quite successful in
achieving them. Few rural cooperatives defaulted,
since usage rose so quickly. By 1940, 30 percent of
all farmers had electricity. By 1950, 77 percent were
served, and by 1959, 96 percent. Rural cooperatives
a/so played an important role in economic develop-
ment, facilitating the movement of industrial, com-
mercial, and nonfarm residents to tural areas.31

Despite (or perhaps even because of) these
successes, REA had its detractors. After 1950, the
private utilities' lobby sought to shut it down. They

-12.0

1^..!eter

Photo matt Rums. lie

An old-fashioned telephone used for communication in
a gold mine in Mogolion, NM, 1940.

claimed that REA was no longer needed because its
job was virtually complete. lb gain support for their
position, they portrayed REA as "socialistic" Rnd
unfairly competitive. But REA had its own politwal
support. The National Rural Electric Cooperatives
Association (NRECA) provided a powerful grass-
roots voice. Moreover, REA was well situated in the
protective environment of the Department of Api-
culture. It was also a "favorite" of many rural
Congressmen.

Leoking for a new mission, REA welcomed the
task of deploying telephones to rural areas, which
were still largely unsezved by telephones in the We
19408.32 Legislation permitting REA to play such a

al:luting the first quarto century, farmers bad not pressed for electricity. Their main Mumma was inraising commodity prices. Nor apparently was
the reseach-eacusion system troubled by the delay in modernization ceased by lack of ruralelectricity.

nolm D. Cawood and W.C. 'Baba The Rural Ekarifleadan Adatislanuion: AB Earl:anion (Waabingtoo. DC: The American ifinterprise loadtute,

1963). PP. 4-5.
3I9ural electric cooperatives egg:natively remehed and served industrial, coosamoial. mod suburban consumen, which had the effect al increasing

the mamba of consumers each yea, from 3 million in 1960 m 12 million in 1987. U.S.Depertmom of Agriculture. Waal Blectrlficadoe Administration,
A Brief /Hoary qRaial Ekorie and Tkleplevas Program (Wahiawa.; De USDA, REA. 1989).

321ntereating1y, 39 poceot of all farmers had obtained rudimentary serviceby 1920 ( orfillabad by neighborhood caymans), bet dee to bad times,
this service was &Hound to deteriorate. and by 1940 only 25 pocent offs= residenceshad workingmlephooes. U.S. Census, camped by U.S. Congress,

Home Committee on Agriculture. 1949, P. 2.
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role was first introduced into Congress in 1945,
where there was substantial support. However,
strong opposition from the independent telephone
companies and private utilities prevented its pas-
sage. A compromise bill was passed in 1949 with
President Truman's passive support. In accordance
with the compromise, REA was permitted to fonn
rural telephone cooperatives such as had been used
in rural electrification, but the "independent" tele-
phone companies were given the right of first
opportunity. As it turned out, most REA loans went
to the independents. Some telephone cooperatives
were also undercut by Bell companies, which moved
quickly to offer modem services in contested
areas.33

REA was able to achieve high-quality, state-of-the-
art service, working mainly u :th the "independ-
ents." lb serve widely scattered rural residences.
REA pioneered technology to reduce size of wire, its
cost of installation, and its vulnerability to lightning
and icing. R.EA borrowers replaced party lines with
one-party service. Rates were standardized and
comprehensive "area" coverage was provided. By
1980, 94 percent of all farms were served by
telephones.34

The Federal Government's support of highway
building began as early as 1932, when Congress
enacted a penny-per-gallon gas tax.35 The rationale
and the means of financing the Nation's highway
system were distinct from other infrastructure proj-
ects. Presidents Hoover and Roosevelt both believed
that massive spending for road construction would
provide jobs during the depression.36 President
Eisenhower justified Federal suppor for highway
construction on national defense grounds." To

finance this road-building program, Eisenhower set
up a Highway Tntst Fund to be replenished from
increased highway user taxes.38

Highway construction had a profoundeven if
often unanticipatedeffect on rural America. Road
building brought rural and urban areas closer to-
gether. forcing many small communities to deal with
urban values for the first time. Highways also
facilitated massive rural outmigration. They were
also a precondition for agricultural specialization,
which in turn reduced agriculture's labor needs,
inducing many farm people to seek urban jobs. At
the same time, highways contributed to population
decentralization. Nonfarm employment expanded in
the hinterlands along freeways and other modem
roads. Industrial belts grew up in the towns and
countryside along highways, especially in the South-
ern and border States. The Nation's midsized cities,
linked by freeways, also grew. In addition, express
highways allowed people to exercise a preference
for residence in smaller communities."

Looking backward, it is clear that the Federal
Government was an indispensable backer of the
Nation's infrastructure, providing venture capital
and other incentives when private capital was
unavailable, and even doing the job itself, when
required. Public policy undoubtedly enabled the
timely and widespread development of each new
communication system, and these systems facili-
tated the rapid settlement and integration of Amer-
ica's rural heartland.

This retrospective account not only describes the
historical basis for government involvement in
infrastructure building, it also suggests some models
for action that the Federal Government might adopt

33Dan F. Hadwirx and Clay Cochran, "Rural 'Iblephones in the United States, Agricultural History, vol. 58. 1984. p. 232.
34USDA. REA, op. cit., footnote 31. p. 7.

33Road planning began after 1905. when automobiles became numerous. By 1915. 39 States had crested highway deparunents. Road building gained
an impetus in State legislatures. where faun organizations and natal groups often controlled decisions. During the 1920s. the States constnicted 1.3 million
total miles of improved mads. Mark H. Rose. Interstate Express Highway Politics, 1941-1956 (Lawrence. KS: 'The Repots Press of Kansas, 1979), pp.
4-7.

36Hoover's recovery agency, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. lent $300 millioo to the States for road construction. Between 1934 and 1937,
the Roosevelt Administiation spent $28 billion for road construction. The U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, located within the U.S.Depanmess of Agriculture
until 1939, envisioned a 30.000-mile "expressway system" to 'peed traffic, eliminate wbsn and mil decline, andcreate jobs. But President Roosevelt
came to view highway building as a poor way of cresting jobs, and he feared that the development of a "mperhighway system" would %rebalance the
Federal budget He began to cut heck on mad-building as the Nation prepared for World War II. Hadwiger,op. cit. footnote 4, p. 28.

37Dusing President Truman's Administratioo, road-building failed to keep pace with increased road me. There was no consensus about tbe Federal
role. Rusal Senators Milton Young (ND) and John Stennis (845) sponsored increases is read apprepriations including $100million for farm highways.
However, at the same time, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce opposed farm highways, characterizing diem as "national socialism." President 'Duman
cut back on road construction dining the Korean War, even as road um was sharply increasing. Rose, op. cit., footnote 35,p. 40.

nibs Fund was established by the Highway Act of 1956. Its passage inaugurated a period of accelerated highway improvement
3911adwiger, op. cit.. foram 4. p. 29.
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today. REA is a particularly useful model, given its
past success in encouraging technology deployment
in rural areas. Recent analyses suggest that advanced
technologies will not be quickly deployed to rural
areas without some form of government interven-
tion. REA could assume the role of helping to
fmance and facilitate the development of Rural Area
Networks, just as it took on the additional task of
providing telephone service. Most important, REA
could help rural communities and development
agencies serving rural areas sort out their communi-
cation needs and explore new ways of meeting them.

With its successful lending experience and techni-
cal expertise, REA could play a key role in launching
experimental approaches to deploying technology.
REA could establish forums and discussion groups
of community leaders, communication providers,
and communication users to consider rural commu-
nication needs, and explore how communication
systems might be designed to meet these needs. In a
more proactive mode, REA might conduct research
and development to investigate new and creative
ways of deploying advanced communication and
information technologies to rural areas and/or pro-
vide financial support for demonstrations and trials
of such strategies. REA could serve as an honest
broker between borrowers and potential users. It
could also provide loans and technical assistance to
groups of users and providers who undertake coop-
erative ventures.

To play this kind of an expanded role, REA will
need much greater resources. The REA telephone
program staff has dropped from a high of 500 to 149
employees. And the remaining staff has little famili-
arity with rural development in general. So addi-
tional staff and staff training are esser.ial. REA will
also need greater political support if it is to be
successful. REA's very existence has often been in

dispute. Most recently, the Reagan Administration
claimed that REA has outlived its mandate, since
universal service has been achieved and niral
telephone companies are financially sound. For
REA to get a new mandate, therefore, may require
Congress to redefine the notion of universal service
in the context of an information age.

The Rural Economic Development Act of 1990
includes measures to expand REA's role in several
respects. It creates a new REA Assistant Administra-
tor for Economic Development to carry out REA
programs that involve rural electric and telephone
systems in community and economic development.
It provides the REA Administrator with additional
powers and assigns duties to provide advice and
guidance, establish and administer pilot projects and
demonstrations, and act as an information clearing-
house for dual development-related activities of
REA borrowers. REA's technical assistance role is
strengthened across the board. Fmally, the Act
reaffirms the continuing importance of the REA loan
program, and calls on it to play an even greater role.

Promoting Information Dissemination,
Science, and Education

The Federal Government's role in promoting
information dissemination, science and technology,
and education has its origins in the Constitution: the
First Amendment guarantees freedom of speech and
press; Article I, section 8 authorizes the Federal
Government to grant intellectual property rights;
and Article I, section 8, paragraph 7, permits the
Government to build postal roads.40 The Federal
Government took advantage of the postal provisions
to subsidize the distribution of news in the late
1700s.41 After the Civil War, the Federal Government
played a major role in the development of libraries42

4°The American attitude towards infatuation dissemination differed radically from that io Europe. where the tuling monarchs regarded it with
considerable alarm. However, building a Natioa required the establishment of communication links, the development of a unified market, the forging
of a common athure. and the building of a democratic policy. The widespread flow of information wu essendal to accomplish these tasks.

4ISee Richard B. Kielbowitz, "Newsgsthesing by Printers' Exchanges Before the lblegrach." Journalism History. voL 9. summer 1982. pp. 42-411;
and Samuel Kesnell, "The Early Natioaaliudon of Political News in America," Studies in American Political Developmetu (New Haven, CT: Yale

University Press. 1986). pp. 255-276.
inn the United States. libraries have always bearregarded as copula:educational institutions. Like the public schools, they cleaved their support from

the public edneadon and reform movements that developed after the Civil War. Traveling libraries wise founded to bring newsand reading materials
to rural areas where book deposit :taloa& were set up io grime halls. neighboehood stores, fire stations, and women's clubs. In cities, libearies were
esoblished not only to provide access to books bot alsolike die endgames bouseato provide a haven and adult edam/ion programs for a growing
=ober of werking-dass immigrants. These libearies developed !acidly during the poa-Civil Wm period. end even coadnued tothrive in the depressicm

years. See V. H. Willem, Libraries for 7bday and Tomorrow (Garden City. NY: 1976).
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and the American public school system.43 Towards
the turn of the century, it became more activist in
promoting science and technology especially
through the university system." These policies
reflected the ,,otion, so prevalent in the United
States, that edueition and knowledge have distinct
public benefits and play an essential societal role."

These oveiriding values helped structure the
Federal Government's response to the farm crisis
that followed the Civil War." The Federal Govern-
ment sought to help farmers adjust to the structural
changes in the economy by developing and transfer-
ring modern technology to agriculture:17 Working
tin the Department of Apiculture, the Federal
Govt nt eventually established four different
types of complementary programs:

land-grant colleges;"
supporting research on agricultural problems at
agricultural experiment stations:49
making basic information on farm and home
problems available to people through the exten-
sion service;50 and
providing vocational training on agricultural
problems. home economics and industrial sub-
jects.51

The Country Life Commission, established under
President Theodore Roosevelt, also advocated Fed-
eral assistance in bringing "both information and
inspiration" to all farmers. There had already been
a number of experiments for providing education
and information to rural communities, and the
Commission recommended that these activities be
"nationalized."52 Among thesewere Deaman Knapp's

"Tbe American commitment to public schooling grew in the wake of the Civil War. This commitment was so intense that it gave rise to a national
crusade to establish public schools. Concerned about the problems of reconstruction in the South the influx of Catholic bnmigrants, and the adrent of
todustrialization in the Nonb. Americans saw public schooling as a way of preserving the social. economic, and political order. See Rush Welter, Popular
Education and Densocratic Thought in America (New York. NY: Colmnhia UnivendtyPress. 1962); and David 'Bieck and Elisabeth Hanson, "Conflict
and Consensus DI American Public Education," America's Schools: Pub& and Private.Daedalus, summer 1981.

"If should be Doted that just as democracy was closely associated with fanning,so too was it linked with technology. A democratic polity was thought
to be a prerequisite for advancement in applied science, while technological achievements were expected to pinvide tbe physical means of achieving
the democratic objectives of polincal, social, and economic equality. See Hugo A. Maier, "litchnology and Democracy, 1800-1869." Journal of
American History, vol. 43, p. 625. For a discussion of the evolution of the university system, see Edward Shils, "The Order of Learning in the United
States From 1865-1920: The Ascendancy of tbe Universities," Minerva, vol. 18, No. 2. summer 1978.

"Cmuntsting the attitude ot Americans towards education with that of Europeans. Alexis de Thcqueville, the well-known commentator on American
society. noted in 1831: "Everyone I have met up to now, to whatever rank of society they belong, bas seemed incapable of imegiving that ODC could
doubt the value of education. They never fail to smile when told that this view is not universally accepted in Europe. They agree in thinking thst the
diffusion of knowledge, useful for all peoples, is *Whitely necessary for a free people like theirown, where there is not progeny qualification for voting
or for standing for election. That seemed to be an idea taking root in every bead." Alexis de Ihcqueville, Journey :o America, translated by George
Lawrence. J.P. Meyer (ed.) (New York, NY: Anchor Boobs. 1971).

"As Wayne Rasmnssen has described it: "The revohnion generated by tbe Civil War catspulted the nation's femurs DOI only into a new era of
mechanization but also into a world of complex social and economic forces tbat were too volatile and powerful for individual farmers to confront by
themselves. It seemed that the appearance of more complex and productive tools intendedto guarantee tbe fiumer's survival had made that survivalmore
complex." Wayne D. Rumureen and Paul S. Stone. "lbward a Third Agricultursl Revolution," in Don. F. Hadwiger and Ross B. Talbot (eds.), Food
Polk-y and Farm Programs, ptoceedings of the Academy of Political Science (New York NY: The Academy of Political Science. 1982), p. 179.

4711re idea that koowledge could improve agriculture was first put forward by agricultural societies composed of well-to-do gentlemen fanners. farm
journalists, and same educators. Such citizen advocacy was bolstered by public agencies and private agricultural interests that acted in mutually
supportive ways. These publsc agencies included the U.S. Department of Agriculture sad the land-grantcolleges. Tbe private interests included general
farm organizations as well as commodity groups. Harnesses, 1989.0P. cit., footoote 10, PP. 8-22; also David& Hamilton. "Bondi% the Associative
State: The Department of Agriculture and American State-Building," Agricultural History, vol. 64. pp. 209-218.

"Democratic and populist the land-gmnt movement called on tbe universities to extend the benefits of education to all segments of society.
Responding to tbe Nation's rapid industrial and apicultual development. it called on the universities to expand beyood their traditional role of training
gentlemen as peaches's. lawyers, and doctort and--through applied reseaschto develop the more practical applications of educatimr. Provided under
the Nora Act of 1862, land-grant colleges, open to students of all backgrounds, wese established to provide emscation in fields such an agricultare,
engineering, home economics, and business administeation. Unlike traditional colleges. laud-grant collegeswere DOt isolated communities. Ilvough their
agricultural e.xpesimeut stations and their service bureans, their activitieswere designed to serve the State. For a discussion. see Clark Kat The U$CS
of the University (Cambridge, Mk. Harvard Upiversity Press, 1972).

49Tbe Hatch Act of 1887 authowized the establishment of agricultur I experiment stations to be funded with the proceeds from the sale of certain public
lands. ID addition, it authoeizod annual grants of 815,000 for the purpose of testing, researchand publication, and dissemination of scientific information
under cooperative arrangements between the States and the Departmem of Agriculture. See Osbourn, op. cit., footnote 7, p. 15.

sane Smith-Lever Bunnies Act of 1914 called for the Govan:neat to disseminate among fannas useful information on crop and livestock
production, soil mansgemmt, marketing, and nog sociology that had been produced in the agricultural colleges.

siThe Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 provided for Federal grants-in-aid to be matched by State contributions for promoting instsuction below the college
level in agticultare and the trade*.

32Hadwiga, op. cit., footnote 4. 150
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"demonstranon farms," on which farmer% could
learn by watching and doing, and "movable
schools," such as George Washington Carver's
lbskeegee mule-drawn wagons full of new seeds,
fami machinery, and dairy equipment, as well as
boys' and girls' clubs through which it was hoped
parents could be educated.

One promising and widely used idea was to
employ an "extension agent" in each county to
work directly with innovative fanners. The Smith-
Lever Act of 1914 authorized partial Federal funding
for an extension service in all rural counties. The
costs were to be shared by the States, the counties,
and by county organizations of innovative canners,
called farm bureaus. Comanaging this new agency
were the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the
land-grant agricultural colleges. On the campuses,
extension and experiment stations formed a partner-
ship. Still another parmership developed between
the county extension agency and the county farm
bureaus; the county agent organized the farm
bureaus, which in turn formed State and National
farm organizations, thereafter becoming Exten-
sion's linlc with political supporters as well as
farmers. Later on, extension people helped start
other farm organizations. called commodity organiza-
tions. The experiment stations also formed Mrs
with the farm bureau and with the commodity groups
so they could better understand the research needs of
producers. Izadership for this public-private net-
work was recruited from graduates of the agricul-
tural colleges. Within a few decades, this elaborate
network of players had achieved its goal of modern-
izing fanning. Moreover, the quality of farm life had
been improved through access to home economics
and ather farmer information services.

Despite its many successes, the Extension Service
has been criticized throughout its history for being
elitist, and catering to tlie most innovative fanners.
Moreover, it haa found it difficult to move fro.= the
goal of agricultural efficiency to the broader goal of
community development. Under President Roose-
velt, for example, leaders in the Department of
Agriculture tried to develop policies aimed at

Phab awftMa* G. Yorarg

The Page Co-op Farm Bureau endures even as the county
shifts away from agriculture.

multiple goals. But this initiative was opposed by the
farm bureau, which feared that the Extension Service
might lose coatrol at the grassroots leve1.53 And
State extension services `round it hard to shift their
resources from agricultural to rural development
because of the resistance of fann and commodity
organizations. Moreover, the partnership between
scientists and extension, which was so successful in
modernizing agriculture, often opposed efforts to
renounce conventional agricultural practices that
might endanger health or the enviromnent.54

As rural areas face the challenge of moving into
the information age, the Federal Government must
continue to r.lay a major role in information dissem-
ination, research and development, and education
and technology transfer. At present, there is little
Federal research being conducted that focuses on the
complex relationship between communication tech-
nologies and economic development. More is needed
to avoid the kind of mistakes made in the past when
trying to deploy technology to achieve social or
economic ends.55 There is also a need for assistance
in transferring technology to ecommic development
applications and for providing up-to-date informa-
tion about these technologies.

5/Richard Shkendal. Social Sciensists and Farm Politics in the Age of Roosevelt (Columbia. MO: University of Missouri Press. 1966), pp. 145-217.

53The USDA Eamon* Research Service (ERS) conducts research on Menial economy, including businem, educations),mut Murcia' needs of rural

developinent. However, only a very small percentage (abostS patent, down from l0 percale a decade ago) of NtS's budget is allocated to mnl topics,

due to budget coostraints and competing priorities (tbe bar of ER.SN, research is co apindtural commodider, trade, consmadcm, rod the like). ERS
could establish a research focus on nual telecommunication and jen.i4v, services or industries, and ondm business, educational, and finmacial

recprirements of a robust rural brformats 1 °canonry.
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Having successfully played these roles in the past,
the Cooperative Extension Service (CES) appears
uniquely suited to help introduce information-age
technologies to rural areas. Knowledge is rarely
transfeffed passively. Moving innovations from
development to production is not a one-way process.
The experience and understanding of potential users
is as important to the process as is expert knowledge.
Thus effective technology transfer requires outreach
programs based on mutual trust and respects similar
to those administe-ed by the Cooperative Extension
Serv ice.56

At present, CES provides education. information,
and technology transfer on numerous topics relevant
to farming and agriculture generally. The scope
extends to many topics relevant to rural develop-
ment, and could be further broadened to specifically
include information technology applications for
rural development. CES has the advantage of an
extensive State and county network of land-grant
colleges, extension agents, and field experiment
stations through which to disseminate information
and education.

CES has interpreted its statutory mandate as
extending to the general health of rural America, and
has now developed its own rural development
strategy, in coordination with U.S. Department of
Agriculture and government-wide rural revitaliza-
tion initiatives.57 Indeed, the CES rural strategy
predates these other initiatives. The CES approach to
rural development emphasizes the importance of
local leadership, the health of the local community,
a well-educated rural citizenry, and strong coopera-
tion among governmental and private sector partici-
pants in the development process.58

CES is developing a communication and informa-
tion technologies strategy, to be completed by early
1991. The strategy could serve as a vehicle to focus
USDA and perhaps government-wide efforts for

Mob aualltadsdt Ibung

The Pend Oreille County Library, led by its energet4c and
visionary Wreck:. d major Information center for the

town of Newport. WA.

technology transfer in rural areas. CBS is already
experimenting with the use of electronic media
including online databases, compact optical disks,
videodisks, videoconferencing, and computer net-
workingto carry out its education and information
dissemination functions.

CES also cosponsors (with the National Agricul-
tural Library) a Rural Information Center (RIC) that
provides information retrieval and rural information
briefs. Eventually, RIC will provide local follow-up
through county extension agencies and database
access in local offices. RIC now includes a Rural
Health Information Clearinghouse Service through
an interagency agreement with the Department of
Health and Human Services. The concept is being
extended to other categories of rural information.

S6Abbe Moshowitz. "Cooperative Extension: A Functional Model for Technology Transfer se Economic Development in Rural America,"
contractor report prepared for the Office of Technology Anessment, May 1990.

"See. for example. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Cooperative Extension Service. Revitalizing Rural America: A Cooperative Extension Service
Response.November 1986; special issue on "Rund Revitalization," Extension Review. Winter 1987; and "Revitalizing Rwal Anicrica: Critical lama
& Cooperative Extension System Response." no date. Also see Northeast Regional Center forRural Developtuesu, New Alliances for Rural ECOMONtit
DeVapplftlit: C0110011N1 Proceeding:.co-sponsored by USDA and the National Association of State Univertities and Land Gram Colleges (University
Pak. PA: Notheast Center for Rund Development. Pennsylvania Stare University, Feltruary 1989): Northeast Regional Caner*, Rural Development.
Cooperative Extension and New Alliances for Rural Economic Developmetu: Five Case Stualks, prepared in conjunction with the USDA Extension
Service (University Park Pk Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development, Pamsylvania State Univancity, November 1909): sad Univenity of
Minoan Extension Savice, Extension Responds to the Rural Crisis, prepared in conjunction with the university extension services of Iowa, nook

MiSSOUri, Nebrailu, North Dakota. Oklahoma. and Vermont (Colombia. MCk Univraity of Mislowi Extension Service, July 1990).
ssCES has a history of cooperation with other groups and agencies. For example, CES has ra interagency niernorsodum of understanding with the

S01111 BUII/leSS Administration for the awbange of idolization and expertise an training rural =all liminess mangos.
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If CES is to be truly effective in carrying out these
tasks, it will need to upgrade its public image.
Especially at the local level, it is still often thought
of as a "worn out" agency, focused on agriculture
to the exclusion of other kinds f development
problems. Moreover, although Federal Extension
Service officials are now more aware of the potential
role for telecommunication technologies in the
development process, there is still a large knowledge
gap at the local level. Thus, if CES is to play an
expanded role in introducing information-age tech-
nology in rural areas, it must be reenergized and
develop greater technical expertise.

The Rural Economic Development Act of 1990
takes steps to enhance the role of the Cooperative
Extension Service. Section 2346 establishes a rural
economic and business development program within
the Extension Service. Funds are provided for State
and county-level CES rural development specialists
to:

. . . assist individuals in creating new businesses,
including cooperatives, or assist existing businesses,
and to assist such businesses regarding advanced
telecommunications, computer technologies, techni-
cal or management assistance, business and financial
planning, and other related matters, and to assist
community leaders in community economic analysis
and strategic planning.

Rural development specialists would:

. . . provide advanced telecommunications, business
management, computer o, nations, and other techni-
cal assistance to community leaders and private
sector entrepreneurs and cooperatives.

The Extension Service is also directed to coordinate
and cooperate with any similar service provided by
other Federal agencies or programs.

Coordinating Federal Roles for
Holistic Rural Development

Just as cooperation among local participants is
critical to the success of a rural development
program, so too is cooperation among Federal

players. In fact, Federal coordination will facilitate
local cooperation. Moreover, budgetary constraints
make intragovernmental program coordination man-
datory since money to create new agencies is scarce.

A holistic =it economic development strategy
requires that many Federal agencies and programs
be involved. Using communications technologies as
a fundamental and 'inking element of holistic rural
development means that Federal players who previ-
ously had no reason to consider rural development
must now take part along side the vast array of
players involved already.

Federal Players

Over the decades, Congress and the executive
branch have established hundreds of programs that
contribute to rural development. Many were de-
signed to carry out broad national objectivessuch
as retrainiitr dislocated workers or rehabilitating
deteriorated dousing. They applied to all geographic
placesurban, suburban, and rural alike. Other
programs, such as REA and CES, were targeted
primarily at rural concerns (see figure 6-1).

The complexity and magnitude of Federal in-
volvement in rural issues are illustrated by the U.S.
General Accounting Office's effort to catalog Fed-
eral grants, loans, and direct payments to mral
America (see box 6-B).59 GAO identified hundreds
of programs, spread over the following categories:

economic development,
agricultural/natura! resources,
infrastructure,
human resources,
general entitlement, and
special entitlement.

Intragovernmented Coordination

Even this brief examination of Federal programs
affecting rural development reveals a complex web
of agencies and activities. There is no overarching
policy or clear direction to these efforts; each
program reflects a partial strategy.° With so many
different agencies and so many different programs

39U.S. General Accounting Office, Rural Development: Federal Prognsms That FOCUS on Rural America and Its Economic Development. briefing
report to the Italdng Minority Member, Subcomminee on Coosavation, Credit, and Rural Development, Committee on Apiculture, U.S. House of
Representatives, GAO/RCED-89-5613R. homy 1989.

aaAs Richard Long et aL explain, "The existing coordination within the Federal Government among policies and programs affecting rural devdopment
is 3at sally due more to chance than to intentions." Richard W. Long, J. Norman Reid, and Kenneth L. Damara, Rural Polky Formulation in the United
States (Washingtak DC: USDA Eccoomic Research &mice, Agriculture and Rural Eccocasks DMsion. April 1987), p. 27. And USDA officials and
advisory groups concur that diae is, at pres ent. no coordinated govanmentwide run' development policy.
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Figure 6-1Organizational Chart of Agencies Involved with Rural Development
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The kay players Involved In rural development at the Federal. State. and local level, and how they relate to each other.
SOURCE: MID of Technology Assessment, 1991.
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Box 6-BFederal Roles in Rural Development

Using the functional categories provided by the General Accounting Office (GAO), it is illustrative to examine
the focus of each category and list important programs.

Economic Development
GAO identified 29 Federal programs directed at economic development. Rural regions received 18 percent of

the $4.2 billion of funding from these 29 programs. Many of the government's economic development programs
focus on small business development

The U.S. Department of Agriculture has been allocated the lead role in Federal rural development policy
because many USDA bureaus and programs serve rural America. Within USDA, the most active economic
development program is the Fanners Home Administration (FmHA). FmHA distributes assistance to rural areas
through business loans and industrial grant programs. It focuses on job creation, rather than on promoting particular
industries. FinHA also provides loans for community facilities and for farmers.' The Department of Agriculture also
sponsors the Business and Industrial Loans program, which issues guaranteed loans.

The Depamnent of Commerce's (DOC) Small Business Administration (SBA) and Economic Development
Administration (EDA) each have numerous programs directed toward small business development in rural areas.
About half of EDA grants are awarded to rural areas (as defmed by GAOcounties with under 20,000 population
outside metropolitan areas). EDA grants fund projects ranging from local revolving loan pools and industrial
infrastructure projects to grants for local planning activities. SBA provides loans to individual businesses, small
business investment and development companies, and State/local development companies; grants to small business
development centers; and technical assistance to disadvantaged small businesses. According to CAO, SBA
allocated about 17 percent of its resources to rural arm. The Department of Defense (DoD) also plays a role in rural
economic development through its grants for Procurement Thchnical Assistance for Business Finns.

Agricultu re/Natu ral Resources
In addition to the extensive Federal programs aimed at agricultural commodities price supports, the Federal

Govemment provides assistance to rural areas through its foresny and mining programs, which provided about $84
million in grants and payments in 1987. USDA administers the largest of the forestry projects. These programs
provide grants and direct payments to encourage forest resource management, increased timber production, and the
efficient use of wood and wood residues. The Department of the Interior (DOI) participates in rural development
through its program for regulating surface mining.

I nfrastructure
GAO lists JO Federal programs that provide aid for rural infrastructure development, which include programs

for community facilities, transportation, utilities, and public works. Nine agencies allocated $11.1 billion in grants.
payments, loans, and other expendimres for such projects. The Department of Housing and Urban Development
(I-BUD) administers several infrasnucture programs, but it is unclear how much HUD funding goes specifically
toward rural areas. USDA, through its roads projects, water and resource conservation projects. REA, and Rural
Telephone Banks, participates extensively in rural infrastructure development. DOI, through its outdoor recmation
programs, and the Department of Education (DOE), through educational facilities and library construction projects,
also play significant roles in rural infrastructure development Additionally, The Department of Transportation and
the Appalachian Regjonal Commission (ARC) each offer extensive highway construction and improvement
funding, which contribute to rural development DoD participates in rural infragnicture development through its
Corps of Civil Engineers Work Programs.

Human Resources
Rural areas benefit from a variety of Federal programs for human resource development, most of which have

no specific rural orientation. GAO lists 36 programs, administered by 8 different Fedeml agencies, that provide
about $13.6 billion in aid to rural areas. The Depanment of Health and Human Services provides finidhig for several
national programs, such as community services pmjects, Head Start, and Migrant Health Centers. DOE offers rural

'Eligible community facilities include libraries, schools. town lmlls, community coters (if not used primarily far recreation), hospitals
or medical clinics, and fire/emergeney rescue nations rinNA does not at present target ot moorage fending for intonation technology. but
computers and telecommunications equipment would be eligible if included as an integral part of community facilities. In certain CUM mch
as emergency, the, police and medical systems, computer systems lave been coo:Wend to be cooznunity facilities and funded directly.
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assistance through vocational and general education grants, which am not rural-targeted. USDA's Cooperative
Extension Service offers several grants for vocational education, but rural areas only receive about 6 percent of CES
funding for these purposes.2 USDA also offers several housing assistance programs, which primarily benefit rural
communities. The Department of Labor administers several worker training and retraining programs, along with
its programs to assist dislocated workezs. Given the changing nature of the rural economy, these programs will likely
have continuing and growing importance for rural America. ARC offers small health and education programs, and
HUD provides property improvement loan insurance.

General and Special Entitlement Programs
To the extent that people living in rural areas are eligible for the Federal Government's various entitlements

programs, these programs affect rural development. None has a specific rural orientation. However, demographic
trends would indicate that programs directed at the elderly, such as social security, Medicare, and retirement
programs, would have a proportionally larger impact on rural areat ae to their greater proportion of elderly.
Similarly, programs aimed at coal miners and Native Americans wouk mid to have a greater impact on rural aicas.
In addition to these programs, rural areas also benefit from the Federal Government's public assistance programs,
food stamps, Veterans assistance programs, and railroad workers programs.

Information Dissemination and the Promotion of Technological Applications
The Federal Depository Library Program is an important rural resource. Many of the 1,400 participating

libraries are located at colleges and universities in small towns surrounded by predominantly rural areas. The U.S.
Postal Service is also an important source of information dissemination and increasingly promotes information
technology applications. More than half of all post offices are located in mral areas, and some now provide their
communities with access to facsimile machines and electronic mail boxes.

New Players
If the Federal Government makes as a priority the use of communications technologies as a fundamental link

in rural development, new governmental players must become involved in Federal efforts. As the national regulator
of telecommunications, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) will have to consider how its various
policies affect rural development. FCC can also become involved in rural development issues through the
Federal/State Joint Board. DOC's National Ulecommunications and Information Administration, as the
Administration's telecommunications advisory body, must also take a broader approach to examining
telecommunications issues, to include their impact on economic development in general and on rural development
in particular.

2Aecording to GAO, despite CES' rural charms. the majority of its funding does not go to rural communities because programa funds are
administered to the land-grant colleges. which are generally not in counties designated as rural. Although the colleges themselves are typically
not located in rural-classified counties, much extension work targets rural communities.

SOURCE: U.S. General Accounting Office, Rural Development: Federal Programs That Focus on Rural America and Its Economic
Development. briefing report to the Ranking Minority ?Jambes, Subcommittee on Conservation. Credit, and Rural Development.
Committee on Agriculture. U.S. House of Representatives. GAO/RCED-89-56BR. January 1989.

within each administering agency, both inter- and
intra-agency program coordination is necessary. But
it will not be easy, as "coordination is rarely
neutral."° To accomplish such coordination, a
national strategy and statement of intent is essen-
tia1.62

The Federal Goverment has attempted various
degrees of policy coordination and integration.°
Eisenhower's Rural Development Program was one
of the first efforts to address rural development from
a multifaceted perspective. It was not until the Carter
Administration's Rural Development Policy Act of

"Harold Seidman explains. "to tte extent that (cooperation) results in mutual agreement or a decision on same policy, course of action. or inaction,
inevitable it advances some interests at the expense of others or more than others." Harold Seidman. Politics. Position, and Power: The Pnionics of
Federal Organisation (New York. NY: Oxford University Press, 1980).

albid. Seidman goes on to explain that. "if agencies are to woes together humoniously, they must share at least sane community of interests about
basic goals. Without =eh a community of interests and compatible objectives, problems moot be resolved by coordination."

toLoug et al., op. cit.. footnote 60, p. vi.
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1980, however, that a comprehensive national rural
policy was formulated. The Carter policy set four
goals:

1. meeting the basic human needs of rural Ameri-
cans,

2. providing opportunities for rural people to be
fully and productively emr!:-,..-4 and provid-
ing a favorable climate for business and
economic development,

3. addressing the rural problems of distance and
size, and

4. promoting the responsible use and stewardship
of rual America's natural resources and envi-
ronment while preserving the quality of rural
life.64

The Act included an Action Agenda with 200
specific programmatic actions, along with recom-
mendations for strategies to develop the institutional
capacity necessary for policy implementation. De-
spite its well-studied and comprehensive approach,
however, the Carter policy did not make a strong
impact on rural problems. Critics contended that it
was ineffectual because, among other things, it:

did not increase resources for rural develop-
ment;

d;c1 not rank in priority the 200 items on the
Action Agenda;

merely fine-tuned the existing system, instead
of making systemic changes; and
was highly dependent on the efforts of a few
key individuals, failing to develop sufficient
influence with political and budgetary decision-
makers.°

The Rural Development Act of 1980 is instructive
both for its successes and its failures. Praising it for
its comprehensiveness, observers view the Act as "a
basis on which to build."66 Its shortcomings suggest
that nominal commitment is not enough. 113 be
successful, a rural policy must be backed by the
political and financial wW of the Federal Govern-
ment.

Federal Policy Execution

If the Federal Government takes a holistic ap-
proach to rural development, the problem of coordi-
nation will need to be addressed from a functional,
rather than an agency, perspective. To date, most
rural development strategies have reflected the
missions of various government agencies.

This division of responsibility along agency lines
helps account for the limited contact between
Federal telecommunication regulators and agency
officials involved in rural development. The REA,
with its historical legacy of successful rural develop-
ment and its technological orientation, could play an
important role in providing more cross-agency
fertilization. In addition to the increased responsibil-
ities granted to REA in the Rural Economic Devel-
opment Act of 1990, the REA could be charged with
acquainting Federal telecommunication policymakers
with rural development concerns.

The Cooperative Extension Service could also
play a coordinating role. The need for technology
transfer and an educational component within a
development strategy underscores the importance of
integrating technological applications into work-
force education programs, vocational programs, and
general education programs. From its inception, the
CES has provided technology transfer. With its ties
to educational institutions, CES could coordinate the
technology and educational components of any
Federal rural strategy.

Bringing together all the various communities
involved in rural developmentfrom health care
and community services to local business develop-
mentwill require a more broadly based coordinat-
ing body, connecting the various Federal agencies as
well as State and local governing bodies and
organizations. The current Administiation has taken
initial steps in this direction by formalizing its
Working Group on Rural Development into an
interagency committee as part of the presidential
initiative on rural development.° With representa-
tives of all cabinet departments (except Defense and
Energy), the Small Business Administration, Office

"Osbourn. op. cit. footnote 7, p. 24.

p. 25.

66Rorald C. Poweil and Edward 0. Moe, "The Polley Cowen for Rural-Oriested Research," Don A. Dino= and Daryl I. Hobbs (oda.). RuralSockty
in the United States: issues far the 1980, (Doubts., CO: Westview Press, 1982). p. 14. Cited in Sandia Osbourn. ibid.

Pavane* Policy Council. Wodcing Group on Rural Development. Rural Econotnic Development for the 90s: A PresiderdialMidative (Washington,
DC The White House, January 1990).
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of Management and Budget. Council of Economic
Advisers, and various White House offices, this
committee has the potential to crosscut many rural
development issues. However, the committee em-
phasizes the economic and business dimensions of
rural development, overlooking key human and
social dimensions as well as the role of information
technologies. Nonetheless, its existence and breadth
of representation signal much potential for policy
coordination.68 Moreover, the committee has plans
to establish Rural Development Councils in each
State, starting with councils now being implemented
in 8 pilot States, and eventually extending to all 50
States if the experiments prove successful. The State
councils are intended to coordinate Federal activities
at the State level, respond to State and local rural
development needs, and strengthen Federal/State/
local partnerships in rural revitalization. The coun-
cils include representatives from all major Federal
agencies providing rural development programs to
the States, and are staffed by a full-time rural
development coordinator (who is a Federal em-
ployee from one of the participating agencies).

The Rural Development Councils in turn will
coordinate a series of rural development demonstra-
tion projects. These projects will target Federal
resources into specific rural areas to meet defined
needs in ways that encourage more coordinated,
synergistic. responsive Federal assistance. These
projects are intended to have both a local option and
evaluation component 'The purpose is to encourage
innovation but in ways that protect local flexibility
and choice, and ensure that the project results can be
measured. Projects that work well can be replicated
or adapted in other rural areas.

Also, as part of the Presidential initiative, the
Rural Information Centex, operated by the National
Agricultural Library, is being upgraded to include a
wider range of information and technical assistance
on Federal rural assistance programs. And a Presi-
dential Council on Rural America has been estab-
lished to provide a high forum for rural development
issues and a means to bring rural policy proposals
into focus for the President and senior White House
and agency officials. The Council has representation
from State and local governments, not-for-profit

organizations, small business, and a variety of
industries relevant to the rural economy.

Finally, the USDA has been designed as the de
facto lead agency for rural development, by virtne of
the designation of the Secretary of Agriculture as
chairman of the interagency coordinating committee
and the President's Council. Many Federal agencies
have programs that affect rural America; but USDA
has by far the heaviest concentration of rural-
relevant activities. USDA has appointed an Assist-
ant Under Secretary for Rural Development, and
supported the establishment of a Rural Development
Administration within USDA.

Cooperating in Pursuit of Change
Undertaking any new approach has the potential

for conflict. It entails giving up some things to gain
others. Some individuals and groups will win; others
will lose. New rural development approaches are no
exception. Introducing information-age technolo-
gies into the rural development process will be
especially difficult. These technologies have pro-
found effects. They serve not only as a mow efficient
means of providing traditional service but also as a
catalyst for innovationfor actually changing the
way that things get done. Communication and
information technologies also have their own mys-
tiques; they can be very intimidating to the uniniti-
ated.

How well information-age technologies can be
integrated into economic development strategies
will depend on how they are perceived by the key
players. If the Federal Government is to successfully
encourage the use of these technologies, it will need
a clear picture of who these key players are; their
relationship to one another; and their needs and
aspirations.

The States as Agents of Development

Not since the pre-Civil War days of Jefferson and
Jackson have the States been such important players
in economic development. Their enhanced role
stems both from the Federal Government's with-
drawal in this area as well as from the recognition by
State governments that if they are to successfully
cope with the crises in their economies, they need to

GeWhite House sponamship of the intologency CC4111314nte signals tbat "nnal development" is an important issue that &saves high-level emotive
Wroth attention; sthwilates Federal spode to at least pay mere attention to their roles in assisting ratal developmea4 and (combined with related
legislative activity in Canvas) gives visibility and support to mai development advocates in tbe eneentive armies.

t
.
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take a more entrepreneurial approach.69 In a political
climate such as this, the States will be critical in
determining whether and how communication tech-
nologies are used in the rural development process.

The Federal Government first sought to disengage
from rural development during the Nixon Adminis-
tration. While supporting the overall goal of devel-
opment. President Nixon believed its execution was
the responsibility of the States." Accordingly, he
proposed legislation to consolidate 11 programs into
a single rural development revenue sharing fund to
be allocated by the States according to a formula.
Congress, however, failed to approve this plan.

President Reagan was much more successful in
decentralizing responsibility. He was opposed to a
Federal rural policy as such, believing that all
communities would benefit if Federal bathers to
State, local, and private action were removed. In
keeping with this "new federalism," the Reagan
Administration challenged all of the ongoing Fed-
eral development programs. While the Administra-
tion could not eliminate these programs and the
agencies supporting them, it did significantly reduce
their Federal resources.71

The States acted quickly to fill this policy gap.72
Taking on a new "entrepreneurial" role, they
aggressively sought to encourage local economic

development. Some States have even gone so far as
to subsidize and co-invest in business ventures.73
Whereas in the past, States tried to encourage
development by importing businesses from afar,
now they att tiying more to create a national, and
even global, demand for their local products and
services.74 This is a major shift in their development
strategies, and it requires a more activist State role.75

Many States are also beginning to view telecom-
munications as an important development tool.
Since 1982, 29 States have adopted legislation
pertaining to telecommunications, some for the
purpose of enhancing their development potential. A
number of Statesincluding among them New
York, California, Maine, Minnesota, Michigan,
Thinessee, and New Jerseyhave commissioned
studies and task forces to ascertain the potential of
telecommunications for economic development.76
State policies can only go so far, however, because
State governments are limited in their telecommuni-
cation expertise."

Active State participOeu and support will be
essential to any Federal program intended to encour-
age telecommunication-based rural economic devel-
opment. It is at this juris&Itional level that many
development programs are coordinated and priori-
ties met. Moreover, it is the State public utility
commission that sets regulatory policies affecting

69See for discussions, Peter K. Manger. The Rise of the Entrepreneurial State: State and Loral Development Policies in the United States (Madssoo.
WI: University of Wisconsin Press. 1988): and David Osbourn. Laboratories of Democracy (Boston, Mk Harvard Business School Press. 19g8).

70As Sandra Osbourn points out, "Nixon made it clear that the goal of establishing a sound balance between urban and rural America would be carried
out in accordance with the requirement of a secood goal: . the restoration of the right balance between the State capitals sad the national capital.'"
Osbcam, op. cit.. footnote 7, p. 46.

lEisinger op. cit.. foomote 69. p. 85.
n'llse States fust became involved in economic development in the period following the Great Depression. Many Southern Stake itt particular tried

to Wince businesses to their areas with offers of land, cheap labor aod capital, and tax baleen.

71Many States use a variety of smell business managorrent mai investment programs to upgrade t.im quality of rural businem mann:mem and improve
the prospects for financing small business expansion or new stens. These programs are typically offered theough COMISIXIIPCMCCS, ecouunlie
development orgainzations, and small busincss development centers st community colleges and universities. Au inmoront function of these programs
is to disseminate information on mint opportunities, competitive activities, new technical or managetnent techniques, aid sources of Kosneing.
Conmuterired do/abates can be of immense value, for example, to locate the results of product or market reseerch on curgaric agriculture. Math tura
esurepresseurs with mtan or suburban investors, and track treads in exports and imports of forest products.

ntate-funded computerized &tabu= provide a volt highly !canned way to haemeenect mad economies with the rational and even global
economies. Some States me consciously woddng to Wild taidges between rural products tad services sal tuba (ststi Loftin) makers. rils cea tate
the form of urban-rura buyer-supplier agreements. Miami public-ptivate rural-urban partnerships, domestic-foreign John venter,* export trading
consortia far smaller firm and the like. The rural economy is viewed not in isolation but in terms dhow it can add neap e ValleIiidCapitatIZOOM mast
sectors where rural activities can be competitive. ibis new approach to rural development requires much pester volumes and quality et information
about competitive activities and oppymnities, and on a timely basis. Online and ondisk eh:chock information mama can help make this a reality.

"BMW, np. cit.. footnote 69.
'Vaal Eric Mike, After Divestinov: The Politkal Economy of State leleconvmaticatiotu Regulation (Albany, NY: State Universi, of New York

Press, 1990).

"As Headset Hudson points out, 27 Staes have no professionals working oa selernamonications. The overage =tuber oftelecommunicadons experts
in the rerns4g States is between 1 and 2. See Heather Hudsoo, "lblecoronmnicadons Policy: The State Role, A National Overview," paper presented
to the 18th Amsual Ibleenommnicatioos Policy Conference, Aida, VA, Ocittber 1990.
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rural economic development. Thus. it will be State
governments that have to reconcile economic devel-
opment and regulatory policies and goals. State
governments also help develop the States' infra-
structures. Increasingly, this set of activities is
coming to include communication networks. As
major users of telecommunication services, the
States can leverage their market power on behalf of
rural development. In addition, they can lead the way
hy using telecommunications to provide information
and social services. Bringing State governments into
the process will help assure their commitment to
Federal programs. Many States are now in the
process of devising comprehensive statewide devel-
opment plans.78 Acceptance of telecommunication-
based approaches will be more likely if they are
incorporated early into these plans.

Gaining State support for a Federal program will
require establishing apropriate Federal/State insti-
tutional arrangements. The trend of late has been to
distribute Federal funds using block punts. This
approach is very popular with State governments. It
provides maximum flexibility, allowing programs to
be tailored to the particular needs of a State. It also
provides for diversity, and the learning that comes
from using different approaches.

There are, however, problems with this approach.
The more that responsibility is shifted to the States,
the more difficult it will be for the Federal Govern-
ment to mount a major campaign, assert program
control, or set national priorities. In particular. this
approach would make it hard to assure a holistic
development strategy that takes maximum advan-
tage lf new technological opportunities. Often
States governments focus their development poli-
cies exclusively on the business sector, and thus on
the regions of their States that offer the most promise
in this regard. Moreover, officials in many States are
not well versed in the use of technology for
development purposes, nor aware of the new opportu-
nities and choices that it presents.

If Federal funds were distributed through State
governments or State economic development
boards, it would be important to assure that they had
the technical capacity to make educated decisions
about its use. Moreover, some conditions might need

Moe made Mak G. Item

Hospitals, such as this one In Culpeper, VA, are important
resources for rural economic development

to be set to assure that Federal goals were met. For
example, it might be necessary to set aside a certain
portion of funding for small, very isolated communi-
ties.

An alternative way of achieving flexibility at the
State and local levels is to work through the
Cooperative Extension Service. CES alrrady has
administrative units in all jurisdictions. And pro-
gyam activities vary from State to State. Subject-
matter specialists, who are usually employed by a
land-grant institution, aid county agents in the
development of technical information; supervisors
and State leaders assist in program planning, budget-
ing, and public relations. The role of the Federal
Government is largely one of consultation and
leadership rather than direct management or control.

Vision and Leadership at the Local Level

The local community is key to the success of rural
development. Whatever the larger national interest
in a strong mral America, the people directly
affected are those living and working in rural areas.
If rural education is to be strengthened, rural jobs
created, rural health care improved, these changes
will happen because rural citizens are motivated and

3The focus of State leadership will vary, and ought include State economic development departments. State Mill policy offices whale they exist.
State public utility commissions. and various statewide economic development councils and COMMissions. An effective State =al develop/war swum
office needs the support of the Governor, access to and cooperation from relevant State agencies and the State legislature, good mppon with local rural
conmunities, sad sensitivity to the need for local leadmship and implementation.
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Box 6-CLivermore. KY

The importance of energetic, visionary, and dedicated leadership is especially important for economic

development in rural areas. Nithout local leadership. the presence of good roads, sophisticated communications,

and quality education can accomplish only so much. Even without such underpinnings for a healthy economy,

inspired leadership can go a long way in surmounting such obstacles. Such is the case in Livermore, KY. where the

mayor has steered the community through the difficult years of a protracted recession.

Livermore is a small community of about 1.700 people in the western coalfield region of Kentucky. It lies on

the banks of the Green River and is even passed by fiber optic wires though, as yet. the community has not yet been

able to tap this resource. Livermore's economy struggles because several miles of county roads separate the town

from any significant transportation arteries. Like many

struggling rural areas, Livermore's economic straits
are also related to its poor educational system, which
drives away those with high aspirations for their
families. Another problem is the difficulty in securing

financing for small businesses.
Mayor Amber Henton is reloiowned throughout

much of the State for her efforts on behalf of
Livermore. "Firecrackers' and " livewire were two

adjectives used to describe her. She started out with the

Federal Government during World War II before
moving on to local politics, and this long expetience as

a civil servant, along with her savvy, is perhaps
Livermore's most valuable asset. With her deep
understanding of Federal and State bureaucracies,
Mayor Henton musters all available financial and
material resources to secure important services for the

town. Among her accomplishments, Livermore has
constructed housing for senior citizens and is building

a 10-acre industrial park along with a 10-acre recrea-

tional facility.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment site visit. January

1990.

PAO) credit Mai* G. Young

Mayor Henton's storefront office in LIverrnOre.

have the skills and resources necessary to make rural

development succeed.

Local communities in most rural areas are not
presently equipped to provide leadership on compre-
hensive rural development in general or information
technology in particular. Rural town and county
governing bodies typically focus on meeting com-
munity infrastructure needs such as roads, schools,
fire/medical facilities, water, and sewage. Many
rural jurisdictions are hard pressed to meet even
these basic needs, and do not have the staff or

resources to undertake a broad-gauged economic
development program. Many local governments are
hindered by a piecemeal, narrow view of develop-
ment, which is aggravated by competition over
scarce resources and a general lack of awareness of
the potential of information technology.79 In sharp
contrast, most urban and suburban jurisdictions have
fully staffed and funded economic development
departments.

To take advantage of information-age technolo-
gies. rural communities need visionaries and activ-

79In the more affluent cities and suburban areas, C40001113ic development programs are robust enough to include local trade 1333351002 to foreign

countries. zoning snd architectural recpununents that ensure high-quality localconstuctioa, and proclaim.' of child care. adult education. and reaeational

programa as important adjunct' to a healthy local community and econcany. Local goverment: in affluent maropoman areas are usually heavy users

of information ethnology at least for office and management purposes, and have access to extensive techmcal expertise both in.boase and

Iran telephone and cable companies. computer retatler& and systems integrators, among others. who are selling to the local market. And in the mast

metropolitan MS& tbe opponunities to learn about telecommunications and computer are overwhelming. High schools, community colleges, local

universities. vendors. and professionalassociations offer a potpourri of classes, scrums, and mai- to full-leogth educational programs on mformanon

technologies.
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ists. Visionaries can help local communities under-
stand what telecommunications and computms can
do and translate the technical possibilities into the
every day life of rural citizens. Leaders and activists
are necessary to implement these ideass° (see box
6-C).

Visionaries come from many places. Institutions
of higher education provide one important source.
Many colleges and universities already have computer/
communication networks that are electronically
linked to ether institutions, libraries, and databases,
and research centers throughout the United States
ar...1 even the world. The futuie development of a
high-speed national research and educational net-
work (NREN) will provide universities even greater
access to computing and transmission capacity, and
information services. In addition, the number of
educational institutions using communication tech-
nologies to develop and share educational resources
and materials is growing at a steady pace. Many
colleges now deliver at least some classes over the
air or online to students at distant locations.81

Having established their own communication
networks, and successfully used them to meet their
educational goals, educational institutions are knowl-
edgeable in the use of communication technologies.
As large users of communication servicesoften
ranking second only to State governmentthey
exert considerable market power. As in the case of
a large business, the demand of a statewide univer-
sity system can, by itself, justify the deployment of
advanced technology even to a relatively remote
area. Because of these strengths, educational institu-
tions can play a key role in assuring the success of
telecommunication-based development programs.
Not only could they provide expertise, they could
also leverage their market power to draw communi-
cation providers to rural areas.

Colleges and universities also provide a locus for
many of the key players involved in development.

Peeiscredeskee *leg

Owensboro Community College's R41104/011 Learning
Center in Kentucky. OCC, in conjunction *th the local
government plans to employ telecombulications for a

variety of social, asthma!, and economic functions.

Businesses are now aligning themselves with educa-
tional centers to promote education, training, and
research. They are also taking advantage of univer-
sity online library systems and the growing number
of applied research and development centers located
at, or near, university miters. Similarly, many
organizations involved in development are either
housed at or near the university. For example, the
Small Business Mministration's offices are gener-
ally located on university campuses. So too are many
Extension Service offices. Universities and colleges
are also well connected to State governments, since
many are governed by State boards and funded by
the States. Thus, State systems of higher education
could provide an impetus to the rural economic
development process. Federal and State programs
that do not provide a role for them will lose a
powerful resource.

Another source of vision is the library commu-
nity. Libraries are, by their very nature, in the
information business. The larger public libraries and
most college and univasity libraries already use
information technology. It is not uncommonnow for

soSnecessfel loes-term rural revitalization ovine a commitment to developing leadership.This means pnividing animosities fce =nem kolas
to expand their horizons, acquire or strengthea leadership skills. and bonnets shout the opportunides ami eh/Beatapresented by emergios infonnation
technologies. This she means identifying pawns with More leadership pansies' and peovidieg than with theexperience and manias so bedld leadership
capacity. Community collegcs, small town sew neva:ides, professional assodatioes. and Fedwalante extensionprograms, among ethers, can an help
tvbg special coma, seminars, and workthops to local Wars. These training adrift can run the gamut from ccatundly argudzing and
coalition-building to fend Mang to effective use of telecommunicatims sad computers.

51College-based *divides rondo pout front spasm* special comes or minus an blecommunicaticass sigma: development, bedding a ma
devekposent focus to canting courses (e.g., in estimating, fanny, and business), Ind to conducting summit (peshaps with Federal, Stme, and private
=ter fondles) on mid development. Also, intwened college sad tusiversity faeaby mend=we mom likely to get involved in anal development as
Fivan ciao= and thus provide visionary leadership fa the commenity as wellu the claw:own Caner and university students an a still basely
mapped resoaree.IPeculty nseenbees can uneurtge nodal involvement inland develops:Mimes by Melodies she visits, field projects, user surveys,
and the like as part of the cynical&
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even small town college libraries to use both online
and compact disk systems to search bibliographic
databases. The library community as a whole is quite
well organized and aware of the opportunities and
challenges presented by electronic technologies.
The challenge is to extend this energy and expertise
to libraries and library users in mral America. This
is already happening in some college towns and
county libraries. But most rural libraries do not, at
present, have adequate resources to provide leader-
ship.82

Vision and leadership can also come from rural
business communities. Businesses participate in
local economic development programs through or-
ganizations such as their local chamber of commerce
and their local Economic Development Administra-
tion (EDA) office. The quality and resources of such
organizations vary considerably from place to place,
as does their focus on telecommunications.83 As
local businesses become more dependent on com-
munication technologies, they will likely be more
active in promoting technology deployment. How-
ever, when businesses view telecommunications as
the harbinger of greater competition, they are often
opposed to change.

If rural communities are to use telecommunica-
tions effectively, these visionaries cannot operate
alone. They need to fmd common solutions to their
diverse problems, given their limited size and scope.
Such cooperation, however, may not be forthcom-

ing. Although communication-based economic de-
velopment programs are likely to have considerable
long-term benefits, many stakeholders will feel
threatened by such programs. Agency officials, at all
levels, may try to protect their turfs, or be unwilling
to gain the expertise needed for effective program
implementation. iblephone service providers might
be concerned that users, acting in concert, bypass
their communication systems. State development
officials may resent loss of control over develop-
ment funding. Local development groups may resist
newcomers seeking a share of development funding.
An important role for the Federal Government,
therefore, is to promote cooperation through incen-
tives in the forms of grants and loans.

Educators have taken the lead in developing this
kind of an approach. Under the Star School Frowam,
for example, $33.5 million (in the form of 2-year
grants) was provided on a competitive basis to
partnerships set up to develop systems and programs
for long-distance learning." States must match the
grant by at least 25 percent. These programs are
intended to become self-sustaining. Taking advan-
tage of a somewhat similar opportunity, the Univer-
sity of MainefIblecommunications System used a
5-year, $4.4 million grant provided by the Depart-
ment of Education under title La of the Higher
Education Act, and matched by the State govern-
ment, to help telephone providers pay for the upfront

.217ederal and State governments can play a key role here, thaw& funding and technical ambiance to nail libraries and hy providing selevant databases
directly to rural America. Federal end State extecsion services and the Federal Depository Library Program are obvious candidates. Many government
agencies already develop databases on research stems and results, =comic and demographic statistica trade opportunities, and the like. The key is to
find ways to make these databases available to rural libmies and hence to the nual entrepreneurs siad s:dvista. Ultimately, ff mal America is fully wised
(or cabled or dished) for digital data transmission and switching. nnal citizens will be able to access remote Wine databases directly from their homes
and offices. and download to compaM disks or ndier Wrap media. just as many urban and suburban citizens are alreadydoing.

arm example, small information technology consulting companies me beginning to locate in rural areas. At MEM. Melo campmate still do moat
of their business in metropolitan areas. but they are ready and able to serve rural needs Ls the rural mszket develops. Alio in some ruralregions, the
small bigh.tech comrades am banding together in consostia to share ideas, informstkei, market dps and the like. These high-tech eallantin offer gest
petunia to bring together research, educational, entreproneurial, and oceuranic development interests focused on surd America

kThe SON Schools legislation specifies two formats for the composidon of eligible paremnhips. In one, messbeeship mast include at least one Siete
educational agency. State higher education *gooey, ar local education sudmity respoosible for a significant number of poor or underseeved shadents.
Fruthermore, this type of padeenhip is requhed to have m least two other fortitude= teem a host of types. including miversides, teacher mining
institutions. and public troaticaMing amides. The other type of partuenhip must include a public agency or corporation *wily farmed to operate or
develop telecommunication networks to save WM*, teach training maces, or other education psi:widest All parmathips must be statewide or
multistate. These requirements woe meeM to create new paths to improve dm educational system by fostering cooperation aroong butitutions. Poefurther
discussion, see U.S. Congress, Office of Itchnology Assessment. Liniing for leanthig: A New Coarse fer Education DTA-SST-430(Washington, DC:
US Clovenanent Printing Office, November 1989), pp. 136.141.
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costs of deploying a fiber network linking universi-
ties and community colleges throughout the State."

Developing a grant program of this kind has a
number of appeals. If effective, it would have a very
high pay off. Moreover, it can lead to self-sustaining
arrangements, if it generates cooperation and a
group commitment among different players. The
Federal Government could also maintain a good deal
of program control, because grants would be pro-
vided on a competitive basis. Just as the Federal Star
School Program stipulates the range of players that
need to be involved in developing educational
partnerships, and the amount of benefits to be
targeted for low-income groups, so too a rural grant
program could require that certain criteria be met. It
assures cooperation and a holistic development
perspective by requiring that a broad range of
participants be involved in devising and implement-
ing the development grant proposa1.86 And it could
provide for equity and diversity, by setting aside a
given proportion of iunds for different kinds of rural

communities. In addition, it could foster a statewide
commimient by requiring a matching grant.

There are some problems with this approach.
Mary programs and partnerships developed under
such a grant or loan program could prove threatening
to rural communication providers and give rise to a
number of tricky regulatory problems. There are also
bound to be some failures with such an unconven-
tional approach. The cost of failures can be reduced
to the extent that something can be learned from
them, and the experience gained can be built into
subsequent grants. Moreover, the rate of failure is
likely to be less if this kind of progam is imple-
mented in conjunction with the infoimational tech-
nology transfer approaches identified above. Some
regulatory problems might also be avoided if plans
are discussed regularly with State regulators. Con-.
filets with local communication providers will be
minimized, if they are participants in the develop-
ment of any grant proposals, and thus also have
something to gain by their acceptance.

"The Department also supports nine regional educational laboratories, with 25 percent of each lab's resources targeted speciircally to nnal education
(at congressional direction. $14114 total for PYS7-90). Information technology is a strong thane running throughout many rural projects, and also in math
and science education pmjects directed at metropolitan as well sa rural areas. The rural projects cover virtuallyevery cooceivable technology application
for curriculum development. classroom teaching, sad school management. Txboologies include microcomputers, distance learning (via satellite.
broadcast aud terrestrial transmission), computer coofereocing, electronic bulletin boards, videodisks, and compact optical disks. In addition, the rural
projects include development and delivery of innovative couttes on career preparation and planning for rural students. ranging from building business
entrepreneurial skills through bauds.on "enterprise" wept:deuces, to learning bow chaoses in the global economy and tectmology effect job prospeas.
to identifying viable career paths for those who wish to continue to live in rural areas (oe return to rural Amnica after college or military service). See
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvanent. "thirty-One Rural Education Projects of Nine Regional
Laboratories," no dale, and Regional Educational iaborwory Request for Proposal, RPP-91-002, April 1990.

NInfotniatioa technology investments in rural schools pay off several timer over because many schools serve multiple purposes in the community.
Distaoce learn* and computer information systems used by students during the day may be used for adult educationand business development minas
in the evening. Rural citizens generally view 65 K-12 School system as one of the beat hopes for the future of their childrenand community.
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Appendix

Field Journal

Background
One cannot undertake a study of mral development

without attempting to understand the people, their cul-
tures, their environments, their problems, and their hopes
and aspirations. Americans pride themselves on their
individuality, and the differences among the people of a
State or a region are often as great as between the States
themselves. There are common values shared by mlny,
but the ways that these values enter social and politict
discourse are often very different among communities.
An outsider can only hope to sample this diversity; to
understand it, one must live it.

The project staff chose four States to visit in the course
of the study: Kentucky, New Mexico, Washington, and
Maine. These States were selected for geographic bal-
ance, ethnic and economic diversity, and contrasting
approaches to the development of the telecommunica-
tions infrastrucmre.

Kentucky is a Midsouth State that relies heavily on the
infusion of foreign investment for economic develop-
ment. Ks educational system is undergoing substantial
changes, and State leadership is placing major emphasis
on telecommunications to bolster education. Parts of the
State face an economic and social crisis; other areas
prosper with the assistance of Japanese automobile and
electronic manufacturing.

New Mexico is a Southwestern State with a significant
Hispanic and Native American population. Its economy
is based largely on natural resources, and the Federal
Government plays a major role in the economy through
the operation of military and Federal research laborato-
ries. Much of the undeveloped land is owned by the
Federal Government. The populace largely lives apart
from one another in enclaves of their own, with only
nominal contact among the various cultural groups.

Washington is a Northwestern State that shares a
common border with CanadaAmerica's largest trading
partnerand is a gateway fer exports to the Pacific Rim.
High-technology aerospace, nuclear, and computer-
related firms contribute significantly to the economy of
western sections of the State. Agriculture, forestry, and
grazing are staple economies for the eastern section.
Urban areas of Washington are developing so nwidly that
decentralization of business to rural areas has become a
development strategy.

Maine also borders on Canada, but has only one narrow
common border with another State (New Hampshire). It
is the most sparsely populated New England State.
Natural resources, particularly timber and fisheries, play

an important part in Maine's economy. The Federal
Govemment also contributes through military bases and
defense industries. Maine is placing great reliance on
telecommunications to deliver educallonal services to
small communities and scattered institutions. Perhaps
more than any other State, Maine is depending on
telecommunications for its social and economic future.

During the course of the visits to these States, OTA
staff met with economic development professionals,
telephone company representatives, politicians and activ-
ists, educators and academics, business people, and
"ordinary" citizens in a numba of communities.

The sections that follow are narrative impressions of
what OTA staff experienced in their visits to die four
States, and are not analytical. Each successive section,
Kentucky through Maine, builds on the impressions and
understanding gained in the previous States. Thus, this
journal is the sequential log of the experience gained by
OTA staff as they encountered the views of those with the
most at stake in revitalizing rural America.

Kentucky

The Commonwealth of Kentucky's economic base,
like many other mral States and communities, is in
transition as agriculture production is consolidated and
the coal mining and tobacco industries are crippled by
mounting national health and environmental concerns. In
addition to representing the rural Midsouth, Kentucky
reflects aspects of Appalachia, the Ohio Valley, and the
Midwest. Furthermore. Kentucky is an example of a State
with a history of unionization and with an economic base
that does not require high education levels.

We contacted a broad base of people to get a cross
section of opinions and perspectiveseducators, elected
and appointed officials, businesspeople, telephone exec-
utives, regulatorsacross the State. Covering approxi-
mately 600 miles in 6 days, we spoke with more than 60
people in Paducah, Mayfield, Hopkinsville, Owensboro,
Livermore, Bowling Green, Glasgow, Lexington,
Frankfort, and Louisville. However, we were unable to
visit some of the most depressed and isolated areas of
Appalachia in east= Kentucky (see figure I).

A State of CrisisFram our discussion with a gather-
ing at the Purchase Area Development District, nual
Americanot just western Kentuckywas characterized
as being desperate and in a state of crisis. "Do we want
fugal America?" Charles "'Welt, the Superintendent of
the Fulton County School District, asked, "or do we want
urban America with a wasteland in between?" Fulton
County Judge James Everett called measures to salvage
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Figure 1Map of OTA's Field Study In Kenucky
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mral America "a matter of survival." Rudy Weissinger
provocatively declared that rural America no longer exists
at all.

Not everyone was as alarmist. The neighboring orea
developman district boasted of 3112- to 4-percent unem-
ployment; others were encouraged by the prospects of
new industries locating in the State, assisted by the State
and programs such as Certified Cities. A growing mutual
interest between Kentucky and Japansuch as the State
floating bonds on the Japanese market and the attraction
of Japanese electronic and automotive finnsbodes well
for future development. And a humbly encouraging
milestone for Ohio Countya McDonald's franchise
recently opened in Beaver Dam.

The Importance of Education for the State's Develop-
mentThe dominant theme throughout the Common-
wealth was the importance of education (socially and
economically) for the State's future. The State's Supreme
Court recently declared the public secondary school
system unconstituticcal, and most of those we talked with
regard this decision as positive, if embarrassing, and a
step in the right direction.1 The decision seems to
punctuate a groundswell among the Commonwealth's
citizenry diet an aggressive and innovative strategy for
improving the State's education is critical to Kentucky's
future. This commitment to education is evident through-
out. Examples of this include Kentucky Education
lbkvision's facility to deliver science and foreign lan-
guage programs via satellite to secondary schools, and
tele-education programs for community colleges fed from
university courses.

The focus on education is based on the assumption that
by providing better education, Kentucky can draw well-
pay:Aug skilled jobs and foster social and cultural ameni-
ties, such as fine arts and health services, that will help
attract itcW companies.

Others are more cautious. We were told that the
Supreme Court ruling presents a potential problem for
higher education, because funds that must be directed to
redress the public school crisis will siphon funds from
colleges and universities. The community colleges in
particular stand in peril. Despite soaring enrollment,
community colleges receive only 64 percent of the funds
they need to operate optimally, according to a formula
established by the Council on Higher Education. This
limitation strains faculty and staff.2 Kentucky ranks
among the bottom third States in Federal monies for
higher education, a circumstance possibly related to the
fact that it is one of the few States that does not have a
Federal research center.

It was said by some that the clamor for education is a
smokesaren, that the impwvement of general education
endangers one of Kentucky's major assets, a benign and
pliable workforce. One of Kentucky's salient attractions
for companies like Toyota is its proximity to Detroit, and
its eager nonunion workers outside the coal regions.

The Marriage of Communications Technology With
EducationEducators in particular see telecommunica-
tions as au important tool to broadening and strengthening
curricula. Almost to a person, education is seen as a key
factor in any strategy for developing the State's economic
position. ibleconununications is an integral part of these
plans, insofar as satellites, fiber optics, and microwave
facilities can deliver distance-laming programs to
schools that lack the resources to draw able teachers and
offer diverse, well-grounded cunicula.

The test example of distance-learning in the State is
Kentucky Educational lblevision's (KET) notable, highly
visible, and well-fimded operation that broadcasts courses
inside and outside the State. If MT's service does not suit
a community's needs, the land-grant colleges and the
regional universities offer similar tele-education po-
groms through one-way video and two-way telephone
lines. For example, Murray State delivers third- and
fourth-year courses over two-way interactive video to
students at Paducah Commmtity College.

1Since the visit, the State legislature, to which the court explicitly attached the blaue fee the Wale a provide equitable and affcedable public
edscation to an the Stsie's clerems, bas acted vigorously to address this ptoblesn. It passed a subsinetial tax increeseS1.3 billion over 2 yesain order
to entirely revamp the organisation sal administration of the public schools. In effect, greater efficiency and responsfreneas win be accomplidied by
iustaarg a Canexisaioner of Education (in place of tbe Supraintentkint for Pablic leant:dm* and streamlining the Department of Education. The
Education Edema Act stipalates that the State Board for Elementary sad Saccalary Education (to to mated) win establish perfcesnance standards foe
lath schools and andenta as weil as a system of rewards to foster complisece. Priaciples and local schools districts will nevertheless be afforded
considerable sammoory in deatemining how they will meet those standards.

2The Stift legislature, in theliducstionlkefonn Act of 1990. has allocated Winced funds for higher education as well so that the comomnity colleges
win opema with at least 80 peratat of the funds dat the Council on Wake Education estimates are needed.
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Figure 2The Kentucky Library Network
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Distance learning is, in some instances, becoming a big
business. Large public and private grants are at stake for
distance learning, as politicians ply a can't-miss campaign
for better education. Despite a promising startsuch as
KET's networkdistance learning is still relatively
untested and may raise some treacherous political and
social issues, particularly with regard to the origination
and control of programming.

New technologies, particularly telecommunications,
have tremendous potential for contributing to education
through libraries. Western Kentucky University has a
facsimile network throughout its service area to expedite
the search and retrieval of materials, and the Lexington
Public Library is involved in a similar project (LEXNET)
to tap the resources of the University of Kentucky's
libraries (see figure 2). The Kentucky Library Network,
for example (with some 200 participating library branches),
plans to create an electronic card catalogue. Finally, new
technologies offer opportunities for libraries to expand
and streamline their resources through, for example,
CD/ROM and access to online infonnation databases.

Better JobsKentucky currently enjoys relatively
high employment, so the goal of development now
concentrates on bringing in better jobs. Signs of Ken-
tucky's overall economic growth or recovery are evident
everywhere, and one of the most significant indicators is
the drop in the State's unemployment rate, which, at 5.0
percent in July 1990, was below the national average.
Many of the new jobs are low-wage service indusny jobs,
so the challenge re-w is to improve the quality and the
salaries of jobs.

Internecine RivalryOn its State road map. Kentucky
proclaims itself "The Uncommon Wealth." Presumably,
this provocative pun refers to the State's uniquely
contrasting topography and to the large number of
counties, both of which contribute to the State's uncom-
mon political factionalism. There is open rivalry and a
sense oi tentorialism among universities and die land-
grant colleges, each believing in its own superiority for
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best serving the community. There is friction between
KET and higher education institutions over the effective-
ness of their distance-learning programs. Similarly, the
delicate issue of bypass sparked a discernible (and
understandable) tension between the two major telecom-
munications players, South Central Bell and the Kentucky
Emergency Warning System (KEWS). Finally, there is a
surprising lack of communication among the various Area
Development Districts with regard to mutual strategies
for development and resource sharing. As a consequence.
the factionalism of the State seems to draw attention and
energy away from a concerted statewide development
strategy and instead to focus on picayune turf battles.

The-e are, however, notable exceptions to this general
observation. In order to avoid (or at least blunt the effects
of) another severe recession, a group of citizens from the
Purchase area in western Kentucky enthusiastically em-
braces the potential for new technologies (paMcularly
telecommunications) to strengthen their economy by
improving education and job training, by providing new
jobs, and by making existing services more efficient. On
the premise that rural conununities must involve them-
selves globIlly in order to survive, they stress that
"regional pannerships" between private enterprises and
govemment are critical if rural communities are to afford
advanced technology since the marketplace tends to
discriminate against small customers.

Duplkation of Services and InfrastructureKen-
tucky has virtually two communications networks: the
public communications network of the phone companies
and the Kentucky Emergency Warning System (KEWS),
a State agency that handles official State communications,
such as for police dispatches, and which ensures a back up
to the public network in emergencies.

The Involvement of JapanThe famdation of the
State's development strategy is to court new fcceign
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industry and investmentprimarily the Japanese. The
location of automobile manufacturing and electronics
plants, such as lbyota in Georgetown and Sumitomo in
Morgantown, are triumphs for the towns and counties as
well as the State. Kentucky was the first State to issue
bonds on the Japanese bond marketfurther evidence of
the Japanese mystique.

Technical and Dchnological Assistance and Stand-
ardsMany of the people we talked with were informed
about and comfortable with modem technology, but this
level of knowledge was likely and apparently not
representative. Jack Eversole, Executive Director of the
Barren River Area Development District, quipped, "we
don't know enough to be ignorant." The need for
technical assistance to overcome the general fear or
distrust of technology was identified as an important
factor for modernization. Development involving modern
technology runs the risk that rural folks, less familiar with
technology, might be induced to invest in equipment that
would soon be obsolete. In some instances, a system
exists, but the expertise to use it does not. Jenny Boyarski,
Librarian at Paducah Community College, noted that
"technology has brought the world to the people, but we
do not have the people to take it out."

Apprehension That Development Implies Urbaniza-
tionThe notion of "development" is very tricky
because it is not obtained without a price. Communities
know that development is the only alternative when the
status quo means doom, but mftst are cautious and want
to control development to avoid the negative effects that
accompany urbanization of rural areas. Chief among the
fears is the urban blights that might afflict rural com-
numitiesprincipally pollution, higher incidence of crime,
divorce, juvenile delinquency, and teenage pregnancy.
Ways must be found so that participation in the modern
age can be achieved while preserving rural values and a
rural lifestyle.

Telecommunications less as a Business Tool
Kentucky's Certified Cities program enables communities
to measure and publicize their capacity to host new
industry. The program has added telecommunications to
its criteria, but the large industries that Kentucky targets
are not typically the information-intensive firms; and
those firms that do require advanced communications
services often install their own networks. The service
industry jobs that are expanding are not the high-
technology or high-skill positions that need data services.

The mission of Kentucky's Rural Economic Develop-
ment Authority is to assist the "commonwealth's de-
pressed counties" in attracting and accommodating new
manufacturing projects. The current administntion has
identified telecomrnunications as a valuable resource for
strengthening and diversifying the economy. The Author-
ity commissioned a study on the potential and procedme
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for attracting information-based industries to the State.
The Economic Development Cabinet, in conjunction with
South Central Bell, has moved to incorporate telecommu-
nications-related industries in State development strate-
gies.

TriageThe issue of a strategy of triage for develop-
ing rural Americawhere money and resources arc
targeted to those communities able to survive and
prosperis sensitive because it runs counter to the sense
of social welfare and justice. Although politically danger-
ous, triage is a pragmatic strategy for dealing with rural
regions and communitiet: that are in economic decline.

The profile of the community that can benefit from
telecommunications is talcing shape. Ironically, those
communities most in need of innovative development
strategies are least able to assess the role of telecommunica-
tions in economic activity because other essential services
take rercedence. Healthy communitia that could strengthen
their positions through advanced communications sys-
tems and services are usually least interested in anything
that might upset their successful balance. The communi-
ties in the middlthose with the opportunity and the
incentive for dealing with the impending crisisare the
ones that cherish what telecommunications and new
technologies may bring.

New Mexico

New Mexico, with its cultural heterogeneity, its
substantial nonmeiropolitan population, and low stand-
ings in most economic indicators is representative of the
Southwestern United States. Fifty-one percent of the
population lives in ncemetropolitan areas (as compared to
the national average ot 23 percent), Hispanics account for
33 percent of the State's citizenry and Native Americans
for 7 percent. Its vast Mots of sparsely populated territory
are typical of the Southwest. Much of it is ruggedly
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mountainous or arid, which creates difficult obstacles to
development and spawns a new set of communications
priorities. New Mexico's topography also creates unique
opportunities for development.

We allotted 8 days to cover New Mexico. much of
which we spent in Albuquerque and Santa Fe meeting
with government officials and representatives from the
University of New Mexico and the telephone and utility
companies. We visited a modest effort at indigenous
economic development in Costilla, a stones throw
beneath the Colorado border. From Costilla, we went to
Grants to see how a community faced with the decline in
the mining industry handles economic development, to
the Zuni Indian Reservation, and then to Gallup. We then
flew to Alamogordo. to learn about the State's southern
half as told in Mescalezo and Las Cruces (see figure 3).

Traditional SocieziNew Mexico's eternal problem
is warez. In a region where irrigation is at a premium, the
control of water and where it goes determines power and
wealth. Such a political order begs the question of the
potential for development (economic and social) because
of the entrenched and unidimensional hierarchy. For
example, on the basis of our experience in New Mexico,
it is clear that the State retains a patriarchal social and
political order. The movement of women into business,
academia, and politics is a relatively recent phenomenon,
therefore women may be less prone to protect the status

Figure 3Map of OTA's Field Study in Now Mexico
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quo and more likely to welcome development. Our
experiences in New Mexico and Kentucky appear to bear
this out.

The history of New Mexico began long . before its
statehood in 1912. Originally inhabited by Lispanic
ranchers and Indians, these deep-rooted, land-based
peoples are profoundly distrustful of outsiders and
culturally predisposed against wholesale economic devel-
opment. Earlier exploitation of Native Americans in the
name of progress has made development anathema to
many Indian Nations. They fear that improvements in
infrastructure will destroy traditional tribal communities.
"Economic developmentfor whom?" they ask.

For tribal peoples, the conventions of money and time
are of less significance than in general society. The Zuni
Indians, for example, leave the marketing of their
jewelryand a healthy portion of the profitsto outsid-
ers, even on their pueblo. We were told repeatedly that
they have a different sense ofeven disregard fortime.

Not all tribes, however, are averse to entrepreneurship
and development The Mescalero Apaches sit on spectac-
ular land and are harnessing this resource for tourism. One
leader of the Mesealero Apache tribe is purported to have
said: "the Zunis make jewelry, the Navajos make
blankets, the Apaches make money."

Cultural HeterogeneityThe State is compused pre-
dominantly of three major cultures. New Mexico's
diverse cultural base, with its profound distntst of
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outsiders and the rivalries and misunderstandings among
them, hinders economic development The Anglos, Hispan-
ics. and Indians are settled in closed, autonomous
communities with little movement among them. For
example, the effect on education of the research facilities
of Sandia or Los Alamos National Laboratories does not
reach far beyond the enclaves themselves. Even among
the Native Americans, we were told, there is little
cooperation. While the All Indian Pueblo Council selves
as a political organization for the 19 pueblos, each tribe
retains and cultivates its autonomy on its own land.

Education and DevelopmentIn contrast to Ken-
tucky, where education and economic development p.nd
telecommunications and quality of life are tightly inter-
woven, the importance of education in New Mexico for
overall quality of life---if not for economic development
is 'less obvious in development policy. As a strategy for
economic dewlopment, Kentucky, for example. em-
braces a redoubled dedication to strengthening education
as a means to 2.ulact or nurture high-technology, infoima-
tion-intensive indusby by bcth providing an expett
workforce and an envirommit to satisfy it

Despite one of the highest per-capita concentrations of
Ph.D.s in the calmly as a result of defense research
facilities, there is apparently little transfer of technology
to the State a large. There is no emphasis on higher
education needed to match high-technology jobs. (Cul-
tural seraration affects this, since the stress on education
centered in the research enclaves has not permeated the
other communities.) We heard repeated boasts that New
Mexico's labor force was highly skilled and highly
motivated. However, the industries that New Mexico
attracts require less skilled labor than those in Kentucky.

InfrastructureIn New Mexico, the potential for
economic development is shaped largely by the State's
topographic and demographic characteristics. Because
much of the State is ruggedly arid and mountainous, the
population and infrastructure, including a modem tele-
communications system of fiber optics and digital switch-
ing, is concentrated along the fertile Rio Grande valley.
While this imbalance promotes development along the
river, it creates problems for the flanks of the State, which
are less accessible for telecommunications, roads, water,
and electricity. US West has a program to defray the
expense of installing telephones to remote rural commu-
nities, but even so the small scale and rugged topography
slow modernization. Many of the independent telephone
companies have modem equipment that equals or sur-
passes US West's digital and fiber network.

mob ortdeMak a *mg
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Access to CapitalThlecommunications is not a major
batrier to development, but amess to capital and markets
is. State Representative Nick Salazar pointed out that the
lending history of agencies such as the Small Business
Mminisuarion discourage bankers from funding tele-
communications projects.

Politics as a Key Economic BottleneckLocal com-
munities depend heavily on political patronage and
connections for industry or govemment comacts. Politics
is a major factor in economic development in New
Mexico. One development official noted: "Instead of
governing, government provides jobs; instead of educat-
ing, education provides jobs."

The development strategy for Giants, for example,
once a prosperous uranium mining town, includes locat-
ing a branch of the State's highway department and bids
for a barge Federal penitentiary (the third such facility and
second public one),3 a new State armory, and a new
convention center. Carlsbad, as well, was bidding for a
hazardous waste disposal contract Meanwhile, the notth-
em town of Costilla had a hard time locating funding
because, as one of its leaders said, it lacked a political
connection.

State Awareness of TelecommunicationsThe State
is aware of the potential for telecommunications to
improve economic development. The New Mexico Eco-
nomic Development and lburism Department names
investment in the public infiutructure as one of four
strategies for economic development: "lblecommunica-
tionsshould be considered a crucial infrastructure capabil-
ity that can serve economic development and deliver

3Accarding to &amide lethalness Wait that describes the allure for New Mexico's nand mem fix the location of prisons, "Much re New Mexico's
vs* damn Ii anzeoed, so prison ennepoenems consider the Nam a prime loccdom nue other conecticeal oconpanies have been 'condos mai sites
there." A facility that Concede= Coop. of Awed= pions to Wild in Emu* NM, "will employ 80, with an anneal payroll of $1 Wilke." Buskin
Week, I'M Prisons Go Mute, The Neighbors Go lb Coon." lane 1! , 1990. p.
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educational and other public services." It has inaugurated
a program called One-Stop Shop whereby small busi-
nesses throughout New Mexico can access an online
database with information about the State and its commu-
nities, such as maps, tax rates, licenses, and regulations.
It is too early to know who the main users of this service
will be: whether the small local firms will become aware
how (and if) One-Stop Shop may strengthen and expand
their businesses, or whether it will be a tool for industrial
recruitment. lbchNet, a telecommunications network that
the State created in the early 1980s to link the State's
major universities and Sandia Labs, receives mixed
reviews.

Problem of LeakageIf technology benefitc those
who know how to use it, what happens to those win) do
not? Is it a neutral or negative factor? Or does the fallout
of technology apply beneficially to everyone? Insofar as
Unproved communications can help locate new capital
and new markets, it has potential for small communities
and small businesses. However, communications technol-
ogies can also have negative effects due to financial and
cultural "leakage" as outsiders capitalize on these
technologies. The small entrepreneur in search of financ-
ing is likely to be less able to use telecommunications to
find capital than the banker is able to use it to fmd better
markets outside the State to invest capital.

New communication technologies may breakdown the
autonomy of the indigenous cultures. Children with
access to better educational resources through distance-
learning techniques may be induced to leave home to
complete their education, thus removing them from their
cultural heritage.

There are instances where technology may preserve
rather than erode culture. The Zuni Middle School, with
the support of Apple Computers, is creating a program to
put its language on hypercard. While most of the Zunis are
familiar with the spoken language, it is rare that they brow
it in written form.

Industrial InsularityAn interesting hypothesis heard
in New Mexico was that, unlike most other States, it is
buffered from national economic decline related to
manufacturing because by the time it was admitted as the
47th State in 1912, the industrialization of America had
long been under way and had largely passed by New
Mexico. It is thought that because the State's traditional
land-based cultures were largely undisturbed by industri-
alization, it is less likely to follow current national trends,
such as the crisis faced by many rural communities as
manufacturing moves overseas and fanns are consoli-
dated.

The Relation Between Poverty and DevelopmentIf
it is true that poverty is a state of mind as much as an
economic and material condition, then one must ask.
"poverty by whose definition?" As Tbd Jojola of the
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University of New Mexico pointed out, the common
statistical indices that categorize people as impoverished
are immaterial to those with different values and priori-
ties. The Acoma Indian Tribe turned down a lucrative
movie opportunity that interfered with sacred religious
rituals. The Tribe's attitude toward development shows
the priorities of people who choose to live in rural areas
by design and not debult.

Reinforcing what we learned from Kentucky, our
experience in New Mexico suggests that those most able
to undertake economic development and use telecommu-
nications and modem technology are those neither the
worst nor the best off. For the depressed communities, the
basic need for electricity, water, and food takes prece-
dence over planning for the future. These troubled areas
typically are troubled because of a mariztable natural
resource or, as is often the case in the rural Southwest, for
lack of water. The infusion of new communications
technology can only accomplish so much in the face of
such obstacles.

Who Else If Not the Phone Company?There is a
consensus among the people we visited in New Mexico
that restrictions on telephone companies from manufac-
turing equipment, providing information services, and
from delivery of broadcast video are stifling to rural
communities. Rural areas strain as they are unable to
generate economies of scale to warrant a broad range of
efficient and modern services. The vertical integration of
the utilities is considered the best chance for obtaining
adequate service.

The prosperity of utility companies is tied to the
prosperity of the areas they serve. It is clearly in their
interest to develop markets where they do not exist and
strengthen ones that do. 'Therefore, a majce initiative fix
development in New Mexico is coming from US West
aud Plains Elecuic. Plains Electric, far example, is
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delivering satellite television to rural areas of the State not
served by a cable system to slow the trend of families
moving from farms. Plains plans to hire an economic
development coordinator to supplement the Statt's agency,
which, according to Plains, lacks adequate personnel and
money to recmit industry. US West, meanwtile, provides
$2 million per year to defray the costs of connection to
remote customers as a result of a 1987 bargain with the
New Mexico Public Utility Commission. In addition, US
West is involved in hearings regarding rt $20 million fiber
optic education network linking the 2- and 4-year colleges
to be built beginning as early as 1991.

Public Utility Commission PokcyEconomic devel-
opment is not a part of the statutory duty of the State
regulatory commissions, but regulatory and pricing pol-
icy directly impacts rural telecommunications infrastruc-
ture and the possibilities fs development. Universal
service is intended largely to benefit remote rural citizens.
therefore, it is a priority of the New Mexico Public Utility
Commission (PUC) to hargain with US West to leverage
the extension of telecommunications services to rural
communities for more generous pricing schedules in
metropolitan areas. The New Mexico PUC is elected, not
appainted, and thereiore is directly accountable to the
populace, so the cost of telephone service is a primary
issue for its constitaents.

But, the curren t definition of universal service may not
be adequate for rural citizens to have comparable access
to information. technologies as mban customers, espe-
cially as dentgulation and competition has introduced
rapid modernization.

Postal Service: Early Communication Technology
While we presume the current and foreseeable state of
telecommunications (fiber optics, digital switching, inte-
grated broadband networks) we were surprised (and
humbled) to fmd that some rural areas lack even the most
bane communication technologypostal service. Many
d the areas without an addrasing system are barely
inhabitable and undevelopable, while some communities
may choose to preserve their rustic character. The expense
of an addressing system for outlying areas is a major
impediment to development.

Washington

The level of thinking in Washington at the State and
local levels about the use of infonnation technologies for
rural economic development is well advanced. The
tension between rural and urban, characteristic of mmy
States, is acute in Washington, where this dichotomy
poses significant problems for State policymaken. The
educational level is a barometer of the citizenry's ability
to make use of technology for development. Washing-
ton's high standard of education contrasts with other
States where education has not been a priority. Washing-

Figure 4Map of OTA's Field Study in Washington
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Oregon

ton's economy, which depends substantially on exports.
is flourishing despite the decline of natural-resource-
based activities that contribute significantly to the States
economy.

A conscious effort was made to hoed the perspectives
and concerns of the "ordinary" citizen in Washington, a
strategy that flushed out previously muted issues. Using
Spokane 3S a hub for the first 2 days, we traveled south to
Pullman and Washington State University and north to
Newport We stopped in Othello for ace planned and
several impromptu conversations on the way to White
Swan, where we convened a meeting with interested
officials and citizens from around the lower Yakima
Milky. We then traveled to Olympia to learn the issues
and objectives of the various players at the State level, and
finally to Seattle (see figure 4).

ProsperioOver the past 5 years Washington State
has enjoyed a robust economy, with opportunities for
economic development Washington as a whole benefits
from a diverse and balanced economic base, including
forestry and aviculture, as well as high-tedmology
industries, such as aerospace and software development
The State is fast gaining a imputation as an eminent
wine-producing regica, and vineyards are conspicuous
along the Columbia River. A very scenic State whose
landscape features the Cascade and Olympic Mountains
and the Pacific coast, Washington also featums one of the
few deep-water ports on the west coast As trade with
Japan and the countries of the Pacific Rim increases,
Seattle and the area surrounding Puget Sound are
booming. The State is also benefiting from the free trade
pact with Canada. The abundance of rainfall for much of
the State and the system of dams to provide energy and
irrigation for the central plains makes this arid area
fruitful. Other pasts of the West have suffered from
droughts for several years, but Washington's agriculture
has thrived.
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Nevertheless, there are pockets that do not equally
share in the prosperity, particularly the rural and remote
areas whose economies are heavily or entirely based on
natural resources. The natural-resource-based industries
are on the whole in decline or stagnant. Washington's
apple industry, for which the State is famous, has been
unsettled in recent years by overproduction and the use of
the pesticide Alar. In Pend Oreille County, the northeast-
ern most county with borders on Idaho and Canada,
agriculture, once significant in the region, is now reduced
to hobby farming; in the meantime, the dominant timber
industry likewise declines.

Many agricultural- or timber-dependent communities
are seeking new ways to support their local economies.
Tourism and retirement, both taking advantage of rural
Washington's quality of life, are major elements in an
effort to attract diverse, small, balanced, and usually
"clean" enterprises. The town of Leavenworth in central
Washington is a successful model of tourist-based devel-
opment patterned after a Bavarian village. The Depart-
ment of Community Development, meanwhile, is work-
ing with the town of Forks on the Olympic peninsula to
help it recover from a collapsing economy based on
timber. Plans for retirement communities, which help
stabilize the economy through steady income, are often
hampered by inadequate health cate in mral areas.

Development PhilosophyPolicymakers in Washing-
ton have developed a mature economic development
philosophy. In contrast to New Mexico where opportuni-
ties are few by comparison, or to Kentucky where
recessions follow booms in fast succession, the prosperity
has permitted policymakers "the time to intellectualize,"
in the words of the Director of the Department of
Economic Development. They have taken a holistic
approach to development, in which the recruitment of
industries is part of a broader agenda that aims to create
conditions to support and nurture a diverse, balanced, and
strong economic base. Washington is able to attract
"clean" high-technology industries such as software
design and biotechnology.

Rural Development as Seattle's "Growth Manage-
ment"Ironically, the problem facing Washington poli-
cymakers is not so much the need for economic develop-
ment, but rather the need for "growth managemart."
Recently, Seattle has been recognized for its treasures
without the problems usually found in big cities. How-
ever, Seattle is developing its own problems as a
consequence of rapid growthstrains on highways and
housing for examplethus "growth management" is a
high priority. The need to control growth has triggeted an
appreciatim of how the State's rural areas can share in the
State's prosperity and contribute to its expansice. Rural
economic development is an important part of a "growth
management" strategy for spreading Seattle's prosperity
throughout the State.
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Governor Booth Gardner created a Growth Strategy
Commission to investigate "economic diversification"
and ways to balance growth in the State, while the
legislature commissioned a report on the potential for
urban companies to relocate parts of their operations to
rural areas. iblecommunications is seen as a vital
resource that would enable distant and small communities
to share in the prosperity.

The studies concluded that telecommunications was a
necessary part, but not sufficient on its own to foster
economic growth in Washington's outback. This conclu-
sion is reached in other reports, such as "lbleconununica-
dons and Rural Development" by the Partnership for
Rural Improvement of the Community College of
Spokane, which notes that while communications per se
will not guarantee development, the absence of adequate
communications reduces the possibilities for develop-
ment. Small cities rather than remote or small villages
most likely benefit from the relocation of businases from
urban to rural areas with the help of telecommunications.

Washington's rural easterners cautioned that because
this recent awareness of urban-rural linkages is caused by
the overgrowth of Seattle, those promoting these linkages
may not be sensitive to the needs and desires for
development in eastern Washington. Many of Washing-
ton's citirms east of the Cascade Mountains feel mote
allied wiih the citizens of northern Idaho and western
Montana, than of western Washington. In some areas,
such as Okanogan County in north-central Washington,
economic development in most any form is welcome.
Others, such as some residents of White Swan, a small
village on the Yakima Indian Reservation hi the lower
Yakima Valley, favor slow and controlled growth. Some
want no growth at all.

The State's interest in rural development to solve
Seattle's growth problems does not always appeal to local
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economic development professionals. The relocation of a
large firm (more than 50 employees) can thrvuen to
dominate an area and upset its balance. These local
development "guerrillas"as one describes herself and
her colleaguesare more sensitive to the needs and
desires of the community.

Sense of CommunityDespite the mst-west and
mai-urban schisms, there is a remarkable degree of
conummity throughout Washington and a sense that,
despite some exceptions, the State functions as a unit: this
contrasts to the insularity of New Mexico and the
factionalism of Kentucky. The common phrase "forging
sectoral linkages" reflects the notion that the State's
economy is the sum of its pans: that the fortune ofSeattle
depends on and contributes to the fortune of Spokane,
which depends on and contributes to the fortune of the
nearby communities and towns. The word "networking"
was often mentioned to describe the key to a community's
success, and one citizen noted that "everybody is facing
the same probk .ns, so everybody has to work together."
Frequent and casual reference to the transformation of
Eastern Europe showed an awarenecs and sophistication
that indicated that their own communities must participate
in the global community.

EnvironmentEconomic development in rural Wash-
ington involves delicate environmental issues. Washing-
ton State has a large and active environmental commu-
nity. Recendy, the tensior between the environment and
jobs has been fought aye'. the issue of the protection of the
State's ancient foreststhe habitat of the spotted owl.
Efforts to halt or interfere with logging threaten the
communities that depend on the timber industry. Those
primarily concerned with development see the spotted
owl as a symbol of how the concern for a bird is taking
precedence over people's lives and livelihoods. In reac-
tion to the tumultuous times for the timber industry, the
Park Service has emerged as a new player in development
by more actively promoting tourism in park facilities.

Financing DevelopmentThe difficulty of securing
capital, as elsewhere, is cited as a significant impediment
to development Because the banks serving rural areas
typically are branch facilities of large banks, their interest
in and knowledge of small mral businesses is limited-
Small entrepreneurs in Washington face another financial
burden. By State law, public credit cannot be extended for
pinta use. Fmally, communities that border Idaho must
compete for businesses against a more generous tax
structure across the border.

Regulattny PolkyWhile development advocates be-
lieve in the "Field of Dreams' medo"if you build it,
they will come"the State Utilities and Transportation
Commission (UTC) which regulates teleconununications,
operates under the maxim: "if you build it, somebody has
to pay for it" UTC, with its obligation to ensure that each
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customer has an appropriate level of service at a fair cost,
is cautious not to encourage (let alone mandate) the
deployment of technologies or services whose applica-
tions have not been demonstrated. But market-admiration
may tend to shortchange rural areas. The experience in
Europe, according to Bill Beyers, Professor of Geography
at the University of Washington, is that technology
deployment and developman premised on market forces
tends to work against rural areas.

The general consensus throughout the State seems to be
that the existing communications infrastrucmre is suffi-
ciently sophisticated to handle most foreseeable applica-
tions. Neveltheless, there are complaints about "dirty
lines" degrading service and interfering with data trans-
fer. UTC has the goal of single-party, touch-tone service
to a high proportion of multi-party lines in both rural and
urban areas by the end of 1992. A major issue for rural
telephony is the cost of service, especially when calls to
the local school or to a neighbor a few miles away often
involve a toll charge, and when the rate for basic service
is $30 or $40 per mon& Extended area service (EAS) is
a mechanism to redraw exchange boundaries to match the
patterns of regional commerce and reduce the cost for
rural communities to comtnunicate with the town or city
on which it depends. However, the savings scented to
rural customers and businesses is largely taken at the
expense of the small independent telephone companies
whose settlements from the pool of long-distance tolls is
reduced at the same dme the traffic cm their networks
increases.

Education and DevelopmentLike Kentucky, Wash-
ington State is unequivocally committed to education for
future progress, and here too telecommunications serves
an important function in strengthening educational oppor-
tunities. The Satellite 1blecommunica1ions Educational
Programming (STEP) network, for example, adminis-
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tered by Educational Service District 101 in Spokane,
provides programs taught by educators specially trained
for broadcasting to schools, both nnal and urban, in 12
States. With the unique visual capabilities of television,
STEP is able to present course material in innovative
ways. A class in Japanese, fir example, may be presented
with a Japanese music video to help students understand
the culture and its idiom. Although its curriculum is
limited to six classes geared to college prepamtory
studentscalculus, Japanese I and II, advanced English,
and Spanish I and IIit also delivers inservice program-
ming for teachers. Washington State University in Pull-
man provides courses to branch campuses through its
WHETS facility, which links them by a two-way audio
and video microwave system.

Although STEP targets rural schools with limited
facilities and teachers there are barriers to the delivery of
edncation to small and remote rural communities and
school districts, because of the expense of installing and
subscribing to the programming.

Demand for Information and ThchnologyThe need
to effectively and efficiently communicate with distant
and foreign markets is important because much of the
State's products are exponed. The awareness of the
strategic importance of infonnadon and teleconimu-
nicationsfor continued =comic growth throughout the
State is very high. As an example, Iblephone Utilities of
Washington, which operates 43 exchanges in the State,
has joined a consortium of independent telephone compa-
nies that will offer the advanced switching technology of
common channel Signaling System 7. Several people
noted that the use and demand for cellular telephony
would be large in nual areas, especially among farmers.
Gamma University in Spokane recently received a $10
minks grant from the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) to build a high-technology library to
provide infosmation as a tool for agriculture. Finally, the
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Palouse Economic Development, with a $100,000 grant
from the Department of Communit Development, has
launched a project to help local businesses market goods
abroad, a project for which telecommunications is indis-
pensable.

Maine

Maine aggressively embraces telecommunications as
an important way to overcome its isolation, its size, and
its low population density. Improving education state-
wide through the use of telecommunications is the
centerpiece of the State's development approach.

The largest of the New England States, Maine is the
most sparsely populated State east of the Mississippi, with
density ratios that match some large Midwestern States.
In addition, nearly two-thirds of the State's 1.2 million
citizens live in nonmetropolitan areas, typically in one of
its nearly 500 small towns and villages. Despite recent
growth, the State's economy is sluggish, with an average
per-capita income at $13,954 in 1987, compared to the
national average of $15,481.

Starting in the north, we visited Presque Isle and several
of the swrounding towns beftwe traveling south thiough
Houlton and the small lumber town of Haynesville on the
way to Orono and Bangor. The Iblephree Association of
Maine's annual meeting in Rockport provided a unique
opportunity to speak with many players in telecommuni-
cations, with an emphasis on the perspectives of the local
indefendeat telephone companies. Finally, the staff went
to Augusta to speak with the State officials and see the
University of Maine's Intellective lblevision network in
operation, then on to Portland to meet with New England
Iblephone and the governor's advisor on communication
and economic development (see figure 5).

Economically RemoteAlthough geographically, cul-
turally, and topographically opposites, Maine and New
Mexico share several imponant characteristics with
regard to =comic development. Both are sparsely
populated and relatively large. Maine's geographic isola-
tion parallels New Mexico's cultural isolation. Sharing
most of its border with Canada and the Atlantic Ocean, it
is the single State to border on only Me other State (New
Hampshire). Jim as New Mexico is divided into pueblos
and remote enclaves, Maine is organized into small towns
and villages. Both States have been relatively tmaffected
by larger, national economic trends and events.

But while many New Mexicans believe that the State
is not yet ready to make full use of its resources,
"Downeasten" welcome the change to participate on a
national or global leveL They are inmeasingly less content
to remain economically isolated, particulady u the free
trade agreement with Canada puts Maine at the ausaraids
of an important connection between Quebec, the Mar-
itimes, and the United States' Northeastern cities.
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Figure 5Map of OTA's Field Study IR Maine
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Rural PovertyAs in Washington, the economic
growth that Maine has had in recent years is not
distributed evenly throughout the State. According to the
Deputy Commissioner of the Department of Community
Development, the rich areas become richer, but the nual
areas remain poor. While Portland and southern Maine
have recently been successful in attracting service indus-
tries such as advertising agencies and insurance compa-
nies from around southern New &gland, northern
Maine's economy, dependent largely on timber and
potato farming, remains stagnant. Aroostook County, at
Maine's northern "crown," faces a health care crisis as its
population, many of whom are uninsured, can no longer
support the four regional hospitals serving a county the
size of the State of Connecticut.

Cooperative DevelopmentThe presence of liming
Air Fome Base in Limestone, several miles north of
Presque Isle, greatly benefits Aroostook County's won-
only. The base, like others around the canary, stabilizes
the regional economy and enables the community to
afford educadonal facilities that would otherwise be
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beyond its reach. However, as residents realize that
closing or descaling the base is a "when" not an "if"
proposition, communities and business leaders are vying
to find and create their own opportunities for develop-
ment. Eight communities around and including Presque
Isle qualified as one of the State's four Job Opportunity
7ones. Although the Job Opportunity Zones are intended
to provide opportunities and incentives for gmwth, the
incentive of State support led communities to evaluate
their resources and potential for development and to
cooperate where they might ordinarily have not.

Local business and community leaders in Aroostook
County have formed an ad hoc committeeIzaders
Encouraging Aroostook Development (LEAD)to tackle
development issues that they believe are not properly
treated by the Regional Planning Commission. Because
transportationincluding roads and highways, air access,
and railroadsis such a vital element to development in
remote rural areas like northern Maine, LEAD is working
to minimize and release State fimds to extend Interstate
Rcete 95 to Presque Isle. LEAD, along with the Univer-
spcff Maine at Presque Isle, was instrumental in secnring
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a grant from the Maine Science and 'lb-analogy Center
for a CAD/CAM system to be installed in one of Maine's
four Research and Productivity Centers on the campus of
the Univmsity of Maine at Presque Isle.

Telecommunications and Development Sanctioned
From the TopThe former chairman of the National
Governors Association's Subcommittee on Telecommu-
nications, Governor John Mc Keman has championed the
importance of telecommunications for the State's future
welfare, and his fervor paces the State's ecceomic
development philosophy. In panicular, his and others'
commitment to telecommunications-assisted education is
becoming a reality, as Maine is in the process of building
a community college system based on interactive televi-
sion. In addition, Rich Silkman, the Governor's advisor
for State Planning, similarly supports telecommunica-
tions as a means of overcoming Maine's isolation and
sparse population. Communications provides a way to
recapture "space-specific rents" in rural areas, which
have been declining as natural resources such as metal or
wood are devalued.

Ken Gordon, the Chairman of the Public Utilities
Commission, explicitly stated his view of the ftmdaxnen-
tal connection between communications regulation and
economic development in an address before the Tele-
phone Association of Maine. While pointing out that the
State has a reasonably modem communications network
with a high degree of digitization and fiber deployment.
he noted that the State is hampered by high inrtastate toll
rates and by "rather modest marketing efforts" on the
part of the telephone companies. In an effort to align
conununications and economic development goals, Chair-
man Gordon hopes to name regulation to protect all
partiescustomers and small telephone companies in-
cludedwithout intrusive, detailed involvement by the
PUC into the rorces of the market.

On the other hand, the legislature, with the recent labor
strife in the paper companies and the telephone company,
is more cautious about development and technology and
prefers keeping regulation in place. Representative Herb
Adams warned in a speech before the iblephone Associa-
tion of Maine that "technology is not an endless friend,"
citing the increasing incidence of junk fax and computer-
ized telephone solicitations, and that often technology
takes on a life of its own and becomes unresponsive to the
consumer.

Overall, the support for the role of telecommunications
in economic development sunces the State's leaders and
the cooperation among these key policymakers seems
greater in Maine than in any other State we visited. One
xesideat explained this in terms of the State's small
population. The State's leadership is comprised of only
200 people. They often socialize together and work out
issues on an informal basis.
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The Environment and the Role of the DEPAware
that the State can ill-afford the status quo, most of Maine's
residents support economic development. However, there
is significant tension over the extent and nature of
development, which appears largely over environmental
issues. As in Washington State, timber is perhaps the most
important resource for Maine's northern communities
(much of the land in the north is owned by paper
companies) and so pressure on logging industries tends to
ruffle the feathers of citizens whose livelihoods are at rislc.

The villain, from this perspective, is the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)dubbed by one resi-
dent "nature Nazis "who have assumed the role of
surrogate zoning board to monitor the sale and use of
property in the absence of strceg local governments. DEP
has become influential in economic development. Viewed
by some as bureaucratically sleepy, the DEP is resented
by many in tural northern Maine, who feel squeezed by
rules and regulations mandated from policymakers in
Augusta.

However, the DEP's efforts to preserve the State's
environment spring largely because much of the needed
infrastructuree.g., roads, bridges, and sewage treat-
mentis in disrepair and cannot support further develop-
ment. In some cases, in order for a business to move,
another on_ has to move out lest it exceed the capacity of
the sewage plant. According to Jack Dexter, the President
of the Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
regulation and the exhaustive regulatory process make it
expensive to do business in Maine, especially for small
businesses.

Concerns for the State's environment are likely to
provide strong incentives in the future for the deployment
of modem communications, according to Curt Sweet of
the University of Southern Maine. As the condition of
rivers and lakes in the State deteriorates and as logging
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companies are slow to replace harvested forests, the
importance of an economy founded on nonpolluting,
information-intensive industries is expected to become an
important priority. Furthermore, Maine, along with the
rest of the Northeast, is slowly losing industry to the west,
where as we were told, public policy for the past decades
has focused on developing inexpensive power sources.

Education, ibleco.nmunications, and Economic De-
velopmentAs in Kentucky, the low level of skills
among Maine's residents was cited as a significant banier
to development. However, the State has, until recently,
been hamsmmg in its ability to adequately educate and
train its workfotce because the commtmity college system
has only been operating 1 year. When the commitment
was made to create the community college system 10
years ago, an ambitious telecommunications-based sys-
tem was seen as the most efficient and effective way to
improve education in the State. The Education Reform
Act of 1984, recognizing the relationship of education mid
development, provided additional impetus for a telecommu-
nications-based network.

From the seven branch campuses of the University ot
Maine System which are connected by two-way, fully
interactive video and audio, courses will eventually be
broadcast to more than 200 high schools, university
centers, and technical schools throughout the Stateone
within 12 miles of every resident. The system is intended
to be used for college, secondaty, and elementary level
coursework as well as for adult continuing education.

Though still in its infancy, the success of the Commu-
nity College of Maine's ITV network will in large part
depend on the efforts of local educators to help their

communities realize its potential. For very distant or
isolated communities, ITV opens up new avenues for
delivering education and other invaluable social services.
There is some reluctance, though, among superintendents
and teachers who fear that the success of such a system
could imperil their jobs.

Independent Thicos and Rural DevelopmentIn
Maine, just as in Kentucky, New Mexico, and Washing-
ton, the small independent telephone companies in
general have more advanced switching and transmission
equipment than the regional Bell affiliate, New England
Thephone. However, this potential advantage can rarely
be exploited because the small local telephone companies,
for lack of the perscenel and expertise, must rely on their
Bell counterpart to set protocols and to popularize
services. They are also limited in offerings because many
of them are unable to afford the expense of filing service
applications before the State Public Utility Commission.
With regard to involvement in local development, the
simple answer is that they lack the resources to market
their communications wales and to help their customers
take advantage of the network There is also a built-in
incentive for local telephone companies to limit growth
because as their business customers expand, they become
targets for the larger phone companies to pick off.

The prominent issue for rural telephcee companies in
Maine involved the treatment of long-distance pricing and
in pardcular the policy of extended area service. Because
the independents rely heavily on the settlements from the
pool of long-distance in order deflect the usually high cost
of providing local serv ice, efforts to reduce toll rates
threaten to cut into this important subsidy.
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Analog Communications: A communication format in
which information is transmitted by modulating a
continuous signal, such as a radio wave. Voice and
video messages originate in analog form since sound
and light are wave-like functions: thus, they must be
convened into digital messages in order to commtmi-
cate along digital communications formats or media.

Bandwidth: The range of frequencies that can be
transmitted along a communications channel. Also, the
range of frequencies required to transmit a communi-
cations signal without undue distortion. The more
information a signal contains, the more bandwidth it
requires for transmission. For example, television
signals require a bandwidth of 3 million hertz (cycles
per second), whereas telephone conversations require
only about 3,000 hertz. The higher the bandwidth the
greater the amount of information that can be trans-
mitted in a given timeframe.

Basic Exchange Telecommunications Radio System
(BETRS): An FCC classification for digital micro-
wave radio systems. See Digital Radio.

Bell Operating Companies (ISOCs): As a result of
AT&T's divestiture in 1984, the original Bell tele-
phone system was divided into 22 local Bell operating
companies. These now provide local telephone service
across most of the country. These companies are
managed by the seven "Baby Bells." the RBOCs or
regional holding companies for the BOCs.

Bit (Blnary digiT): The smallest unit of information a
computer can use. A bit is represented as a "0" or a
"1" (also "on" or "off"). A group of 8 bits is called
a byte. Bits are often used to measure the speed of
digital transmission systems.

Kilobit: 1,000 bits
Megabit: 1 million bits
Gigabit: 1 billiou bits

Central Office; The telephone company facilities that
house switching and related equipment, which serves
the immediate geographical area. The central office is
the most immediate point of interface between the
telephone company and customers.

Centrex: A service offered by tekphone companies that
provides business customers direct inward dialing to
their own lines allowing them to circumvent the public
portion of the switching facilities. Centex allows
companies to more directly manage their teleconunu-
nications

Compact Disc Read-Only Memory (CD/ROM): An
optical storage system for computers that permits data
to be randomly accessed from a disc. With read only
discs, new data cannot be stored nor can the disc be
elated for reuse.

Digital Communications: A communications fonnat
used with both electronic and light-based systems that

transmits audio, video, and data as bits of information
(see Bit). Digital communications is particularly suited
to data communications, since computers communi-
cate and functica digitally. Digital technology also
allows communications signals to be compressed for
more efficient transmission. Codecs (abbreviation for
"coder-decoder") are reatuired for video and voice
signals to be transmitted in digital form, since video
and voice are analog messages.

Digital Radio (BETRS): Radio signals that transmit
digital signals. It has greater capacity and is more
secure than analog radio since messages must be
encoded digitally for transmission. Sec Basic Ex-
change iblecommunications Radio System

Digitalization: The process of convening analog infor-
mation, such as voice and video messages, into digital
signals.

Divestiture: The bmalc-up of the AT&T monopoly into
the 7 regional Bell operating companies, Bellcore, and
the 22 Bell operating companies. Divestiture resulted
from the 1984 Modified Final Judgment, which settled
the government's long-standing antitrust suit against
AT&T. See Modified Final Judgment

DS3 Circuits: DS3 circuitsalso called T3 circuits
operate at a capacity of 45 megabits per second
(Mbps). See T1 Circuits, Kilobits Per Second.

Electronic Data Interexchange (EDI): The use of
computers and telecommunications technologies to
process common transaction functions, such as in-
voices, shipping notices, and bills, that enditionally
have entailed the transfer and processing of paper
documents. With EDI, computers exchange informa-
tion via telecommunications and process the informa-
tion without the delay typically entailed with paper
transactions. EDI improves the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of operations by empowering businesses to
purchase supplies 'and to produce and distribute
products precisely when and where they are needed.

Fiber Optics: Hair thin, flexible glass rods that use light
to transmit audio, video, and data signals. Fiber optics
are particularly suitable for digital communications
since light impulses go "on" and "off" to transmit
messages (see Digital Communications). Fiber optic
cable has much higher capacity than copper wire or
coaxial cable and is not as subject to interference or
noise.

Holistic: Related to ce concerned with whole systems, as
opposed to examining the constituent parts of a
system. A holistic approach to development treats the
economy, its politics, and its human interactions as
interdmendent.

Host-remote Switch: A device that can provide local
switching capabilities for communities located far
from a telephone company central office (see Central
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Office). Host-remote switching can improve the qual-
ity of service for remote communities since their local
calls do not have to travel the long distances, along
which signals can be attenuated, to the central office to
be switched. While the remote switch can perform
most of the functions of a regular switch, it is
dependent on a host switch typically found in a larger
community.

Independent iblephone Company: A local exchange
carrier that is not part of the Bell System of Bell
operating companies (BOCs) and regional Bell operat-
ing companies (RBOCs). See Bell Operatin Companies.

Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN): A proto-
col for high-speed digital tnansmission. ISDN provides
simultaneous voice and high-speed data transmission
along a single conduit to the users' premises. Two
ISDN protocols have been standardized: with Narrow-
band ISDN, or 2B+D, two 64 kilobits per second
(kbps) channels carry voice or data messages and one
16 kbps channel is used for signaling carrying
addressing and other call-related information; with
Broadband ISDN, or 23B+D, 23 64 kbps channels
carry voice or data messages and one64 kbps channel
is used for signaling. See Kilobits Per Second.

Interexchange Carrier (IXC): A telephone company
such as AT&T. MCI. or Sprintthat carriers long-
distance calls. The 1XCs are authorized by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to cany inter-
LATA interstate traffic, and can be authorized by the
State pubbc service commissions to carry interLATA
intrastate traffic (see Local Access and Transport Area).

Kilobits Per Second (kbps): A unit of measurement for
the speed at which information travels. Also Mbps
Megabits per second, and GbpsGigabits per second.
See Bit.

Local Access and Transport Area (LATA): LATAs
were developed as a result of the divestiture settlement
to define geographic areas within which the Bell
operating companies (BOCs) can provide telephone
servike. (See Bell Operating Companies.) The settle-
ment allows the BOCs to provide intraLATA service,
but it foibids them from providing interLATA tele-
communications.

Local Area Networks (LANs): Data communication
networks that are relatively limited in their re tch. They
generally cover the ptemises of a building or a campus
and are private networksthus the equipment is not
owned by a telephone company. Like all networking
technologies, LANs facilitate communication and
sharing of information and computer resources by the
members of a group.

Local Calling Area: The area within which a customer
may make a call without incurring long-distance
zharges.

Local Exchange: The geographic aira in which there is
a unify= price for telephone service. More than one

central office may serve a local exchange. See Central
Office.

Local Exchange Carrier (LEC): A telephone company
that carries local calls. In most exchanges the LEC is
a Bell operating company, but hundreds of independ-
ent telephone companies are LECs. State public
service conunissions regulate the monopoly services

LECs. See Bell Operating Companies.
Local Loop: The portion of the telecommunications

network between the customers' premises and the
telephone company's central office. See Central Office.

Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs): Still in the
field-testing fIlige, metropolitan area networks provide
r-ritched data networking services at very high speeds
(45 to 50 megabits per second) within a geographic
area of at least 50 miles. MANs connect LANs to
LANs, as well as LANs to WANs. These networks are
optimally designed for shared usage. See local Area
Networks, Wide Area Networks.

Microwave: High-frequency radio waves used for poim-
to-point and omni-directional communication of audio,
data, and video signals. Microwave frequencies re-
quire direct line of sight between the sending station
and the receiving station to operate. Obstruction such
as tmes or buildings distort the signal

Modified Final Judgment (MFJ) : The 1984 agreement
between AT&T and the U.S. Justice Depanment,
which settled the government's long-standing antitrust
suit against AT&T and resulted in AT&T's divestitum
(see Divestiture). As a result of the MFJ, the Bell
operating companies (BOCs) and regional Bell operat-
ing companies (RBOCs) are prohibited from offering
information =vices and limited in the extent to which
they can engage in manufacturing and designing
equipment; BOCs cannot offer long-distance service;
and RBOCs cannot offer local telephone service. In
1989, the court decided to let RBOCs provide gateway
services in order to encourage the development of an
infontration service industry.

Nontraffic Sensitive (NTS) Costs: The costs that a local
telephone company incurs in providing its subscribers
with a comection to the company's central offices.
The NTS portion of the company's plant is largely
compri3ed of the telephone lineslocal loops
running from the subscaibers' premises to thew central
offices, and the switches located at the central offices.
NTS costs depend primarily on the number of sub-
scribers and the average length of the local loops. NTS
costs do not var3r with the amount of telephone traffic
carried over the loops. Thus, NTS costs are often
referred to as "fixed costs."

Open Network Architecture (ONA): A regulatosy
constrct which was a ploduct of the Federal Caroming-
calico.. Commission's Computer Inquiries. ONA is a
system in which the telephoto companies allow
enhanced service providers equal access to their
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network facilities. This equal access is referred to as
comparably efficient interconnection (CE1). Enhanced
services include such routine functions as call forward-
ing and voice mail, but also include more sophisticated
database manipulations and other services not yet
imagined. With CM, enhanced service providers
(ESPs) can purchase the unbundled componentsor
basic service elements (BSEs)sucli as switching
capabilities or infonnation processing capabilities, of
the formerly unified public switched network to bring
their services to customers. ONA is the FCC's attempt
to eliminate the structural separation requirements that
required the telephone companies to maintain separate
subsidiaries for competitively offered services. With-
out such separations, competition would be fostered
and more products would become available to consumers.

Packet Switching: The process of transmitting digital
information by means of addressee packetswhich
include data, call control signals, and error control
informationso that a channel is occupied only during
the transmission of the packet In contrast, data sent
using modems occupies a circuit for the entire duration
of the transmission, even when no data is actually
traveling over the lines. Using packet switching, the
various packets of information can travel along differ-
ent mutes on the network, allowing the carrier to
optimize its network capacity.

Private Branch Exchange (PBX): A small telephone
switch that typically serves extensions in a business or
campus arrangement and also provides iMereonnectiv-
ity with the public network. A PBX offers similar
capabilities as Centrex, except the equipment is owned
by the customer rather than leased from the telephone
company. See Centrex.

Rural Area Networks (RANs): As conceptualized by
OTA, Mikis would be shared-usage networks, config-
ured to include a wide range of users in rural
communities. RANs would allow rural communities to
pool their demand for advanced telt% ommunications
services in order to justify and share the cost of
sophisticated equipment that individual users could
not otherwise afford or fully utilize. RANs would not
be isolated "technology islands," ha would connect
rural areas with the rest of the world.

Signaling System Seven (SS7): A control system for the
public telephone network, SS7 allows telephone com-
pany computers to communicate directly with each
other using speciaBzed signaling circuits. The inform-
tion traveling along these circuits is related to the
routing of telephone calls. By using separate circuits
for these purposes, the carriers do not have to use
bandwidth on the voice circuits, and telephone call
processing becomes more efficient and faster, enabling
more services to be made available to consumers.

Subscriber Line Charges (SLC): Subscriber line charges
are a convention adopted after divestiture to defray the

portion of the cost of long-distance calls that use the
local access plant Prior to the divestiture of the Bell
System, prices for long-distance service were set
artificially high and the extra tevenues were used to
defray some of the costs of local service and keep local
..-ates low. The Federal Communications Commission
implemented SLCs after divestiture, when this cross-
subsidization was no longer possible because long-
distance service became competitive. SLCs range from
about $2.50 to $6.00 per month.

Switch: A mechanical or solid-state device that opens or
closes circuits, changes operating parameters, or se-
lects paths or circuits, either on a bandwidth or time
division basis. Digital switches typically switch sig-
nals by time division.

Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS): SMDS
is a high-speed, fast packet-switched service provided
in a campus, or ring, type arrangement situated within
a 50-mile radius.

TI Circuits: TI circuits have 24 channelseach carrying
64 kilobits per second (kbps) of information and
operate at a capacity of 1.544 megabits per second
(Mbps). TI is a standard for transmission that is
accepted in North America. See Kilobits Per Second.

Universal Service: A policy associated with the Commu-
nications Act of 1934, which granted AT&T the
monopoly for telephone service in the United States, to
provide telephone servic& to all who want it at a
reasonable price.

Virtual Networks: Virtual networks establish logical,
temporary connections as opposed to dedicated ones.
From the users perspective they are similar to private
networks.

VSATs: Very small apenure terminals, satellite receive
dishes, approximately 1.8 to 2.4 meters in diameter,
that are capable of sending and receiving voice, data,
and/or video signals. VSATs can transmit over wide
areas by relaying to satellites in geosynchronous orbit.

Wide Area Networks (WANs): Data communication
networks that provide long-haul connectivity among
separate networks located in deferent geographic
areas. WANs make use of a variety of transmission
media, which can be provided on a leased or dial-up
basis. WANs can also be privately owned.

SOURCES: Jack L Dempsey, Mown, Basics (Olicego,II.: iblepbony
Intestec Publishing. 1988); hick L. Dempsey,

Tranntiesthn Bader (('bew IL: Illepbeny brim,
Intenec Publishing. 1989), Jock I- DuctineY Daoas
Basics (Chicago. U. ',Nephew division, hnestec

1990); Graham Langley, Thlephony's Dictionary:
Seem 1 Edition (Chicago, R.: 'Nephew Publishing Corp.,
1986); Raymond Lames, Factors Affecting, the Definition
of the local Cabs Area: An Augment of Trends
(Columbus, OH: National Regulatory Research Institute)
Febsumy, 1994 Office orlbohnology Assessment, Liana;
for Learning: A New Corse for Edneadon, OTA-SEF-430
(Washinguin. DC: U.S. GovanmentPriatingOince.Noven-
ber, 1989); and Office of lecboology Assessment, 1991.
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Office of Technology Assessment

The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) was created in 1972 as an
analytical arm of Congress. OTA's basic function is to help legislative policy-
makers anticipate and plan for the consequences of technologicalchanges and
to examine the many ways, expected and unexpected, in which technology
affects people's lives. The assessment of technology calls for exploration of
the physical, biological, economic, social, and political impacts that can result
from applications of scientific knowledge. OTA provides Congress with in-
dependent and timely information about the potential erectsboth benefi-
cial and harmful-I-of technological applications.

Requests for studies are made by chairmen of standing committees of the
House of Representatives or Senate; by the Technology Assessment Board,
the governing body of OTA; or by the Director of OTA in consultation with
the Board.

The Technology Assessment Board is composed of six members of the
House, six members of the Senate, and the OTA Director, who is a non-
voting member.

OTA has studies under way iii nine program areas: energy and materi-
als; industry, technology, and employment; international security and com-
merce; biological applications; food and rer.ewable resouices; health;
telecommunication and computing technologies; oceans and environment;
and nience, education, and transportation.
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